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2018 ASSIGNMENTS FOR SELECTED COMMITTEES
AND 2018 THOUGHT FORCE
Delegates, Trustees, Executive Committee members, and World Service Conference Staff members comprise the Selected Committees,
Thought Forces, Task Forces and Work Groups. Below are the Delegate assignments for this year’s Conference.

Assignment

Conference
Committee
on Trustees

Panel 56

Panel 57

Panel 58

(2016‑2018)

(2017‑2019)

(2018‑2020)

Richard McC.,
Chair, MA

Sarah S.,
Chair Elect, MO

Jeffrey F., PA
Phil G., KS

Don B., WIUPMI

Sue C., SD
Sue G., ON(S)

Laura D., OK

Literature
Committee

Renelle M., GA

Gail F., AR
Gail L., CT
Jean H., SK
Janet P., NV

Christine W., IL(N)
Leah L., TN
Theresa M., OH

Public
Outreach
Committee

Duane F., VA
Janis A., BC/YT

Beth K., IA
Madeline S., WY
Sonya M., ME

Cheryl A., FL(S)
Kay M., TX(W)
Sherry H., KY

Stephanie S.,
NM, Chair

Betty A., MN(S)
Kim C., DE

Thought
Force:
Welcoming
Potential
Members

Summary 2018

Norma F., AB/NWT

Janis A., BC/YT

Kathy B., ID

PRE‑CONFERENCE ACTIVITIES

Mintie G., MB/NWO
Miriam B., IN
Rosanna H., CA(N)
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INTRODUCTION OF OUR NEW EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Debbie G. • Trustee, Chairperson of the Board

“At the start of the 2017 World Service Conference (WSC), the
Board of Trustees announced with great enthusiasm and hope for
the future that it was ready to begin the search for our new Ex‑
ecutive Director. The hiring process was shared during Conference
and posted on AFG Connects.
“On Wednesday, July 19, 2017, three candidates interviewed
with the full Board of Trustees at our World Service Office (WSO).
Each candidate shared their personal and service story. Afterward,
they responded to a series of roundtable questions and had dis‑
cussions with the Board. The meeting concluded with an informal
lunch, and the day ended for the candidates with a tour of the WSO.
The Board spent the remainder of the day talking with each other
and reasoning things out. We shared openly and honestly concern‑
ing each candidate, spent time alone with our respective Higher
Powers and returned to the boardroom ready to make our decision.
I believe I speak for the Board when I say we each sought the guid‑
ance of our Higher Power and walked away from the boardroom
that day knowing we had fulfilled our legal responsibilities in the
best way possible.
“Vali’s prior work experience was as a General Manager of
product management for a division of a billion‑dollar software
company, where she was directly responsible for creating
long‑term strategies and managing plans to accomplish strategic
and financial objectives in a fast‑paced and ever‑changing
international environment. She was charged with leading and
inspiring a team of globally and culturally diverse members through
the use of web and video conferencing and in‑person consultation.
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Her Al‑Anon service includes Area Delegate (Panel 53), Area Chair,
Area Secretary, Area Treasurer, Area Convention Co‑Chair, AIS
Chair, Alateen Coordinator and Group Representative. Last but not
least, she remains an active member of two home groups.
“Concept Eleven tells us that any active service, to function well,
must be managed by a competent Executive. It must always be
directed by one person, supported by such Staff as needed. This
function must be delegated to an individual with ample freedom
and authority to do the job without interference, so long as the job
is done well. A good executive possesses a special combination of
abilities, one of which is the ability to lead by example, thus secur‑
ing willing cooperation.
“Concept Nine speaks to leadership itself: a person who can put
principles, plans and policies into such dedicated and effective ac‑
tion that the rest of us want to back them up. A person who con‑
sults widely before making decisions and understands a fine plan
can come from anyone, anywhere. A good leader often discards
their own cherished plans for those that are better and gives credit
to the source. Good leadership never passes the buck. Once as‑
sured of sufficient backing, a good leader freely makes decisions
and puts them into action, provided, of course, that such actions be
within the framework of their defined authority and responsibility.
“It is my personal belief that you will find that Vali meets the defi‑
nition of a good leader as defined within our Concepts. It is now my
privilege to formally introduce to you Vali F., Executive Director of
Al‑Anon Family Group Headquarters, Inc.”

PRE‑CONFERENCE ACTIVITIES
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S SHARING
Vali F. • Executive Director

“Welcome to the 58th Annual World Service Conference (WSC).
My name is Vali F., and I have the privilege of serving as the new
Executive Director of Al‑Anon Family Group Headquarters, Inc. I
have two home groups: one in Northern Virginia—Thank God It’s
Saturday at 10am in Leesburg, Virginia and one in Virginia Beach—
Sandbridge AFG. And I can assure you, as would my Sponsor and
home group members, that I’m here because I belong.
“It was not that long ago that I sat in this room as a Delegate.
And throughout my three‑year experience, I was awed and inspired
by the Conference members' commitment to presuming goodwill,
supporting each other as trusted servants and seeking the highest
good for Al‑Anon Family Groups. My experience as the newly hired
Executive Director has been just as positive. Each day, I am graced
to work with the most dedicated and effective Staff. We aim to serve
as the Clearing House for Al‑Anon Family Groups by registering
groups, answering member questions, creating and translating our
literature, publishing magazines, updating and expanding the web‑
site to provide current information to professionals, members and
newcomers, and balancing the needs of generations as we adapt
new technology for Outreach and communication.
“I would like to thank the Conference Leadership Team for letting
me provide you with a little introduction of myself and letting me talk
about how I understand my role at the World Service Office (WSO).
Currently, I am beginning my seventh month on the job. (Won’t it
be interesting to reflect on this journey in ten years’ time when my
service as Executive Director is finished? I know it was interesting
to reflect on being a first‑ and second‑year Delegate in my last year,
as Panel 56 members may be doing right now. I’m certain the time
will fly by, as it will for the Delegates of Panels 57 and 58 and the
Volunteers who serve for their specific terms.)
“As Debbie mentioned, I come from a background in technology.
What is curious is that for many years, I hoped continuously—con‑
tinuously!—for the opportunity to leave my field for something more
meaningful. My husband even says that, during this time, I men‑
tioned my dream job would be becoming the Executive Director of
Al‑Anon Family Groups. (At the time, we lived in Arizona—where
he had come to retire and, for that matter, ultimately be buried. In
other words, the place he had no intention of ever leaving; I truly
believed I was dreaming the impossible dream.) At the time, I was
doing service in the Area and eventually became Delegate on Panel
53. I am grateful for the commitment to service and dedication to the
Legacies I experienced there.
“Fast forward five years and, thanks to the successful completion
of the last amends from my Eighth Step list and my Higher Power’s
guidance, I found myself living on my ancestral farm in Northern Vir‑
ginia, working to help struggling retailers overcome the challenges
of technology and attract the next generation of shoppers—ones
with smart apps and personalized connection. Then I received a
nudge from a dear Al‑Anon friend to apply for the position of Execu‑
tive Director. Suddenly my Higher Power’s plan became clear—the
reason I had stayed so long in my technology role. Because when
I considered applying, I realized Al‑Anon Family Groups was facing
challenges that were similar to the ones retailers were facing. I also
realized that the Board of Trustees and Conference needed to make
‘thoughtful estimates’ about the future, to ensure ‘future progress.’
“You may be asking yourself how Al‑Anon’s current situation in
Summary 2018

any way mirrors that of a for‑profit organization. And I’ll give you my
perspective. Fundamentally, retailers and Al‑Anon share a similar
underlying mission: to attract people—shoppers for retailers and
members for Al‑Anon—to fulfill their vision. Certainly, the retailers’
vision of success is significantly different from our own. Retailers
are motivated by profits, whereas Al‑Anon leaders are motivated by
the desire to offer hope and recovery to every community. Nonethe‑
less, in order to be successful, both organizations must attract peo‑
ple while maintaining their existing membership (or customer base).
And that means adapting to the changing needs and expectations
of their future membership while supporting their existing member‑
ship. Failure to do so ultimately leads to irrelevancy, which we have
certainly seen repeatedly in the retailer environment. In Al‑Anon’s
case, the result could be, as Bill W. described so eloquently in his
Leadership Essay found in the 2018‑2021 Al‑Anon/Alateen Service
Manual (P‑24/27) under Concept Nine, unforeseen woe for Al‑Anon.
“Just as in the retail environment, those who successfully navi‑
gate this delicate balance between existing and future members do
so not only because they are adaptive and strategic in their use of
resources but also because they maintain their underlying values
(which for us, of course, means our spiritual principles). And so, I
have come to Al‑Anon Family Group Headquarters, Inc. to support
and guide the Staff in transforming the Vision and Priorities of the
Board of Trustees into tangible solutions and plans, while maintain‑
ing focus on our underlying spiritual principles. In essence, honor‑
ing our past while embracing our future.
“The Board, as you know, must act as the visionary for Al‑Anon
Family Groups. It must look at past and present experiences to cre‑
ate ideas for not only how we can address our challenges now but
also how we can evolve to support the next generation of friends
and families of alcoholics. As a Trustee on the Board, I am honored
to participate in building the future Vision for Al‑Anon. I do so with
an amazing group of Volunteers, who give an inordinate amount of
their personal time in service to our fellowship.
“My ability to transform this Vision into plans and experiments
rests, in accordance with Concept Eleven, in the World Service Of‑
fice Staff. It is a privilege for me to manage their incredible wisdom
and experience. When we collaborate together, each of us brings to
the table our collective knowledge, creativity and skills to thought‑
fully consider new ideas and their implications for the fellowship,
and to draft plans and trials for potential solutions (which will be
considered by the Board of Trustees).
“As I have learned in the program and from my professional expe‑
rience, we can accomplish our purpose only by collaborating at all
levels; this is the way we learn what is needed, so that we can an‑
ticipate how these plans might work in the short and long term. You
will see a commitment to such collaboration transformed into action
later this week, when we invite the Conference into a conversation
that was initiated by the Staff, brought to the Board and expanded to
include all Conference members. It deals with a challenge we face
at the WSO every day and which has significant implications for not
only the Areas within the WSC Structure but across the world. I’m
very excited to collaborate with you all on this challenge!
“There is, of course, much that I’m excited about these days.
In addition to my responsibility to help transform the Vision of the
Board into plans, I am equally responsible for encouraging the
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thoughtful estimates and ideas of Staff. I also ensure that these es‑
timates and ideas are shared with the Finance and Executive Com‑
mittees and the Board, along with all the implementation details
necessary for them to make informed decisions regarding approval.
I know the membership is already enjoying the benefits of some of
these thoughtful estimates, like the fantastic Meeting Search tool
with its Report a Problem feature and the beautiful new, full‑color
Forum, which inspired one non‑member Staff person to read the
magazine cover to cover! Less exciting but equally important to our
electronic meetings, we have simplified the registration process
and eliminated barriers to listing meetings in multiple formats. We
have implemented an online process for Group Records changes
and registration.
“And lest we forget, 80 percent of you have joined the WSC app,
which Staff hope has eased your navigation around the lovely hotel
here in West Harrison, offered an easy way to connect and share
pictures (remember, these stay within the app, so you can snap pic‑
tures of your friends and share while still adhering to the Traditions)
and even provided a little gamification for the competitive amongst
you. (How many know who’s at the top of the Leaderboard?) Staff
will beg your indulgence at some point during Conference to test out
the polling feature, which may become a viable option in the future
to replace the voting clickers.
“But we all know it is ‘wishful fantasy’ to believe all trials will
be successful. A good example is the font size for the redesigned
Forum, which we had to adjust. We realize that our efforts to evolve
the organization to meet the needs of the future membership may
be met with resistance. (My Sponsor used to say that Al‑Anon
members don’t just get into ruts, they move in and furnish them
J.) This is the case with In the Loop, which the World Service
Conference conceptually approved could serve as the evolution of
Group eNews. The new tool is designed to provide smaller chunks
of information more frequently, so groups and members can stay
current on what’s happening at the WSO or which events affecting
Al‑Anon are happening worldwide. When we were notified about a
recent "Dear Abby" column’s posting about Alateen, we were able
to share an announcement almost immediately through In the Loop.
“Part of my responsibility as Executive Director is to listen for
minority opinions, while constantly seeking to balance the needs
for supporting our existing membership with our goal of embracing
our future membership. I recognized the peril of not doing so as I
watched retailers struggle to shift from their traditional store‑based
customers to new, online‑based ones. (Sound familiar? At Confer‑
ence, we are ourselves talking about electronic/virtual meetings
and how they might become part of our Structure.) Those who suc‑
ceeded did so through balance: personal progress for the greatest
number depends on unity. Sometimes that means embracing the old
and, sometimes, persisting through the trial of the new. I am grate‑
ful for the Executive Committee’s willingness to reinvigorate their
advisory role. Together we can ‘talk to each other and reason things
out with one another’ when deciding whether a plan should be de‑
layed, overturned or followed in light of minority opinions. (As you
can imagine, since members primarily only write to the WSO when
they have concerns, their emails and letters have to be considered
at least partially in the context of minority opinions.)
“That’s what is so wonderful about being a part of AFG, Inc. at
this point in history. The Staff, Board, and Executive Committee are
participating in both embracing the new and respecting the old. Isn’t
that an inspiring message for us as Conference members? Espe‑
cially considering we are only a day away from visiting Stepping
6

Stones, where so many of our foundations were formed. It was Lois
who gave us the theme of our Conference: ‘Al‑Anon—There is no
standing still!’ She was a visionary, as are all Conference members
here this week.
“We can all expect more ‘new’ to come. As Staff, we are commit‑
ted to exploring all new opportunities to reach and attract potential
members, from reaching out to unregistered Facebook groups to
begin conversations and seek understanding, to enabling monitored
comments on social media posts. We are committed to learning, so
we can make our thoughtful estimates and share information with
the Board of Trustees in its legal and visionary role. Our previous
surveys provided data that showed our membership was aging; pre‑
liminary results of this most recent Membership Survey suggest the
same. We cannot deny this reality nor, as Bill W. said in Concept
Nine, ‘cast the job of planning for tomorrow onto the fatuous idea
of Providence.’ Within the context of our Legacies, which our con‑
versation with the Board and Conference protect, we will continue
to explore new avenues to reach those who have not yet found us.
“So that’s a little bit about me and my current understanding of
the new role. As anyone who has taken on a new role in an unfa‑
miliar industry knows, it usually feels anywhere from a bit to quite
scary to be taking on something new. You can imagine when that
job involves a program that has saved your life, the stakes feel even
higher. Considering the concerns about our aging membership, and
despite having an enormous faith in my Higher Power, I certainly felt
the stakes were high coming to Al‑Anon. I did not want to mess this
one up!
“Which is why I was very thankful to discover, upon arrival, that
through the wisdom of the former Chairpersons of the Board and
Executive Directors, Al‑Anon is connected with the American So‑
ciety for Association Executives (ASAE). This organization supports
for‑profit and non‑profit associations across the United States and
guess what—many are struggling with an aging population and are
unsure of how to overcome technology barriers to reach a younger
generation. Reading their materials, I realized with a sigh of relief
that Al‑Anon is not alone. Just as when I came into Al‑Anon with
distorted perception that made me believe I was all alone in my dis‑
ease and found hope and recovery through shared experience, I
came to understand that Al‑Anon is not terminally unique. We can
gain help by listening and learning from the experience, strength
and hope of other associations. This does not mean we give up what
is unique; rather, we get to take what we liked and leave the rest.
“With help at hand, I can tell you that I’m grateful beyond mea‑
sure for this opportunity to be of service to Al‑Anon in the capac‑
ity my Higher Power has afforded me. I feel graced to work with
such amazing trusted servants: Staff, the Executive Committee, the
Board of Trustees and the Delegates who represent your Areas.
Having had the opportunity in my role of Secretary of AFG, Inc. to
participate on the Nominating Committee, I am appreciative of the
wisdom of the Conference, which established the Conference Com‑
mittee on Trustees and defined the Regional Trustee Plan. Choosing
good leaders is imperative for our future, and so I would ask each
of you, when it comes time to provide traditional approval for future
Trustees, to take time to carefully review the résumé packet you
have received and to give thoughtful consideration to the spiritual
process which has come before. The Conference will be affirming
these future leaders of Al‑Anon Family Groups later this week.
“Thank you so much for this opportunity. I’m excited to meet you all
throughout the Conference and work together toward Al‑Anon’s future.”
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SHARING AREA HIGHLIGHTS
Prior to the opening of the 2018 World Service Conference (WSC),
a session was held by the Delegates to share Area successes and
challenges. All other Conference members were invited to attend
as guests with no voice. Before the Conference, the Sharing Area
Highlights Recorder compiled all the Delegates’ written Reports
and made them available electronically to the session attendees.
The Sharing Area Highlights Chairperson, Duane F., Panel 56, Vir‑
ginia and Recorder, Kathy E., Panel 56, Mississippi, opened the ses‑
sion by noting that this was a continuation of an expanded format
that began with the 2016 Sharing Area Highlights session; they also
communicated that this Sharing Area Highlights format was a work
in progress.
During the session, Delegates broke off into small groups and talked
about strategies they use to encourage participation in their Areas.
What are the main tasks the Delegate performs?

• Most require written motions and all rely on
Knowledge‑Based Decision‑Making (KBDM).
• Committee and Coordinator Reports bring motions.
• Most use KBDM to write motions. Only GRs make and vote
on motions. Every Area is different and has autonomy.
How have you or how would you like to include technology in
your Report?
• Most use PowerPoint. Some include cartoons and animation
and AFG Connects slides for presentations. Some also
provide handouts with bullet points, and a Report outline
for GRs. Some post presentations on the Area website. IT
Coordinators supply projectors, microphones and laptops.
• We should make fewer handouts because of PowerPoint.

The Delegate:
• Serves as a conduit of information between the Area and the
World Service Conference.
• Brings fun to service—attraction.
• Empowers and encourages Group Representatives (GRs) at
Assemblies.
• Visits Districts—a number of them are difficult because they
cover large Areas.
• Helps District Representatives (DRs) encourage GRs to serve.
• Assists with Regional Trustee searches.
• Communicates with the World Service Office (WSO)
regarding Area issues and successes.
• Participates on Thought Forces, Task Forces and Committees.
How much time does the Chair set in the agenda for the Delegates’
Report? What sources of information do you use for input into your
Report? How do you decide what goes in the Report?
• Once yearly, we spend one hour coordinating with the Chair.
During the year, we use newsletters, provide workshops and
make the Report fun. Pictures are incorporated to speak to
Area interest.

• We could put Reports on our website because it is password
protected. We could also provide laptops for Areas,
embracing technology apps. We should explain how to use
AFG Connects so that members can communicate quickly
and comfortably with other members and WSO Staff.
What steps are you taking, do you need to take or would you
like to take for the future of Al‑Anon in your Area?
• Alateen participation in Area and District levels.
• Financial support for Alateen Sponsors at conventions, for
workshops.

• Why are we there? To carry the message. We are “myth
busters” that let the Area know how the WSC really goes.

• Use of electronic technology to cut down on time lost
in traveling to meetings. Rekindle, reintroduce Al‑Anon
members who were active in the past.

• We provide GRs and DRs with an outline that they can use
for their Reports.

• Incorporate technology, email announcements. Use web
conferencing to reach out because of distance.

• We do an interactive one‑hour Report and information
session on the Area website about WSO and Area resources.

The full group discussed the following:

• We have a separate four‑hour Assembly.

What change has your Area completed and worked hard on in
the last two years? Will it have lasting results?

• Reports are typically one hour long. We rely on what
members want in the Report.

What does your Area do to include Outreach projects to reach
those in need?

• Some incorporate skits and workshops. Others spread
Chosen Agenda Items throughout the year so there is time to
discuss them. Pictures in PowerPoint are essential.

What lingering concerns exist in your Area?

Do your Assembly members formally write motions? If so,
how do they introduce their motion? If not, how does your
Assembly bring a motion forward? Is there any deadline (prior
to Assembly) by which you must bring a motion to the Area?
Summary 2018

Successes:
• Liability insurance: One Area found that for $200 more per
year, it could cover all groups in the Area.
• We looked at how we communicate information and created
a Technology Coordinator position. The Coordinator is
available to members who have problems.

PRE‑CONFERENCE ACTIVITIES
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• Two hundred members attended an Oregon/Washington
TEAM event.
• Changes: In a financial situation, we created a committee
that was directly responsible to those it served. It obtained
non‑profit status.
• We used KBDM in creating an Area Charter.
• Support for Delegates: We approved and funded a current
Delegate, a past Delegate and an Alternate so that they
could attend the Regional Delegates Meeting.
• A Public Outreach Coordinator set up a table at Assembly to
provide information.
• Discussing everything before it was voted on helped to
decrease the chance for controversy.
• We purchased liability insurance for Officers; our Public
Outreach Coordinator organized spot ads before shows in
theaters for six weeks.
• A Task Force moved District lines to streamline the Area.
• Spanish: Our Area bought translation equipment for
Assemblies and conventions.
• Financial Inventory: We took leftover money and made
posters and a starter kit for professionals and gave them to
our Public Outreach Coordinator.
• We put up Public Outreach billboards and digital signs in
restaurants and used a fundraiser dinner to finance it.

• We helped our Area go paperless by posting to the Area website.
• We held a mandatory Alateen Coordinator training session
at a retreat center.
• In our “Passing the Torch” workshop, we lessened fears
and concerns about what an Area position entails. To
address declining service positions at all levels, we provided
descriptions and examples of each job’s roles.
• We created a Task Force on auditing the Area Financial
Report to improve transparency.
• We tried to address the issue of liability insurance.
Concerns:
• Large Reserve Fund at the Area level.
• Lack of Alateen participation at Assembly.
• Declining service participation at all levels.
• Teaching members about service—getting them to be
enthusiastically willing.
• Use of A.A. literature in meetings.
• Circuit Al‑Anon speakers who grew up with Alcoholics
Anonymous (the big book).
Before the session ended, Taaj J., Panel 57, New York South,
was elected to serve as Chairperson for the 2019 Sharing Area
Highlights session, Mabel M., Panel 57, Puerto Rico, was elected
Co‑Chairperson, and Carmen O’M. Panel 57, Louisiana, was elected
to serve as Recorder.

OPENING DINNER
Teri M. • Trustee, Conference Co‑Chairperson

Prior to the official opening of the Conference, the Conference
members, two International Representatives and Staff attended
the Opening Dinner. The Co‑Chairperson of the 2018 World Ser‑
vice Conference welcomed everyone and opened with the theme:
"Al‑Anon—There is no standing still!"
The Co‑Chairperson began her welcome by commenting that we
cannot know where we are going until we know where we have
been. She also mentioned that she had heard that we like progress,
but not change. She noted that the wisdom of our Founders was
evident when Lois W. wrote:
We believe the principles upon which A.A.
and Al‑Anon are founded are fundamental for
all time and all people. And yet our individual
acceptance and application of these principles
must continue to grow or we as societies will
perish. For stagnation is retrogression. There is
no standing still. Lois Remembers (B‑7), p. 195
The Co‑Chairperson continued, “My hope is to realize the unborn
potential of Al‑Anon at this Conference.” She asked Conference
members to reflect on the following questions:
• How will I participate in Al‑Anon’s growth in an
ever‑changing world?

• Will I know how brave we, as the new pioneers for Al‑Anon’s
future, really are?
• Will I bring my best and know that it is good enough? Will I
trust that the spiritual principles are present?
• What do I hope to bring back to my Area?
• What do I hope to gain?
“Let us keep in our thoughts that we are a part of the future of
Al‑Anon, that we are the voice today for Al‑Anon’s tomorrow.”
The Co‑Chairperson of the Conference then introduced the Chair‑
person of the Board, who welcomed new Conference members to
their first World Service Conference and introduced the Board of
Trustees and Executive Committee. The Executive Director intro‑
duced the World Service Office Staff in attendance.
Following dinner, the Conference Chairperson invited the Confer‑
ence Mentors to “pin” the new Panel 58 Delegates. Each first‑time
Conference attendee received a 2018 World Service Conference pin.
Marsha W., Director of Programs, was the opening dinner speak‑
er. (Her talk can be found on page 68.)
Before leaving the dining room, all attendees gathered in a circle
and held hands as the Al‑Anon Declaration was recited in unison.

• What do I hold dear?
• Can I listen with an open heart as I hear new ideas?
8
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CONFERENCE THEME AND OPENING REMARKS
Judy K. • Conference Chairperson, Trustee | Teri M. • Conference Co‑Chairperson, Trustee | Suzanne M. • Associate Director—Conference

The 2018 Conference theme, "Al‑Anon—There is no standing
still!" laid the foundation for the spiritual tone of this year's World
Service Conference, which was held April 16–20, 2018 in West Har‑
rison, New York. The Conference Chairperson opened the Confer‑
ence with a moment of silence followed by the Serenity Prayer.
"Welcome, Conference Members, to the 58th Annual World Ser‑
vice Conference—a conversation that began 58 years ago. We are
not far from Stepping Stones, the home of our Cofounder, Lois W.
Are any of you having to pinch yourselves, knowing we will ac‑
tually visit it tomorrow and take a glimpse into Al‑Anon’s history?
Our Cofounder, Lois, was quite the 'handywoman,' even laying the
squares of linoleum in her kitchen at Stepping Stones. However,
her greatest home improvement project was probably helping to
lay the foundation for a Clearing House named Al‑Anon Family
Groups, in order to coordinate, unify and serve
groups already meeting in 1951.
"Your personal journey up to this moment,
like Lois’s—and mine—may have been one
that included hopelessness and despair.
However, with the help and friendship found
in Al‑Anon group meetings, you made prog‑
ress in your recovery from the family dis‑
ease of alcoholism. Today, you find yourself
seated at Al‑Anon’s 2018 World Service
Conference, some of you for the first time.
"Our presence here is proof that mira‑
cles do happen…but our miracles include
willingness, commitment and hard work.
The Al‑Anon members I see in this Con‑
ference room remind me that applying
the principles of our Legacies does save
lives, restore people to sanity and guide
individuals like us to a life that includes
a strong spiritual component.
"This week, we certainly celebrate
the joy of our own recovery, but we also em‑
bark on a mission, a mission of great significance, to represent
the Al‑Anon fellowship—its current members and members yet to
come. I think of those who have not yet found Al‑Anon, of the empty
chairs at meetings. That is why we are here—because some po‑
tential members are not. We are here to speak for those who can‑
not yet speak for themselves and to focus on providing services to
members and future members of Al‑Anon and Alateen. This task
might feel inspiring, yet intimidating, to think that we are partici‑
pating in this Conference as the voice of world Al‑Anon. Yes, this
Conference is much bigger than our personal piece of the planet.
"When I felt most hopeless, I had no idea—or faith—that life
could look as splendid as it does at this moment. I am humbly re‑
minded that sometimes the scene of my greatest disappointment
may be the setting for my greatest future miracle. This morning we
assemble here to continue the miracle of recovery through service
to Al‑Anon Family Groups. Apparently the Higher Power had—and
has—a plan for each of us, one much bigger and grander than any
of us could possibly have imagined in those darker days. With hu‑
mility and gratitude for recovery, let each of us now focus on the
personal responsibility and delegated authority entrusted to us.
Summary 2018

"Our purpose at this Conference is to ensure that our world ser‑
vices continue under all conditions. We are here to act on behalf of
Al‑Anon as a whole. We are here to apply the spiritual principles of
our program as we conduct the business of Al‑Anon. Obviously we
did not come here to simply sit or stand still—although we do have
assigned seats! We come in the spirit of freedom—Al‑Anon’s most
cherished liberty—to participate as equals and to share service
ideas and experiences with each other.
"May each of us also come with an open mind and a renewed
commitment to service, appreciating the privilege of having a seat
at this Conference and representing the fellowship. I am hopeful
that our work here this week will inspire other members to act—
to step forward and to participate—so that Al‑Anon and Alateen’s
message of recovery is heard throughout the world and our ser‑
vices remain available to every current member, every
group, every potential member and
every group not yet formed.
"The Sixth World Service Confer‑
ence adopted the following statement
on public relations that is as relevant
today as it was in 1966. It said, in part,
'…There is no standing still without
retrogression. Al‑Anon must continue
to grow if it is going to fulfill its primary
purpose of reaching millions who need
Al‑Anon’s help but who are not yet aware
of the existence of our fellowship….'
From this statement emerged our 2018
Conference theme:
Al‑Anon—There is no standing still!
Al‑Anon – Il n’y a pas de place pour
l’immobilisme!
Al‑Anon – ¡No hay razón para detenerse!
"Our service is about our actions…what
we do here. I believe we have the abundant
resources and the personal resolve needed to
accomplish our mission: helping families and friends of alcoholics
by ensuring Al‑Anon’s message of hope continues to be carried
worldwide.
"We Conference members are Al‑Anon’s leaders, the largest
group conscience of Al‑Anon Family Groups—Al‑Anon’s trusted
servants—here to accomplish Al‑Anon’s primary purpose and to
safeguard Al‑Anon’s future. Yes, our Conference days will be long
and full and even tiring, but let us not tire of this special privilege to
serve. Let us not underestimate the importance of our being here.
May the Higher Power guide all our thoughts, our words and our
actions at this 58th Annual World Service Conference so that we
clearly reflect the sacred trust our fellowship has placed in us.
With confidence that we have ample resources and a program
based on sound spiritual principles, let us not stand still!”
The Conference Chairperson concluded by saying, “Once this
gavel sounds, let us embrace our commitment to serve the fellow‑
ship." Tapping the gavel, the Conference Chairperson said, "I de‑
clare this Conference open!"
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ROLL CALL
Judy K. • Trustee, Conference Chairperson

“Often, new Delegates are surprised to find out that they are
WSO Volunteers, Our Executive Committee:
not the only individuals who attend and vote at the World Service
We, too, listen, participate and vote on matters affecting Al‑Anon
Conference (WSC). The Board of Trustees, the Executive Commit‑
as a whole. We have been granted legal authority by the Board
tee and some administrative Staff from the World Service Office
of Trustees to conduct the administrative affairs of the World
(WSO) are participants as well. Why is this? As we often hear, ‘It’s
Service Office. You might know us best as the
in the book,’ meaning, of course, our 2018‑2021
body that reviews presentations prior to Confer‑
Al‑Anon/Alateen Service Manual (P‑24/27). In
ence, but that is just a small part of the responsi‑
this case, Concept Four of our Twelve Concepts
bilities delegated to us by the Board of Trustees.
tees
s
u
of Service: ‘Participation is the key to harmony.’
Read more about us in Concept Eight.
r
T
f
Board o
“In the descriptive text of Concept Four, we
WSO Staff Members, Our Service Workers:
find our suggested guide as to who participates
We, too, listen, participate and vote on mat‑
and why. The Delegates, who meet only once
ters
affecting Al‑Anon as a whole. We are
a year, are concerned primarily about policies,
Al‑Anon
members
and
paid workers at the WSO. We are in di‑
plans and actions that will take effect in the future.
rect
contact
with
Al‑Anon
members worldwide through correspon‑
The WSO Staff and Volunteers, because of their daily work and
dence
and
sometimes
travel.
We serve the fellowship in a variety
regularly scheduled meetings, are the individuals who have more
of
ways,
all
of
which
you
have
seen listed on the back of the Appeal
firsthand information on aspects of Al‑Anon business related to the
letter
this
past
year.
We
not
only
support the world leadership of
present. These groups of individuals bring different knowledge and
the
Trustees,
but
we
share
world
leadership
with them. Read more
perspectives on matters affecting Al‑Anon as a whole. Thus, the
about
us
in
Concept
Eleven.
Conference has access to the spiritual guidance found through the
collective wisdom of all Conference participants.
Non‑Voting WSO Staff Members
“These individuals, despite their different service roles, share
We, too, listen and participate as a resource in matters relevant
two common traits while at Conference:
to our service responsibilities. We work at the WSO in service roles
1. They listen and participate in discussions on matters
affecting both the members of Al‑Anon worldwide as well as other
affecting Al‑Anon as a whole.
Staff and Volunteers. We often develop and implement new plans
2. They vote on these matters.”
to more effectively provide services to the fellowship or for the
Staff. We are a visible image of world service when members visit
To help members visualize the different groups that comprise the
the WSO. Read more about us in Concept Eleven and about the
(WSC), the Chairperson asked the members of each group to come
functions of the WSO in the “World Service Handbook.”
to the front of the General Session room. The first member in each
group read the role of his/her group. All members of each section
Chairperson of the Executive Committee for Real Property
were invited to introduce themselves and name their Area or posi‑
Management (ECRPM):
tion and their home group.
A task delegated to me at Conference is to ring the bell and keep
everyone on time. However, my primary responsibility as ECRPM
Delegates
Chair is to ensure that the spirit and letter of the
Besides listening, participating and voting on matters affecting
resolution to create the ECRPM and handle the
Al‑Anon as a whole, we Delegates bring the
management of our property is upheld. This in‑
viewpoint of our Areas on matters affecting
cludes the actual WSO building and its grounds.
all of Al‑Anon. We also return to our Areas
8
5
This is why, as ECRPM Chair at Conference, I
l
e
n
a
to share a broader perspective of Al‑Anon
P
s
am given voice limited to ECRPM business, but
e
t
a
worldwide. We are the bridge of understand‑
g
Dele
no vote. Read more about ECRPM in Concept
ing that links the groups in the Area with
Eight.
world Al‑Anon. We are the trusted servants
of Al‑Anon. Read more about us in Concepts
Conference Recorders
Two and Three as well as in the “World Service
We ensure that an accurate record of this Conference is
Handbook” portion of the Service Manual.
available to members and retained for the Al‑Anon archives.
WSO Volunteers, Our Board of Trustees
International Guests
Besides listening, participating and voting on matters affecting
We come to gain information regarding the World Service Con‑
Al‑Anon as a whole, we have a legal responsibility for the funds and
ference procedures and policies, to share with you a little about
services provided by Al‑Anon Family Group Headquarters, Inc. We
our service structures and to participate in worldwide Al‑Anon.
guard the legal rights of Al‑Anon Family Groups, protect our princi‑
ples from distortion and dilution, and are the chief service arm of the
World Service Conference. We ensure the goals and directions of
the Conference are carried out by the WSO in accordance with our
Twelve Traditions. Read more about us in Concepts Six and Seven.
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SEATING MOTION
After the official opening of the Conference, the first order of
business was approval of a motion brought forth by the Conference
Leadership Team. It dealt with seating certain people who could
provide critical information to the Conference, Representatives
from other structures, and Staff members who attended.

Ann W.
International Representative—Denmark, Al‑Anon Member
Gabriela O.
International Representative—Mexico, Al‑Anon Member

The following persons were seated:
With voice, but no vote:
Niketa Bailey
Director of Finance and Operations, Non‑Al‑Anon Member

With voice limited to Executive Committee for Real Property
Management (ECRPM) business, but no vote:
Jeffrey K.
Chairperson, ECRPM, Al‑Anon Member

Scot Powers
Associate Director—Digital Strategy, Non‑Al‑Anon Member

The motion carried. (See WSC, Motion #1, page 78)
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WELCOME FROM THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Debbie G. • Trustee, Chairperson of the Board

“On behalf of the Board of Trustees of Al‑Anon Family Group
Headquarters, Inc., it is my pleasure and extreme privilege to
welcome you to the 58th World Service Conference. We extend a
special welcome to our international guests, whose presence il‑
lustrates our worldwide influence.
“This is the eighth year since the full Conference’s return to
Stepping Stones, a perfect complement to this year’s Confer‑
ence theme, 'Al‑Anon—There is no standing still!’ While Stepping
Stones was the personal home of Bill and Lois W., it also served
as the initial location of the Clearing House. It was from Step‑
ping Stones in May of 1951 that 49 family groups moved forward
in selecting the name ‘Al‑Anon Family Groups.’ Lois and Anne
compiled Al‑Anon’s first pieces of literature, two pamphlets called
Purpose and Suggestion (P-13) and One Wife’s Story. Within eight
months Anne and Lois moved the Clearing House to the old 24th
Street Clubhouse in New York City and, with the help of Volun‑
teers, registered 200 groups: All this was accomplished without
computers or smart phones. Stepping Stones is filled with over‑
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whelming evidence that Lois W. and Anne B. were visionaries,
committed to reaching families and friends of alcoholics.
“I challenge each of us this week to envision the future of
Al‑Anon Family Groups. To continually ask of ourselves and of each
other: What are the challenges and the possibilities for tomorrow?
In what ways can we enthusiastically carry the message of this
Conference back to our Areas? How can we instill in ourselves the
importance of moving forward and embracing the challenges of to‑
day and tomorrow? How can we ensure that we are applying our
spiritual principles as a format for change rather than stagnation?
“I'll close simply by saying that, with the help of our Higher Pow‑
er, I know this Conference will once more be an example of unity,
mutual trust and love for one another.”
The Chairperson of the Board concluded her welcoming remarks
with a reading of the Twelve Traditions.
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TASK FORCE FOR INCREASED DELEGATE
PARTICIPATION IN THE WSC AGENDA
After the reading of the Twelve Traditions, the Conference Chairperson presided over an orientation session.
The session was created and presented by Delegates to provide Conference members with a common understanding
of what a successful Conference should accomplish.

The Board's Goals for the Conference
Sarah S. • Panel 57, Missouri | Dave B. • Panel 57, South Carolina
Beth K. • Panel 57, Iowa

The World Service Conference (WSC), Al‑Anon’s largest group
conscience, will act in the spirit of unity and goodwill to ensure that
Al‑Anon’s world services are continually available to the Al‑Anon
fellowship:
Goal One: The spiritual tone of the Conference will prevail by the
demonstration of Al‑Anon’s core principles in action.
A Delegate began, “Each year, the Conference Chairperson re‑
views the goals of the Conference. We are reminded of these goals
so that we keep them in the forefront of our minds as we proceed
through the week of service for the worldwide fellowship of Al‑Anon.
“Demonstrating principles is very different from following proce‑
dures. Demonstrating Al‑Anon’s core principles is, by definition, dem‑
onstrating a fundamental truth or proposition that serves as the foun‑
dation for a system of belief or behavior, or for a chain of reasoning.
“During Conference, we also follow procedures, which, by defini‑
tion, are an established or official way of doing something. In es‑
sence, procedures are the mechanics of getting things done.
“This goal is important is because Al‑Anon’s core principles are
something we carry deep within our being. These principles, com‑
bined with our Higher Power, help us transcend who we were and
become who we are today. Delegates representing not only our Ar‑
eas together with the Board of Trustees, Executive Committee, and
World Service Office Staff, take into careful consideration the effect
our work at Conference will have on the worldwide fellowship of
Al‑Anon.
“Reaching for Personal Freedom—Living the Legacies (P‑92),
page 168, states ‘Concept Twelve again reinforces the strength of
the Al‑Anon program. Through a Power greater than ourselves, we
find the courage to make the changes necessary to live differently
today. By practicing the principles outlined in the General Warran‑
ties...’ and by exercising spiritual principles such as: Honesty, Integ‑
rity, Gratitude, Humility, being Ever Kind and Respectful; Prudence,
Optimism, Willingness, Equality and Responsibility, ‘…we have the
opportunity not only to change our lives, but also to offer our experi‑
ence, strength and hope to those around us.’ This is by no means the
entire list of spiritual principles.”
Goal Two: The Conference will provide guidance to Al‑Anon’s
Board of Trustees and the World Service Office (WSO) on services
to the fellowship and guardianship of Al‑Anon’s Twelve Traditions.
“Al‑Anon’s Tradition Two states, ‘For our group purpose there is
but one authority—a loving God as He may express Himself in our
group conscience. Our leaders are but trusted servants—they do
not govern.’
"Warranty Two states, ‘that no Conference member shall be
placed in unqualified authority over other members.’
“These world services depend on guidance from the Conference.
Among the many services that the WSO provides are: Group Ser‑
vices, Literature, Public Outreach, Finance, Policy, Alateen, Inter‑
national Conventions, International Coordination Committee (ICC).
Summary 2018

Goal Three: Conference members will understand the purpose of
the Conference, relationships within the Structure, and be able to
articulate Conference discussions and decisions.
“The purpose of the WSC is to build the membership’s trust in
the Conference, its processes and its decisions. Trust ensures the
membership’s buy‑in so that action items can be carried out effi‑
ciently and consistently throughout the fellowship.
"As the largest goup conscience, 'The World Service Conference
makes the group conscience available and effective for all Al‑Anon.
It is the practical means by which the group conscience can speak;
it is the voice of the worl Al‑Anon and the guarantee that our world
services shall continue to carry on under all conditions.'
“As guardians of the Traditions, ‘the Conference protects Al‑Anon
and Alateen against a service breakdown; it makes for unity and en‑
ables our fellowship to act as a whole upon important matters. This
makes it the principal guarantor of Al‑Anon and Alateen’s harmony
and survival.’”
Articulate Conference Discussions
The Delegates continued, “Concept Five states: ‘The rights of ap‑
peal and petition protect minorities and insure that they be heard.’
Our members need to be reassured that both perspectives have
been shared and that all viewpoints were considered before a de‑
cision was made.”
Communicating Decisions
To communicate accurate information, Conference members
were asked, “Do you let your members know what to expect from
you prior to leaving for the WSC? Do your members know what is
on the WSC agenda? Are our members eagerly anticipating your
Delegate’s report?
“If we inform our membership and gather feedback prior to Con‑
ference, we will be able to communicate the group conscience of
our Area more effectively and accurately. It is just as imperative to
communicate accurate information when reporting back to the As‑
sembly. After all, it is one of our primary duties.”
Implementing Conference Decisions
“If we can articulate discussions and decisions, we will under‑
stand whose responsibility it is to be able to implement the deci‑
sions that are made. We can’t implement something we don’t
understand. The World Service Conference is composed of Del‑
egates, Trustees, Executive Committee members and Staff. Each
member of the WSC needs to understand if it is their responsibility
to implement the will of the group conscience.”
Answering the “Why” Questions
“Our members may want to know why a Conference decision
was made. All Conference members need to be able to articulate
the decision and why it was made. What was the reasoning be‑
hind the resolutions the World Service Conference decided on?
Our members not only want to know what the decisions were; they
want to know why those decisions were made.”
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2018 World Service Conference
The presenters asked Conference members, “Do you agree to
uphold these goals?”
The session concluded as follows: “The 2018 World Service
Conference has been charged with the responsibility of making
decisions on behalf of the worldwide fellowship of Al‑Anon Fam‑
ily Groups. Each member of the World Service Conference has
carefully been selected by their Higher Power. We are not here by
chance! We challenge you to keep our World Service Conference
goals in mind when casting a vote. We challenge you to consider all
of our spiritual principles throughout the duration of the 2018 World
Service Conference.”

World Service Conference Theme

Laura D. • Panel 56, Oklahoma | Carol T. • Panel 56, North Dakota

The purpose of the Task Force was to present the 2018 World
Service Conference (WSC) theme, the origin of it and inform all
Conference members of their opportunity to suggest ideas for the
2019 theme.
In the past, the Conference Leadership Team (CLT) decided on
the theme and presented it to the Board of Trustees. Last year was
the second time that all WSC members could make suggestions for
the theme.
The Conference theme lays the foundation for the tone of the
WSC. It encourages members to use the Legacies of the Al‑Anon
program to empower members to serve. Many of the breakouts,
discussions and items in the agenda are derived from this. Even the
three‑minute talks by the outgoing Panel of Delegates may build
from this. So, it “sets the stage.” The Conference theme keeps us
all moving in the same direction.
The Task Force members began their presentation by saying, “This
year’s theme is an excerpt from a statement made by our Cofounder,
Lois W.: 'Al‑Anon—There is no standing still!’ This is saying to me
that we are always changing, continuing to grow and that we need
to reach the millions who need Al‑Anon’s help but are not aware of
us yet. It is a reminder and a call to action for every member.
“Our Board’s Mission Statement speaks to this: ‘Anticipate the
future and Al‑Anon’s place in it and ensure that the necessary re‑
sources are available.’
“The Strategic Plan Priorities state, ‘Al‑Anon’s spiritual
principles permeate our policies and practices; we apply
emerging technology and communication options:
• To increase the visibility of Al‑Anon so that it is recognized
as the number one resource throughout the world for
helping friends and families of alcoholics.
• To empower the Al‑Anon fellowship to be vibrant, inclusive
and flexible.
• To achieve a viable future for Al‑Anon Family Groups, the
Board will be adaptive and strategic in its use of talents,
skills, and abilities.
“So it is very important for us, as Conference members, to par‑
ticipate in coming up with theme ideas for the next Conference.
Conference members now have the opportunity to participate in
helping to choose the theme. Each of us needs to make a conscious
decision to continue to engage in the Conference at all levels pos‑
sible. It shows our commitment to the program and how we want
to grow. This is definitely a way for Conference members to partici‑
pate in the agenda—as it is when we are asked to send items to be
considered for Chosen Agenda Items.
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“You may have noticed
how the themes have some‑
times built off the previous
year or years. The theme
does not need to build off
previous years; it could be
something transformative
and exciting about the fu‑
ture.”
Conference
members
were invited to come to‑
gether in developing a
theme. They were also re‑
minded that it was time for
follow‑through on their request for more participation in the agen‑
da, and were encouraged to submit their ideas for a Conference
theme for 2019.
The Task Force closed the session, saying, “Remember Tradition
Four: ‘Participation is the key to harmony.’ And another quote by
Lois W.: ‘You are all founders in your own right.’”

World Service Conference Etiquette

Janet P. • Panel 57, Nevada | Renelle M. • Panel 56, Georgia
Nancy W. • Panel 57, Utah

A Task Force composed of three Area Delegates introduced the
etiquette of the World Service Conference (WSC) by saying, “Ad‑
herence to our Conference etiquette helps us follow our spiritual
principles.” The Delegate Task Force then reviewed the etiquette
and the spiritual principle(s) it embodies:
1. Starting and stopping on time demonstrates integrity.
2. Sticking to the Agenda. The spiritual principle of
perseverance, while conducting business in the best
interest of all Al‑Anon, preserves recovery at all levels.
3. Two minutes at the microphone. During discussions,
limiting our time at the microphone embodies the spiritual
principles of humility and trust.
4. Staying on topic. The spiritual principle of simplicity, while
we stay on topic, will help us reach our primary goal to help
families of alcoholics.
5. If someone before you says what you were going to say,
sit down. Spiritual principles: efficient leadership and
awareness.
6. No clapping, cheering, or booing when opinions are shared
demonstrates mutual respect and creates an atmosphere
of harmony.
7. No side conversations. The spiritual principle of courtesy
is shown when we actively listen and form our own
conclusions, leaving out reactions, opinions and judgments.
8. No miscellaneous distractions. Show discipline and respect
for the service commitments of those who have prepared
for Conference.
9. Keeping our cell phones off demonstrates consideration
for those around us as we focus on our World Service
Conference.
10. No perfumes or flowers. Be respectful and understanding
of others.
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11. If you are unable to attend a session, notify the Conference
Chair, Associate Director—Conference, or your Mentor.
Our spiritual principles of selflessness and dedication are
evident when we do the right thing and are responsible to
those we serve. Keeping an accurate count of members
present at Conference is essential during voting.
12. Practicing spiritual principles and presuming goodwill.
By practicing humility, harmony and unity we can reach our
ideals.
Following the review, the Task Force members appeared in their
“rapper” outfits and led Conference members in a “rap” about the
etiquette.

Voting Procedures

Terry T. • Panel 56, Alaska | Stephanie S. • Panel 57, New Mexico/El Paso

Conference members were informed of the voting procedures
and their connection to Al‑Anon’s Legacies and spiritual principles.
Vote Count and Substantial Unanimity
The Conference looks to the General Warranties for guidance in
observing the spirit of the Third Warranty, which states, “that all
decisions be reached by discussion vote and whenever possible
by unanimity.”
Each Conference will determine by an open vote (that is, a show
of hands) whether to require a two‑thirds vote for its decisions. At
our Conference, a “two‑thirds vote” means two‑thirds of the votes
cast.
Al‑Anon Family Groups’ “World Service Conference Charter,”
item 3c states, “Delegates are free to vote as their conscience
dictates and not necessarily as instructed by their Areas.” The
Concept Three descriptive text in Al‑Anon’s Twelve Concepts of
Service notes that “…the ‘instructed’ Delegate who cannot act ac‑
cording to his own conscience on a final World Service Conference
(WSC) vote would not be a ‘trusted servant’ at all but a messenger.”

The Board of Trustees, Staff and Executive Committee members
are also free to vote their consciences.
Affirmation Process
In addition to our standard votes on motions, there are also nomi‑
nation affirmation votes for Trustees. Before Conference there is
an in‑depth review of the nomination process. It is understood that
the By‑Laws of the Corporation require that the Board of Trustees
legally elects nominees at its Annual Meeting on the Saturday fol‑
lowing the Conference. Traditional approval by the entire Confer‑
ence gives the Board of Trustees the guidance and voice of the
fellowship.
The Conference Leadership Team decided this year to show the
nomination affirmation vote counts on the screen in order to en‑
sure all Conference members have accurate information and that
there is transparency. However, with seeing the vote comes the
added responsibility of maintaining confidentiality. As members of
the WSC, we are “trusted servants.” The spiritual principles of trust
and anonymity ensure that the vote count will not be discussed out‑
side this room. Concept Twelve, Warranty 4 states: “that no Confer‑
ence action ever be personally punitive or an incitement to public
controversy.” Any discussion of our votes with anyone outside this
room can defeat the very purpose of our Conference. This means
that we cannot take photos or text people outside of this room. All
Conference members must feel free to vote their conscience and
continue to have confidence that they are trusted servants.
Counting Electronic Votes
The totals of the electronic vote are projected onto a screen. Any
vote not registered due to pressing an invalid button or not pressing
any button is void. Abstentions and voids are not considered votes.
Therefore, the number of voting members necessary for substan‑
tial unanimity may vary from motion to motion. The number of vot‑
ing members changes if someone is out of the room. The number
of cast votes may change if there are abstentions and voids. The
two‑thirds is based on the total of yes/no votes cast.

USE OF ELECTRONIC DEVICES
Following discussion at the 2014 World Service Conference, a
motion was carried (91 yes, 6 no, 0 abstentions, and 0 void) to au‑
thorize the use of electronic devices for note‑taking, starting at the
2015 World Service Conference on a three‑year trial basis. (See
Motion #7 of the 2014 WSC Summary, page 90)
The Conference Leadership Team (CLT) agrees that using elec‑
tronic devices at the Conference has been successful and moves
to end the trial.
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Conference members were asked to consider this action prior
to Conference so that it could be voted on the first morning of the
Conference.
A motion to end the three‑year trial authorizing the use of elec‑
tronic devices for note‑taking, which started at the 2015 World Ser‑
vice Conference, and adopt the use of electronic devices at this
and future World Service Conferences was made, seconded and
carried.
The motion carried unanimously. (See Motion #2, page 78)
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APPROVALS
2017 Auditor’s Report

Jennie McC. • Trustee, Treasurer
Niketa Bailey • Director of Finance and Operations (Non‑Member)

The Director of Finance and Operations began by introducing herself
to the new Conference members and commenting that “The Director
of Programs says nobody comes to the World Service Office (WSO) by
chance. I have found a home here. I take stewardship of your money
seriously.”
The presentation was interspersed with Al‑Anon trivia questions.
This year the Director of Finance and Operations explained the pur‑
pose of the audit and its details. The financial records of Al‑Anon Fam‑
ily Group Headquarters, Inc. were audited by an independent Certified
Public Accounting firm. The auditors, after reviewing all the materials
provided, found that the financial statements were in conformity with
generally accepted accounting principles.
Prior to the Conference, a copy of the audit including the opinion let‑
ter of the auditors was posted on AFG Connects, so that all Conference
members could review it. During the Conference, the Director defined
the items on the audit. A copy of the audit can be found on the website.
Conference members had the following questions and comments:
• Do Area contributions show up under groups?
They show up as “Other.”
• It is nice to see the group contributions comparison between
the last two years.
• If making individual contributions through PayPal, where do
they show up?
Under PayPal.
• How does downloading literature from Amazon affect our
finances?
E‑books are a small portion of our revenue. We do not budget
for that other than what we have collected in other years.
• Why has the cost of sales increased?
It increased because we replaced the 2014‑2017 Al‑Anon/
Alateen Service Manual (Service Manual), which had an
impact on cost of sales.
• So part of the increase in cost of sales is old stock of the
Service Manual and disposing of it?
Yes, it does. We have completely revised the literature
inventory process and are ordering less now. Typically,
sales of the current edition decline prior to the introduction
of the new edition, so we need to be deliberate in the
quantity we order so that we do not end up with a large
excess when it is time to print the new edition.
• Do total figures include literature in all three languages?
Yes.
• Non‑cash contributions, is that the volunteer work?
No, it is a non‑revenue source from Google AdWords
available to all non-profits.
• How often do you review vendors for price and service?
All the time, on an ongoing basis. We have more than one
vendor for literature and shipping.
• What do we do with the revenue that comes to AFG, Inc.?
Examples are the newly redesigned website launched
in 2017, increased social media presence to attract new
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members and global protection of our
trademarks and copyrights. A new
pamphlet and new literature are being
introduced in 2018. We had to procure
writers to start the new literature. There
are international meetings (for example,
the International Al‑Anon General Services
Meeting) to fulfill Al‑Anon’s primary
purpose, 2018 International Convention
planning, fully staffing the World Service
Office and placing professionals in key
places to continue the work of the organization.
• What was the top‑selling book of 2017?
Courage to Change (B‑16).
Investment Income
Investment performance helps to grow the Reserve Fund. It pro‑
vides for an annual transfer to the General Fund if needed. Invest‑
ment income was $568,900 in 2017.
Literature sales and contributions alone do not fully support our
work. The Reserve Fund is currently at ten months of operating ex‑
pense. The Board objective is 12 months of operating reserves.
Expense Comparisons
We want the majority of expenses to be supporting the program
services and literature distribution, not general administration.
• Our investments in the market—are they conservative?
We have investment managers instructed to pursue a
moderate strategy. They have ongoing talks with the Director
of Finance and Operations, and meet with the Finance
Committee.
• Investment income shows an increase. Was that all from the
market?
We get very little from our bank account. Everything else is
earned in the market.
• We made money in the market. What was the percentage or
rate of return for the portfolio this past year?
The rate of return is identified for each individual investment.
We watch it every month to measure how we are doing
against the industry and to see how we are tracking against
the indexes. Are we following the returns they have or are
we doing better? In most cases our returns are right along
with the indexes.
• Have we looked at our portfolio and is it in line with our
program?
Yes, our portfolio is in line with our principles.
Functional Expenses
These are activities that fulfill the purpose of our mission, such
as Public Outreach, Outreach to Professionals, International Ser‑
vices, and Group Services. These expenses include literature, pub‑
lication, shipping receiving, warehouse and customer service.
Notes to Financial Statement: These describe Al‑Anon and help
to improve readers’ understanding of the financial statements. We
are required to report them. They include additional information that
supports summary totals or line items. They also contain information
about any items that are not included in the financial statement.
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Investments: We have two investment brokers that we meet with
and consult throughout the year to ensure that Al‑Anon is invested
in reputable equities.
Postretirement health benefit: This is an unfunded liability that is
carried by the Reserve Fund. The liability is based on future costs,
age of retirees and life expectancy. It fluctuates yearly.
Summary: This was another strong year for literature sales. Contri‑
butions were consistent with the prior year. There was improved in‑
vestment performance during the year and the WSO was fully staffed.
Resources were allocated to technology and innovation. Connections
with professionals were enhanced. The 2018 Membership Survey was
created, and new literature is being introduced in 2018.
A motion to approve the 2017 Audited Financial Report was made
and carried. (See WSC Motion #4, page 78)

2018 Finance Committee Report

Jennie McC. • Treasurer, Trustee
Niketa Bailey • Director of Finance and Operations (Non‑Member)

The 2018 Budget was presented to the Conference members
by the Treasurer of Al‑Anon Family Group Headquarters, Inc. The
2018 Budget shows expenses are expected to be $2,772 less than
revenue for the year: Expenses are estimated to be $5,501,028 and
revenues to be $5,503,800.
Projected Expenses
Overall expense is budgeted to increase by $222,499 from last
year’s actual expenses. The increase is related to the location of
the World Service Conference (which was held in New York this
year so that Conference members could visit Stepping Stones), the
development of three PSA campaigns, and hosting of the Interna‑
tional Al‑Anon General Services Meeting (IAGSM). Salaries in‑
creased only $9,500 with normal cost of living and merit increases.
Estimated Income
We are estimating income from literature sales to be about
$229,132 more than last year and Forum subscription income to be
comparable to the prior year. We are anticipating the introduction
of new literature this year to provide the increase in literature sales.
We are budgeting contributions to be $2,000,000, which is compa‑
rable to last year’s actual. Beginning in 2008, we agreed to transfer
up to 4 percent of the average market value of the Reserve Fund.
Following the presentation of the 2018 Budget, the Treasurer
said, “The funds that allow us to cover the expenses are literature
sales, contributions, investment income, Forum subscriptions and a
possible transfer from the Reserve Fund.
“We are budgeting for a $300,000 increase in net literature sales
in 2018. We are projecting sales of about $3,600,000: After sub‑
tracting the cost of producing that literature we should have about
$3,000,000 left to spend on supporting our members and reaching
out to potential new members and professionals in an effort to
spread the message of help and hope.
“New literature, in this case the sales of the new book, Intima‑
cy in Alcoholic Relationships—A Collection of Al‑Anon Personal
Stories (B‑33), and One Day at a Time in Al‑Anon 50th Anniver‑
sary (B6‑50), both of which will be available at the International
Convention, will probably cause a spike in literature revenue.
“While we did not surpass 2016’s numbers in contributions, we still
recorded our second‑best year ever. With your help spreading the
word of need and informing the membership about how their ex‑
pressions of abundance are spent, we are hoping for a new sec‑
Summary 2018

ond‑best year with $2,000,000 in contributions.
“We are so pleased that groups and individuals stepped up and
purchased Forum subscriptions. We are hopeful this will continue
and increase further.”
Expenses
“If we compare the 2018 Budget to either the 2017 Revised Bud‑
get or the 2017 Audited Actual there is a small increase. Some of
the increase is due to cost‑of‑living and merit increases based on
performance.
“The Finance Committee, as part of its annual budget review,
compares WSO employee salaries to those offering similar ser‑
vices and abilities in compariable not-for-profit organizations to
ensure the salaries we pay are fiscally responsible.
“Postage increased by $8,000 from the 2017 budgeted amount.
Last year, after careful consideration, the decision was made to
suspend mailing each group a complimentary copy of the Al‑Anon/
Alateen Service Manual (P‑24/27). This year, the Board decided
to mail each group a complimentary copy of Al‑Anon and Alateen
Groups at Work (P‑24) at an estimated cost of $19,575.
“This year we are suspending TEAM events to focus on the Inter‑
national Convention. Staff and Board members will visit internation‑
al structures (General Service Offices) to support those structures
in their Public Outreach and to help with general service concerns.
These meetings are very important outreach to worldwide struc‑
tures, who appreciate the help of the World Service Office in un‑
derstanding the Legacies, policies and some procedures that work
well in our Structure. Staff also attend conferences dedicated to
understanding alcoholism and its treatment. Al‑Anon’s attendance
is crucial in making the professional community aware of what a
valuable resource our program is to family recovery.
“We are budgeting a $40,000 increase in direct Conference costs
for 2018, due to the Conference being held in New York and the ad‑
ditional exciting visit to Stepping Stones this year.
“We are expecting an increase of $20,000 in printing costs for
2018. With the positive response to The Forum, there are increased
costs in printing, which we know are covered by the subscription
revenues. Other printing includes that for Alateen Talk, inserts that
the office sends out, Le lien and en acción. Some of the increase
in the Budget is accounted for by the printing of the complimentary
copy of Groups at Work.
“The IAGSM will meet in 2018, as it does every other year, with
a budgeted cost of $15,000. This is a year when the IAGSM does
meet, but the Zonal meetings will not take place.
“Due to changes in Staff, we were able to bring the Member‑
ship Survey in‑house and save significantly over contracted costs
of previous surveys.
“The PSA Campaign budget is increased to accommodate devel‑
opment of three PSA campaigns in 2018. We can now deliver the
PSA to radio stations through an electronic link instead of sending
a digital format such as CD, media or DVD.
“In summary, Operating Expenses are budgeted to increase 5
percent in 2018. At long last we have a technology team and tech‑
nology plan that adequately support the needs of the fellowship,
and are poised to offer even more.
“Outreach by means of Trustee visits and PSAs strives to fulfill
the Board’s Mission and Vision.
“Protection of trademarks and copyrights, while somewhat cost‑
ly, is the prudent and responsible thing to do.
“This past year has been one of many exciting changes and we
hope for the same in 2018. If we as members show our support as
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we did last year, the World Service Office will be able to offer great
support, and more great projects that are dependent on technol‑
ogy and innovative Outreach. We are projecting a small surplus
of $2,772 but, as always, we and the success of AFG, Inc. are de‑
pendent upon our members. We hope we all are able to share our
abundance of gratitude for what Al‑Anon has given us.
“Thank you for your support and for all your ideas on how we
can improve.”
Conference members had the following questions and comments:
• Would you spend a minute to clarify the Equalized Expense
for the Delegates? It continues to come up in the Area, and
Past Delegates have different understandings of what it is.
My Area had the conversation and wants to pay the Full
Amount. What does it cost for a Delegate to come?
We create a spreadsheet comparing the last five years
of Conference expenses. It includes travel, hotel, meals,
ground transportation, supplies (notebook, and incidental
costs). It is compiled for all Conference members. Then we
extract the portion for the Delegates (the Full Amount) and
calculate a percentage of that cost that is approved by the
Board of Trustees as the Delegate's Equalized Expense.
Through the General Fund, AFG, Inc. budgets to cover the
difference between the Full Amount and Equalized Expense
for all Delegates. Many Areas send in more than the
Equalized Expense, some pay more than the Full Amount and
others pay the Full Amount.
• If every Area sent in the Full Amount, would that cover the
Delegates' Expense 100 percent? What would be left on the
Budget line? Zero?
Yes, the cost for the Delegates to attend and participate would
be 100 percent covered; however, the Budget line would still
include the cost for the other Conference members (Board of
Trustees, the At‑Large Members of the Executive Committee,
and the World Service Staff) to attend and participate.
• Do members of the WSO pay for Public Outreach to be at
professional conferences or do they personally attend the
conference?
The Associate Director—Public Outreach Professionals
will be attending two conferences: DC National Recovery
Planning Partners organization and the NAACSD Conference
of Affiliates. The registration fee is included in the Budget.
• What is the cost of sending the Appeal Letters?
$34,000 for the year.
• After the investment income transfer from the Reserve Fund
we still showed a deficit in 2017. Why not transfer enough to
have a zero balance?
We are limited by the Board of Trustees policy from 2007,
which states “That 4 percent of the average market value of
the Reserve Fund for the 36 months ending at the end of the
current year be transferred to the General Fund annually; the
amount to be reviewed each year during the budget process.”
• Should we be looking at an increase of the Delegate
expenses in our Area budget?
This Conference was special in that we traveled to New
York. Areas should plan for higher Delegate expenses when
the Conference is held in New York.
• Is the new Service Manual revenue neutral?
Yes.
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• Last year there was a lot of discussion about the Reserve
Fund and understanding the reasons why money is pulled
from it. Why would you create a budget that counted on
pulling from the Reserve Fund? Is there some reason the
budget couldn’t be down to a few thousand dollars?
The Board has authorized we can pull up to 4 percent per
year from the Reserve Fund, which is approximately $200,000.
To make up that difference in the budget, we could have
anticipated 2.2 million in contributions and not taken from the
Reserve, but we try to make a budget with realistic income
and expenses. We try to keep the budget as accurate as
we can. We felt showing such increases to income, like
literature sales, would not be a responsible way to present
the budget.
• The Forum full color: Is that something that has increased
cost and is there money in the budget to do it?
Yes. The cost increased $2,000 per year, so it is a small cost.
• I didn’t understand the cost of The Forum in color. I
understand it is $120,000 per year for it. How is that
self‑sustaining?
We were able to evaluate the cost against revenue.
This was based on current data, which showed that the
subscription level increased over the last two years. We
were able to stay revenue neutral.
• Someone had mentioned that there was $752,972 in literature
revenue and someone commented that the Service Manual
was disposed of due to the printing of a new issue. What
was the dollar amount that was disposed of?
$26,000.
• Is $26,000 something we should expect in the future?
New Inventory measures were put in place when the
Director of Finance & Operations came on in late 2016. It will
not happen in the future.
• Salaries are going up because of more Staff, raises, or what?
There is a modest increase due to cost of living and merit
increases.
• I heard there was a WSO uniform in the WSO Budget.
What is the uniform?
The uniform is for warehouse employees. It is $400.00 per year.
A motion to approve the 2018 Finance Committee Report was
made, seconded and carried (see Motion #5, page 78).

2017 Annual Report

It is difficult to capture a year’s worth of effort in one document.
The Annual Report was sent to the Delegates prior to the Confer‑
ence. The Report included updates from various Board Committees
as well as World Service Office (WSO) departments. Delegates had
time to review the Annual Report and submit questions in advance to
ensure they were clear on the material before coming to the World
Service Conference (WSC). The submitted questions were answered
and then were sent to the Delegates before the Conference began.
This year, the Five‑Minute Staff Updates were included as part of
the Annual Report session during Conference. These updates en‑
abled Delegates to appreciate the scope of Staff accomplishments
on behalf of the worldwide fellowship that have occurred in the
three months since 2018 began. Where appropriate, Staff were en‑
couraged to offer “Insights” into how their daily work helps the WSO
fulfill the Board’s Vision and Mission for Al‑Anon Family Groups.
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AL‑ANON FAMILY GROUP HEADQUARTERS, INC.
2018 BUDGET
AL-ANON FAMILY GROUP HEADQUARTERS, INC.
2018 WORLD SERVICE CONFERENCE BUDGET

Estimated Revenue
Literature Sales less cost of printing
Contributions
Forum Subscriptions
Investment Income/Transfer from Reserve Fund
Total Estimated Revenue

2018
Budget

2017
Actual

3,000,000
2,000,000
260,000
243,800
5,503,800

2,770,868
1,972,931
264,461
203,771
5,212,031

Operating Expenses
Salaries
Payroll Taxes
Employee Benefits

3,201,972
236,084
457,115

3,172,159
243,568
469,896

Total Labor Costs
Building Occupancy
Packing & Shipping (Net)
Postage
Telephone
Stationery & Office Supplies
Office Services & Expenses
Repairs & Maintenance
Travel & Meetings
Direct Conference Costs (Net)
Legal & Audit
Printing
Canadian Office
General services meeting
In-Office Volunteers
Membership Survey
PSA Campaign
Bank and Credit Card Fees
Miscellaneous
Postretirement Health Benefits
Total Operating Expense

3,895,172
265,800
(75,000)
198,000
51,000
83,000
230,000
7,000
191,000
103,000
70,750
132,000
2,000
15,000
100
2,080
102,126
83,000
19,000
58,000
5,433,028

3,885,623
266,999
(65,779)
187,785
50,299
78,707
173,430
8,969
209,195
62,358
38,576
109,196
1,523
1,496
70
750
43,076
94,093
20,735
63,917
5,231,018

Depreciation (Exc. Bldg.)
Total Expense

68,000
5,501,028

47,512
5,278,530

2,772

Net increase (decrease)
Summary 2018
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Administration and Finance
Vali F. • Executive Director

A key focus for Staff has been the implementation of the new
project calendar, which provides cross‑departmental visibility to
the major projects occurring at the World Service Office, ensures
all steps and activities are considered and bottlenecks identified,
and increases collaboration between Staff when issues arise. The
pilot projects for the project calendar are Al‑Anon Faces Alcohol‑
ism (AFA) 2019, French and Spanish translations of the 2018‑2021
Al‑Anon/Alateen Service Manual (P‑24/27), the monthly Directors’
Report to the Executive Committee and the World Service Office
Annual Report. The project calendar is displayed along a busy cor‑
ridor at the WSO, and all Staff are encouraged to check updates
regularly.
HUMAN RESOURCES
This year, a new time and attendance system was successfully
implemented. Supervisors are now able to review employee time
prior to submission to payroll.
Staff
Toward the ongoing goal of increasing cross‑departmental col‑
laboration and aligning responsibilities with skills, several organi‑
zational changes were announced at the end of January 2018:
• Digital Strategy, Human Resources and Project
Management, including the Events & Special Projects
Manager and Meeting Planner, now report to the Executive
Director.
• Digital Strategy Manager was renamed Associate
Director—Digital Strategy to reflect the responsibilities of
this position. As a non-member, the Associate Director—
Digital Strategy will be invited to attend Conference with
voice only.
• The Translation Team began reporting to the Director of
Finance, whose position was renamed to reflect the full
scope of the role: Director of Finance and Operations.
Additionally, many title changes have occurred to ensure con‑
sistency in descriptions and to clarify responsibilities. Changes
include:
• Replacing “Clerk” with “Generalist,” with the goal of
increasing the attractiveness of the World Service Office as
a place of work.
• Ensuring only supervisory positions have the title
“Coordinator” to provide Staff with a clear understanding
of career progression and authority within the office. For
example, “Archives Coordinator” is now “Archivist.”
Following the resignations of the Communications Secretary and
Member Services—Secretary, the Staff Leadership Team created
an Admin Role Task Force to evaluate the needs of the organization.
The Task Force determined that these roles should be replaced
with two new positions, which have both been filled:
• Translation Project Coordinator, who is responsible for
coordinating the translation work of the Translation Team.
• Editorial Quality Specialist, which is a much‑needed
position that monitors editorial quality across all Conference
Approved Literature, Al‑Anon Family Groups service
materials and administrative reports.
The Employee Relations Manager has continued to facilitate the
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Admin Role Task Force to finalize allocation of remaining responsi‑
bilities from the two former positions. Tasks are being evaluated in
terms of complexity and duration to help with allocation.
TRANSLATION
Translation for Hope & Understanding for Parents & Grandparents
(P‑94) pamphlet was completed and sent to Publications for design
on March 1st, 2018.
The translation timeline has been set for the Span‑
ish and French versions of the new book, Intimacy
in Alcoholic Relationships—A Collection of Al‑Anon
Personal Stories (B‑33): Shipments to members will
begin in February 2019.
In reviewing the Translation Team request to re‑
vise the timeline for the 2018‑2021 Al‑Anon/Alateen
Service Manual, variances were discovered be‑
tween the online Service Manual and the version
provided to the translators, as well as between
content for the “World Service Handbook” and
“Policy Digest” as approved and documented
in the 2017 World Service Conference Sum‑
mary and the version provided to the translators.
These variances reflect the challenges of using
a manual system to manage versions of such a
complex document. Future versions will be man‑
aged using an online system.
Translation for the Service Manual is being
delayed until baseline Spanish and French versions have been cre‑
ated and a process established to distribute and alert the member‑
ship of changes in the English version.
PUBLICATIONS
Groups at Work (P‑24) has been shipped to all English groups
within the WSC Structure.

Digital Strategy

Scot Powers • Associate Director—Digital Strategy (Non‑Member)

Digital Strategy is responsible for leveraging technology to fa‑
cilitate communication within the fellowship and generate aware‑
ness in newcomers and professionals. The Digital Strategy team
consists of:
• the Senior Communications Specialist—Media, who
is responsible for moderating website comments,
administering the French social media pages and
coordinating the email newsletter In the Loop;
• the Social Media Specialist, who is responsible for
developing and scheduling posts on all our social media
platforms, responding to questions via direct message and
moderating comments;
• the Webmaster, who is responsible for maintaining the WSO
website and other technical development;
• the Data Analyst, who is responsible for tracking and
reporting website, meeting line and social media stats.
The team works to build technical solutions for issues the public
faces (such as the website and meeting search), as well as internal
solutions (such as the Group Records' change webforms and surveys).
Website
The Digital Strategy team completed the migration of content
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from the old password‑protected members’ website to the new
al‑anon.org website. Programs Staff determined whether the con‑
tent was to be migrated, moved to AFG Connects or was outdated.
A password is no longer required to access general member con‑
tent, as any sensitive content was moved into the proper AFG Con‑
nects community.
Digital Strategy was able to identify the source of an Internal
Server Error that would show up intermittently, causing poor user
experience. A fix was implemented, and the errors have ceased.
The website was designed as a collection of Al‑Anon personal
stories organized by relationship to make it easy for newcomers
to connect with Al‑Anon's message and decide to try an Al‑Anon
meeting. Some members and newcomers are leaving comments
on stories; these add an organic component to our website that
is viewed favorably by various search engines. The Senior Com‑
munications Specialist—Media reviews the comments, and, if the
comments do not violate any of Al‑Anon’s spiritual principles, they
are approved and published.
People primarily find our website through searches on various
search engines. Expertise in search engine management is needed
to maximize the visibility of the WSO website and ensure that any‑
one, anywhere can find help and hope in Al‑Anon.
Meeting Search
Working with Group Records and the Software Engineer, Digital
Strategy launched a new meeting search that allows members and
newcomers to search within a radius, view in a map, and search by
specific meeting attributes such as focus or accessibility. The new
search also made it easier for newcomers to report problems with
meetings that are no longer meeting for whatever reason. Conver‑
sations with various Area Web Coordinators have been very posi‑
tive and, as a result, more Areas are beginning to link to the WSO
meeting search to provide their site visitors the most complete and
accurate list of meetings for the US, Canada, Bermuda and Puerto
Rico. Over 340,000 meeting searches have been conducted since
the new meeting tool’s launch on January 11, 2018. We are on pace
to have over 1.5 million meeting searches conducted by the end of
the year. Some key factors to its success are the link’s placement
(at the top and center of the meeting search page), its unique color
(which makes it stand out), the fact that it is mobile friendly and the
fact that it is one of the top‑linked pages, with several Area, District
and AIS websites linking directly to it.
The Data Analyst identified that there has been a correspond‑
ing decline in the number of calls to the Al‑Anon Family Groups
toll‑free meeting line, most likely due to more members and poten‑
tial members being able to find meeting information easily on the
website. This has reduced the demand on WSO Staff. Compared to
last year, call volumes are down almost 70% and website meeting
searches are up 376%.
Group Records
In an effort to streamline the process of changing group infor‑
mation (new time, GR, CMA, etc.) and creating an updated WSO
meeting list, and to address the challenges members were having
with the fillable PDF not saving properly, Group Records and Digital
Strategy created a webform for Group Change Requests (known in
its paper format as the GR‑1 form). This form can be completed by
any member of the group who enters the necessary group infor‑
mation. The system then generates an email with the information
to the Area Group Records Coordinator, so he/she can make the
update in the WSO Online Group Records. These updates are fed
Summary 2018

directly into the new meeting search tool every hour, 24/7. There
is also a New Group Registration web form, which is sent to WSO
Group Records so that they can add the new group as they do when
receiving the paper form.
Social Media
Digital Strategy continues to post to Al‑Anon social media
sites daily, with both seasonal and timeless content. Timely con‑
tent was posted during Children of Alcoholics Week; over 170,000
people were reached because of sharing of posts or discovery of
al‑anon.org through hashtag searches.

Programs

Marsha W. • Director of Programs

Retirement Announcement
“Conference has heard updates from the six services within Pro‑
grams and met the wonderful Staff that I, as Director of Programs,
get to work with every day. Each member is talented in their own
way. Now I want to share some additional news. Our coworker and
friend, Pat Q., Associate Director—Public Outreach Media, will re‑
tire on June 15th, 2018.
“When Pat told me that he was retiring after 22 years of service
at the World Service Office, I was sad, but moved. Pat was here the
day I started working for the WSO and through it all, he has always
been someone in the company that I can rely on.
“I have to say that Pat has been a role model at work for many
employees at the WSO. If all employees were as hard working,
committed and dedicated, then the world would be a better place.
His passion to make sure that Al‑Anon’s message of hope reaches
the families and friends of alcoholics is infectious.
“So, on behalf of the World Service Office, and from me person‑
ally, I wish Pat all the best in retirement. We hope he has a long and
peaceful rest, spends some time with loved ones and does every‑
thing he wants to do with his time off, including telling jokes and
playing golf!
“All the best, Pat, and thank you for your 22 years of continuous
hard work and service!”

Conference

Suzanne M. • Associate Director—Conference

“As the Associate Director—Conference, I am responsible for
communicating with Delegates, Area Chairs and District Represen‑
tatives in addition to the year‑round planning and implementation
that takes place in relation to the World Service Conference. I am
a member of the Conference Leadership Team and I also help plan
International Conventions.”
Chosen Agenda Items
During the conference call for new Conference members in Jan‑
uary, incoming Delegates were invited to submit Chosen Agenda
Items (CAIs). Seven Panel 58 Delegates did so.
The Chosen Agenda Items Task Force, comprised of two Del‑
egates and the Conference Chairperson, combined like items; this
condensed the 36 CAIs into 16 CAIs. Concurrently, the Chosen
Agenda Items Fact Checker Task Force, comprised of two Dele‑
gates and the Associate Director—Conference, reviewed the CAIs
for misinformation. The 16 CAIs were presented to Conference
members for voting prior to Conference.
Out of the 93 voting members, 77 Conference members voted for
their top five CAIs. Twenty members were from Panel 56, 15 from
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Panel 57 and 20 from Panel 58. Thirteen were Trustees, three were
Executive Committee members and six were WSO Staff. The Confer‑
ence will discuss the topics that received the first‑ and second‑high‑
est number of votes in 45‑minute sessions in the General Session.
Conference members will attend two of three breakout sessions to
discuss the third‑, fourth‑, and fifth‑highest‑voted topics.
The Web of Connectivity
During the WSO’s all‑Staff monthly meeting in March, the Asso‑
ciate Director—Conference presented the web of connectivity as
it relates to the World Service Conference. (Web of Connectivity is
a standing item on the Staff meeting agenda that serves to increase
visibility of the relationships between Staff working across depart‑
ments.) The Associate Director—Conference kicked off the pre‑
sentation by stating: “The World Service Conference is Al‑Anon’s
annual business meeting held each April. The Conference provides
guidance to the WSO in service matters brought to its attention.”
The interactive presentation included an overview of the year‑
long cycle of preparation for and/or implementation of the Confer‑
ence to demonstrate that every member of the WSO Staff is in‑
volved in the Conference in some way or another.
Conference App
The Conference app went live on March 26th. The overwhelming
response to this year’s app shows that Conference members favor
this year’s app over last year’s app.
Conference Notes
In June, the WSO will publish several “Notes from the WSC” via
In the Loop. In July, the 2018 World Service Conference Summary
will be posted to the website, with the hard copy available for pur‑
chase in August.
Miscellaneous
AWSC Updates
It has been customary for Areas to submit updates to their Area
World Service Committee members through the Delegate’s point
person. Following a review of this procedure with the WSO’s Group
Records Coordinator, Programs Assistant and Software Engineer, it
was agreed the process would be simpler and more effective and
efficient if the AWSC update forms went directly to the Group Re‑
cords Department. Following Conference, an announcement will
be made on AFG Connects to provide the new contact email ad‑
dress so that Areas can begin sending AWSC updates directly to
the Group Records Department.
Insights
The Conference Leadership Team tapped into the incoming Del‑
egates' talents, skills and abilities by enlarging the pool of Confer‑
ence members that were eligible to submit Chosen Agenda Items.
Wow—Conference members are excited about the Conference
app! The WSO is applying emerging technology and communi‑
cation options by including a social stream with this year’s app,
where Conference members can communicate with each other.
Stay tuned as we use the app throughout the week to send remind‑
ers and take fun polls. It’s true: Al‑Anon—There is no standing still!

Group Services

Sue P. • Associate Director—Group Services

“As the Associate Director—Group Services, I oversee all activ‑
ity related to Al‑Anon and Alateen groups, meetings and members
as well as the Inmate Correspondence Service. The Group Servic‑
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es Team brings the voice of the membership into all discussions at
the WSO. We collaborate with all teams to ensure that the message
of hope that Al‑Anon and Alateen offer is readily available in Eng‑
lish, French and Spanish. This includes Group Records, Public Out‑
reach, website content, guideline review/revision and social media
posts to name a few. We want to sincerely and humbly thank you
for allowing us to serve you.”
Groups
2017 was a momentous year,
as Group Services were able to
successfully revise and post the
2018‑2021 Al‑Anon/Alateen Ser‑
vice Manual online before the end
of the calendar year. The Board of
Trustees has since decided to mail
via post a complimentary copy of
Groups at Work (P‑24) to the Current Mail‑
ing Address (CMA) of all registered Al‑Anon groups; this effort is cur‑
rently in progress. The WSO has received numerous requests to post
the index in the online version. Members are reminded the online ver‑
sion is word searchable and the table of contents is fully interactive,
which is why an index is not included in the online version.
The Group Services team became aware after printing of the
revised Service Manual that there were omissions and errors in
the new text and index. As a result, the team is undergoing an‑
other complete review of the English version to ensure that the
Conference‑approved text is accurate. This review has caused a
delay in the availability of Spanish and French versions. It did not
make sense to translate an inaccurate version. Once the English
revisions are complete, the Service Manual will be forwarded to
translation. The digital version will be posted as soon as transla‑
tion is complete. The printed Spanish and French versions will be
available for shipping approximately six to eight weeks thereafter.
The WSO receives calls from members who are starting new
Al‑Anon groups, asking for proof of liability insurance. Members
are informed that the WSO does not provide insurance on behalf
of groups. This is an important discussion for the Areas, as new
and established groups are experiencing more and more difficulty
finding places to hold meetings when they lack liability insurance
coverage. Areas that do offer insurance are encouraged to share
the information on AFG Connects so that other Areas may benefit
from their experience, strength and hope.
Alateen
2017 was the 60th anniversary of Alateen. The Staff would like to
sincerely thank all members, Al‑Anon/Alateen groups and partici‑
pants in Alateen events/conferences that sent “Happy Anniversary”
cards! For the first time in more than five years, the WSO is record‑
ing an increase in new, registered Alateen groups: 21 new Alateen
groups have been registered since the beginning of the year.
As members continue to spread the message of hope for Alateen,
it is important to always be reminded of the 2003 Alateen Motion
and the important role it plays in the Area Safety and Behavioral
Requirements. I am happy to inform you that the 2003 Alateen
Motion from the Board of Trustees is now posted on the al‑anon.org
website under “Alateen Participation in Events” and “Starting an
Alateen Group” (both pages are linked to the Alateen home page,
which is found in the Group Resources tab under the Members
menu). Furthermore, where the 2003 Alateen Motion is mentioned
in the online Service Manual, a direct link to the 2003 Alateen
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Motion is now established. The 2003 Alateen Motion posted is a
PDF of what was published in the 2004 World Service Conference
Summary.
Insights
This past year has been the example of abundant thinking and
action. WSO Staff are committed to empowering members as they
share your experiences, achieving a viable future for Al‑Anon Fam‑
ily Groups and being recognized as the primary resource for the
friends and families of alcoholics. There is no standing still as we
continue our role as the clearinghouse for information.

International

Kerri K. • Associate Director—International

“As the Associate Director—International at the WSO, mine
might be the service area most of you know the least about. I am
responsible for communicating with and providing guidance to 36
General Service Offices, 14 Service Boards, and local meeting con‑
tacts in 68 other countries where Al‑Anon has a presence. I am the
Staff liaison to the International Coordination Committee (ICC) and I
help plan the International Al‑Anon General Services Meeting. This
update is a report of significant international activity that occurred
from the first of the year.”
Updates from International Structures
The General Secretary of the General Service Office (GSO)
in Brazil wrote to request additional information about copyright
enforcement. The idea of copyright is relatively new and the GSO
and its Board of Trustees work hard to educate the Al‑Anon fellow‑
ship in Brazil about the importance of respecting the copyright of
Conference Approved Literature. Staff provided suggestions about
creating a process for members to request reprint permission and
shared the policies and forms that the WSO uses.
The Russian Service Board is planning a three‑day event in No‑
vember to celebrate Al‑Anon’s 30th anniversary in that country.
They are exploring the feasibility of Together Empowering Al‑Anon
Members (TEAM) events, building a website and applying the Tra‑
ditions and Concepts to solve group problems, provide services on
a national scale and grow their membership. They are planning to
print the One Day at a Time in Al‑Anon 50th Anniversary (B6‑50) in
Russian.
South Korea completed a translation of Hope for Today (B‑27)
and is moving on to printing.
In January, the UK & Eire GSO notified Staff of a change in lead‑
ership. The previous General Secretary resigned and was replaced
by someone who is now filling the role on an interim basis. Staff
sent a welcome email and scheduled a telephone call for early
March. Among the items discussed was the upcoming departure
of the UK from the European Union and how it would impact busi‑
ness operations in Eire, which is part of the Structure, and which
will remain in the EU. The WSO committed to providing assistance
as needed.
Updates on Planned International Trips
Greece – Staff contacted members of the Greek Structure to
initiate coordinating a visit in May. Those contacted were extremely
enthusiastic in their response and helpful with suggestions related
to conference attendance, transportation, and willingness to
coordinate with other members. In the introductory email, Staff
conveyed the high‑level purpose of the trip, which includes
meeting with members of Public Outreach, Literature, and other
Summary 2018

committees and interested Al‑Anon members, to talk about how
the WSO can support this evolving Structure. Some possible areas
of discussion, based on recent conversation with members in the
Structure, include using the Traditions in meetings, understanding
the translation process, doing Public Outreach, and learning to use
the Service Manual. Other English‑speaking structures usually
attend this event, and an invitation was sent via AFG Connects to
invite them to schedule meetings while WSO Staff are there.
Norway – The GSO in Norway contacted WSO Staff to announce
that there has been additional turnover in the office. An interim
General Manager is currently overseeing the operations until the
General Service Conference in April, at which time they hope to
identify a permanent replacement. The Associate Director—In‑
ternational and Director of Programs have been meeting with the
interim General Manager using web conferencing to provide guid‑
ance and share the WSO’s collective experience on these kinds of
transitions. Staff were already planning a trip to this Structure for
summer 2018 and it will most likely now include visits with neigh‑
boring Structures such as Finland and Sweden. These countries
are small, work well together and can learn a lot from each other,
just as some Areas do in the US and Canada. Sweden has invited all
of the other Scandinavian structures to attend their annual General
Service Conference in April.
Insights
In my work with the international community, I have seen that en‑
tire structures, just like groups and Districts in the US and Canada,
can become isolated and out of touch. However, I have also seen
that the international community has the capacity to function as a
network, as in the case of Sweden fostering supportive relation‑
ships with Finland, Denmark and Norway. Planning international
trips that bring members of this network together is part of ensur‑
ing that help and recovery will be available in every community. It
is part of helping structures evolve. Being accountable, purposeful,
and strategic when planning trips ensures that necessary resourc‑
es will be available for Al‑Anon’s future.

Literature

Tom C. • Associate Director—Literature

“As Associate Director—Literature,
I have the great pleasure of serving as
the Staff liaison to the Literature Com‑
mittee as well as to the Area Literature
Coordinators and Area Newsletter Edi‑
tors. When the World Service Confer‑
ence gives conceptual approval for
new pieces of literature or revisions
to existing pieces, I orchestrate the
process for developing Conference
Approved Literature (CAL) with the Literature Committee,
freelance writers, Policy Committee reviewers and all others involved,
including the entire fellowship, so that we receive the necessary shar‑
ings to make it all possible. When the piece is completed, I work with
the Literature Coordinators to make sure that the fellowship is aware
it exists. I am also responsible for reviewing all reprint permission re‑
quests for Conference Approved Literature. As immediate supervisor
of the Magazine Editor, I am also part of the monthly review process
for The Forum magazine. In addition, I respond to between 150‑200
correspondences a month from the fellowship and others regarding
Al‑Anon literature. I’m never bored, and my hands are never idle.”
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2019 Calendar Quotations
For the last six years, the WSO has provided CAL quotations that
could be used by service arms in fundraising calendars without
them having to seek written permission. In March, the WSO posted
20 quotations for use in 2019 calendars on the Announcements
community of AFG Connects. If service arms submit reprint permis‑
sion requests for use in calendars, they will be asked to select from
the 20 quotations instead.
Hope & Understanding for Parents & Grandparents (P‑94)
Translation of this new pamphlet was completed in time for it to
be introduced at the Conference in English, French and Spanish. The
pamphlet will be available to the fellowship in May for $.75.
Intimacy Book
In January, the Titling Committee selected the title Intimacy in Alco‑
holic Relationships: A Collection of Al‑Anon Personal Stories (B‑33).
This 144‑page book will be introduced in English at the Al‑Anon In‑
ternational Convention in July for $11.00 each. French and Spanish
translations are expected to be ready for shipping by February 2019.
One Day at a Time in Al‑Anon 50th Anniversary (B6‑50)
We are celebrating this classic book’s 50 years with a special
anniversary cover, ribbon and commemorative bookplate that will
be available (in English, French and Spanish for $15.00 each) at the
International Convention in July. The text of the book remains the
same. Any books remaining after the Convention will be sold while
supplies last.
Forum Coordinators
In January, WSO Staff began posting a newly‑revamped Forum
Sales Report on a monthly rather than quarterly basis, on the Forum
Coordinator community of AFG Connects. A revised Area Forum
Coordinators Guideline (G‑32) will replace the current one on the
website and AFG Connects once it is designed.
Insights
Cross‑departmental collaboration allows the Staff to access the
best and most appropriate information, and is truly in keeping with
the slogan, “Together We Can Make It,” as well as the Board Mis‑
sion Statement, “Anticipate the future and Al‑Anon’s place in it and
ensure that the necessary resources are available.”

Public Outreach—Media & Group Records
Pat Q. • Associate Director—Public Outreach Media & Group Records

The Nielsen TV Rating Service recently announced that the
Al‑Anon TV public service announcements in the US earned a Top
Five Percent Award for 2017. The award recognizes nonprofit or‑
ganizations that had the most PSA broadcasts during the year. The
Al‑Anon PSAs appeared 51,000 times for an estimated audience
of 325,000,000 at an estimated value of $7,000,000. The radio PSAs
played 65,000 times to an estimated audience of 338,000,000 for an
estimated value of $4,000,000.
The easiest way for members to place Al‑Anon PSAs with local TV
or radio stations is to play the PSA for a station representative. Going to
al‑anon.org on a smart phone, tablet or laptop and scrolling to the
Media Kit will take you to the PSAs. Showing the PSA and sharing
a little of your personal story as a member of the station’s audience
will let the station representative know how they can help their com‑
munity by broadcasting Al‑Anon public service announcements.
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All a Public Outreach Volunteer needs to do is send the WSO the
name of the station, along with the name and phone number of the
representative at the station who expressed an interest in playing
the Al‑Anon PSA. The WSO will arrange for an electronic delivery
to the station at no charge.
The fellowship throughout the US and Canada continues to dem‑
onstrate a willingness to carry the Al‑Anon message of recovery.
Social media likes and shares, flyers in public places, posters on
varying modes of transportation, billboards, reader boards, copies
of Al‑Anon Faces Alcoholism magazine, PSAs in movie theaters
and maintenance for all the service arm websites show how far
members are willing to go to help carry the message. All these
messages invite people to visit the new WSO website and to attend
convenient meetings in person and online.
During January, the WSO received advance notice about a
syndicated newspaper column, “Dear Abby,” that recommended
Al‑Anon. In April, the same syndicated column notified the WSO
about an upcoming recommendation for Alateen. The Alateen item
appeared on April 12th. The WSO notifies the fellowship about na‑
tional media events when it learns about them in advance, so the
groups can respond when newcomers explain how they found out
about their meeting.
Public Outreach messages, including PSAs, social media posts,
the WSO website and all service arm websites throughout the fel‑
lowship are not the only important tools for welcoming families and
friends of alcoholics to Al‑Anon. They might not even be the most
important tools.
The most important tool for all newcomers is the Al‑Anon group.
The purpose of all Public Outreach messages is to help people get
to a meeting. When suffering families and friends of alcoholics
reach out for help, it is absolutely critical that they can find a meet‑
ing the first place they look.
When a group changes their meeting day, meeting time or meet‑
ing location, it is so important for them to notify their Area Group
Records Coordinator—if possible, before the change occurs.
Many members pay the most attention to updating the local
printed meeting list, which lets people know where all the meet‑
ings are in their community. But before newcomers can receive a
printed schedule, they usually need to attend at least one or two
meetings so a member can hand them a copy.
The Group Records Department’s efforts to encourage Areas to
use the al‑anon.org meeting search tool has gained momentum the
last few months. Some Coordinators pointed out the benefits of list‑
ing uniform meeting information on all Al‑Anon websites, and the
reduction of the Area Group Record Coordinators’ workload.
The WSO posted frequently asked questions about the Group Records
online forms to clarify the new process. The answers can be found on
the Area Group Records Coordinator community in AFG Connects.
The new “Report a Problem” feature, which was added to the
WSO meeting search 2.0, is generating an average of 30 reports a
week. The WSO temporarily places a group in “Reported not Meet‑
ing” status and removes the meeting information from the meeting
search and WSO toll‑free meeting line until the group can verify the
status of the meeting.
When anyone, anywhere, reaches out for help, let the hand of
Al‑Anon and Alateen always be there. And Let It Begin with Me.
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Public Outreach—Professionals

Claire R. • Associate Director—Public Outreach Professionals (and Archives)

Al‑Anon Faces Alcoholism (AFA) magazine
Congratulations to the members, groups and service arms par‑
ticipating in the AFA magazine Outreach project. The WSO shipped
208,050 copies of the AFA 2018 second printing magazines to the fel‑
lowship. This total, combined with AFA 2018 first printing copies (192,275),
is a record‑breaker. For the first time since its inception in 2006, a total of
400,325 copies of our Outreach magazine were ordered.
The new AFA 2019 cover again features the purpose of the magazine
(Help and Hope for Families and Friends of Alcoholics) in the mast‑
head, the title and year of the magazine
along with an invitation to readers to take
the magazine with them at no cost.
General information about AFA 2019,
tear‑off tab flyers and order forms for the
first printing were sent to Public Out‑
reach Coordinators in time for spring
Assemblies. The deadline for placing
orders was July 11th, 2018, 5 pm ET.
The deadline was extended to allow
time for members to place orders after
they returned from Al‑Anon’s Interna‑
tional Convention or their respective
US Fourth of July and Canada Day
holiday vacations.
Insights
WSO Staff efforts ensure publications align with service arm time‑
lines in addition to WSO print and online publication schedules. These
enable greater awareness and participation in the AFA magazine Out‑
reach project, a vital tool in our effort to increase visibility and aware‑
ness of Al‑Anon Family Groups.
Cooperation with Professionals
Goodwill toward Al‑Anon increases, along with Al‑Anon’s ability
to attract families of alcoholics, when Al‑Anon cooperates with out‑
side entities. The WSO continues to participate in events sponsored
by national nonprofit organizations and federal government agencies
while retaining Al‑Anon’s identity as a separate, unaffiliated organiza‑
tion. One of these events is the Children of Addiction Week in February,
which is sponsored by the National Association for Children of Addic‑
tion. During this week, Staff posted young and adult children memes
on WSO social media pages.
Staff also attended the US Government’s National Institute on Alco‑
hol Abuse and Alcoholism Council and Center for Substance Abuse
Treatment’s Recovery Month Planning Partners meetings in Rockville,
Maryland. This gives Al‑Anon as a whole the opportunity to maintain
our presence and build a network of new contacts. An added benefit
is that these meetings give the WSO the opportunity to have lunch with
the A.A. General Service Office’s Cooperating with the Professional
Community (CPC) Coordinator.
An Al‑Anon information table was set up at the National Council
on Alcoholism and Drug Dependence’s (NCADD’s) Conference of Af‑
filiates in Alexandria, Virginia. Al‑Anon’s Staff attendance provided an
opportunity to network with representatives from 35 NCADD affiliates
across the US and to attend conference workshop sessions, which
feature effective use of social media.
Plans for the 2018 International Convention also included Outreach to
professionals. A workshop featuring a speaker panel of three who are
“Al‑Anon friendly” is scheduled for Friday, July 5th, 2018.
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Insights
It is essential that we continue to
cooperate with entities outside of our
fellowship to maintain and increase
recognition of our name and aware‑
ness of our program.
ARCHIVES
The WSO Archivist continues to
digitize documents and photos and
store many of these materials “in
the cloud.”
October 2018 marks the 30th anni‑
versary of Cofounder Lois W.’s death. Although
only available in English, the December/January 1988‑89 Memorial issue
of the Inside Al‑Anon newsletter was provided to the Area Archives Coor‑
dinators on their AFG Connects community.

Insights
Digitizing archival materials greatly improves and increases the capacity
to preserve Al‑Anon’s history for present and future generations.
Following the staff updates, Conference members had the following
questions and comments:
• Would the WSO delist a meeting if they had specific guidelines
like the ones California South and Tennessee created? When I
learned about the delist discussion, our Area talked about it and
asked WSO Staff about delisting a new meeting. Our Area said we
would do it and now it appears the WSO process has changed.
Policy that guides the Office does not allow us to delist a
meeting. Areas that have a policy for delisting and directions
for relisting can do that. We adhere to the “Policy Digest” and
it does not have a policy to delist. We will not register a group
initially that we understand will not adhere to the Traditions.
• How many responses did we receive to the Membership Survey?
The ballpark is about 13,000. The last one was 8,500.
• How do International Representatives attend the WSC—is it by
invitation, request?
We invite the General Service Offices (GSOs) to send one
Representative to observe our Conference. If a GSO sends a
Representative, it pays the cost.
• We understand there are issues with the English 2018‑2021
Al‑Anon/Alateen Service Manual (P‑24/27). Will people who
purchased one receive a replacement when the issues are
resolved?
There were issues in the first version of the Service Manual. We
will publish a new version in English and a first version of French
and Spanish. For a printed copy, until we run out of inventory
and purchase new, we will provide members with page changes,
as we have done in the past. We are managing inventory better
than in the past. When we run out, the next printed version will
have a new version number and the corrections. Everyone will
have the ability to print out page changes and incorporate them
so as not to have to buy a new Manual.
• I love the Annual Report enthusiasm.

• I noticed that the wording “families and friends of alcoholics”
is again being used instead of “families and friends of
problem drinkers.” When and why did that change?
A year and a half ago the Board changed the tagline back
to “families and friends of alcoholics” because the words it
uses are Google searchable. The word “alcoholic” is more
likely to find you information on Al‑Anon.
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EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE FOR
REAL PROPERTY MANAGEMENT (ECRPM)
Jeffrey K. • ECRPM Chairperson

Background:
In 1994, the World Service Conference (WSC) passed Motion #12,
which empowered the Board of Trustees to purchase property for
Al‑Anon Family Group Headquarters, Inc. This purchase of real property
was for a trial period of 15 years and contingent upon several conditions.
In 2011 the World Service Conference passed Motion #6, which
ended the 15‑year trial period and empowered the Board of Trustees
to continue to own the current or subsequent property in the name of
Al‑Anon Family Group Headquarters, Inc. The ownership of property
is contingent upon the conditions enumerated in Motion #6.
One condition set forth in the 1994 Motion #12 and the 2011 Mo‑
tion #6 was that the Board of Trustees “establish a separate Execu‑
tive Committee for Real Property Management in order to ensure
that the management of the real property be done in a prudent
manner and not interfere with the day‑to‑day operations of the
spiritual parts of the program, i.e., service to the groups, individu‑
als, or Al‑Anon as a whole.”
To fulfill that condition, a motion to create the Executive Commit‑
tee for Real Property Management (ECRPM) was approved by the
WSC in 1995. The By‑Laws were amended in January 2012 to include
the Executive Committee for Real Property Management and the
Amendment was presented before the 2012 Conference. The sepa‑
rate Executive Committee was preferred for its simplicity and the fact
that it would cut down on the need to file additional forms annually
with the Internal Revenue Service. This Committee was established
to oversee the management of real property in order to separate
property maintenance and management from the day‑to‑day op‑
eration of the Al‑Anon fellowship. The Committee consists of three
At‑Large Al‑Anon members, the Chairperson of the Finance Commit‑
tee and the Director of Finance and Operations. The Committee first
met June 15th, 1996 and has met twice a year since then.
Another condition contained in the motions to purchase real
property was that the Board of Trustees would “report triennially
as to the financial feasibility of the ownership of real property, the
compliance with the spirit and letter of this resolution, and the neg‑
ative impact, if any, that the purchase of property has had on the
fellowship as a whole.”

realized by owning property vs. leasing it in Virginia.
Now that the mortgage is paid in full, the gap between
ownership and leasing continues to widen as costs of
ownership decrease and costs of leasing increase.*
2. Are we complying with the spirit and letter of the resolution?
The Board of Trustees concerns itself with ownership
of real property to the extent that it ensures that the
ownership of real property is financially feasible and
that the spirit and intent of the Steps, Traditions, and
Concepts are maintained. The Board affirms that with
the management of the property being the business of
the Executive Committee for Real Property Management,
and as a demonstration of mutual respect, the property
management continues to be kept separate from the
primary spiritual aim of Al‑Anon Family Groups. The
Executive Director is able to focus entirely on assisting the
groups in the primary spiritual aim of Al‑Anon—helping
families and friends of alcoholics. The need for Staff to
be concerned with the frequent search for office space
and to deal with the day‑in and day‑out maintenance of
commercial property has been eliminated.
3. Has there been any negative impact on the fellowship as a
whole?
After reviewing the last 21 years of real property ownership,
the Board of Trustees has no negative impact to report. In
2004, a small minority of groups attempted to tie the Alateen
requirements established by the Board of Trustees to the
ownership of property. The Board of Trustees clarified that the
only assets it was protecting were our name and safety of our
children. The ECRPM is a Committee separate from all other
committees. It operates separately from the work and business
of the World Service Office (WSO), allowing the WSO to focus on
the primary spiritual aim of the fellowship. This real separation is
what allows ownership of property to function as well as it does.
*Please see Budget line item “Occupancy” for the actual yearly
costs of ownership.

The Board of Trustees reports the following:
1. Has ownership of property been financially feasible?
The Board of Trustees reports that ownership of property
has been a very good step financially. Al‑Anon Family
Group Headquarters, Inc. received tax‑exempt financing
and thus a lower rate of interest due to non‑profit status.
A savings of approximately $446,000 this year has been
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INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION UPDATE
Day of Connecting
Judy K. • Trustee, Chairperson

The 2018 International Al‑Anon Convention begins July 6, 2018.
The day before the Convention begins, a “Day of Connecting” (DOC)
will take place; the purpose of this DOC is to celebrate recovery
through service and leadership. There will be exciting workshops,
panel discussions and speakers. Al‑Anon members from all parts of
our Structure will be there.
During the DOC presentation, the emcee called out the letters of
“Day of Connecting,” starting with “D.” Delegates jumped out of their
seats when they heard their Area called and came forward quickly,
“connecting” from different locations around the room. A Task Force
member handed the Delegate his/her appropriate sign with a letter
on it, starting with “D” for Day. The Delegate read the title and a brief
description, then stood in front to begin the spelling of “Day of Con‑
necting.” The last letter, “G,” provided a summary statement of what
the DOC is—a day featuring our third Legacy: Service.

WSO Staff and Al‑Anon/Alateen members from all Areas and struc‑
tures. Together we can share the many ways we serve our fellow‑
ship and inspire each other to grow in leadership and service, our
third Legacy.”
Afterward, the emcee announced that there are currently 964
members registered and attendance is limited to 1,500. Conference
members were encouraged to go online and register so they could
go back to their Areas and help inspire others to get on that train,
boat, plane (and maybe bus or van) and head to Baltimore for a
“Day of Connecting”!

2018 Al‑Anon International

PRESENTATIONS
ww Al‑Anon’s International Reach—Our Worldwide
Fellowship

Marsha W. • Director of Programs

ww Telephone Book or the Internet—What’s Your Digital Age?
Al‑Anon on Social Media
ww Know Your WSO—Service IS Its Middle Name!
ww Al‑Anon’s Financial Stewardship—Gratitude in Action
DISCUSSION MEETINGS
ww Dusty Bookshelves Full of CAL—Going beyond the Daily Readers
ww Tag—You’re It! Now What? —Becoming the Leader
Others Know You Can Be
ww Attitudes—Are Mine Worth Catching? The Twelve Traditions
ww The Three Ts of Public Outreach—Tips, Tools, and
Techniques—Successful Public Outreach
PANELS
ww Are They Still the Best‑Kept Secret? Living the Twelve
Concepts of Service
ww Young Members Wanted—Alateen Opportunities
ww Big “P” or Little “p”—Big “T” or Little “t” (Policies and
Traditions)
ww Face Time—Not What It Used To Be! The Changing Face
of Meetings
LEADERSHIP TALKS
Members share their service experience and talk about how
serving has affected their personal lives.

Conference members were reminded that the World Service Of‑
fice (WSO) is counting down the days to the 2018 Convention. It
will take place in Baltimore, Maryland, July 6‑8, at the Baltimore
Convention Center. The WSO will have an app for the Convention
that contains all the meeting information on it and other “goodies.”
There will be daytime A.A. meetings at the Sheraton Inner Harbor
Hotel and Al‑Anon and Alateen meetings at the Convention Cen‑
ter. Activities will include workshops in French and Spanish. There
will also be different types of sessions, including workshops, book
studies and speaker meetings. The Convention registrations for this
year are ahead of 2013’s by 5.5 percent. To date 3,294 registrations
have been received.
Entertainment will include a Friday night “Dutch treat” ice cream
social and a Saturday night dance. Friday will also include a Big
Meeting with speakers from outside the US and Canada and the
Language of Love Parade with costumed participants. The Satur‑
day night Big Meeting will have Al‑Anon, Alateen and A.A. speak‑
ers. Sunday will include a Spiritual Meeting panel. Big Meetings
will have Spanish and French interpretation and closed‑captioning.
Book sales will include One Day at a Time Al‑Anon 50th Anniver‑
sary (B6‑50), which comes with a commemorative edition bookplate
when purchased at the Convention. Copies of the new book, Inti‑
macy in Alcoholic Relationships—A Collection of Al‑Anon Personal
Stories (B‑33), and the Hope & Understanding for Parents & Grand‑
parents (P‑94) pamphlet will also be available. One Day at a Time
Al‑Anon 50th Anniversary and Hope & Understanding for Parents
& Grandparents are both available in English, Spanish and French.
The WSO is trying new things at this Convention to make it more
exciting than ever!

ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSIONS
Collaborate with someone from another Area in an informal set‑
ting about your service role. Grab a chair and share!
At the presentation’s close, the emcee commented, “It will be
great when we all come together July 5th for the Day of Connecting
in Baltimore. We encourage members worldwide to join our Board,
Summary 2018
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INTERNATIONAL COORDINATION COMMITTEE
Karen W‑P. • Trustee, Chairperson | Rosie M. • Trustee, Co‑Chairperson | Debbie G. • Chairperson of the Board
Kerri K. • Associate Director—International | Marsha W. • Director of Programs | Vali F. • Executive Director

The presentation began with an overview of the International Co‑
ordination Committee (ICC) by the Chairperson. “The ICC is a work
group and advisory Committee that makes recommendations to the
Board and participates in the International Al‑Anon General Ser‑
vices Meeting (IAGSM). It reviews Al‑Anon activities and policies
as they relate to individual groups and service arms outside the
World Service Conference (WSC) Structure. As an advisory Com‑
mittee, it makes recommendations to the Board about issues that
affect Al‑Anon worldwide, such as translation and reprint policies,
visits to evolving structures and the IAGSM, and activities and poli‑
cies as they relate to individual groups and service arms outside
the World Service Conference (WSC) Structure.”
Supporting Our Groups and Global Structures: The Co‑Chairper‑
son explained, “We use the term ‘structure’ frequently when work‑
ing with other countries. A structure is a network of groups and lo‑
cal service arms that is responsible for organizing Al‑Anon services.
Structures usually have permission to reprint Conference Approved
Literature. They have paid and volunteer staff and an elected Board
of Al‑Anon members. The ICC supports the growth of the structures
worldwide by considering first‑time requests for translation and
reprint permission, providing input on international site visits and
coordinating and participating in international service meetings.
“Part of the ongoing work of the ICC is planning and attending the
2018 IAGSM and international trips by invitation from other structures.”
International Service Meetings: The Chairperson continued,
“The ICC coordinates the IAGSM. The IAGSM is a biennial ser‑
vice meeting for national structures. The Delegates provide input
about their service structures. Two members of the ICC represent
the WSO as Delegates. The purpose of the IAGSM is to share the
experiences of Al‑Anon national services around the world through
Al‑Anon’s Delegates. It encourages growth and sound service
structures while maintaining worldwide unity through the applica‑
tion of Al‑Anon Traditions. It also represents the expression of the
worldwide group conscience. Ultimately, this supports the primary
purpose of Al‑Anon as a whole: to seek the best way to carry the
Al‑Anon message of recovery to families and friends of alcoholics
amid cultural and language differences.
“The ICC plans the agenda for the IAGSM, which will include dis‑
cussions about identifying barriers to Public Outreach and a visit to
the World Service Office (WSO).
Two international trips are planned for 2018. The Chairperson of
the Board and Associate Director—International will meet with the
evolving Structure in Greece. The Executive Director and Director
of Programs will travel to Norway, which is experiencing signifi‑
cant turnover in their Structure. Sweden and Finland were notified
of the visit to determine if there is an opportunity for WSO Staff to
visit these Structures as well. The WSO hopes that by sending Staff
to visit Norway and sharing experience, strength and hope, the trip
will help connect it to other nearby structures.”
Zonal Meetings: These meetings are structured and organized
service meetings that are less formal than the IAGSM. Attendance
is open for national and evolving structures. Zonal meetings pro‑
vide an opportunity for service structures and the WSO to meet
face‑to‑face, hear reports, exchange information and strengthen
mutual connections. They are hosted and attended by structures in
Central America, Europe and South America.
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There are several places to learn more about the work of the
ICC, the IAGSM and Zonal meetings:
• The 2018‑2021 Al‑Anon/Alateen Service Manual (P‑24/27),
where the descriptive text of Concept Eleven details the
primary responsibilities of the ICC.
• al‑anon.org includes an International page under the
Members menu that has archives of the IAGSM Summaries
dating to the first meeting in 1980.
• World Service Conference Summaries provide reports of
international trips, the IAGSM and Zonal Meetings.
The Chairperson concluded by sharing her experience as Chair‑
person of the ICC; she said, “It has been my pleasure to serve on
the ICC. When I was new to the Board, I didn’t really comprehend
the nature of the work this Committee does. I have learned so much
about the growth of our international community and our connec‑
tion to these groups, and I have come to understand what we mean
by worldwide Al‑Anon. l have experienced what other structures
have to teach us, as well as how we provide some leadership to
those emerging structures. This Committee work has helped ex‑
pand my personal program by expanding my understanding of
worldwide Al‑Anon. I have felt a deep spiritual connection to the
people on this Committee. I will miss each of you.”

Zonal Meetings

The European Zonal Meeting (EZM), the Ibero‑American Zonal
Meeting and the Central American Zonal Meetings are held every
other year in years opposite the IAGSM.

Central American Zonal Meeting

Judy K. • Trustee | Kerri K. • Associate Director—International

The meeting took place in May of 2017 in Guatemala City, Gua‑
temala. The theme was taken from the pages of our Conference
Approved Literature, Many Voices, One Journey (B‑31).
“Our journey began at a hotel on the outskirts of town where we
met up with the rest of our group. From there we rode a bus into the
city. The meeting included four national Structures—Costa Rica, El
Salvador, Guatemala and Nicaragua—and two evolving Structures:
Honduras and Panama. Mexico was present as a special guest
since they are not part of this Zone. The WSO Staff were guests
there as well. As guests, we led presentations and participated in
discussions, but we did not participate in the business meeting.
“Over the two days of the meeting, Delegates from each Struc‑
ture made presentations that included a history of Al‑Anon in their
Structures, weaknesses and achievements since the last meeting,
upcoming and proposed Public Outreach efforts within each Struc‑
ture and an overview of their Structures.
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“Our agenda also included a tour of the office in Guatemala.
There were a number of key takeaways:
• The importance of affordable Conference Approved
Literature (CAL) cannot be overstated. For many members
abroad, it serves as a bridge between meetings. For
example, the cost for Paths to Recovery (B‑24) is about $33.
By comparison, a dinner at a hotel costs $10 including tip.
World Service Conference

This highlighted a challenge many members face: the lack of
affordability of literature.
• Costa Rica and Guatemala are the most stable Structures
in this region. Together, they provide leadership and fiscal
planning. They share valuable experience from their Boards,
office workers and service arms.
• Honduras reported that it has a goal of opening a General
Service Office (GSO) with a part‑time service worker.
• Every Structure in this Zone reported on the activity of
their Public Outreach Committee’s efforts within their
Structure. These included distribution of copies of Al‑Anon
Faces Alcoholism (AFA), Outreach to radio and TV outlets,
Cooperating with the Professional Community and A.A. and
using social media to reach new members.
• There was a business meeting on the second day; a host
Structure for the next meeting was elected. The next
meeting will be held in El Salvador in 2019. The theme will be
“Responsibility with Love—Structures without Borders.”
The Associate Director—International reported that many mem‑
bers in this part of the world live amidst violence and poverty.
More than one of the Structures that attended the Zonal Meeting
reported that it is limited to daytime meetings because of concerns
about the safety of the members. They try to focus on how to make
Al‑Anon available under these conditions. They look back on where
they have been and try to make plans for their future.

Ibero‑American Zonal Meeting

Joan S. • Trustee | Kerri K. • Associate Director—International

The Ibero‑American Zonal meeting was held in October 2017 in
Quito, Ecuador. This was a two‑day meeting hosted by the Ecuador
GSO (Corporación Grupos de Familia Al‑Anon Ecuador [OSG]) that
is composed of employees and volunteers. The theme of the meet‑
ing was “United, We Are More.” Twelve Delegates represented
Argentina, Brazil, Ecuador, Mexico, Paraguay, Peru, Uruguay and
the WSO. Each Structure at this meeting delivered a presentation
on one or more of the Concepts of Service and how it works in his/
her Structure.
During breaks and mealtimes, there were opportunities for fel‑
lowship and informal sharing. There was also time on the agenda
for the members to ask questions of the World Service Office (WSO).
“Our assignment was Concept Six and ‘What Trustees Do and Do
Not Do.’ It was our goal to share what the roles and responsibili‑
ties of the Board are with the Delegates at the Zonal meeting. The
Board members are the planners, not the doers. We shared how
Concept Six came to be and shared that the ‘hands on’ responsi‑
bilities are those of the Executive Committee and the WSO Staff.
The role of the Board is leadership and oversight of the activities of
the WSO. We do this by actively using all of the Twelve Concepts
of Service. It is also the role of the Board to think globally when it
comes to planning Al‑Anon’s future and fulfilling the directives of
the Conference.
“On a personal note, I was given another opportunity for growth
and acceptance. I learned the value of being in an uncomfortable
setting. I cannot speak or understand Spanish, but I was represent‑
ing Al‑Anon and needed to be an active participant. We had won‑
derful interpreters during all of the business sessions. At first it was
a struggle to listen to a voice in the headphones while watching
others speak. Then from inflection, tone and body language, I start‑
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ed to pick up on the challenges and solutions that other countries
are finding in our Concepts of Service. Gradually we became very
aware that the interpreters were really understanding the power of
Al‑Anon in translation. I think that the common bond of the recovery
aspect of the fellowship might be even stronger in the service part
of my recovery. Bringing more global thinking into my service as a
Trustee will become more important after this service experience.”
Both interpreters and translation impact our international ser‑
vices. To help Conference members understand, the Associate
Director—International clarified that, “We generally use the term
‘translation’ for printed products and their translation, and when
we are talking about simultaneous language translation, we call it
‘interpreting.’”
“The need for simultaneous interpreters at the upcoming IAGSM
was raised at this meeting and also at the Central American Zonal
meeting last May. As a result, the topic was taken to the Inter‑
national Coordination Committee (ICC) for discussion and will be
placed as a topic on the agenda for the IAGSM business meeting.
It is hoped that the WSC members will see how suggestions come
from Zonal meetings to the IAGSM, and from there, make their way
to the ICC, to the Board, and the Conference and back. It is a closed
loop.
“The limited permission to sell literature policy was discussed as
well. Some Structures provided the number of groups, the number
of contributing members and the costs and restrictions of printing
literature in their own Structures. This aided the WSO in under‑
standing the areas of potential opportunity and conflict. Although
the WSO can provide guidance and legal authority, it cannot en‑
force cooperation between structures or override their autonomy.
“Throughout the weekend there were many opportunities for
informal sharing. Our Host Committee invited local members to at‑
tend our final dinner. This was a special time for us to meet many of
the members and for them to meet visitors from the WSO. The Host
Committee planned an educational and entertaining after‑dinner
program that showcased many ritual dances by the indigenous
tribes of Ecuador.”
The Associate Director—International concluded the presenta‑
tion by saying, “Although some problems are universal, not all so‑
lutions are. Al‑Anon’s international viability depends on its adapt‑
ability.”

European Zonal Meeting

Debbie G. • Trustee, Chairperson of the Board
Marsha W. • Director of Programs

The Chairperson of the Board began the presentation: “The Di‑
rector of Programs and I had the privilege of attending the 2017
European Zonal Meeting (EZM) in Essen, Germany in August 2017.
We were met at the airport by a former Chairperson of the Board of
the German GSO. Our drive from Dusseldorf to Essen was scenic,
moving through the beautiful German hillside, and as with any time
we have the opportunity to ‘get in the car,’ the conversations were
filled with the sharing of current service events within our Struc‑
tures, laughter and the knowledge that new friends were awaiting
our arrival.
“The European structures are larger and have been in place lon‑
ger than most other international structures. They are similar to ours.
“The meeting setting was on the edge of the beautiful village of
Essen, Germany, with lodging on the campus of a Catholic mon‑
astery. The building and grounds offered a simple and quaint set‑
ting for our weekend together. All meals were together; this was an
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added plus for continued conversations and opportunities to learn
more about each other on a personal level.
“The EZM acts as a forum for sharing experience of mutual sup‑
port across established structures within Europe while giving sup‑
port to evolving structures. The EZM is not a decision‑making body.
The theme for this year’s EZM was ‘Discovering Choices.’
“In order to define a clear purpose for this Zonal meeting, the
structures within the EZM have developed their own mission
and vision statements:
• The mission is: ‘to improve cooperation between European
structures in order to support the growth of Al‑Anon and
Alateen in Europe.’
• The vision statement is ‘that every European country evolves
to have a GSO and attend the IAGSM.’
“Fifteen Structures were in attendance, with the majority send‑
ing two representatives: Germany (who also served as the host),
the Netherlands, Poland, Finland, France, Russia, Switzerland,
Austria, United Kingdom & Eire, Slovenia, Denmark, Sweden,
Belgium/Flemish‑speaking, Belgium/French‑speaking and Spain.
While these Structures are among some of the oldest and larg‑
est Structures within our international community, it is important
to remember that these Representatives are considered pioneers.
Each looks to the others for solutions and ways to keep moving
forward—there is no standing still!
“The purpose for World Service Office (WSO) participation at the
EZM is to share the experience of the WSO as a clearinghouse as
well as the workings of the Board of Trustees. Three separate ques‑
tion‑and‑answer sessions that would last a total of four hours were
set aside on the weekend agenda. Each Structure came prepared
with questions related to issues they were experiencing within their
own Structures. Most of these questions were directed to the ex‑
perience of the WSO and Board of Trustees. Many were related to
protection of anonymity on the internet, strengthening Alateen, and
retaining experienced service leaders while encouraging new mem‑
bers to become involved. Other questions centered on the work of
our Board of Trustees (e.g., the Board’s experience in establishing an
Audit Committee), Delegate participation at the WSC and the trans‑
parency in our financials. They also requested information related to
the 2016 and 2017 WSC Finance Committee presentations (they read
our World Service Conference Summary [P‑46]), the application of
spiritual principles within the revised ‘Financial Matters’ section of
the ‘Policy Digest,’ rotation of leadership, how Board meeting agen‑
da topics are prioritized and how to encourage younger members to
become and remain involved in service.
“For me, the opportunity to participate in the EZM was a privi‑
lege; I was able to continually observe firsthand how saying ‘yes’
to service literally changes lives. I had met more than half of the
attendees at previous meetings, all of whom were first‑year Del‑
egates who arrived at the IAGSM with the same sense of awe and
plethora of questions that most of us arrive with at our first WSC.
What I took away from being in the presence of these Delegates
one last time was the absolute certainty that the EZM and IAGSM
and the work of the WSO are serving their purpose. Those Del‑
egates are now viewed as the leaders not only within their own
Structures but within Europe itself. They are confident, knowledge‑
able, humble trusted servants willing to share what has been so
freely given to them.”
The Director of Programs related her impressions: “Many struc‑
tures that attend, regardless of size, follow the WSO model closely.
They use the principles found in the Twelve Steps, Twelve Tradi‑
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tions and the Twelve Concepts of Service as a guide to assist in
solving service‑related problems. For example, during the topic
of ‘Modern Communication,’ Denmark’s Representative advised
that studies show that the younger generation primarily uses so‑
cial media to find information. Applying Concept Eleven as a guide
and using the principles found there, Denmark formed a Task Force
to ensure relevancy. On the topic of anonymity, it was shared that
before a national Public Outreach campaign, the UK & Eire did ar‑
ticles about how the principles of anonymity help the membership
understand how to share the Al‑Anon message on the public level.
As a result, Alateen members participated in a TV program that
used the London Zoo as its location. The children who appeared
on the program shared their message of hope wearing identical
tops and berets, with their faces painted as animals. That way they
could be filmed without being recognized or portrayed as victims.
This was successful, and they were able to share the benefits of
Alateen in a creative way.
“The Seventh Tradition is always a topic. All Structures found
that transparency is necessary to ensure that members in their
respective countries feel they can ask questions. It was shared
that all members need to be informed and have an understanding
of why money is needed and how the money is spent. There was
concern that members would continue to put coins in the basket.
We shared how the Director of Finance and Operations was not
an Al‑Anon member, which was a conscious decision made by our
pioneers. It was also explained that we have an Audit Committee
to ensure that checks and balances are met within our Structure.
“It was previously shared that the mission of the EZM is to im‑
prove cooperation between structures in Europe. This was dem‑
onstrated by the presence of a Representative from Russia. She
was amazed at the creativity of the Public Outreach projects. She
explained that, in her country, some of the state agencies ask for a
signature of an authorized person in the organization before allow‑
ing display of a poster. In applying the principle of anonymity within
their Structure, Russian Areas are selective with regards to whom
they approach when doing Public Outreach.
“During our three days of conversation, we learned much from
each other. I believe we also walked away with a deeper under‑
standing of how we can pass along the message of hope.
“The theme for the next EZM meeting will be 'Embracing Chang‑
es,' and Slovenia will be the host country. This is significant, since
this will be their first time hosting. Like Together Empowering
Al‑Anon Members (TEAM) events and the Road Trip, it is an op‑
portunity for the host country to corral the energy and spirit of their
members.”
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Conference members had the following questions and comments:
• I was upset with the Board for making trips because I didn’t
understand the importance of what we do internationally. My
Area doesn’t really understand what we are doing in other
countries. Will we have access to some of the presentation?
If so, I can show my Area what we are doing and how.
Yes, the presentation will be posted.
• How is Alateen doing in different structures?
They want more Alateen members and Al‑Anon Members
Involved in Alateen Service (AMIASs). Something new we
heard from Panama was that, in some Areas, Alateen is
not supported by parents in Al‑Anon. They don’t encourage
young people to attend Alateen meetings. A topic on the
agenda was “How do we, as Al‑Anon members, create a
supportive environment for our teens to attend Alateen?”
World Service Conference

• I remember my first IAGSM. Zonal meetings are a new
phenomenon and a new need. Please explain how they are
helping local Al‑Anon Information Service (AIS) structures. I
understand it is different.
Zonal meetings take place on opposite years of the IAGSM.
Only General Service Offices can send Delegates to attend
the IAGSM. With Zonal meetings, they can attend along
with countries that only currently have an AIS or evolving
structures. It is helpful for evolving structures that don’t have
much experience, money or resources. They can attend and
see how it works at the Al‑Anon business level.
• Assuming you met members, how did they receive you and
did you meet any Alateens?
We did not meet Alateens but we had an incredible
connection with local members. We were received very
warmly. Hospitality is so important. People who seemed to
speak no English in the beginning were “trying it out on us”
by the end.

Summary 2018
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In many countries, Alateen is struggling with the same issue:
trying to make its safety guidelines fit with country laws.
• Some World Service Delegates speak Spanish. Is there an
opportunity to be involved when the IAGSM Delegates come
to Virginia Beach?
The IAGSM is a closed meeting, just like the World Service
Conference.
The WSO sends two Delegates to represent our Structure
at the IAGSM. One is the Chairperson of the Board and the
other is a Board member either from the US or Canada,
depending on the nationality of the Chairperson of the Board.
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OPEN BOARD OF TRUSTEES MEETING
Debbie G. • Trustee, Chairperson of the Board

about Tradition Eleven and anonymity and confidentiality.
What if the face‑to‑face Board meeting was shortened to
one or two days on a trial basis instead of four to five, and
the rest was done virtually?

Conference members had the opportunity to hear what the Board
receives every month in a report from the Finance Committee. The
Board reviewed literature sales, contributions, the Reserve Fund, in‑
tangibles (trademark costs), unearned income (World Service Confer‑
ence and Convention income) and the statement of financial position.
With advances in technology, communications have advanced.
In keeping with the Board’s Vision and Mission to anticipate the
future, the Board began a discussion about virtual Board meetings.
They considered the questions below:
As technology becomes more affordable, and travel and accom‑
modations become more expensive, should the Board of Trustees
replace one or more face‑to‑face Board meetings with a virtual
experience?
A typical Board meeting lasts four or five days. Would holding
one or more virtually during the year be practical, efficient and in
accordance with our principles?

• Much of the Board’s meeting is spent on routine matters.
Those could be done virtually; emailing reports and feedback
before the meeting would save time. However, the spiritual
connection Board members get while they sit together in a
meeting room is important.
• Meeting in person fosters trust in individuals, and that helps
in the Board room. Board members expressed their concerns
regarding Tradition Seven: possibly feeling guilty about
paying airfare on a trip that would only last a day or two.
• One comment was: “I like progress, but I don’t like change.
Are there studies on boards that meet virtually? We may
have access to different boards and scenarios...The
possibility of change is there.”

Board members responded as follows:
• Unity is created when meetings are held using web
conferencing, as Board members can see and speak with each
other. Web conferencing could accommodate Board members
with challenging schedules. The Board could also consider
shortening the week to one day. By doing this, it would
continue to meet its responsibilities with a unified voice. There
was, however, concern about unity; the Board’s voice can only
reach the membership when its members work together.

• The conversation struck one member as an issue that
could be viewed with a broader lens. The Board meets
quarterly so, keeping that in mind, what would changing
to some virtual meetings do? Is there room for other ideas
besides virtual meetings? It is hard to participate in web
conferencing for five days.
The member also noted that a large portion of the week’s
costs comes from hotel and meals, not airfare: Cutting down
to two days would help save money.

• Unity occurs when we meet face‑to‑face. It gives us, the
Board members, the chance to observe the strengths and
challenges we have with technology, or talents we would
otherwise miss the opportunity to learn about. Meeting
together can strengthen us as a group. The Board cannot do
all things virtually.

• Would it affect unity?
• An American Society of Association Executives (ASAE)
article centered on the idea of flexibility and bringing
younger people who work full‑time onto the Board.

• New Trustees interact with the Staff and learn where
things are in the World Service Office. Strategically, there
was concern about that; that type of interaction cannot be
accomplished virtually.

• Of the last four web conferencing meetings one member had
attended, only one had worked. He saw “a lot of connectivity
issues.”

• During face‑to‑face Board meetings, new Trustees can get
individual assistance that is not available virtually. With
Tradition Two, they feel the presence of a Higher Power and
spiritual connectedness. There was concern that the Board
only meets with the Staff four times a year. Would it be a
positive to have less interaction with the Staff?
• The Board members are pushed for time together to work on
projects; could virtual meetings allow them to get the work
done outside of Board meetings?
• It makes for efficiency and cuts time in Board meetings. The
Audit Committee meets virtually. In doing so, the Committee
practices financial prudence because they are not flying or
paying for hotels and meals. However, there were concerns
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• Legal issues and the State of New York’s incorporation need
to be looked into. Do they allow virtual meetings? We must
look at the By‑Laws as well, to see if they comply with legal
requirements.
There was consensus to continue the discussion. A Thought
Force will be assigned to answer the Knowledge‑Based Deci‑
sion‑Making questions, as well as the following questions: Are
there items that can be moved from the Board agenda to accom‑
modate a virtual Board meeting? What are the implications of vir‑
tual Board meetings?
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OPEN POLICY COMMITTEE MEETING
John McL. • Trustee, Policy Committee Chairperson

An Open Policy Committee meeting was held during the Confer‑
ence so Delegate members could observe the Committee in action.
In 2014, because many Areas were seeking clarification re‑
garding meditation in Al‑Anon meetings, Group Services drafted
a detailed response. Group Services then brought it to the Policy
Committee to determine whether the answer was consistent with
Al‑Anon’s Twelve Traditions. The Policy Committee refined the re‑
sponse to state in part: “Groups spending time during the meeting
to meditate is not within the Traditions as doing so could be inter‑
preted as a religious activity, affiliation with an outside entity or an
endorsement of a particular practice or style of meditation.”
Delegates were also encouraged to engage in principle‑based
discussions within their respective Areas in keeping with Traditions
Three, Four and Five. The World Service Office (WSO) Staff have
continued to receive requests for clarification of Al‑Anon’s policy
on meditation during meetings. They have requested guidance from
the Policy Committee. Since the Policy Committee has not held a
detailed discussion of this subject, and many of our Legacies are
potentially implicated by the practice, this subject was chosen by
the Policy Committee as a topic for the 2018 Open Policy Meeting.
The discussion focused on whether a group violates the Tradi‑
tions (Traditions One, Three, Five or Six) when setting aside a pe‑
riod of silent time, as part of the meeting format, to connect to a
Higher Power.
The goal was to discuss meditation at meetings in light of the
Legacies. It considered the following:
• Is holding a period of meditation as part of the meeting
format an appropriate exercise of group autonomy
through its group conscience (Traditions Two and Four
and Concept Five)? Is it an issue for the Policy Committee
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to decide whether the WSO should provide guidance on
this issue (Tradition Two and Warranty Five)? Should there
be a statement on this issue in the “Digest of Al‑Anon and
Alateen Policies” in the 2018‑2021 Al‑Anon/Alateen Service
Manual (P‑24/27)?
• Tradition Two: Is meditation during a meeting an appropriate
exercise of the group conscience?
• Tradition Three: Is meditation, as part of a group format, an
improper affiliation with an outside entity or religious activity?
• Tradition Four: Is meditation, as part of a group format,
an appropriate exercise of group autonomy, or does it
improperly affect another group or Al‑Anon as a whole?
• Tradition Five: Is the practice of a period of meditation,
as part of a group format, consistent with our primary
purpose to help families of alcoholics? Is it welcoming to the
newcomer?
• Tradition Six: Is meditation, as part of a group format, an
endorse-ment of an outside entity or particular practice of
meditation?
• Also potentially involved in this discussion are Tradition One,
Concept Five, Warranty Five and Step Eleven.
It was the consensus of the Committee members that the issue
warrants further discussion and that a Knowledge‑Based Deci‑
sion‑Making process is needed.
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ROAD TRIP! YOU AND YOUR BOARD CONNECT
Teri M. • Trustee, Work Group Chairperson

The purpose of the Road Trip! You and Your Board Connect event
is to take the Board of Trustees and Executive Committee members
to one of the 67 Areas to hold a Board meeting. The day after the
meeting ends, Board and Executive Committee members meet with
other members at the Road Trip! event.
• This event is an opportunity for Trustees and Executive
Committee members to share their personal recovery and
their current service roles with Area members in an intimate
setting. It is also an opportunity for members to learn more
about how the World Service Office (WSO) serves the
fellowship.
In October 2017, the Road Trip was held in Aurora, Colorado.
More than 100 members from Colorado, Nebraska, Missouri, Texas,
Wyoming, Minnesota, Arizona, New Mexico and Utah registered.

The October 2018 Road Trip! You and Your Board Connect will be
hosted by Texas East on October 20th in Houston, Texas.
Conference members received the 2019 invitation and request
form, which included a list of tentative meeting space needs, to
assist the Area in selecting a hotel site. Answers from this form
will allow the Planning Committee to more accurately determine
which accommodations the event requires. This list will also save
the Planning Committee time. It will prevent possible problems re‑
garding the initial selection of a hotel, which must have adequate
space and the ability to provide all the necessary accommodations
for the event. The Board will take care of the agenda.
Conference members were asked to take the invitation back to
their Areas and discuss putting in a bid to host the 2019 Road Trip.

The agenda included:
• Personal sharings.
• Examples of Area and international visits.
• Descriptions of Board Committees.
• Roundtable discussions of topics of Area interest.
Comments from the members who attended:
ww “Absolutely one of the most informative sessions I’ve
attended.”

Conference members had the following questions and
comments:
• What process is used to select the Area?
The criteria are in the invitation. The bid information is put
into a spreadsheet and if an Area meets the criteria, its
name is placed in a hat. Three Areas are drawn so that if the
first one does not work out, we can go to the second Area
drawn, etc.
• We had the privilege of hosting. Last year, we had flyers
made up and brought them to the Conference for the
Delegates. The Area helped with registration, and the Board
took care of the agenda for the day. It was so easy.

ww “I liked meeting the Board, hearing their stories and
realizing they are just like us.”

• Where have the Road Trips been held in previous years?
Newfoundland/Labrador in 2014; Alberta/Northwest
Territories in 2015; Arkansas in 2016; Colorado in 2017.

ww “It was a great privilege to see the real people of the
Board; usually, Delegates are the only ones that get to
meet and interact with them.”
ww “It was great to meet Al‑Anon members from all over the
country.”
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SELECTION OF TRUSTEES
Conference Committee on Trustees (CCT)

Nominating Committee
and Trustee Affirmation

Richard McC. • Chairperson, Panel 56, Maine

“Fellow members of Al‑Anon’s World Service Conference, it
is my pleasure, as Chairperson of the Conference Committee on
Trustees (CCT), to report to you the work of this year’s Committee.
“The CCT is composed of World Service Conference Delegates
and elects its own Chairperson each year. Résumés for Trustee at
Large (TAL) and Executive Committee for Real Property Manage‑
ment (ECRPM) are submitted to the World Service Office in August
of each year. The CCT members review the submitted résumés.
They score each résumé based on skill sets, while taking into con‑
sideration the current needs of the Board and the ability of each
candidate to effectively answer the résumé questions. The CCT
members also write comments related to their scoring decisions.
When completed, the scoring sheets and accompanying com‑
ments are sent to the CCT Chairperson. The CCT Chairperson then
consolidates the comments and rankings that were submitted by
each CCT member and forwards the compilation of rankings and
comments to the World Service Office in early October.
“The Nominating Committee meets during the October Board
meeting. Using the information submitted by the CCT and the knowl‑
edge it has about current Board needs, the Nominating Committee
scores each résumé for Trustee at Large and Executive Committee
for Real Property Management. The Nominating Committee then
notifies the CCT of the potential candidates the Nominating Com‑
mittee has selected. CCT members have the opportunity to file an
objection to a potential candidate by December. The final selec‑
tion of the candidates is decided at the January Board meeting. At
the World Service Conference, the TAL and ECRPM candidates are
given traditional approval by the Conference and may be elected by
the Board at the Annual Board meeting following the World Service
Conference.
“Last September, we received six TAL résumés. The CCT com‑
pleted its work on October 4th. No objections were raised.
“Unexpectedly, we received only one ECRPM résumé. The Board
of Trustees chose to reopen the invitation to submit résumés and
our fellowship responded. So, the CCT processed résumés in Sep‑
tember and again in December. In the end, a total of six ECRPM
résumés were reviewed. The work was completed on December
22nd. No objections were raised.
“Last year, the CCT had 11 Delegate members. Two of those were
not at last year’s Conference and had some catching up to do. One
member resigned during the year. This year’s Committee has eight
members assigned.
“Now, let me thank the members of the CCT. Because of our com‑
mitment to confidentiality, we can’t share our personal struggles
with the process (and it can be very difficult). You are truly silent
servants. Finally, let me say to everyone who submitted an appli‑
cation, your willingness to serve is inspiring, and for the recom‑
mended candidates, we share our heartfelt appreciation.”

Summary 2018

Marilyn M. • Trustee, Nominating Committee Chairperson

Before beginning the affirmation process, the Chairperson pro‑
vided some background and explained the purpose of the session.
“Before 1960, Lois and the Directors wanted to link the groups
to world services through a Conference. The first trial Conference
was held in 1961. Subsequently, the Board of Directors was con‑
verted to a Board of Trustees and a plan to add Regional participa‑
tion on the Board was developed. The first Regional Trustee selec‑
tion process began.
“In 1986, the Conference Committee on Trustees (CCT) was cre‑
ated as a subcommittee of the Nominating Committee to provide
input from Delegates for at Large Trustee candidates.
“Since 2010, following a Conference‑approved revision to the
Regional Trustee Plan, the Regional Committees on Trustees (RCTs)
have provided the Nominating Committee with input for Regional
Trustee nominations.
“As the Concepts of Service were developing, so was the Confer‑
ence’s process for affirming nominees to fill vacancies on the Board
of Trustees. Although the Board of Trustees is a self‑electing Board
according to the By‑Laws of the Corporation, traditional approval
affirms the World Service Conference’s (WSC) support of the nomi‑
nating process and gives the Board the direction and voice of the
fellowship. Concept Two states, ‘The Al‑Anon Family Groups have
delegated complete administrative and operational authority to their
Conference and its service arms.’ In Concept Three on page 184 of
the 2018‑2021 Al‑Anon/Alateen Service Manual (P‑24/27), we read,
‘Our entire Al‑Anon program rests squarely on the principle of mu‑
tual trust. We trust God, we trust Al‑Anon and we trust one another.
Therefore, we cannot do less than trust our leaders in service. The
Right of Decision we offer them in Concept Three is the practical
means by which they may act and lead effectively; it also is the sym‑
bol of our implicit confidence.’ The affirmation by the World Service
Conference also exercises Tradition Two: ‘For our group purpose
there is but one authority—a loving God as He may express Himself
in our group conscience. Our leaders are but trusted servants—
they do not govern.’ Today, we will continue our tradition of affirma‑
tion of Trustee candidates as well as Board Officers and members of
the Executive Committee for Real Property Management (ECRPM).
“Although the Conference gives traditional approval, the Board
must legally elect nominees at its Annual Meeting following the
Conference. These Trustees will serve Al‑Anon Family Group Head‑
quarters, Inc. as well as the fellowship as a whole.”
The Chairperson continued, “The process of electing Trustees,
Board Officers, Executive Committee and ECRPM members begins
with the acknowledgement that our task is a sacred trust. The spiri‑
tual principles of trust and mutual respect are vital. These same
spiritual principles must exist between the Al‑Anon groups, the
Conference and the Committees charged with scoring candidates
and selecting nominees. These spiritual principles must be in play
for those involved in choosing these trusted servants to carry out
their responsibilities effectively. We are all devoted, humble ser‑
vants who dedicate ourselves to the purpose of serving our trea‑
sured Al‑Anon program. Each member involved in the nominating
process is responsible to the fellowship.
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“As Trustees, we are expected to spearhead the formulation of
Al‑Anon policy and its proper execution. Trustees have the grave
responsibility of preserving and prudently managing Al‑Anon’s as‑
sets. We are also the active guardians of the Twelve Traditions. Our
objectives are both spiritual and practical—to carry the message.
In order to fulfill that mission, we must understand that the search
for good service leaders is ongoing. Concept Nine urges us to rec‑
ommend members ‘whose dedication, stability, vision and special
skills make them capable of dealing with every possible assign‑
ment’ (Service Manual, page 196). Here the Nominating Commit‑
tee’s responsibility in making selections is to carefully consider the
kind and degree of authority, responsibility, leadership, and legal
status the Trustees must possess in order for the Board to function
effectively in the years to come. By selecting the kinds of spiritual
qualities and skills that will be required for an effective Board of
Trustees, we will ensure the Board’s capability of future leadership.
“I would like to thank members of the CCT, the members of the
RCT, and the Nominating Committee for their hard work throughout
the last year. In reviewing and scoring the résumés and responses
to the additional question, they have worked conscientiously to
rate the candidates and return the information to the WSO in time
for the October Board meeting. As a result of the input from the RCT,
CCT and Nominating Committee, the Board of Trustees has fielded
another fine slate of candidates to serve Al‑Anon Family Groups.
The Nominating Committee has also proposed an excellent slate of
Board Officers. In October 2017, the Nominating Committee found
that there were no viable candidates for At‑Large member of the
ECRPM, and no résumés for Canada Central Regional Trustee. The
Nominating Committee recommended candidates, and the Board
agreed to solicit résumés for appointments to fill these positions
for one year until the regular process was followed and the names
were brought to the Conference for traditional approval. The Board
will consider these appointments at its Annual Meeting the morn‑
ing after the conclusion of the Conference. All appointees will have
to resubmit their résumés in August 2018 in order to be considered
for election for the remaining two years of each term.”
Below are the steps that were followed to bring the nominated
candidates forward:
Trustees at Large
Trustee at Large résumés are solicited from the fellowship af‑
ter the WSC each year. Delegates and Area Chairs receive a let‑
ter from the Executive Director in January and in June. Attached
to that letter are a list of vacancies, deadlines for submission and
copies of all the résumé forms including Trustee, ECRPM, and Ex‑
ecutive Committee positions.
Trustee and ECRPM résumés are submitted to the WSO by Au‑
gust 15th of the year prior to possible election. Those résumés and
responses to the additional written question are sent to the CCT
and Nominating Committees for review and ranking.
The CCT Chairperson tallies the scores and rankings from the
CCT members and sends a report to the WSO.
At its October meeting, the Nominating Committee uses the CCT
input and its own rankings to select a slate of up to six people to in‑
vite to a January Board lunch for introduction to the Board. At that
time, each candidate gives a ten‑minute talk about their Al‑Anon
recovery and service experience before answering interview
questions.
Using this information, the Board nominates up to three candi‑
dates at its Quarterly Meeting.
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Today, you will be asked to give traditional approval to the pro‑
posed nominees. All of the nominees receiving traditional approval
may be elected Saturday morning at the Board’s Annual Meeting.
Regional Trustees
Candidates for Regional Trustee (RT) are selected by their Areas,
who forward their résumés to the WSO via the Delegate.
This year, the Canada East, Canada West, US Northwest, and US
South Central Regional Committees on Trustees, consisting of the
Regions’ Delegates and three Out‑of‑Region Delegates who were
chosen by lot, independently reviewed résumés and the responses
to the additional written question that had been added as part of
the process. Canada Central’s RCT did not participate because no
résumés were received.
The comments and feedback from Delegates serving on these
Regional Committees were submitted to the Nominating Committee.
The Nominating Committee combined their own independent
review of the résumés and, upon considering the input from the
Regional Committees on Trustees, selected up to two nominees per
Region for presentation to the Board.
The nominees elected by the Board met with Regional Trustee
candidates over lunch in January prior to nomination, using a pro‑
cess identical to that used for Trustee at Large candidates.
The Board then nominated one candidate each for the Canada
East, Canada West, US Northwest and US South Central Regions.
If the nominee receives traditional approval, then they may be
elected by the Board at its Annual Meeting on Saturday morning,
as previously explained.
The Executive Committee for Real Property Management (ECRPM)
The Executive Committee for Real Property Management
(ECRPM) was created by an amendment to the By‑Laws—Article
12 by the Board in 2012. This Committee, consisting of the AFG Trea‑
surer, the Director of Finance and Operations and three At‑Large
members, is designed to keep management of our headquarters
building separate from the spiritual program of Al‑Anon. Each
At‑Large member serves a three‑year term, and the Chairperson is
seated at the WSC with voice only in matters related to real prop‑
erty management. The nominating process is the same as that for
Trustee at Large, except there is no additional written question and
the candidate does not meet with the Trustees in January.
Résumés for the ECRPM are due by August 15th and sent to the
CCT and Nominating Committees for review and ranking.
Conference members had the following question about the process:
• We have Regional Trustees and Trustees at Large, so do
Regions pick their own Trustee or is it a Trustee at Large
going through scoring process?
In a Region, each Area selects one candidate then submits
that candidate’s résumé to the Nominating Committee.
By September, the Nominating Committee will have any
résumés from all Areas in the Region.
“Today, you are asked to give traditional affirmation for the nomi‑
nees for Trustee at Large, Regional Trustee and the Board Officers.
A candidate must receive a two‑thirds majority to be affirmed.
“Each Conference member may ask questions or state any facts
relevant to the candidacy of the person under consideration. Affir‑
mation under the Right of Decision requires that each of us take our
responsibility seriously. Likewise, the By‑Laws of the Corporation
articulate the Right of Decision given to the Board to elect or not
elect an affirmed nominee.
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“The candidate selection process begins with prayer. Members
of the various committees pray to their Higher Power for guid‑
ance before they begin reviewing the candidates’ résumés. By
the time a Trustee candidate is brought to the Conference floor at
least 30 people—a combination of Trustees and Delegates—have
reviewed their résumé. In addition to the reviews, the candidates
have been interviewed by the Board of Trustees. The Delegates of
the Areas that the candidates are part of have had an opportunity
to voice any concerns they have about the candidate. Oftentimes
prayer and consideration have brought these candidates to you.
We ask that you respect that work, remember the spiritual principle
of trust and consider whether or not the candidates are acceptable
to serve on the Board of Trustees.”
The voting process was explained, and Conference members
were given the opportunity to discuss all candidates. Any nominee
present in the room was asked to leave during discussion of his/
her candidacy.
The following Trustees and Board Officers were affirmed by the
2018 WSC:
Trustees at Large:
Catherine T., first three‑year term
Norman (Norm) W., second three‑year term

Regional Trustees:
Thérèse S., Canada East, second three‑year term
Gail G., Canada West, first three‑year term
Cynthia (Cindy) K., US South Central, remaining two years of a
first three‑year term
Cheré F., US Northwest, remaining two years of a first three‑year term
Board Officers:
Debbie G., Chairperson
Joan S., Vice Chairperson
Joyce B., Treasurer
The Board announced the appointment of the Executive Commit‑
tee members for 2018‑2019:
Paula B., third one‑year term, Chairperson
Connie H., third one‑year term
J.P. M., third one‑year term
Marsha W., WSO Director of Programs
The Board announced the appointment of Thomas B. as the
Executive Committee for Real Property Management (ECRPM)
Chairperson for 2018‑2019.

WORLD SERVICE CONFERENCE SITE (2019)
Suzanne M. • Associate Director—Conference

The dates selected for the 2019 World Service Conference are
Saturday, April 13th through Wednesday, April 17th, 2019. Delegates
are scheduled to arrive on Friday, April 12th and depart on Thursday,
April 18th. The Conference will be held at the Sheraton Virginia Beach
Oceanfront Hotel, 3501 Atlantic Ave., Virginia Beach, VA 23451.

Summary 2018

In searching for a site to hold the Conference, the availability of
adequate meeting space, hotel room costs, meal costs, and dates
of religious holidays were taken into account.
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2018 REGIONAL TRUSTEE NOMINATION PROCESS
Marilyn M. • Trustee, Chairperson of the Regional Trustee Oversight Committee | Thérèse S. • Trustee

The Trustees explained the Regional Trustee Selection Process
and deadlines. Each Regional Committee on Trustees consists of

the current Delegates serving the Areas of the Region, as well as
Out‑of‑Region Delegates drawn by lot.

The Out‑of‑Region Delegates selected:
REGION

ALTERNATE(S)

VOTING

US Northeast

Patti P., Panel 58, Hawaii
Kay C., Panel 58, Texas East
Nancy W., Panel 57, Utah

Kathy B., Panel 57, Idaho
Phil G., Panel 58, Kansas

US North Central

Carol T., Panel 56, North Dakota
Angela D., Panel 57, Newfoundland/Labrador
Gail F., Panel 57, Arkansas
Stephanie S., Panel 57, New Mexico/El Paso
Cindy E., Panel 56, Oregon
Janis A., Panel 56, British Columbia/Yukon

Madeline S., Panel 57, Wyoming
Elaine D., Panel 56, Montana

Barb L., Panel 56, Arizona

Janet P., Panel 57, Nevada

US Southeast

Canada Central

RT Training/ RT Caucus
Following the selection of the Out‑of‑Region Delegates for the
RCTs, each RCT caucused to select a Chairperson (from the Re‑
gion’s Delegates) who was willing to serve and perform the duties
within the designated time. Also selected was an Alternate Chair‑

Sarah S., Panel 57, Missouri
Norma F., Panel 56, Alberta/Northwest Territories

person from the Region’s Delegates, who would assume the duties
of the RCT Chairperson, if he or she cannot fulfill his or her duties
as required.

The Chairpersons and Alternate Chairpersons for this year’s RCTs are:
REGION

ALTERNATE

CHAIRPERSON

US Northeast

Richard McC., Panel 56, Massachusetts

Ann Marie Z., Panel 56, New Jersey

US North Central

Beth K., Panel 57, Iowa

Ann M., Panel 58, Michigan

US Southeast

Leah L., Panel 58, Tennessee

David B., Panel 57, South Carolina

Canada Central

Sue G., Panel 58, Ontario South

Mintie G., Panel 58, Manitoba/Northwest Ontario
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AREA RESERVE FUND WORKSHOP
Eloy M. • Panel 56, Colorado

The World Service Office (WSO) has received questions from
members related to the establishment, use, balance and invest‑
ing of Area Reserve Funds. Even with existing resources (Reserve
Fund Guideline [G‑41], 2018‑2021 Al‑Anon/Alateen Service Manual
[P‑24/27], the Legacies), questions remain about the appropriate
amount, use and management of finances. There are also con‑
cerns about whether an Area’s Reserve Fund* is in keeping with
the spiritual principles found in the Legacies.
The goal of this workshop is to start a conversation about the
need, purpose, use and management of Area Reserve Funds. To
begin the conversation, we start by looking at Concept Twelve and
Warranty One:
The spiritual foundation for Al‑Anon’s world services is
contained in the General Warranties of the Conference,
Article 12 of the Charter...
(1) that only sufficient operating funds, including an
ample reserve, be its prudent financial principle...
All the Warranties counsel prudence—prudence in
personal relations, prudence in money matters and
prudence in our contacts with the world around us.
For Al‑Anon, prudence is a middle ground, a channel
between fear on the one hand and recklessness on
the other. Prudence creates a climate of harmony,
effectiveness and consistent spiritual progress. These
Warranties express the wisdom of taking thought for
the future based on lessons of the past. They protect
us against needless errors and the natural human
temptations of wealth, prestige and power.
2018‑2021 Al‑Anon/Alateen Service Manual (P‑24/27),
page 211
The Purpose of a Reserve Fund
1. To assure continuation of essential
services in the event of a substantial
decline in income.

• We designate an amount for it. It is excessive when it
exceeds an average of three year’s expenses.
• We keep two‑thirds of one year’s expenses so if something
were to happen, we would have it and would not have to
completely disrupt and stop services to Coordinators, etc.
Goal Amount of Reserve Funds:
An Area’s financial obligations are undoubtedly larger than that
of a District or group and as a result may find it prudent to have a
Reserve Fund. The amount of reserve may be dependent upon its
budget, the extent of responsibilities it has chosen to cover, for use
in the event of an emergency, or to fund special projects.
Reserve Fund Guideline
The Chairperson asked Conference members to consider:
I. Why was your Area Reserve Fund established and when was
the last time it was reviewed?
II. What are your Areas’ current goals for your Reserve Fund?
Conference members responded:
• Last fall we did a motion to create a Reserve Fund. We had
been carrying one year’s operating expenses in a checking
account. The goal was $5,000 and $1,000 a year on a
three‑year trial.
• Currently we have $17,000. We are having a vote for six
months’ operating expenses. We never talked about how we
were going to use the Reserve Fund. It will be a conversation
at Assembly.
• We sign contracts for Assembly and Area World Service
Committee (AWSC) meeting space for three years. So if
we need to buy out a contract or pay for projects, we can.
We discussed this at Assembly and have fundraisers to
replace the money. The Reserve Fund is also used to pay for
Assembly expenses.
• We stash money in CDs; we wouldn’t know the amount
unless we asked. Recently, there was enough money in
there to keep the Area going for 15 years.

2. To cover costs of special projects
which could not be financed from
normal sources of income. (Reserve
Fund Guideline [G‑41])
Conference members shared their Area purpose of establishing
a Reserve Fund and how Reserve Funds are structured in their re‑
spective Areas. All have Area Finance Committees.
The Task Force Chairperson continued the discussion, asking
Conference members:
I. In what ways is our money held in reserve?
II. When does a Reserve Fund become excessive?
III. Why is having an ample reserve considered a sound financial
principle?
Conference members responded:
• We hold it in a savings account, which is more readily
available when necessary.

Distribution of Proceeds:
Excess funds are often used to establish the next convention’s
“seed” fund. Since accumulating large sums of money is discour‑
aged, in keeping with Al‑Anon’s Traditions and Concepts, excess
funds over and above a seed fund for the next event can be do‑
nated to the District, Al‑Anon Information Service (AIS), Area, or
the WSO.
2018‑2021 Al‑Anon/Alateen Service Manual, page 91
I. What are special projects that are not covered by normal bud‑
geting?
II. How can we approach our Areas’ financial needs from a spir‑
itual basis, stepping away from fear and/or greed and practicing
prudence, gratitude and generosity?
III. In what ways can our Area make better financial choices
that are consistent with our primary spiritual purpose?

• We hold it in CDs that are staggered over one year.

Summary 2018
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Conference members responded:
• We purchased translation equipment and AV equipment for
Assemblies. We depreciated that and now we are saving to
replace it in the future.
• We used the Reserve Fund for our website design and now
are updating our teleconferencing equipment.
• We upgraded our voting to use “clickers.”
• Our excess funds are used for Public Outreach. We also
made a large contribution to the WSO to cover groups not
able to donate. We established a fund to pay expenses for
past Delegates to go to our Regional Delegates meetings so
that we could show our appreciation for their service.
• We have two signatures on all checks. We conduct an audit
twice a year.
• We created competition in Districts—whichever District can
make the best use of this money will receive it.
• We doubled our Public Outreach in English and Spanish. We
talked about a literature project and bought computers that were
needed. We are beginning to offer contributions to the WSO.
Oversight:
Tradition Nine: “Our groups, as such, ought never be organized;
but we may create service boards or committees directly respon‑
sible to those they serve.”
I. Who has oversight of Reserve Fund?
II. What is the process for withdrawing funds?
Conference members responded:
• We have an Audit Committee consisting of the Chairperson,
a past Delegate, a District Representative, a Group
Representative, the Treasurer and Secretary. Once they
have completed their audit, they establish the ample
reserve and make a recommendation at Assembly regarding
adjustments.
• Our AWSC would make a recommendation to the Assembly
and the General Assembly would vote.
• I don’t believe in perilous wealth but when we start to view
our Reserve Fund as a safety net, we lose touch with our
Higher Power.
• Having too much is a bigger problem than not having enough.
The Chairperson then opened the floor for comments.
Conference members responded:
• We’ve got our stuff backwards. We went from $10,000 to
$15,000 five years ago to stop incurring bank charges. Our
expenses run $17,000 but it still feels like too much for me.
At the beginning of the year we take our checking account
balance and send it to the WSO. Our Reserve Fund is used to
get through Assemblies. We are hoping for something better.
• I have never seen us go to the Reserve Fund. We do keep
six months’ worth to advance to the Al‑Anon Convention and
Alateen Convention; it is budgeted in and presented to the
AWSC with a prayer at the beginning. It is discussed and
then presented to the Assembly. We try to be transparent.
• We have a Reserve Fund, but no budget. I appreciate the
workshop. I have lots of questions and we are going through
the process of trying to establish a budget based on spiritual
40

principles. It would be helpful to the Area if we looked
at an inventory based around money. Can we somehow
incorporate spiritual principles into the Reserve Fund
Guideline? It does not incorporate spiritual principles now.
We have a reserve but don’t call it that. We call it “seed
money” in categories. We slice it up and we don’t realize
how much we have. Our budget estimate is on the high end
every year and on the low side of contributions. We always
have a deficit budget. That is the frame through which the
Area is looking at its Reserve Fund. We need to look at it
through spiritual principles—are Area needs being met?
• We never have pots of money but we do have a Reserve
Fund. We use it for TEAM events, etc.
• Our Reserve Fund covers one year’s annual budget. We
have a strong Alateen presence, so with excess we
include Alateen in scholarships to attend our convention
and Assembly. We used it to cover my Delegate’s expense
to spend the night when our Assembly met in the middle
of state. The Reserve Fund is more than twice our Area
treasury. We decided to spend on Public Outreach. We have
been able to send the Full Amount rather than the Equalized
Expense amount for the last five years.
• We have a nine‑month reserve. We give Action Committees
a budget to work on during the year. Perilous wealth…
natural disasters. We operated with a fear‑based mentality
and our budget dipped a lot after Hurricane Katrina. We
are trying to establish a line item in the budget to send
contributions to the WSO and possibly sponsor or help some
small groups get to Assembly one time. We’ve got copies
of Al‑Anon Faces Alcoholism for all interested groups, and
World Service Conference Summaries and Service Manuals.
• Our Reserve Fund is based on the WSO’s model. We operate
one year on past expenses. The Treasurer is discussing how
we should manage it. Is it wasteful putting excess in CDs
rather than in the stock market (like the WSO)?
• We have a Task Force to review our process. Our Reserve
Fund is based on the previous three years’ expenses and the
Audit Committee makes recommendations to the Assembly.
• Who has oversight? The Reserve is recommended at the AWSC.
• Our Budget Committee is a work in progress each year.
We continue to rely on them to determine the percentage
(typically 70%) of last year’s budget that makes up the
Reserve Fund. It is voted on at Assembly and used on
community expos and Public Outreach projects.
• People don’t understand where to draw the line. Our Area
Reserve Fund is big enough that if the membership does not
donate a single cent, we will still be able to conduct Area
business. If there were no Reserve Fund bank account there
would still be income coming in from the membership. They
don’t understand. I will use this workshop at my Assembly.
• Our Area special projects are funded and so successful they
are budget items. We now have an excess in our checking
account that equals one year’s operating expenses and an
additional nine months’ in CDs. We need a conversation
about the Reserve Fund. Our Area is afraid money will stop
coming in.
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• We are struggling with being self‑supporting. We held our
Assemblies in conjunction with A.A. for years and had no
expense, plus, we sold raffle tickets and made at least
$1,500 each time. We have since split from holding Assembly
meetings at the same time/location. Once we split, not
everyone was paying their own way. Now savings are equal
to budget.
• The Finance Committee has to have a discussion about what
is ample for the WSO. We don’t think one year is necessary.
Not because we are falling short. The WSO has many
commitments and even we don’t feel we need a year.
• We do not have a Finance Committee or Audit Committee
and are looking at having an audit from an outside source.
What is an ample reserve? Our guideline says six months. Is
that really enough? Because the WSO was doing a full year.
I told the panel that it is nine months. It was not brought to
our membership but maybe it should be; we should take the
issue to our members and ask what they think is ample.

Summary 2018

• Why do we need a Reserve Fund? You are budgeting
projects in your Area, sending the Delegate to Conference
and paying the Officers’ and Coordinators’ way to Assembly.
If that is budgeted, you don’t need to make a reserve. Be
visionary. Think forward. If it is in your budget, it does not
need to be in the reserve.
• There wasn't a reason for a Reserve Fund, so we asked the
Treasurer to start putting the checking account balance for
the past six months on the financial statement. That allowed
for transparency. Money sitting there is not fulfilling our
primary purpose.
The Conference Chairperson thanked the Delegate Task Force
for their well‑organized and well‑framed discussion.
*For the purposes of this workshop, Reserve Fund is defined as
any funds equal to six‑months’ to a year’s operating expenses, such
as maintaining a significant minimum checking balance, “seed
money,” line item allocations in the budget, etc.
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BEING A TRUSTEE
During Conference, members listened to several brief talks by
Trustees. These discussions focused on the various aspects of
serving on the Board. It was hoped that the talks would be informa‑
tive to those who might consider serving as members of the Board
of Trustees in the future. Trustees shared the following:

Résumé and Interview Process
Terry F. • Trustee

When I decided to submit my résumé for the Trustee position, I
did so with prayer, after talking to my Sponsor. I needed to assess
whether I had the time and skills needed to be an effective Trustee.
As I filled out the résumé, I allowed myself the time to be thorough
and accurate, and to give thoughtful, spiritually based responses.
From listening to others, I knew it was important to follow directions,
use proper grammar and spelling, and document everything accu‑
rately. I did not fill it out in one sitting; I needed to really process the
questions being asked and how I wanted to respond to them.
I also asked for guidance from people who knew and loved me;
they reminded me of the skills and experience that they knew I
possessed but did not think to include. When I finished, I asked
another member—a former Trustee—to look at it and suggest any
additions or corrections. I sent the résumé in to the World Service
Office (WSO) with plenty of time to meet the August 15th deadline.
Next, an extra question containing a concern about Al‑Anon
Family Groups was sent to me. This question had a two‑week re‑
sponse deadline, a word count limit, and a requirement to answer
the question without input from anyone else. It asked me to con‑
sider the stated concern and provide my thoughts on possible solu‑
tions. Again, I prayed and took time to really think about visionary
solutions. After answering the question, I set the document aside
for a few days. When I returned to it, I made sure it truly answered
the question, met the word count requirement, had no spelling er‑
rors and was grammatically correct. I sent it in. I did not know if I
would be selected for an interview, but I had done what I could do.
Now I had to let go.
In early December, I was notified that I had made it to the inter‑
view stage. I was almost immediately both excited and nervous.
I memorized the Board Vision and Mission Statements. And one
night, I read the By‑Laws of the Corporation, absolutely sure that
they would put me to sleep! But they didn’t.
The January interview included a ten‑minute personal and ser‑
vice sharing, interaction with the Board members during a meal,
and a fast‑paced session with pre‑written questions on topics such
as strategic planning, work styles, teamwork, principles, technol‑
ogy and conflict resolution. After rotating through all the tables for
about an hour, the interview was over. They said we’d be notified
of whether or not we were nominees by the end of the weekend.
While waiting to hear, I shared my apprehension with a former
Trustee. I told her I wasn’t sure how I’d done and whether the
Board would have me. She said, “It’s not up to the Board; it’s up to
God.” I relaxed and let go.
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Trustee Travel
Marilyn M. • Trustee

As I started to think about it, I realized my life’s travels had often
been the result of alcoholism. By the time I was 15, I had lived in at
least 12 homes all across Canada due to my father’s transfers and,
perhaps, his alcoholism. It was a lengthy road to recovery for me;
many years passed before I arrived at the doors of the World Service
Office in service.
Travel has been jam‑packed with adventure: fraught with zealous‑
ly inquisitive US customs officers; with snow, thunderstorms, even
Hurricane Sandy; with broken airplanes; with random airports and
desolate motels arrived at in the middle of the night. Adventure—aka
powerlessness! They even lost my carry‑on for five days. Not to men‑
tion that most of us arrive in Virginia Beach a day late at least once.
But there have been many rewarding times, too. I recall a
multi‑hour flight in deep conversation with a handsome, thirtyish
marketing and communications professional. After discussing his
wife’s obsession with infant nursing cover‑ups, we got on the topic
of communication in today’s virtual e‑world. I walked off that plane
with invaluable insights that I could share with the Board about com‑
munications, not nursing cover‑ups.
There was the time, after a World Service Conference, when a har‑
ried, young woman dashed onto the plane and breathlessly plunked
down beside me. I felt her anxious energy but shortly, she relaxed
and asked me what brought me to Virginia. I replied, “A Conference
for Al‑Anon Family Groups.” Her mouth fell open, backing up as if she
had just seen a ghost. I reacted quickly, “What?” Then cautiously,
“You’ve heard of Al‑Anon, then?” It took her some long moments to
compose herself and then awkwardly explain that she had been told
to go to a meeting that very day but she didn’t think much of the
idea. “Sitting beside you, of all the places on this big plane must be
a sign,” she mumbled, as though resigned to the universe’s idea of
a joke. We talked—well, mostly she talked and I got to listen for the
duration of the flight.
I have been honored to travel many times on behalf of Al‑Anon, as
far as Nicaragua and Italy. My experiences always reflect “as I give,
I get.” I have learned so much, not just about how Al‑Anon works,
but also about how easily I can roll with my Higher Power. There is
no standing still! I meet each moment with gratitude as I continue
growing spiritually, serving the program that has really made my
life worth living. I wish many moving experiences for each of you…
There is no standing still!

Mentorship/Roommates
Karen W-P. • Trustee

When I started thinking about this topic, the first thing that came
to mind was a silly thought, but a real fear. I would have a roommate
and we would have to share one bathroom. This has always been a
challenge for me ever since I had to share this space with my sister.
As has been the case many times in the program, when I changed my
attitude there was not a problem for me; my experiences with all my
Trustee roommates have turned out fine.
My interview roommate. We were so different. While she was out
walking on the beach, I was in the hotel, trying to memorize what I
would be saying in my ten‑minute sharing. I was asleep when she
arrived. She later told me that she just had to hope that she was in
the right room because I didn’t hear her come. When she left from the
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interview, I was still asleep and she left me a darling note in the bath‑
room. We had no problems sharing and we both became Trustees.
My next roommate was my Mentor. My Mentor taught me about
the integrity and the confidential nature of our work. She presented
herself as all the things that I would aspire to be as a Trustee. She
understood the role of a being a Mentor. She helped me with tech‑
nology, understanding procedures, and just understanding the work
of the Board. She was gracious, but firm, and she helped me have a
better relationship with my Higher Power.
As a Mentor, I felt very protective of my Mentee and kept her
close. I told her she had to sit with me at Board meetings. She
needed a Mentor for different reasons than I did. She had a clear
understanding of the procedures and processes. I would like to
think that I was her anchor. I think she understood that she could
talk to me without fear of judgment.

Time Management/Filing
Joan S. • Trustee

As often happens when I need to “organize” my thoughts, the Se‑
renity Prayer comes to mind. As I repeat it over and over, I begin to
see how a couple of acronyms describe some of the abilities I bring to
my service as a Trustee and how they have changed over the years.
Serenity—I try to minimize the clutter and chaos by keeping my
head where my hands are; by doing this, I can really put into prac‑
tice the saying “only handle it once.” I read and deal with material
as soon as I receive it, make notes on what needs to be done and
how I feel about the subject and set a timeline for needed action.
The hardest part of this is dealing with the panic that surfaces when
I approach a deadline and forget that I did most of the work already.
This is when I see and feel the serenity that comes from accepting a
task on the spot.
Courage—This has been my area of greatest growth during my
time as a Trustee. I’ve had to move from my comfort place of orga‑
nizing facts and figures to the often‑nebulous world of words and
thoughts. The life and work experience I brought to this service posi‑
tion was stronger with numbers, inventories and customer service,
so organizing my thoughts and notes to follow the evolution of our
discussions in the Policy Committee and drafting various documents
and presentations has been challenging. This is an area where I have
seen myself change from thinking as an organizer to becoming a
thoughtful participant—giving voice to my thoughts without needing
to organize the outcome.
Wisdom—This is where I find my innate ability to efficiently use my
time. I began this journey with the belief that I would arrange all my
resources and documents in such a way that I would have both paper
and electronic materials at my fingertips. My unfolding wisdom has
reminded me of the acronym “things I must experience,” or TIME.
Looking back on five years of folders and files, I have to acknowledge
that my original plan was amazingly on point, but the things I have
experienced have helped my system evolve; now I am able to spend
less time organizing and more time in thoughtful reflection on my con‑
tribution to the conversations.
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Different Roles, Including Legal Authority
and Accountability
Tina B. • Trustee

As a very scared and frustrated young mother of three small
children, I walked into the rooms of Al‑Anon looking for answers;
I wanted to know how to fix the alcoholic I loved. Thankfully, the
Al‑Anon members I joined way back then offered me the Twelve
Steps, Twelve Traditions and Twelve Concepts of Service as guides.
These tools helped me mature emotionally and learn to live by the
spiritual principles they embody.
My move into service started with chairing a meeting. That ex‑
perience led to many other opportunities, all of which felt like big
risks when I first considered them. Serving my group helped me
feel like I was a “part of.” Serving my District expanded my Al‑Anon
family and recovery tools. Serving the Area sharpened my skills, my
understanding and my self‑confidence, and once again broadened
my view of being a part of a program that truly is worldwide in its
reach. It is miraculous to have the image of that frightened young
person looking for help juxtaposed with the image of the woman
who was asked to serve as the Chairperson of Al‑Anon’s World
Service Conference.
In my role as Conference Chair, my first fear was that I might
have the power to screw up all of Al‑Anon. I learned, again, that
I do not serve alone. When we each do the job we are assigned,
we put Concept Ten in action, and we are each accountable for
our own part. No one does it all. As a Trustee, I am one of 19 who
have the legal authority to work together and to make decisions on
behalf of Al‑Anon Family Groups Headquarters, Inc. As one of the
World Service Conference members, I work with the full Confer‑
ence in our traditional role—making decisions and guiding Al‑Anon
Family Groups, our fellowship.
As I finish my term as a WSO Volunteer Trustee at Large, I have
a greater understanding of the service position that has legal au‑
thority for Al‑Anon Family Group Headquarters, Inc., and truly is
accountable to the whole fellowship of Al‑Anon. Legal authority
includes more than making sure the bills are paid. It includes being
a willing and active partner in the oversight and functioning of the
World Service Office. Yes, it is about budgets, financial decisions
and the By‑Laws of the Corporation. But it is also about the stew‑
ardship of the fellowship into the future—that is the accountability
piece. Each Board member brings his or her own abilities and per‑
forms different jobs as assigned by the Chairperson of the Board.
Together, working in unity, we guarantee that our legal obligations
are met according to the laws that govern the Corporation. Togeth‑
er, working in unity with you—the World Service Conference—we
guarantee that our traditional foundation is secure today and into
tomorrow for anyone who reaches out for help.
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CHOSEN AGENDA ITEMS
A Chosen Agenda Items
(CAI) Task Force, comprised
of two Delegates and the
Conference
Chairperson,
combined like items; this re‑
sulted in 36 CAIs being com‑
bined into 16 CAIs. Concur‑
rently, a Chosen Agenda
Items (CAI) Fact Checker
Task Force, comprised of
two Delegates and the
Associate
Director—
Conference, reviewed
the CAIs for misinforma‑
tion.
Conference
members
voted for the five topics that were most important
to them. This approach identified the natural grouping of overall
priorities. The topics that received the first‑ and second‑highest
number of votes were discussed in the General Session. The topics
that received the third‑, fourth‑ and fifth‑highest number of votes
were discussed in breakout sessions.

Chosen Agenda Item #3

Topic: When does group autonomy end and an issue begin af‑
fecting another group or Al‑Anon or A.A. as a whole?
Al‑Anon as a whole is being affected by several group practic‑
es, especially sponsorship that involves dominance, intimidation
(even physical), telling people how to live their lives, and stalking.
Al‑Anon portrays itself as a safe haven for families affected by al‑
coholism, but some mental health professionals have complained
that their clients are getting sicker after attending such groups.
When repeated attempts to educate these groups via Do Not Refer
policies have been circumvented, should Al‑Anon continue allow‑
ing these groups to be registered? Do we need to change this in
order to go forward?
Topic: Disruptive members/newcomers, mentally ill members
who prey on newcomers as well.
A member who is very interested and dedicated to recovery was
approached by a gentleman who had more than a casual interest
in fellowship when she was very new. She is afraid to attend any
functions other than a regular, closed meeting.
Topic: Welcoming and giving comfort to families of alcoholics.
Our primary purpose guides us in retaining newcomers and
regular members. Specific examples would help share experience,
strength and hope. What can we do as a fellowship to keep the
"middle" members' attendance strong?
Following the reading of the Chosen Agenda Item topic, the Con‑
ference Chairperson opened the floor for discussion. Conference
members responded:
• For concerns in my Area, we found the Assembly discussion
in the 2018‑2021 Al‑Anon/Alateen Service Manual (P‑24/27),
pages 52‑53, helpful.
• Whenever we encounter a problem, we need to take it to the
service arm it relates to and come up with an action plan, in
case we encounter the same situation again. We talked to
the police department and are reaching out to other entities.
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• This is a large issue in my Area. We voted to have a Thought
Force and concluded that we needed a Task Force. We brought
it to the Assembly and the information was presented. The
end result was asking GRs if they were ready to take a vote to
establish a policy in the Area. There was a lot of discussion.
Our Area website has a whole policy and procedure that is
being used. It is not taken lightly. Our situation does not quite fit
and I am learning with everyone else.
• We were at a loss in a District meeting. We contacted past
Delegates for experience, strength and hope. We were
assured we had the right to a safe meeting. They pointed to
our literature. We met and discussed how to handle it. We
decided to have two or three members at the door to greet
the person and invite that person to find another meeting or
after the meeting we would call authorities.
• My Area adopted the idea of building healthy groups years
ago. We put that into action and cultivated the idea. It was
centered on education and raising awareness. We were able
to address issues at the group level through group inventories.
GRs had sessions about how to get used to doing this. Districts
were discussing group issues while the concerned groups
were present and were not afraid to discuss issues openly.
Everyone was encouraged to be bold and stick to program
principles and call stuff out. We beefed up new GR and DR
sessions and workshops to take care of this.
• We have an issue with stalking in the suburbs. The problem
has arisen in A.A. groups. A.A. has a safety card put out by
their GSO. It gives permission to take action. Maybe AFG,
Inc. could create a safety card to hand to our groups.
• At the group level we remind people there are 36 Legacies to
work on, not just the Twelve Steps. Being willing to take on
projects and to keep meetings focused can help. One newcomer
meeting was so focused on newcomers it didn’t have a meeting
for themselves. A group can make sure business meetings
are held even if a committee member is not there that week. It
can help to remind people it is a form of service to sit next to
someone they haven’t sat next to in a while.
• Does the World Service Office (WSO) have a specific policy
or procedure for removing registration and what does it take
to remove it?
The WSO does not have a policy to delist any registered
Al‑Anon meeting. The WSO stops giving out meeting
information for a group that has been inactive for seven
years. We invite groups, Districts and Areas to talk to each
other and reason things out. The goal is to encourage
members to find a solution.
• One group had issues of dominance and stalking new
members. When they came to that realization, someone
talked to a past Delegate and a Sponsor and then asked
for group conscience. Instead of studying the Steps and
Traditions the group is doing a group inventory question
by question until it is done. There was so much wrong that
those questions applied to. It empowered members of the
group who were afraid that if they talked to a Sponsor they
were gossiping. Now when dominance occurs, they can
speak up because now they are not afraid.
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• Groups can encourage meetings on sponsorship and
workshops using literature as a foundation. It’s important
to remember that Tradition Four has a comma, not a
semicolon— "Each group should be autonomous, except in
matters affecting another group or Al‑Anon or AA as a whole."

• 2018‑2021 Al‑Anon/Alateen Service Manual, pages 52‑53, for
group problems.

• Disruptive member: One of the great resources is a request
from AFG Connects that got 20 pages on how others deal
with it. It’s helpful to realize that if a situation is messy, the
solution won’t be nicely settled. We chose to work through
the structure, through the GR and DR, and make them aware;
we resolved the issue at the District level.

• Service Manual, Traditions.

• My home group had an individual who had a mental illness.
We were not afraid of her until she acted out in meeting
where newcomers were present; it was frightening. We
needed to come up with plan at our business meeting and
realized we were not taking responsibility for our group. We
stopped the meeting after she left and explained that was
not how a meeting should be. We remembered that many of
us come from abuse and when something like that happens
it can trigger something in someone. Now we have a plan on
how to treat the situation.
• Since this is a longstanding problem, do we have a liability
in this to come up with a positive plan of action? My group is
not in danger, but I don’t want your group to be in danger.
• Maintaining members: I have 65 home group members. It
is a strong meeting. Step meetings revolve around Paths
to Recovery (B‑24). The format is strong in maintaining
members coming to it. I noticed whenever we decide we
want other literature attendance fluctuates. Using specific
literature helps.
• Some problems are created because we try to avoid
problems. We need to address conflict. If we do, we can
eliminate problems. We do not allow unacceptable behavior.
• Delisting: I thought that the WSC had decided you could
delist a group if you had process to do it and a process for
the meeting to be relisted. If it’s not pulled out of the WSO
list, it doesn’t get delisted.
• Thirteenth stepping”: We were able to discuss this at the
District level. There was a lack of awareness of what the
Traditions were. Talking and educating is important. When
someone uses other than Conference Approved Literature
(CAL), ask if it is in the Catalog of Al‑Anon/Alateen CAL
(S‑15). When we know, we have a responsibility to share
that information. I care more about my group than what
people think of me. We started a Do Not Refer policy based
on the 2012 WSC discussion that put it back on the Area.
• If we have disruptive members, the Serenity Prayer can
remind us that the wisdom we get from experiences gives us
the courage to act.
A Delegate summarized the discussion:
• Al‑Anon fear of conflict.
• Use group conscience.
• Have a policy.
• Courage in sponsorship.
• Communication and education.
Summary 2018

• Have information available.
• Do group inventories to deal with problems.
• Nip it in the bud. We just have to take action and talk with
the person who is the problem and deal with it right away.

Chosen Agenda Item # 1

Topic: How do we instill enthusiasm and positivity for leadership
positions in our program?
This is important to me because without leadership, Al‑Anon will
stand still. Who will be there to “carry the message”?
Topic: What kind of new and ongoing training does your Area
have for District Representatives (DRs)?
Currently, we have transition weekends for the Area World Ser‑
vice Committee (AWSC) at the beginning of a new panel to "pass
the torch”; we also hold DR sharing meetings at Assemblies for on‑
going training. Some DRs utilize Service Sponsors. Does your Area
have a structured training session? Is DR training/sharing included
during Assemblies? If so, what does that include and when do you
hold those meetings, etc.?
Topic: How are non‑English‑speaking members encouraged to
be involved in District and Area meetings?
Districts include both English‑speaking and non‑English‑speaking
members. Translators and/or translating equipment is not always
available at District and Area meetings. We must gain experience
handling translation needs, if English‑speaking and non‑Eng‑
lish‑speaking groups are combined within the District/Area. What
are the disadvantages/advantages of separate non‑English‑speak‑
ing Districts within the Area? Currently, non‑English‑speaking
members in our Area are primarily Spanish‑speaking.
Topic: Service beyond the group level.
Some incoming Group Representatives (GRs) who stand for
the position of DR have little experience beyond the group lev‑
el. It would seem that the eligibility requirements detailed in the
2018‑2021 Al‑Anon and Alateen Service Manual, page 150, encour‑
age members to stand as Officers and possibly Delegates with very
little experience. For example, an Alternate DR who was DR for two
Assemblies can stand for Officer/Delegate. Does it do more harm
than good to allow members with next to no experience to serve?
Topic: What are the links of service, and are they working?
If members, groups and Districts are not being represented, are the
links of service working? How can we strengthen the links of service?
Topic: Complacency and accountability above the group level.
Our Area wanted to do inventory of Officers, AWSC, Assembly
and Action Committees. The idea was posted on AFG Connects and
received no responses. We can only change ourselves, so letting it
begin with us seems to start with an inventory. We have members
in recovery who are new or do not follow policy/procedures. How
can we look at ourselves and go forward, not standing still by look‑
ing at our past?
Topic: How are we addressing the issue of our membership ag‑
ing and younger members not wanting to be in service?
What plans does our leadership have to make our program at‑
tractive to the younger members who cannot or will not serve
above the group level? Such as daycare issues, work schedules,
time constraints.
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Conference members shared the following experience, strength
and hope:
New and ongoing DR training
• Last term we had an Area DR breakout session. We have
ongoing new and returning GR breakouts, talk about concerns
and share experience, strength and hope in those positions.
• We had a Thought Force and Task Force put together an
electronic and print brochure. We have DR breakouts at
Assembly. We put the same format together for GRs.
• So few attended that I asked our most active District
for ideas. We scheduled a transition meeting to pass
information on to new members. We had a training checklist
to help assure transitioners. We should make sure that
they have someone to help them if they do not have enough
experience. Be willing to answer questions or be a Mentor/
Service Sponsor.
• We have a turnover meeting and try to train incoming
GRs and DRs. We call the day Folderol (which means
nonsensical, whimsical or fun). It is based on fairy tales; a
lot of us dress up as princesses. We offer workshops on
how to be a GR or DR. We have workshops on Trustees, also.
Anything to educate.
• After my group discussed the difficulties of the transition and
took into account our rotation, I did a preparation sheet with
DRs as a group. We called it a service journey. It was like
they were doing a Step Four inventory on their service. What
Steps am I following? What’s next? What can I do next?
Enthusiasm for leadership
• We should all be examples, have positive attitudes and show
how it can be fun to be in service; we can accomplish this
through skits at conventions on Area topics, such as DRs.
This makes the experience fun and keeps the audience
interested.
• I am doing a workshop next weekend on service
sponsorship; those newer in service came to the District
asking me to do this workshop. In it, I am going to talk about
leadership traits and what traits we see in the people we
admire. We need to take newer members by the hand and
guide them. It is our responsibility. We need them.
Membership aging and attracting younger members to service
• Each of us has a responsibility to encourage and sponsor
younger members. We need to sit with them while they chair
their first meeting and help with posters and literature at
meetings to make them feel part of.
• We should consider the ramifications of doubling our
membership—from contributions to finances. If we
increased our membership it would solve a lot of the issues
we have today.
• Length of service: Keep an open mind in that Area.
• At the group level, a three‑year commitment is more than
young and/or older members have time to do. It’s good
to have an Alternate; they can learn and grow from the
position. We educate and cut a little slack when we can.
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• I have a responsibility as an individual not to treat younger
members any differently than any other members. Alateen is
often treated differently. But they are different. For example,
they have guidelines and rules that don’t apply to us, but
they have more potential. I continually take the opportunity
to address those members and work with them. I have had
many who say, “I’m going to be the Delegate!” There is
untapped potential if we take the time to invest in them. Also,
teens made cards!
• Having unqualified members in service is a big issue. Our
Public Outreach was asked to give a bigger push. If we
doubled our membership we wouldn’t have the issue.
• Dominance is a big issue. We are looking forward to asking
members in groups to reach out to younger members in their
early 20s and to be welcoming and usher in more new members.
Accountability above the group level inventory
• In the second year of a term we do an Assembly inventory.
It is organized by the Alternate Delegate. We ask someone
from another Area to come and do the inventory. We make a
questionnaire, categorize it and conduct the inventory. We
look at what are we doing well and what can we improve on.
For the rest of the term, we focus on resolving the top issues.
• Our AWSC had a workshop from When I Got Busy, I Got Better
(P‑78) that talked about fears in higher level service; five
people shared their personal experiences. We will use terms
from Concept Nine and huge posters around the room with
requirements for positions. One member carries copies of When
I Got Busy, I Got Better around with him and gives them out.
• This is a two‑pronged approach. First, sponsor members into
service. Then, sponsor through service with a Service Sponsor.
At a job fair we talk to every member of the panel. We give
them a few minutes to share. We ask the room what the best
part of their job is. We try to demystify being on the AWSC.
Links of service
• Groups have GRs but at Assembly our Chairperson mailed
information for the Assembly to GRs that did not have DRs.
Don’t give up and don’t exhaust the opportunities.
• Information doesn’t always get pushed to the top of the
triangle. As a GR, I felt ignorant and supported at the same
time. I want to know GRs have support; I want to trust they
will get what they need when they need it. We have a DR
meeting after Assemblies to get together and talk to each
other. A DR boot camp similar to our GR boot camp made it
clear what my responsibilities were.
• It will work as long as we continue to talk about it and do workshops.
Involving non‑English‑speaking members in District and Area meetings
• Our Assemblies are English‑speaking meetings, which
presented lots of problems for Spanish‑speaking
members. We now have our own translation equipment
for Spanish‑speaking members. As Delegate, how can
I pull us back together? Maybe Area Officers can go to
Spanish‑speaking meetings. I can’t speak Spanish, but I
believe if they see I am interested in bringing them back,
they will come. We also have American Sign Language (ASL)
if needed at Assemblies and conventions.
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• We have two or three groups in my Area. We were doing
fundraisers and decided to get the Hispanic groups involved.
It is important to be receptive when an Alateen is coming
to meetings. One member has a granddaughter who goes
to conventions and is accepted there. I got to listen and not
comment too much.
• We have a large number of Spanish‑speaking members. We
always have translation at Assembly. Then we found out that
we had a DR who needed translation. So now we are doing
it at our AWSC meetings. It is important that we take care
and make sure everyone understands. We spent money on
getting more headsets.
• We have a huge Spanish Public Outreach push going and
an active Spanish Intergroup. Younger members are getting
more liaisons in the District to involve them at the AWSC.
• We had a long discussion not just about translation
equipment but also having enough equipment so
everyone gets to speak in their first language. So when
a Spanish‑speaking member gets up, English‑speaking
members receive translation and hear it in their first
language. We translate all documents into Spanish. We have
members submit them in advance so they can be translated.

Chosen Agenda Item Breakout Sessions

In addition to discussing two Chosen Agenda Items (CAIs) in
the General Session, Conference members met in small breakout
groups to discuss three additional CAIs. All Conference members
attended two of the three breakout sessions.

Chosen Agenda Item #2

Topic: How can we increase our membership? To reach potential
new members, we must raise public awareness.
It's important to reach out because, many years ago, when
Al‑Anon was recommended to me, I had never heard of it and didn't
know what it was. Public Outreach can be done in many different
ways to raise awareness of our fellowship.
Topic: Is it time to discuss the wording of Tradition Eleven again,
to be mindful of the ever‑changing methods of public communica‑
tion and social media/networking?
Tradition Eleven has been discussed previously. In response to
these talks, we amended the Public Outreach section of our "Digest
of Al‑Anon and Alateen Policies" (in 2013) to reflect the inclusion of
existing additional public media systems. However, would it be pru‑
dent to conclude the communication world is constantly evolving?
By continuing our conversation about new methods of networking,
we communicate with the membership our desire to stay current
and demonstrate that Al‑Anon is not standing still.
Topic: Should we place World Service Office (WSO) Al‑Anon
public service announcements on national TV shows?
This may increase public awareness of Al‑Anon and its mission;
announcements mentioned by a TV personality would likely be cost
effective and have a wider impact than local announcements. An‑
nouncements placed by the WSO would accompany those placed
by groups, Districts and Areas.
Topic: How did we decide to use live actors in Public Outreach
media? Concern regarding anonymity seems to be preached, but
not practiced at the public level.

Summary 2018

Are newcomers aware of our policy of anonymity at the public level
when they first attend? What if they see the same actor in a com‑
promising situation? Is it really so important to go with full faces
knowing some of our possible membership may be scared away?
Conference members in the breakout shared the following:
• Participate in Area/community events.
• Make sure group information is updated.
• Inform groups of online meetings.
• “Lose” literature at various locations.
• Move announcements/PSAs to web‑based platforms.
• Cooperate more with health professionals and A.A.
• Public messaging: PSAs, billboards, ads, Al‑Anon Faces
Alcoholism, community fairs, counseling associations
booths, beauty shops. We could invite the public—teachers,
doctors, counselors, etc.—to open Alateen meetings.
• Communication: Follow‑up has helped start meetings in
private schools and counseling centers.
• Institutional information: treatment centers, hospitals,
prisons, schools, universities.
• Assembly workshops: Transitioning Alateens, Public
Outreach with Group Representatives (GRs) and District
Representatives (DRs).
• Group readiness for newcomers: newcomer meetings, ways
to honor cultural diversity for effective communications.
• We like the idea of using live actors in Public Outreach. Do
we need a disclaimer that these are actors? Previously we
were using side views to avoid full‑face presentations, but
side views were perceived as the person expressing shame
or embarrassment.
The general consensus in the discussion:
The word is getting out about Al‑Anon. All Al‑Anon members can
carry the message to potential new members. Many Areas have
committed to continuing Public Outreach and increasing their Pub‑
lic Outreach budgets.
Ideas to consider further/steps to take moving forward:
ww Public Outreach Coordinators at the Area level are key.
They challenge, motivate, coordinate efforts and bring
ideas from the WSO to the groups and members.
ww Some suggested that we include articles about online
opportunities in The Forum. Leaving business cards in
beauty salons, making sure groups have updated meeting
information, and making sure all information is correct on
local meeting schedules and updated with the WSO will
also help raise awareness.
ww How do we measure effectiveness? Tradition Eleven and
the 2018‑2021 Al‑Anon Alateen Service Manual guide our
Public Outreach efforts.

Chosen Agenda Item #9

Topic: Rural populations and meetings in our Structure.
How do the small groups/meetings in rural America fit into the
Board's Vision and Mission?
What is the Al‑Anon vision for rural America five, ten and 15
years down the road? What is the Outreach strategy for support‑
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ing groups/meetings in locations far from large populations? How
are the Areas supporting or reaching out to rural populations? How
can we learn and apply our experience in this area for the benefit
of emerging structures? How can we learn from the successes of
emerging structures that have members in rural areas?
Topic: Finding ways to increase and support rural/small town
participation in Al‑Anon and all levels of Al‑Anon service.
Al‑Anon membership and service participation beyond the group
level is low in these rural areas. Lack of resources, vast distances
between communities, concerns about maintaining anonymity and
strong social stigmas prevent many from seeking help. Areas with
large minority and non‑English‑speaking populations face addi‑
tional cultural and language challenges. We are not reaching them.
Topic: Groups in small communities often feel disconnected from
their District; consequently, they may be hesitant to take service
positions in the District.
Distance between groups, especially in outlying communities,
seems to create a barrier that prevents some members from partic‑
ipating in service roles. Declining participation in service positions
creates gaps and unfilled positions. What methods are being used
to encourage individuals to step into service, so that individuals are
able to grow and experience the "joy of service”?
Conference members responded:
• Geography causes loss of connectivity.

Ideas to consider further/steps to take moving forward:
ww One size does not fit all. It may appear that rural numbers
are small but collectively, when combined across our
Structure, they represent a vast portion of the US and
Canada with unique challenges.
ww We should use technology as a tool rather than a cure.
ww Can we adapt our Structure to meet the community’s needs?
ww Can we adopt the “Road Trip!” in our Areas?
ww Could the WSO facilitate web conferencing for Areas to
connect to rural areas?
ww We could add a section to The Forum specifically for
sharings from rural areas.
ww We should have a Coordinator for rural areas and for WSO
Outreach to rural meetings.

• Technology is helpful, but many rural areas have poor or
nonexistent internet access.
• Technology will assist us in reaching outlying Areas, but not
all communities use technology.
• Out‑of‑the‑box thinking is required. Action is essential.
• Assemblies should be accessible, meaningful and purposeful.
• Use of technology, such as teleconferencing and phone
meetings, may help.
• A concerted effort must be made to educate professionals
and help potential members overcome bias and fear.
• Language and cultural barriers represent difficult challenges.
• Both personal and service sponsorship are important. They
offer vital support and encouragement.
• Members can do Outreach work with the help of technology and
face‑to‑face conversation, and through the service structure.
• How can we strengthen connections?
• How do we communicate effectively with groups in rural areas?
• We can use our links of service (groups, Districts, Area) to
gather information and communicate with these groups.
• We can move our Area meetings to more rural areas and
reach out face‑to‑face.
• Sometimes there are financial or time constraints that
restrict us from connecting directly to rural groups.
Strategies discussed: Location rotation: Some Areas rotate the
location of the Area Assembly, allowing everyone an opportunity to
easily attend and network with other Al‑Anon members. We should
accept the fluidity of service and encourage and help outlying
groups and members to participate in service.
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The general consensus in the discussion:
Continue the discussion. It is essential to keep talking if we want
to reason things out and find a way forward.
Connecting to rural meetings and encouraging service beyond
the group level are big challenges for these Districts and Areas.
It would be useful for the Board to consider a Thought or Task
Force on if/how the Board’s Vision and Mission fit with the needs of
the groups in rural locations.

ww We could create pamphlets targeted at rural groups; for
example, we could make one that explains more about virtual
meetings or discusses online information in greater detail.
Other ideas from the discussion:
• We should model service connectivity after the Trustee/
Delegate calls, and connect Area World Service Committee
(AWSC) members to rural DRs and groups.
• We could promote a “get in the car” campaign.
• Technology and phone conferencing help members stay in
the loop and in touch with support. Areas can reach out to
inactive groups and offer support with travel, financial and
any other challenges. Areas also make concerted efforts
to communicate with inactive groups and Districts. It was
suggested that techniques employed at Zonal meetings
might be of value.

Chosen Agenda Item #11

Topic: “Former" A.A. members in Al‑Anon service.
We have many A.A. members joining Al‑Anon, which is a good
problem. However, some who "used to" participate in A.A., but no
longer consider themselves to be alcoholics, want to stand for GR.
What would be the protocol for handling this situation?
Topic: Revise the Service Manual to cover these members—
Al‑Anon members who were previously in A.A. but aren't currently
attending A.A. and wish to hold Al‑Anon service positions beyond
the group level.
These previously active A.A. members state that they no longer
need A.A., they weren't really alcoholics, or believe they stay sober
with the Al‑Anon program. They bring views from the A.A. service
structure, often not understanding/maintaining the separation
between the service structures of Al‑Anon and A.A. These
members are known to have been A.A. members; they bring the
A.A. perspective to Al‑Anon service beyond the group level and,
consequently, their service creates controversy.
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Conference members responded:
• Al‑Anon policy prohibits A.A. members from serving in
Al‑Anon beyond the group level to ensure the Al‑Anon
perspective remains at the core of our groups.
• There is concern about A.A. members seeking service
throughout this worldwide fellowship.
• There is a place on the Trustee application asking if the applicant
is/was an A.A. member. Could this policy be implemented by
the GR, DR, or Coordinator of the Area? Could the DRs ask a
candidate for GR or DR if he/she is an A.A. member?
• At our meetings, we must remember to be welcoming to
whomever is seeking recovery as a family member or friend
of an alcoholic.
The general consensus of the discussion:
There were many opinions. In one group there was consensus
that this is a “hot” topic because everyone in the breakout session
had this issue in their Area. Another breakout group saw it as a
“hot topic” for groups, but agreed that groups need to deal with the
issue rather than change the Steps, Traditions or Service Manual.
Ideas to consider further/steps to take moving forward:
ww We could recommend that a Thought Force use the
Knowledge‑Based Decision‑Making (KBDM) process to
address the issue.
ww We should recognize there are many sides to this difficult
subject.
ww Groups could do a group conscience to discuss the topic
with a “potential or current, former A.A. person.”
ww Group are autonomous, but they need to pay attention to
the Steps and Traditions.
ww When sponsoring a dual member, we must educate them
on what they can do in service.
ww We could suggest that the DR ask privately if the
candidate has had a background in A.A.
ww In Al‑Anon, they are Al‑Anon members.
ww We must be aware of our own biases. We don’t want to be
judgmental.
ww They could help with sponsorship.
ww Who are we to say they are or are not A.A.?
ww Groups could take a group conscience and communicate
directly with the individual.

ww All have had a great deal of experience with this issue.
Members felt this could cause a great deal of controversy.
Issues have stemmed from a lack of clarity; sometimes it
is not known whether certain members have ever been
to A.A. or when certain members started and eventually
discovered they should not be in A.A. and moved.
ww Groups could discuss that it is not about the drinking, but
the behaviors. When this happens, the culture changes
and many times issues fade away.
ww Autonomy is often misused. The question to ask is, Will
the decision affect Al‑Anon as a whole? If it disrupts our
unity, then we should not make it. We are the guardians
of the Legacies. Autonomy is not used as a weapon nor
a compromise of our spiritual principles. We must take
actions that are based on our principles, not our fear.
ww This type of treatment could raise newcomer doubts if
they have been exposed to different programs.
ww We should keep other Twelve Step programs separate.
ww We should address the issue now, or there could be
issues later.
ww It’s a slippery slope.
ww This is part of our history and Traditions.
ww We need to discuss these decisions with former A.A. members.
ww This causes controversy at group and business meetings
in the Areas.
ww Attendance tends to decline when A.A. members try to
take over.
ww Al‑Anon has a policy that prohibits A.A. members from
service in matters that affect policy beyond the group
level to ensure that the Al‑Anon perspective prevails. It
might be good to include this on Trustee applications, and
on Area résumés.
ww It’s best to be welcoming, because A.A. members are
affected by many of the same problems that affect
Al‑Anon members.
ww We can take a cucumber and turn it into a pickle but we
can’t turn a pickle into a cucumber.
ww Al‑Anon protocol is to talk to our members and use the
Conflict Resolution Kit materials.

ww What’s the best way to deal with it? Talk to each other,
reason things out. Defer to the Using Al‑Anon Principles to
Resolve Conflicts Kit (K‑70).

Summary 2018
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FINANCE COMMITTEE PRESENTATION
Jennie McC. • Trustee, Treasurer

The Treasurer began the presentation by stating, “I can tell you
this is the highlight of my year—I’m sure it is for many of you, too. It
has been such an honor serving as your Treasurer these past few
years. It has also been a pleasure because you all are so receptive;
you are all willing to expand your minds to understand the various
pieces and parts that make up the financial picture of AFG, Inc.
“For those of you experiencing your first Conference, I’m sure
you have heard some great financial reports from your predeces‑
sors. For you second‑ and third‑year Delegates, this is your chance
to listen with an even better understanding of Al‑Anon Family
Groups’ finances.
“I want to focus on our Conference theme, ‘Al‑Anon—There is
no standing still!’ What does this mean for our financial discus‑
sion?
“Over the 58 years of World Service Conferences there have
been many changes. Suffice it to say that today the information is
received earlier and the information is complete; all participants
have the same information and the body that makes the decisions
(all of us) is more informed than ever. Even this year we have de‑
livered as much financial information as was logistically possible,
well in advance of the Conference. Improvements in the informa‑
tion delivery system are an example of not standing still, of mov‑
ing forward to a better experience and more informed group con‑
science.
“With direction from the Conference, the Policy Committee has re‑
vised text to not only more accurately reflect current policy, but to in‑
clude the spiritual principles that direct that policy. In addition, with in‑
put and guidance from the Conference, a Handbook Task Force revised
the “World Service Handbook” of the 2018‑2021 Al‑Anon/Alateen Ser‑
vice Manual (P‑24/27) to clarify procedures as well as to give the guid‑
ance on spiritual principles. You’ve all seen the amazing re‑creation
of Al‑Anon’s website, an effective tool to use when we reach out to
those who do not yet know of Al‑Anon’s great purpose and wonderful
recovery program. The communication tool provided by AFG Connects
has transformed information sharing. All these changes and more are
indications that ‘There is no standing still!’ Al‑Anon is moving forward.
“Moving forward has a cost, as you know. It takes Staff, tech‑
nology, Volunteers and vision. We are all fortunate in that our
members recognize the importance of not standing still and have
stepped up their contributions to fund these exciting initiatives.
There is always more to do and with your help we can ensure that
Al‑Anon will continue to move forward and be relevant and vibrant
in the future.
“Our focus for this presentation is to have you leave the Confer‑
ence feeling confident enough about the finances of AFG, Inc. to
be able to inform the members in your Area. We have included our
breakouts and reports, and will explain them in detail.”
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Discussing Our Finances:
Helpful Resources

Following the introduction, Conference members met in breakout
rooms. The purpose of the small group discussions was to give Del‑
egates the opportunity to become more familiar and comfortable
with discussing the finances of AFG, Inc., by solidifying their under‑
standing of the basics of the Audit and Budget Reports. It also gave
them a venue to ask questions and receive clarification on difficult
topics. A list of helpful resources was provided; it was created to
enable Delegates to answer questions when giving their Report
and relaying information to their Areas. Six Delegates volunteered
to prepare and give short Reports to the Conference as though they
were giving their Report to their Area or District. The intent was to
hear the message in a variety of voices and provide Delegates with
ideas of how to deliver the message in their Areas with their own
distinctive voices. While details varied, a common theme in each
report was that, in order for Al‑Anon to grow, we need member
contributions to continue:
1. Your contributions and literature sales reflect the resources
necessary for the World Service Office (WSO) Staff to
develop and provide new programs and services for 2018
and beyond.
2. We must look to the future but also continue our
commitment to our primary purpose.
3. Program services are the largest expense. Our Seventh
Tradition contributions provide WSO services to groups.
These services are the activities that fulfill the purpose of
our Mission. The next time the Seventh Tradition basket
comes around, think about how much the WSO does for
you as an individual, your group, your District and your
Area. And remember $1 in 1965 equals $7.90 in 2018! Can
you spare another dollar or two?
4. The WSO is improving the ways Al‑Anon can reach the
people who need it.
5. Our Board of Trustees and WSO Staff do an excellent job
making the most of our financial resources by diligently
planning and making adjustments as necessary.
6. Wonderful projects that were funded in 2017 include
a redesigned website with fantastic meeting search
capabilities.
7. We need to remember our spiritual principles in all group
money matters.
After giving her reports to the Conference, the Treasurer thanked
the Delegates who participated in presenting a report. She said that
she appreciated their enthusiasm and willingness to participate
and noted, “I hope you got ideas on how to report to your Areas.”
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JUST FOR TONIGHT
Bruce F. • Trustee Liaison | Tom C. • Associate Director—Literature

During August and September 2016, the World Service Office
(WSO) received three written requests (as well as several phone
calls) suggesting the WSO produce a new bookmark using the “Just
for Tonight” article from the August 2016 issue of The Forum. Below
is the article, as it appeared in the August 2016 issue of The Forum:

Just for tonight…
By Robin T., Florida

“I have used the Just for Today Bookmark (M‑12) for many years
to orient my thoughts in the right spiritual direction, and to keep me
busy through difficult daytime hours. In a recent crisis, it occurred
to me I also needed something to help me rest at night when I was
feeling troubled. I started cataloguing and examining the thoughts
and feelings that were interfering with my sleep, and pairing them
with the spiritual principles of the program.
Just for tonight, I will be grateful. As I prepare for sleep, I will
give thanks for the passing day—its failures as well as its success‑
es, its sadness as well as its joys, and its pain as well as its plea‑
sures. I will take comfort in the knowledge that no event occurred,
or circumstance arose today, that God could not use for my good
and the good of others.
Just for tonight, I will accept that I have done the best I could,
remembering that my goal is “Progress Not Perfection.” I will let go
of any disappointment, shame, or guilt I feel for not having achieved
perfection today, or any day in the past. I will offer up my shortcom‑
ings to God, in the belief that God can bring about changes in me I
could not bring about in myself.
Just for tonight, I will try not to solve tomorrow’s problems or
rectify today’s mistakes. I will remind myself that I am better able
to receive guidance about right actions and right amends when my
mind and body are rested and refreshed.
Just for tonight, I will set aside my fears, frustrations, and aspira‑
tions. I will take a few minutes to review the abundance that exists
in my life today and place my future in the care of a loving God,
trusting my needs will be met at a time, and in a way, which is best
for me.
Just for tonight, I will turn my loved ones over to God’s care. I will
free myself from trying to do the impossible—changing the actions,
attitudes, or future of anyone other than myself.
Just for tonight, I will set aside all anger, resentment, envy, and
hurt feelings. I will ask God to bless those whose actions I feel
troubled by, and to change my attitude toward them, myself, and all
other human beings to one of love, acceptance, and compassion.
Just for tonight, I will try to find a safe, comfortable place to lie
down and close my eyes. I will remind myself I am a precious child
of God, and that I am both deserving and in need of rest.
I will look forward to awakening to the new day, feeling rested,
ready to seek and follow God’s will, and accept the blessings God
has in store for me.”
Each member making the request described the article as very
powerful and said that it could be a wonderful companion piece to the
Just for Today Bookmark already included in the Newcomer Packet
(K‑10). In October 2016, after considerable discussion, the Committee
agreed that further discussion was needed, but that Committee mem‑
bers should first complete the five Knowledge‑Based Decision‑Mak‑
ing (KBDM) questions via the discussion board on AFG Connects.
Summary 2018

It was the Literature Committee's suggestion that the article not
be reprinted, but instead made the basis of a bookmark. However,
the decision is not the Literature Committee’s; the Committee must
execute the will of the World Service Conference (WSC).
The Associate Director—Literature noted that the answers to
the KBDM questions were used as a springboard for discussions
that continued over two Committee meetings. A summary of Com‑
mittee responses to the five KBDM questions was sent to Confer‑
ence members prior to the Conference, to ensure an informed dis‑
cussion.
Upon opening the floor for discussion, the Conference Chairper‑
son reminded Conference members that this was only a discussion.
There was no motion at the time of the conversation. Creation of a
motion would depend on where the discussion went.
Conference members commented:
• We canvassed past WSC members and asked them to
contact members for feedback. They overwhelmingly thought
it was a great idea. However, I may not want to reflect on the
words in this if I have received unpleasantness. I don’t want
to think about shame or guilt before going to bed at night.
• Members wanted me to stress they loved it. Some thought it
was too long.
• Our Area World Service Committee is enamored with it. The
two youngest members in the group thought this was very
poignant and the kind of thing they were looking for when
working Step Eleven.
• I’m concerned about the cost. Do we have too much literature
now? Could this be a foldable wallet card or placed on the
back of Just for Today? Some thought it was too wordy.
• We polled our Area World Service Committee (AWSC)
members. They overwhelmingly loved it. As a person with
trouble sleeping in the early years, I would have found it
helpful. I would like to see a bookmark. I worry about taking
away Just for Today. Members said do not replace it.
• Given the backlog in translations, is this something that
could instead be put in Forum Favorites?
The book on articles from The Forum is still in development.
This article could be considered. The book does not yet have
a name; it is referred to as THE FORUM BOOK (working title).
• Members are embracing it. I read it while my daughter was
almost dying in the hospital.
• We had overwhelming support. New literature produced is
revenue when done in‑house.
• Don’t include it in the Newcomer Packet. Do we need
another bookmark?
• “I will try to find a safe place…,” they stressed “try.” It
should be removed. We had lots of editorial comments.
• A few asked that we please remove the word “God” but
said we could use “God of our understanding” or “Higher
Power.” They don’t think we need more bookmarks but said
to put in THE FORUM BOOK (working title).
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• One group is using the article. A member asked if it could be
done as an online pamphlet and sold.
• There’s concern that the article is already in The Forum with
the author’s name attached. I am hopeful it could move into
THE FORUM BOOK (working title) and not be published as
literature because the author’s name is attached. I think the
author should be anonymous.
• Tie the bookmark to Steps Ten and Eleven. One comment in
my Area was it was a bit repetitive.
• Too many Gods. It is a great idea as a printed bookmark;
paper gives it a tactile feel. We’d like to go to the printed
form when studying. But, could the wording be more
inclusive? I would love to have it close by so I could be
reminded of the love of the program.
I serve on the Literature Committee. The last sentence of
the handout Conference members received addresses some
of the comments. The Committee will carry a motion to the
WSC using more generic wording than “Higher Power.” The
Committee felt the same as you. They wanted more generic
wording. My Area supported this but was concerned about
Just for Today being replaced.
• I would like a more in‑depth explanation of the author’s
name being attached.

Most Conference Approved Literature (CAL) does not have
names listed. The Committee is not asking to reprint the
article, but to base a bookmark on it.
• Please explain in more detail the process for developing
literature. I feel some people are unclear on what is meant
by conceptual approval and what happens after that.
Some members think Staff at the WSO come up with ideas
and write them down. It is more complicated than that. To
paraphrase Alice B., an early Literature Chairperson who
worked on One Day at a Time (B‑6) and The Dilemma of
the Alcoholic Marriage (B‑4), even though Lois credited
her as the author of One Day at a Time, no one person is
an author of any one piece of Al‑Anon literature because it
is such an involved process that includes so many people.
My Five‑Minute Update (see page 23) detailed the many
stages a document must pass through before it becomes
CAL. The new document must first go through the Literature
Committee, then to this body (the WSC) before the Literature
Committee can take it back and work on it.
• I move that we give conceptual approval for the Literature
Committee to produce a “Just for Tonight” bookmark.
Following the discussion, the Conference agreed it was ready to
vote. A motion that the 2018 World Service Conference give con‑
ceptual approval to develop a bookmark based on an August 2016
Forum article titled "Just for Tonight" using inclusive language was
made, seconded and carried. (See WSC Motion #6, on page 78).

MEGA-ISSUE
Debbie G. • Trustee, Chairperson of the Board | Paula B. • Chairperson of the Executive Committee | Vali F. • Executive Director

This year the Board of Trustees, in its efforts to address the Stra‑
tegic Plan Priorities of the organization (empowering the Al‑Anon
fellowship and achieving a viable future for Al‑Anon Family Groups),
invited Conference members into the early phases of conversation
between itself and World Service Office Staff. Their discussion
centered around the “mega‑issue” of how best to address Spanish
and French translation needs across the worldwide fellowship. The
discourse took place over three days.
The conversation started Tuesday, when the Board began seek‑
ing additional insights from Conference members in response to the
five Knowledge‑Based Decision‑Making (KBDM) questions. From
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these insights, the translation problem was refined. Brainstorming
and prioritization of potential solutions occurred on Thursday, and
identification of the positive benefits and potential risks of the solu‑
tions wrapped up the week on Friday.
Since the translation mega‑issue conversation is still in its infan‑
cy, Conference members were reminded that Staff and the Board
need time to discuss the details and possible solutions before any
conclusions can be reached. Once a clear direction is chosen,
Conference members will be notified and will share the new infor‑
mation with members in their Area.
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THOUGHT FORCES, TASK FORCES AND WORK GROUPS
Task Force: Celebrating Our Differences
and Our Common Purposes
Rachelle C. • Task Force Chairperson, Panel 56, Minnesota North

For many years, the World Service Conference (WSC) has been
discussing topics with a spirituality‑based approach; this helps us
more effectively communicate information to the membership. At
the 2016 World Service Conference, there was a Task Force pre‑
sentation titled “Acceptance of Communities, Cultures, and Be‑
liefs” (see 2016 World Service Conference Summary, pages 65‑68).
As a result, Conference members requested additional ways of ap‑
plying spiritual principles when they examine how their own biases
limit their ability to accept and welcome all potential and current
members.
The Task Force presented a skit in three acts to help members
identify their own biases (known and unknown) and apply the spiri‑
tual principles of the program to move beyond these biases.
It is often difficult to recognize when our own personal biases
are preventing us from embracing and welcoming those different
from us. Our biases can be triggered by physical appearance alone,
but often they can run much deeper.
The Chairperson invited Conference members to listen to the
“No More Alone” Al‑Anon phone meeting and literally “see” the
thoughts of the members as they participated in the mock meet‑
ing topic, “Change.” The members had formed biases and opinions
based on what they heard in the phone meeting.
Facing our biases
At the mock group’s next business meeting, the announcement
of the Al‑Anon International Convention came up. The group de‑
cided to meet at the International. Conference members were in‑
vited to “drop in” as phone meeting members came together for the
first time face‑to‑face. Conference members could hear the mock
group members’ responses and see their thoughts on the presenta‑
tion slides.
Using our spiritual principles
After the Al‑Anon International Convention adventure, the skit
group identified some of the spiritual principles that assisted them
in celebrating their differences and common purposes:
Unity and Participation
Respect and Open‑Mindedness
Compassion and Understanding
Facing our biases: taking inventory
Following the skit, Conference members received a handout
titled “Facing Our Biases.” The Chairperson asked them to reflect
on the questions presented. They were then invited to take their
own “mini” personal inventories on their own biases (known and
unknown) that prevented them from “celebrating our differences
and our common purposes.”
The Chairperson concluded the presentation by saying, “Our di‑
versity is our strength.
Using our spiritual principles can help us build awareness and
self‑knowledge of personal biases, and can help us to embrace
those different from ourselves.”

Summary 2018

Conference members were invited to share their insights,
observations and experience from the presentation and the
inventory exercise:
• We held a Spanish‑speaking Alateen meeting at a convent where
a 14‑year‑old Alateen shared more experience than I had. Driving
home, I thought maybe I should ask him to be my Sponsor.
• I am going to be more mindful of how my first impressions
work in meetings. This was a big thinking moment and I
would love to go further.
• A well‑dressed lady in my group stood out with a fur coat. I
remember thinking that she was different; it seemed funny
that she was in an Al‑Anon meeting.
• I pay attention to someone’s grammar and reading skills. At a
meeting a young man was stumbling over the reading. I asked
if he enjoyed reading. He has been coming for three months.
• I hope to put the handout in the hands of every Group
Represenative and District Representative in my Area.
• I have a reaction when someone new appears. There is a
huge homeless population where I live. Sometimes they come
to the meeting. My first thought is that they are struggling. I
do ask if they are looking for an Al‑Anon meeting and say that
I hope they will stay if they want to. We have lots of folks with
emotional challenges. One time we needed to ask a person
to leave because their behavior was over the top and scary.
But I hope we gave that person the benefit of doubt by not
assuming anything until we had more information.
• We had a presentation from Public Outreach that
encouraged us to ask ourselves how we treat newcomers in
meetings. They also asked us how we treat members of other
Twelve Step programs. We didn’t treat them like newcomers.
I pointed out that they are newcomers to Al‑Anon. How do I
treat members of A.A. who come to my group?
• I am from a small farming community where everyone looks
alike. So I know I have personal biases just because of the
way I was raised. Growing up, I didn’t know anyone different
from me. When I think about spirituality and trust, I think
about how I need to be open and willing to change and need
to be led to acceptance by my Higher Power.
• I am going back to the beginning. I came with biases
against race, financial security, etc. because I was taught
this through the disease of alcoholism. I had a bias toward
same‑sex relationships. Then I got the opportunity to
participate in a same‑sex sponsorship.
• I grew up where bias was a part of our lives. But today I
realized how everyone in the room has the same problem,
and I learned how to be aware of my biases.
• I sit in the same chair every week. Ownership is an
awareness I just got.
• I was the only guy in a meeting and someone showed up
that made Roger (one of the participants in the mock phone
meeting) look like a businessman. I did not reach out to
him. I can look at the list today and say that through service
experience and what I have learned, I can accept my
shortcomings with compassion now that I have a program.
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Thought Force: Regional Trustee Process
Joan S. • Trustee, Thought Force Chairperson

The Chairperson provided an overview of the current Regional
Committee on Trustees (RCT) process and procedures.
She continued, “The Board needs to receive an adequate num‑
ber of qualified applicants. To achieve that goal, we need the Ar‑
eas to be proactive in helping members understand the process
for submitting a résumé. We determined that more information was
needed from everyone. Today we are asking Conference members
to participate in the discussion with comments and ideas that might
lead to revisions or modifications; our goal is to receive qualified
candidates and be proactive in your Areas.”
The Chairperson asked Conference members the following:
What do we know about our members and what do prospec‑
tive Regional applicants need to know? What is relevant to this
discussion?
• All Areas of the service structure seem to be struggling to
find qualified members. There seems to be a lack of interest
in service work in many organizations.
• Members are not putting in applications for a second term. It
would be helpful if the World Service Office (WSO) emailed the
Area Chairperson and Delegate when the Trustee’s term was
expiring. It would help us plant the seeds now for the future.
How do we get the word out to all the Areas in the Region?
• Yesterday we were informed about the Regions that will
be electing a candidate for Regional Trustee. Sometimes
we assume that because someone is already a Regional
Trustee, that person will automatically come to the process
and be reelected.
We encourage members at the Regional Delegates meeting
to apply. Because the needs of the Board are constantly
evolving, existing Trustees may not meet the Board’s needs
for the next Regional Trustee term. Making assumptions
limits the Board’s ability to grow.
• Having a bullet list of qualifications or needs for the Board
would be helpful. What practical skills are needed? In my
Area, we are struggling to dispel the myth that you need to
be a Delegate to serve on the Board.
• We had a candidate who was interested until they received
the information and saw the time commitment. Board
members put in a huge amount of time. Can this time be
managed better? We don’t want candidates to step away
because of the time commitment.
• I know members need help understanding our Structure
and links of service. I feel a gap between the WSO Staff,
Board of Trustees and the Area. We focus on successes and
blunder our way through service, doing things that are easy
for us. I would like to see more inward focus from the Board
to the Area World Service Committee (AWSC) Officers and
more strengthening of our Structure all the way to groups.
• I need to know about time and qualifications. I know we use
the same Trustee outline as the Trustee at Large (TAL) on
the Conference Committee on Trustees. We, as Delegates,
seek out people and suggest them, as do the Trustees and
Executive Committee members if they think someone is
qualified. We have former Trustees living in my Area and we
ask them to speak with potential candidates.
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What do we know about the resources and our vision for the
organization that is relevant to the discussion?
• In our Area, we have two past Delegates and an Executive
Committee member who have brought awareness to our
AWSC body. At the Area level we talk of the links of service
and the role of the Delegate. If we talk about unity and
Concept One, it is a continuation of the links of service.
Maybe a PowerPoint would be helpful for Areas to use.
• We have a rich history, so members are educated on the
process. I was surprised at how little people in the Region
knew. We receive a lot of material about the process before
the Conference. The Trustees are trying to reach out and are
considering putting out podcasts that talk about what we do
at the World Service Conference (WSC).
• I have resources and I have time. It is a commitment, but
it can be done. How I use and share my time and energy is
in my control. I include my Higher Power, family, employer,
Sponsor and my groups as my resources. I share my
enthusiasm. It is more than work; it is exciting to grow in my
program. It is a continuation of what my program is. It is not
just my group.
• We have a lot of members with experience in service who
are qualified to submit. We have a Structure that works—
Area, District, Assemblies. There are lots of ways to get
information out. Everyone knows someone who’s qualified. I
love the RCT because we need time to ramp up. Start early
to talk about it.
• Our members are resources. Have we articulated what
the gap is, what happens when the Board is not full, what
happens to the Board? We need more responsiveness than
just me educating.
• We elected a nominee, had our Assembly and affirmed our
candidate there. Affirming a Regional candidate is the right
process. I am uncomfortable with the TAL process because
Areas know people and know what they are capable of and
believe in the group conscience of their Area.
• In addition to time, financial expectations and resources are
important.
We are self‑supporting so there is no out‑of‑pocket expense.
Expenses are paid by the WSO when we are traveling.
• We are the conduit of information. Members cannot be
excited about something they don’t understand. I am glad we
are getting a good understanding of what the implications
are for the Trustees and the fellowship. If we don’t
understand, we can’t be an effective conduit. Every time I go
back and show my excitement, it is infectious. Talk about the
excitement of the role of Trustee—it is in our delivery.
• When positions are not filled, the work remains the same. If
the Board is full, the work is divided by 19; if two are missing,
the work divided by 17.
• We come into the program believing our resources are
limited, yet we talk about abundance in finances. Are we
doing the same thing today with time—saying “I don’t have
enough,” when we should try to change that thinking to
abundance—“I have all the time I need.” How are we going
to spend it?
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What do we know about the current realities and evolving dy‑
namics of the world and our fellowship that is relevant to this
discussion (considering length of the process, availability of pro‑
spective applicants, legal oversight responsibilities of the Board
of Trustees)?
• The RCT criteria is confidential, so I have no idea what the
fellowship is looking for. I don’t understand why the criteria
judged should be confidential. I would be much more likely
to submit if I knew what was being looked for.
Regarding skills the Board needs so you know whether the
person has them: The pro is that Areas learn what the need
is at the moment of application. New conversations and
discussions at the Board may change the needs. We are not
nimble and flexible if we put information out too soon.
We look at the information and how it is going out. The
Executive Director puts out a letter in June and January that
notifies everyone of nominations that are about to occur and
in which Regions they will take place. If you look at the letter
and it does not make sense, ask for help. Ask for clarity from
your Trustee contact.
• The links of service don’t talk about the Regional Delegates
meeting. That is where a pool for Trustees comes from. Once
we learn what being a Trustee is all about, we can take it
back to our Areas.
• The Board would like a bigger pool of applicants. There are
two different processes. A TAL applicant fills out a résumé
and sends it in. In the Regional Trustee (RT) process, an
applicant gets a résumé from the Delegate to fill out, then
turns it over to the AWSC and Assemblies. Areas have
different processes for moving a résumé over. Knowing your
Area’s process is important.

What are the ethical implications?
• Use “I” statements—attraction.
• What language am I using when I speak of service—
attraction versus promotion? Be able to talk about the
practical benefits in my life and those I met. People are very
interested. I am very careful in service of what is posted on
websites.
• As of Conference, we have been down three RTs. Two‑thirds
of the Regions have no RT. The process is ingrained in the
history of service. It is important to “Let It Begin with Me.”
• When the word “recruit” is used, it does not sit well with
me. It is okay when hiring for the WSO, but it gives the
wrong impression in the fellowship. We should encourage
members to apply.
• As a Trustee elected through either process, you are not
representing a Region, but Al‑Anon as a whole. It is not how
we get here, but that we do get here.
What do we wish we knew and how we can improve?
• What does a Trustee do? The qualities needed for Trustee
are in Concept Nine. Do they know that?
The Nominating Committee first considers qualities in
Concept Nine as the number one consideration. Can they
work with other people? Do they have a broad world view?
They have to be leaders with vision.
• Do Areas have workshops regarding the RT and the process
in general?
• There are members who are eager to do service. How many
qualified candidates that don’t make it through the Area
process try a second time?

• Transparency at the WSC is improving. I am getting the
information I need to make decisions as a Delegate.
Participation at the Area will follow because the WSC is
more attractive. I have members asking to help. It takes time
to filter down. As transparency gets better, it will happen.
We are an aging population. There is a learning curve for us.
Passing on information takes time, support and sponsorship
at the WSC.

• Based on the application, it looks like so much service. Why
would I reach out to Coordinators or the AWSC? Have there
been RT and TAL candidates who have not been Delegates?
Yes.

• We need Trustees to come to Assemblies and talk about
their exciting work.

• How many are needed from each Region?
TALs can come from anywhere in the World Service
Conference Structure. When we write to those who are not
selected, we invite them to consider resubmitting.

• The specifics of the RCT process are not selected until the
year of the process, so recruitment is not happening. The
WSO should create the RCT a year earlier to allow more time
to build awareness.
• We already had our last Assembly before the deadline
to bring someone forward. It was difficult as a first‑year
Delegate. We may not catch it. I feel now I understand the
process—I have the resources. There are many forms. Each
Delegate has a different capability. I recommend additionally
using AFG Connects and In the Loop and approaching it like
a big job search. The number of good candidates relates to
what is happening in our Area: We have an aging population.
We need to be working with younger people.

Summary 2018

• The timeframe for service commitment always comes up. If
that were removed, would there be more interest?
• We need a list of the top reasons why people don’t apply.

The Conference Chairperson reminded the Conference that this
is a Board Thought Force. The Thought Force will take the ideas to
the Board and come back next year with the information it gathers
as a next step.
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Policy Work Group: Virtual Meetings

means of connecting and sharing the Al‑Anon program
regardless of location.

The goal of the Work Group was to explore ways of including
electronic/virtual meetings in our Structure. As part of its charge, it
needed to bring an outline to the World Service Conference (WSC)
and begin conversation on this topic.

By 2018 there were over 25,000 groups in 133 countries
and 107 electronic (digital, social networking and
phone) meetings.

Tina B. • Trustee, Work Group Chairperson

What are they?
Al‑Anon electronic meetings use different online platforms:
digital (for example, email, discussion boards and Skype), social
networking (e.g., Facebook) and phone. Each meeting is autono‑
mous in its style, format and entry procedures and, like all Al‑Anon
meetings, agrees to abide by the spirit of the Twelve Traditions.
Meetings focus on Al‑Anon‑related topics, and participants are
required to maintain their personal anonymity. Pictures of Al‑Anon
members and other pieces of personally identifying information are
not posted publicly in the meetings. Some participants may have
email addresses specifically for online Al‑Anon meeting use; some
use pseudonyms.
Each meeting may have its own entry procedures. Some online
meetings have an email contact where a “greeter” provides the
newcomer with specific directions to access the meeting.
Meetings that don’t list a specific meeting time are held 24/7.
Page 27 of the 2018‑2021 Al‑Anon/Alateen Service Manual
(P‑24/27) states that:
In 2001, the WSO started registering on‑line meetings,
and in 2007, phone and other electronic meetings.
Electronic meetings offered Al‑Anon members a
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Where are they?
To find electronic/virtual meetings, go to the Al‑Anon website
(al‑anon.org), under the “Al‑Anon Meetings” tab.
Pages 88–89 of the 2018‑2021 Al‑Anon/Alateen Service Manual
(“Electronic Meetings”) state that:
The internet and other electronic telecommunication
media are tools for carrying and sharing the Al‑Anon
program of hope and recovery around the world.
These electronic meetings occur globally as well as
locally without geographic restrictions. Consequently,
electronic meetings do not have a Group Representative
and are not a part of any structure. They do, however,
have a meeting contact.
When electronic meetings form, they register with the
World Service Office (WSO) in order to use the Al‑Anon
name. Upon registration, they receive support from
and have their voices heard and represented through
the WSO. Registered meetings may request a license
from the WSO to use in text format the Steps, Traditions,
Concepts of Service, Suggested Welcome, Suggested
Closing and excerpts from Conference Approved
Literature (CAL).
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The Chairperson continued, “Today’s discussion is just the be‑
ginning. Electronic/virtual meetings have been registered and have
been holding meetings since 2001. Our discussion will include some
things we know about the meetings and some we wish we knew.
“We know that face‑to‑face meetings have a service structure
path of member‑to‑group‑to‑District‑to‑Area, and, via the Del‑
egate, to the WSC. We also know that electronic/virtual meetings
have a service structure of member‑to‑meeting‑to‑WSO and, via
WSO Staff, to the WSC.
“Do the electronic/virtual meetings consider this adequate? We
don’t know.
“We also know that face‑to‑face meetings have fixed geograph‑
ic boundaries. Members of electronic/virtual meetings have no
geographic boundaries. They can be found anywhere in the world.
There are no Group Representatives and the groups are not part
of any structure. Email may be the only means of contact. They do
have a meeting contact.”
For the discussion, Conference members were asked to consid‑
er electronic/virtual meetings’ similarities to and differences from
face‑to‑face meetings. For example:
• There are active members and “lurkers” (members who join
and observe, but do not participate in the discussion): Is this
the same as members attending face‑to‑face meetings who
choose to listen, but not share?
• Different: After the meeting is registered, the form for reprint
permission is sent to the Current Mailing Address (CMA) of
the meeting. Reprint permission forms must be submitted
annually. This may be difficult for an electronic, phone or
social media meeting to comply with.
• Same: The meeting cannot happen when the person with
the “key” for the meeting room doesn’t show up. For the
electronic/virtual meeting, when the person with the login
doesn’t show up, the meeting cannot happen.
The Chairperson concluded the introduction by saying, “Our
Work Group members have done some outreach to a few electron‑
ic/virtual meeting members to allow them to share some of their
thoughts. The following questions were asked:
How are they like face‑to‑face meetings?
How might the electronic/virtual meetings fit into our Structure?
What do we know?
What do we wish we knew?”
The floor was then opened for discussion:
• For six years, my husband was in relapse and my children
and I became involved in an online meeting. We had already
attended face‑to‑face meetings for nine years. Those
meetings saved my life. I was very conscious of following
the Traditions and Legacies. They were the most loving
communities. I wish I knew how to find them now. I continue
to use technology as a tool rather than a cure‑all to solve
every problem.
• I was surprised at how easy it was to find them on our
website and register.
• We are talking about them in meetings. Many members don’t
know they exist.
• I wish I knew how secure they were regarding predators. I
know we have a setup for this and they are registered. Can
they be hacked?
Summary 2018

• I know people use them. They are mentioned at meetings.
Years ago a woman with two young children wanted to go
to meetings, but her husband was not able to watch the
children. She found online phone meetings. I cautioned
her to go to face‑to‑face meetings as soon as she could. It
is easy to get isolated. When we support virtual meetings,
how can we offer information about getting to face‑to‑face
meetings? How can we get that information out?
• I wish I knew how many people we are potentially losing
because of their lack of access to face‑to‑face meetings.
I know my home group is 90 miles away. Online platforms
helped me stay connected and feel part of until I got to
face‑to‑face meetings.
• As an Al‑Anon Member Involved in Alateen Service
(AMIAS), I asked an Alateen to go to a virtual meeting. I
didn’t know an AMIAS had to be in the meeting and the
Alateen waited over two hours. How will teens know when
that meeting starts? Has that been resolved?
Yes, it has been resolved.
• A member discussed this at Assembly and when we used
a search engine to find meetings she found resources that
were giving the impression that they were Al‑Anon when
they were not, in fact, Al‑Anon.
• I know remote, rural Areas have groups, but because of
aging or concern about anonymity, many have chosen to
connect through online meetings. If they move, they become
strong Al‑Anon members because they are able to stay
online. They can show up without a reservation. It is a place
for people to go at night.
• I couldn’t sleep through the night, so I joined an online
meeting. Now I have rejoined, and I can tell you they are
Al‑Anon meetings. It has over 1,500 people around the world.
The one I go to is structured. It has a business meeting
bimonthly and a Steering Committee. The drawback is that
emails can flood my inbox, leaving me with 100 unread
messages. It was a problem when I became Delegate. I feel
safe and have a Sponsor living in another state. She is a
longtime member who can’t find anyone to carpool with.
• I went to an online email meeting. I was unable to share
everything in a face‑to‑face setting because I was not used
to telling my story and sharing in meetings; I was used to
living with an alcoholic. Online meetings helped me tell
my story. I could write a document, paste it into a meeting
and send and not get thrown out. It played big part in my
recovery.
• I have attended a Yahoo group for 20 years. It is an
electronic meeting. The Preamble/Closing follows the
Service Manual. I can post a share based on any open topic.
• I go to a face‑to‑face meeting once a week. I am working
full time with kids. I attended online meetings that were
more like a constant blog. When I couldn’t get a babysitter,
they were lifesavers. Are these 107 registered online groups
contributing to the WSO? Why couldn’t they send Delegate
representation?
• I am a member of an electronic email group. I moved to a
small town and needed it. There is a daily digest. They follow
the Al‑Anon Preamble/Closing and encourage face‑to‑face
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meetings. Online is not enough. I need face‑to‑face meetings
so I can talk directly to people.
• My online meeting has members from multiple international
communities.
• I do a lot of traveling. Online meetings are a lifesaver.
Knowing there are different ways to participate and
reach out 24/7 is helpful. It fits in as an additional meeting.
Difficulties come and go fast. How do you know what group
is registered? As an experienced member, I know they are
following the Service Manual. New members might not be
able to discern that.
• How will they fit into the Structure and do we know how
many members may attend?
What do we know? There are tens of thousands
participating. Currently we do not have any registered
Al‑Anon meetings on social media but we know the
Al‑Anon name is being used on those platforms. It
is not clear what to do to get them to register and
join us. We wish we knew why they don’t want to.
We have had a conversation with the largest
unregistered social networking meeting which
currently has 28,000 members. Forty percent of those
members are less than 40 years old. This social
networking meeting does not hold Al‑Anon meetings
in public. Al‑Anon meetings have to be moderated
to get in so as to protect members’ anonymity.
They support online sponsorship and encourage
face‑to‑face meetings. Their representatives
stated, “We are following the Traditions and have
group conscience meetings.” They didn’t think they
needed anything from the WSO. They do not follow
rotation of leadership, so if it was connected we
could reinforce the Legacies.

Group Representative (GR) and geography. If we required
groups to have a GR in order to register, there would be
far fewer meetings. It is not mandatory. I would like to see
electronic/virtual meetings have access to all our literature
electronically and sponsorship. They are not getting the
whole recovery. Are there Step, Legacy and Book Study
meetings? Let’s try to fit them in.
• Are they being encouraged to work the Steps and get
sponsorship? Are those folks bringing it back to the
fellowship? We are having trouble getting service positions
filled.
• They provide what we want, when we want and how
we want it. How can we fit them into our Structure? Our
Assembly is offered telephonically. Areas could participate
electronically.
• Electronic/virtual meetings are definitely of benefit in my
Area. We have no active Alateen groups. There are small
towns, but our membership is not savvy about computers.
Maybe our Area Officers can have a virtual meeting to
connect more.
• My Sponsor for 17 years was part of an email online
meeting. Any type of email meeting will get more and more
of our aging population. Members in their 30s do not use
email. Social media (200 new members a day seeking help
and hope) is the area to get into and figure out.
• Electronic meetings are not in competition with face‑to‑face
meetings. I hope to find a way to make a partnership work.
• A personal comment from a virtual meeting member: “What
I look forward to most in retirement is visiting as many
face‑to‑face and virtual meetings as I can.”

• I have been involved since 1994. How might virtual meetings
fit into our Structure? They are here to stay and they
believe they are sharing Al‑Anon. We are hung up on the
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DELEGATES (PANEL 56)
Marty W., Alabama/Northwest Florida

I don't remember mentioning alcohol, or drinking, to the therapist.
I was there because Martians were coming to kidnap me! Nev‑
ertheless, at the therapist’s suggestion, I went to my first Al‑Anon
meeting in California in May of 1975. I would like to say that I found
a Sponsor, worked the Steps, and enjoyed ever‑forward movement
in my program, but that is not my story. I made a commitment to
my recovery in January 1984, in Alabama. I would like to say that
having a Sponsor and working the Steps, I immediately got active
in service at all levels. Again, not my story! I was very active in my
home group; however, I was getting what I was interested in from
our members and literature. I was aware there were higher levels
of service but did not believe they were for me. In the late 90s, due
to a work change, I was unable to make my home meeting. I found
meetings on the road, but I had no consistency and I soon lost inter‑
est. I never left Al‑Anon, though! I stayed in contact with my Spon‑
sor until she quit attending meetings. I read my literature every day
and shared the message every time an opportunity was presented.
I considered myself very active in recovery. I always knew as soon
as I could be in town on Wednesday evenings, I would be back in
my chair at my home group.
Finally, that day came: December 26, 2001. Having been in my
chair just five minutes, I realized I was crazier than I had ever
been! There is no standing still in Al‑Anon! Then, in September of
2006, I got a call from one of the "cool kids," asking me to serve
as Group Representative (GR) and District Representative (DR) and
that's why, after 22 years, I moved forward in service. The "cool
kids" needed me! What a journey: One thing that eased the jour‑
ney is that, due to my hiatus from meetings, I knew that if you are
not moving forward, you are moving backward—there is no stand‑
ing still in Al‑Anon or in life! This lesson served me well when I
stepped out to serve beyond my group. Having learned to rely on
my Higher Power for the approval I needed, I was able to serve the
positions He brought me to. Love poured through members to me
when I screwed up; they assured me that it was okay to not be per‑
fect. When my service as Delegate is complete, I look forward to
serving as a member of our Area World Service Committee (all past
Delegates are members) and growing through all the new service
opportunities my Higher Power leads me to.

Norma F., Alberta/Northwest Territories

Al‑Anon—There is no standing still! Those words describe our
program and its members so well. From the very beginning, Lois
and Anne were moving forward at a remarkable speed. It never
ceases to amaze me how forward‑thinking they were. They were
preparing for 2018 way back in 1951! How could they know what
this program would mean to us here at this 58th World Service Con‑
ference? Could I even imagine that I would be standing here, ad‑
dressing this Conference when I attended my first meeting over 35
years ago? I don't think so. At the time, it was a huge effort just to
get to a meeting. I didn't drive and, furthermore, I didn't think I de‑
served to go out by myself, leaving my husband at home to babysit.
At that very first meeting, the ladies in the room welcomed me
and told my story over and over. I couldn't believe that they felt the
same way I did. I kept touching my lips to see if it was me talking. I
found hope in that meeting and knew I had to come back. The first
time I met our Area Delegate, a small spark was lit in me that maybe
Summary 2018

someday, I could be one, too! My first Sponsor instilled in me the
importance of service. I started by making cupcakes for our bake
sales and fun nights. I enjoyed the many workshops and special
events that were held in our District and Area. I was soon attend‑
ing Assemblies and was welcomed there as a newcomer again. I
love the business of Al‑Anon. I love watching our leaders use the
principles of the program to inspire us to continue to reach out to
friends and families who are affected by alcoholism. Then I was
introduced to some of the Trustees and World Service Office Staff.
The Al‑Anon world kept getting bigger and more inviting. Serving as
Delegate for my Area has been an educational and truly wonderful
experience.
I feel so blessed to have met so many awesome people, who are
all committed to our fellowship. The God of my understanding has
had His hands on my shoulders; He was gently edging me towards
my true purpose in life. I want to thank all those who have served
before me and paved the way for us to continue moving forward.
There is no standing still!

Barbara L., Arizona

Someone once told me that the older a person gets, the quicker
time goes by. That has certainly held true for this spiritual journey
I have been on since I came into the rooms of Al‑Anon, and es‑
pecially for the past two years as I served as the World Service
Delegate for Arizona.
Time has certainly flown by. As I stand before you today, it is
hard to put into words my gratitude towards Al‑Anon. I came into
the program hurt, disillusioned, frustrated, angry and feeling like a
complete failure. You took me in and opened your arms wide and
loved me unconditionally until I could love myself. That is why I am
in service. I want Al‑Anon to be there for the next person and the
next person and the next person. It is my desire that Al‑Anon will
always be there for the countless hurting individuals who, like me,
need the love and support that can be found in these rooms. In
Al‑Anon, there is no standing still.
In Al‑Anon, there is a pathway for growth through working the
Steps, using the tools of the program, and doing service work. The
first three Steps are about my relationship with my Higher Power;
Steps Four through Nine are learning about myself and keeping my
side of the street clean. Steps Ten and Eleven are what I continue
to do each day to keep my relationships with my Higher Power and
everyone else what they should be. Step Twelve tells me that the
only way I can keep what this program has given me is by giving it
away—by carrying its message to others.
Benjamin Franklin once said, "By improving yourself, the world
is made better. Be not afraid of growing too slowly. Be afraid of
standing still." Thanks to Al‑Anon, my world has been made better.
My life today is very different than it was before I came into these
rooms. I really don't know where I would be today if I had not found
Al‑Anon. I know that if I just keep putting one foot in front of the
other and doing the next right thing, there is nothing that will stop
me from moving forward; I won't have to worry about standing still
ever again.

Janis A., British Columbia/Yukon

I first learned of Al‑Anon through a Reader's Digest article in
1976. I don't remember anything about the article other than the
idea that Al‑Anon could possibly help me. When my husband's al‑
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coholism became painfully public, I finally went to my first Al‑Anon
meeting. Two years later, I went to my second meeting and found
a warm group of people who helped me break out of my isolation.
So here I am today, embracing the journey that has given me a life
I couldn't have imagined!
This year's Conference theme reminds me of the need to par‑
ticipate in my own recovery. By investing my time in service to
Al‑Anon, I reap the rewards of personal growth in so many ways. I
remember my first trip to the World Service Conference. I had a lot
of fear and I wanted so much to learn how to be a "good" Delegate.
In the orientation session for new Delegates, I heard, "We want you
to succeed." Then, when the Conference started, I was seated next
to a beautiful member from Louisiana who was also a new Del‑
egate. The fear started to lessen as I was reminded that my Higher
Power brought me here. Throughout my term as Delegate, I learned
so much about the process of opening my heart and mind to each
topic of discussion. I soaked up the spirit of love and acceptance
demonstrated every day. There were some difficult discussions
and we listened to all points of view, sometimes stopping to say the
Serenity Prayer to remind us to rely on our Higher Power. I learned
to have confidence in the process and to have those difficult con‑
versations without fear. When we listen to each other to learn
about other perspectives and look for the spirit of Al‑Anon in the
solution, the answers often become clear. If there is no consensus,
no decision is made. In my final year as Delegate, I am humbled by
the many people who contribute their time and talents to ensure
that Al‑Anon has a future.
I try to convey to members in my Area the importance of partici‑
pating in service to Al‑Anon. It seems to me that we are in a period
of waning enthusiasm in my Area and perhaps in others. We ap‑
pear to have fewer members interested in service and the number
of groups appears to be declining.
I pray that Al‑Anon continues to adapt to the changing needs of
our communities and the wisdom of the program becomes evident
to those who would benefit from it. Thank you all for your service to
this program. We all love and thank you all for your loving kindness
to this very grateful member!

Eloy M., Colorado

When my wife came to me to announce she wanted a divorce
and she wanted me to pack a bag and leave, I knew there was no
standing still. After trying to talk her out of it for about two hours, I
realized she meant what she said. She wanted a divorce. Nothing
meant more to me than being married, having a family and a home.
And now, it was all dissolving.
That was on a Monday night in 2005. I don’t think I slept more
than eight hours that entire week. I couldn’t wait to get back to
my Friday night Al‑Anon meeting, which was appropriately named
“Into Action.” After I abandoned that meeting nine years earlier,
erosion set in. My insecurities, sarcasm and selfishness all showed
up again. That erosion was costing me my marriage. Friday night
couldn’t come fast enough.
Three things happened when I returned to that Friday night meet‑
ing. First, I wept as I shared my story, and they hugged me. Second,
I found out there are 15 meetings in town. Third, I knew I couldn’t
stand still or second‑guess my commitment to my recovery. I need‑
ed to get to work. I went to every meeting I could find.
I heard you say, “Get a Sponsor.” There was no standing still for
me. I started looking for a Sponsor. I heard you say, “Find that one
authority, a loving God that we talk about in Tradition Two.” My God
was a religious God who was punitive. I looked for and found a
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loving, compassionate, guiding God to whom I would willingly give
authority over all my life. I did not hold anything back.
You said, “Work the Steps with both your Sponsor and God.”
There was no standing still. I got busy by admitting I was powerless
and my life was unmanageable. You said, “Find a place to serve.” I
became the literature person for my home group. Service revealed
the spiritual principles we talk about in our Steps and Traditions.
Our spiritual principles came to life for me as I learned how to apply
them and as I learned how to serve.
You encouraged me to do my prayer and meditation work and
continue cultivating my conscious contact with God. Al‑Anon gave
me the gift of a spiritual awakening; you taught me there is no
standing still in Al‑Anon.

Renelle M., Georgia

I walked up to the doors of an Al‑Anon meeting and hesitated,
wondering, do I go back into the despair of the family disease of
alcoholism, or do I muster the courage to move forward? With
trepidation I entered the room. I was met by open arms filled with
compassion, understanding and love. For the first time in my life I
had found a group of people who understood and accepted me.
A kind and gentle lady took me under her wing, sharing her expe‑
rience, strength and hope. She became my Sponsor, and we began
walking side by side as she encouraged me to take my first Step,
then another, and another. Soon I discovered walking beside me
was not only my Sponsor, but my Higher Power as well.
I began to grow spiritually. I came to believe that I was a child of
God and I was loved. I became open and honest with myself. Humbly,
I forgave myself and others. I made amends to those I had harmed.
Trusting my Higher Power, I developed spiritual ears to hear that
small, still voice. It was calling me to give back that which had so
freely been given to me. I could no longer sit on the sidelines. Was
I willing to be of service? Yes! Did I feel capable or confident? No!
My Sponsor assured me I had something to give back—to trust the
call and know that I didn’t have to do this alone. She told me others
would be there to help and God would not desert me. My job was
to invite Him into each day and ask for His guidance and protection.
My service journey has taken many twists and turns. At times, I
veered off the spiritual path, my character defects were magnified,
I made mistakes, and found myself wanting to crawl into a hole
and hide. During those times I had to dig deep into our spiritual
principles and take action. As a result, I grew closer to my Higher
Power, I became even more humble, I grew in understanding, my
vision broadened, my heart opened up and I experienced God’s em‑
bracing love.
Al‑Anon calls me to serve. When I hear that small, still voice, I
stand and say I am willing. I reach out my hand and grab hold of
those who went before me, while reaching back for the hand of
the newer member. Joined together in harmony, we get to witness
miracles and experience the mysteries of God’s universe. When I
say yes to service I am saying yes to life and to my personal recov‑
ery. Today I understand that in Al‑Anon, there is no standing still.

Tony S., Maritime Provinces

When thinking about this year’s theme, “change” comes to mind.
Before, the word “change” put fear in my thinking. The “status
quo,” although tumultuous at times, was something I felt comfort in.
You see, one night my wife at the time told me she was an alco‑
holic, and had chosen to seek help. Even though I had grown up in
a home where alcohol was abused, I was devastated.
After living in alcoholism for more than 41 years, I decided to
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find out as much as I could about “alcohol.” A friend mentioned
Al‑Anon, which was not anything new as my dad had gotten sober
in A.A. by then and I had attended several of his meetings, and my
mom helped start the group I presently attend.
Desperate for knowledge, I decided to “stop standing still” and
embarked on my Al‑Anon journey. That was in the 90s, and I have
not stood still since. Shortly after, my wife sought a separation and
eventually a divorce. My life turned upside down. To survive, I had
to accept this and move forward. I am so grateful for Al‑Anon and
the wonderful members who took my hand and led me forward
through probably the lowest part of my life.
My journey in this program has been nothing short of a miracle; it
has allowed little time for standing still. I promptly became involved
in service—my way to “fit in” and feel “a part of,” which was what
I needed. This path provided an opportunity to serve my group, then
District, become involved in the Area and to my amazement, Con‑
ference.
Al‑Anon has become my life changer. I have been blessed to
have found this wonderful program, and fortunate to realize how
much I need it each and every day of my life. I am so grateful that I
have never thought for a moment that I finally got it all figured out
and don’t need the program. This would mean standing still, and I’m
sure you all know what would come next.
You see, I found a great travel companion on this journey: my
Higher Power, who has opened so many doors for me. My life today
is great—not every day, but most—and together, there is nothing
we can’t face. I know if I continue doing what Al‑Anon has taught
me to do, I’ll have some great experiences in my future.
Standing still is not an option for me. Change, though sometimes
challenging, opens so many doors for me. My choice is to “hold on”
and enjoy all that life has to offer and Al‑Anon has to give.

Richard McC., Massachusetts

Standing still: Five days left and I haven't written a single word.
I'm totally blocked and starting to worry. This can't be happening to
me; I'm a third year Delegate.
Hope: I'm here because, while mired in the misery of watching
my parents die of drinking, my brother stubbornly Twelve‑Stepped
me until, moved by grace, I let go and followed him here. A woman
stands and shares her story. I don't remember a word she says, but
she is radiant, serene, and free. She tells my story and worse, with‑
out a trace of shame or guilt. She's proof that this program works.
She offers me hope and I let it in.
Firewall: Al‑Anon becomes my entire life: all my friends, all my
time, and lots of meetings. I do the work and life burns bright. My
Sponsor says, "Don't build the program around your life; build your
life around the program." Instead, I build walls and am safe behind
them. I think this is all I need; let nothing else in.
Consequences: I'm at a high ropes course, excited for the chal‑
lenge. I'm up so high; I taste my fear of falling. I stand on a trapeze,
trying to reach the next platform. I swing harder and harder. Some‑
one who knows shouts, "Let go and jump." But my fear just won't
let me, so I remain swinging, just missing, until my legs tire. I slip,
I fall and, though safe in my harness, I'm lowered to the ground in
defeat.
Moved by grace: It's the Eastern Seaboard Alateen Conference.
The welcoming teen runs up and hangs three balls of yarn around
my neck, and tells a story of “warm fuzzies” that become “cold
pricklies” if you don't give them away. My fear slyly says I'll look
okay if I keep these three and don't play silly games. I hang on until
Sunday when I'm feeling cold and prickly, pretending not to know.
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Then a vulnerable, courageous teen is sharing her painful loneli‑
ness. Her tears touch my heart and without thinking I leap up, hug
her, and place three “warm fuzzies” around her neck. Back I sit; my
brain catches up and screams, "What have I done?"
Wonder: My fearful mind needs safety and holding on. My open
heart sings the joy and wonder of letting go. On this day, as I sit
dumbstruck, a teen comes up and gives me a hug and a “warm
fuzzy,” then another, and another. The rest of the day, the faster I
give mine away, the more I receive. The supply is inexhaustible, the
flow unstoppable. And fear stands still as I let go.

Rachelle C., Minnesota North

As I sat down to condense this experience into three minutes of
thoughts to share, I was filled with gratitude, wonder and humil‑
ity. My experience as Delegate has changed me in ways that may
take me years to understand. It has widened my view of Al‑Anon
and deepened my understanding of the Legacies, yet it has brought
me back to the simple message of Al‑Anon and the importance of
working the Steps, trusting my Higher Power and being of service
in my own community.
During my first Conference, I was all fired up and ready to use
my business and organizational skills to help fix whatever needed
fixing in Al‑Anon. I was feeling pretty confident that Al‑Anon could
use my help (reminds me of walking into my first meeting. How can I
help all of you?) My Higher Power had other plans, however. I came
down with a bad cold the second day of Conference and it took all
my energy to just sit in the seat, listen and vote.
My husband died unexpectedly three weeks after my first Con‑
ference. I dropped every ball and my fellow Delegates, Area Of‑
ficers and Al‑Anon friends took over all of my tasks. I could not
seem to do anything, but you still wanted me to be Delegate. You
grieved with me and there was no pressure. I got to experience
what it means to be held up in love and support by this fellowship.
Yet, there is no standing still.
My Higher Power once again offered me a path to see through
the grief to the spiritual lessons in humility, acceptance and letting
go of control. I entered my second year as Delegate more openly,
a better member of a team. I was less certain my ideas were right,
but that felt just fine. I learned that my best is good enough. When
I can’t do something, I am giving someone else a chance to step
forward and contribute.
As I enter my final Conference, I am excited to continue to learn
and contribute. The world keeps spinning and there is much to be
done, and yet there is a stillness and contentment in the knowledge
that I am enough, and each of us is enough. Our fellowship is strong
and vibrant. I will keep walking in service and keep the simple mes‑
sage of this powerful program alive. And when I can't believe in
myself, I'll jump into the center of this fellowship and I will be sup‑
ported, carried, lifted up, until I can control my breath and begin
to move forward again, and offer a hand to the person beside me
when they stumble.

Kathy E., Mississippi

In 1984, my journey in Al‑Anon began. As a new mother in an al‑
coholic marriage, I didn’t know where to turn for help. My introduc‑
tion to Al‑Anon started with an aftercare family treatment program
at a local hospital. Al‑Anon provided me with the relief and comfort
I was seeking. Other members understood my fear, tears, grief and
anger. My relationships with other members changed my life. While
my marriage ended in divorce, I knew my Higher Power had me
firmly in His grip.
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In 1987, I moved and immediately found a new Al‑Anon group. My
mother and I began a new relationship based on honesty and truth.
We began healthy, open communication for the first time in my life.
I came to understand that I was an adult child of an alcoholic, blam‑
ing my mom because I didn’t understand how my father’s drinking
had affected me. The thumbprint of alcoholism as a disease be‑
came painfully apparent.
In 1989, I moved again and found a new Al‑Anon adult children’s
group. My participation began to increase as I chaired meetings,
shared with newcomers, sponsored others, attended Al‑Anon Con‑
ferences and occasionally spoke to groups. My child and I attended
our first Alateen Conference when she was 12, and at our second
Conference, I was elected to serve on the Alateen Board. I got a
Service Sponsor who loved sharing the Alateen/Al‑Anon message
of help and hope as much as I did.
In 2011, I became the Group Representative for my home group.
I then served as our District Representative, and then Alternate
Delegate. Our Delegate resigned after one year and by default, I
became the Area Delegate. It was unexpected. But God was the
planner and I was the willing servant.
To me, Al‑Anon has been fluid, not rigid or strict. The process
of applying the Steps, Traditions and Concepts have provided all
that I need to live a simple life and be of service to others. I have
participated in at least two meetings a week for 33 years. I have
taken what I liked and given what I had to give. While there is no
standing still in Al‑Anon/Alateen service, I am so grateful to know
that I have a chair in which to sit and listen on Monday and Friday
nights at my home group; there, I know I am loved and accepted
without doing a thing. I can sit quietly, love and accept others and
keep coming back. My Higher Power knows how to best direct my
path. I am happy today because I became willing to take the first
step many years ago.

Elaine D., Montana

Walking into my first meeting, I never thought I would make the
journey that has brought me into service as a Delegate. Two years
prior to that meeting, I realized I could no longer live with my hus‑
band’s drinking, and that I had used everything in my arsenal to get
him sober. If he could not be sober, I needed to move forward.
Once I let go of him, our Higher Powers were able to work in
our lives. He got sober, attended A.A. and I stayed resentful of his
serenity and lonely as he was supported by his many A.A. friends.
What was it that they had that I did not? I attended open A.A.
meetings with him, seeking what they had. I heard many good
things, learned about the disease of alcoholism and had fun! I was,
however, once again looking through a window from the outside. I
loathed myself. Why did he have a place to fit and I did not? I was
still in the same place I had always been.
On a Tuesday in May, my Higher Power escorted me to an open
door. On the other side of that door was a fellowship of people who
had been through some of the same things I had been through—
they had lived with the illusion that I had; that somehow, I had con‑
trol over things that were not mine to control.
With the help of these beautiful members, I began to move for‑
ward. They shared their experience, strength, hope and love. I
used the Serenity Prayer, read Al‑Anon literature, used the slogans
and worked the Twelve Steps. I participated in “meetings after the
meetings.” I met members who were active in service and I was
asked to be of service. I witnessed what the Traditions and the Con‑
cepts of Service were doing for them.
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Being active in service has allowed me to discover myself and
others in ways I could not have imagined. In “spits and spurts” I
moved from self‑loathing to self‑loving, changing my perception of
others—learning to love others just where they are. I do not need
to be perfect and no longer believe that I must be. What I give re‑
turns to me tenfold.
Newcomers stumble into meetings—I love them and admire their
courage to come through the doorway their Higher Power has car‑
ried them to. I am eager to share my experience, strength, hope and
what service has done for me. I see their inner light grow as they
find hope and are no longer looking in from the outside. They, too,
have found their place. In Al‑Anon service, there is no standing still.

Ann Marie Z., New Jersey

I came into Al‑Anon when I hit my bottom, not when other people
told me I should go. Until that Friday evening it was always "their
problem," not mine—my grandfather, my parents, my husband.
Then I got the phone call from the juvenile detective in our town
who was also the drum line instructor for my son's high school
band. He told me about the drinking and drugging my son had been
bragging about. While my husband took our son to talk to him, I
called the local Al‑Anon Information Service Office to find a meet‑
ing that would fit into my busy schedule.
I attended my first meeting that Sunday and knew a few things
immediately: I knew that I was in a safe place. I knew the people
were sharing honestly and openly and they were accepting and
non‑judgmental. I knew that if I wasn't participating that I would
not be changing—I would be standing still. I shared at that first
meeting and cried at 99.9 percent of my meetings that first year.
The floodgates were opened and the pain came out. I knew I had to
face the pain of my past in order to grow and change.
I was only in Al‑Anon for seven months when someone from
my home group suggested I join him on a ride to the Information
Service meeting. He knew my background and thought that I might
want to stand for the Treasurer's position.
During my time in Al‑Anon, I have identified people who have
what I want. I have always thought that if I wanted what they had, I
needed to do what they did. So if he was our Delegate and thought
I was ready to do service, then how could I say no? It was another
growth opportunity—another opportunity not to stand still. I have
been serving beyond the group level ever since.

Carol T., North Dakota

What a great ride it's been, Panel 56! I don't know about the rest
of you, but my years as Delegate have been some of the greatest
for growth, adversity, and gratitude yet! When I peek back at my
time growing up in an alcoholic home, I see that there is a true gift
in my experience. Without some negative, I would not recognize
the positive. I am glad I will never have to graduate from this pro‑
gram, and I will continue to see growth in myself and encourage
growth in others! Truly, there is no standing still in Al‑Anon.
What I learn, I enthusiastically share. There is always room for
me to improve myself, my surroundings and my world.
The lessons I have learned of love, loss, and joy are incalculable.
My mother died September 7, 2017. She became ill quickly and
passed within a few months. I had a difficult relationship with her;
she was quick to criticize. She didn't like my kids, my husband, or
my job. I felt the most positive about our relationship if I could es‑
cape before she took me to task on something.
But sometimes growth happens in Al‑Anon without me knowing
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it. When she became ill, my focus changed entirely. I was able to
see my mom as I would want to be seen in her situation. My mom
was legally blind, and her hearing had faded over the years. We
decided to move her back home for her final weeks, so we could
visit more often. We made connections not only to mom, but to
each other. We sat around her bed, shared memories, and watched
baseball. We held the phone to mom's ear when her brother called
to say the rosary with her. Concept Four became my focus. Partici‑
pation was what mattered.
We all grieved mom as we could, right where we were. Her pass‑
ing from life to death became a celebration of sorts for our family.
I invited my kids to spend time with grandma to say goodbye to her
however they wished, with words or with silence. She held their
hands. We rubbed lotion into her skin and brushed her hair. We
said goodbye. We found a home for her cat, we sold her home, and
now, with the exception of a few pictures, some recipes, and some
photos, she is gone.
I forged a new relationship with my mom those last few weeks.
I made it through this time with the help of my Higher Power and
many of you—my Al‑Anon family. Forward is the only direction that
makes sense to me today. As long as I am moving, I am making
progress.

Laura D., Oklahoma

I went to my first meeting 20+ years ago. I’d been worn down by
my third marriage (the alcoholic) and a couple job situations. There
was something comforting in that room.
After hearing my first speaker, I found hope. Within six weeks I
asked a woman to be my Sponsor. Then, the group Treasurer quit.
I volunteered to take the Treasurer’s job so I’d be committed to at‑
tending meetings. I attended weekly, helped set up and greeted.
My Sponsor guided me through the Steps to service, and my faith
started to grow. She suggested I attend the Oklahoma Al‑Anon
Convention.
I went to the Convention that year and loved it. The speakers and
workshops were inspirational, the fellowship was awesome and I
saw my first Al‑Anon skit. I was hooked. Later, I volunteered to help
write the next skit and be in it.
I got more involved and was feeling better. I became Information
Service Representative and served on the Information Service Of‑
fice Board of Directors. My parents had moved in with me and my
third husband while I was on the Board.
I served two terms on the Oklahoma Convention Committee and
I chaired the Convention the last year of my second term. I helped
with and was in skits regularly. I went on to be a District Repre‑
sentative, an Al‑Anon Member Involved in Alateen Service and an
Alateen Coordinator. Each time I took a position, I learned so much
more about the program and the Legacies, and my spirituality grew.
When I sponsored someone or worked with an Alateen, I gained as
much or more than they did.
Through all of this I gained the confidence and courage to di‑
vorce my third husband, and five years later I started dating. I be‑
gan doing things differently. The year I was Convention Chair I in‑
vited the man who became my current husband to the Convention.
I wanted him to meet my “family” and see what my life was like, as
I had no intention of giving it up. We married in 2010.
I went to the very first TEAM event in New Mexico with my cur‑
rent Sponsor, a past Delegate. She suggested I attend the South
Central Regional Delegates meeting. We talked about my interest in
becoming Delegate one day. Voila! I stood for Delegate.
Summary 2018

I am very grateful for this journey, the opportunity to serve as
Oklahoma Delegate and to experience our World Service Confer‑
ence. Even with various difficulties and challenges (divorce, loss of
parents, additional step‑children and grandchildren), I was able to
go on with courage and confidence in my program, work and life.
I was still shaky when I became Delegate, but thanks to my Higher
Power, Sponsors and Al‑Anon family I have been able to serve and
grow.

Cindy E., Oregon

Being elected Delegate was something I had hoped for. I remem‑
ber when two ladies from the World Service Office attended one of
our Assemblies and said that I, too, could go to the World Service
Conference. I had hoped to someday be worthy enough.
I moved through the service roles of Group Representative, Dis‑
trict Representative and Alternate Delegate but I still had a secret
and I cared very much about what people thought of me. I knew the
saying, “What you think of me is none of my business,” but it wasn’t
until my actions with a character defect that affected a few people
let me know specifically what they thought of me, that I needed to
do something different and also practice this saying. After 12 years
in the program, I doubted who I was and whether Al‑Anon really
worked. I asked God for help. Passion is an area of concern for
me. Originally, I listed it as an asset in my inventory, but I found
that it led me to actions that fed my character defect. Having pas‑
sion in serving Al‑Anon was contributing to hurting myself and oth‑
ers while trying to do only good. Taking time away from service, I
worked the Steps again to look for the root of my defect. It helped
me feel honest enough to stand for Delegate. I believe God helped
me become humble.
Then when I was elected Delegate, doubt came in and clouded
my happiness. Was I really good enough? My Area didn’t know me
very well, and a few longtime members attending knew all of my
insides; I didn’t know what they thought of me.
I woke up the Monday morning of my first year at Conference
with familiar voices: “What have I done? Who in the heck do you
think you are?” I panicked. Then with God’s timing, the phone rang.
My Conference Mentor was asking me to join her for breakfast.
Thank you, God. I still didn’t feel worthy, but I did feel welcomed.
I made it through my first Conference by retreating often to my
room, connecting with another Delegate and talking to God relent‑
lessly. As Delegate, I learned to be proud of my work with my Area.
I’ve learned to love myself no matter what anyone else thinks of me.
I’ve helped to improve my reputation with kindness, acceptance
and tolerance.
Where I thought the pinnacle of Al‑Anon service was being
elected Delegate, I’ve found another growing opportunity: Trustee.
The Conference theme, “Al‑Anon—There is no standing still!”
means more than ever before. If I’ve learned this much in two years
of serving as a Delegate, I can’t imagine all that may be ahead.

Gaston A., Quebec East

To know, to want, to be able to, to act on it! We often say, “Knowl‑
edge is power,” but this is not really true. The reality is that “knowl‑
edge gives power,” and to have our dreams come true, we have to
be able to act on them. Our program, with all its tools—the Steps,
the Traditions, the Concepts, the meetings, etc. gives us the knowl‑
edge we need to grow and to know ourselves better, so we can
have dreams and become able to do what it takes to act on them.
This became true for me when my son suffered from a serious
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mental illness, due to abuse of alcohol and drugs. My wife and I
knocked on many doors for help and this is how I found Al‑Anon.
Since this happened nine years ago, I have never stopped attend‑
ing meetings and getting involved in service.
My son was hospitalized and was never the same after. His life
was seriously touched by that episode, so my wife and I decided to
keep him at home with us. He has come a long way since. He had
a couple of jobs and he finally took a cooking class, with success.
Today, he is a pastry chef. He is not using drugs anymore, but he
drinks beer, which is progress but not perfection. He is a good per‑
son and staying with us is helpful to everyone involved.
I know today that my son’s illness has affected me and the family
greatly. Thank you, Al‑Anon, because I know that I would not be
where I am today in my relationship with my wife and my son if it
was not for this wonderful program.
At the beginning, I went to meetings, sometimes three times a
week. I started to get involved in the group, got elected GR, then
DR, and here I am today. Service work has done great things for me
and for that I am very grateful.
Being a Delegate was not an easy task for me, as I felt I was not
ready for it. However, I surrounded myself with past Delegates, had
a good Service Sponsor and never stopped asking questions when
I was not sure or simply did not know what to do. I counted a lot on
the World Service Office as well, and read everything that I was
asked to read. Simply, I did what I was told to do!
With Al‑Anon I found hospitality, good communication and re‑
spect; I appreciated all these traits very much.
Al‑Anon, there is no standing still, so I will continue to serve our
great fellowship. I will continue to give back what I have received
with such abundance. Thank you for everything you have given me.

Ken R., Vermont

Let me start by expressing my gratitude for the help I’ve received,
without which I don't think I would be alive today.
I was well into retirement when addiction raised its ugly head,
and I got a reason to become a member of Al‑Anon. It was Decem‑
ber 5, 1999, about four in the afternoon. That is the day my youngest
child was born. That is the day I lost my wife. I watched in horror
as the anesthesiologist struck my wife's spinal cord with a needle.
She has been on prescription opiates ever since. I am dealing with
a walking corpse.
Fast forward about eight years. My 11‑year‑old son, unprovoked,
attacked me with a golf club, breaking a car window, while his
mother watched and stayed silent. Yes, men get abused too. After a
year of preparation, I left home. I still remember driving away, hav‑
ing no idea what lay in store for me. I thought Lord, here I am; do
with me what You will. I am Yours.
Fast forward about three more years. I looked everywhere for
help but found none. Then a therapist recommended Al‑Anon.
I thought Al‑Anon was for alcoholics. I had no place else to turn
other than Al‑Anon. Imagine my astonishment when, at my first
Al‑Anon meeting, I heard my story as each member spoke in turn.
You see, shake both family trees as hard as you want, and there are
no alcoholics. I had to be dreaming.
Take this message to others, Step Twelve said. I felt as if my
Higher Power was leading me somewhere, but I didn’t know where.
I stand before you today not as a third‑year Delegate, but merely
as a symbol of all those whose family and friends suffer from an
addiction other than alcoholism. They, like me, may have no place
else to turn. Other programs simply don't exist in most rural areas.
I beg of you, leave the emphasis on alcoholism while recognizing
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the commonality alcoholism has with other addictions. I pray that
Al‑Anon will find it in its heart to do this. That is my dream. I also
pray Al‑Anon lives up to its Declaration and truly reaches out to
the hundreds of thousands in desperate need of help. There is no
standing still. Let’s move forward together, doing the most good for
the largest number of people possible. I will close by saying that
I firmly believe my Higher Power has sent me here to deliver this
message today.

Duane F., Virginia

I was a child of an alcoholic. My childhood was filled with abuse,
confusion, abandonment and hurt. I came into Al‑Anon in August
2005 at the advice of a counselor, feeling unloved, desperate,
afraid, angry, and having many resentments and much shame. I
was full of hate.
My story and reality started in 1966 when I was three years old.
By 2005, I had cultivated a major victim role, and felt completely
powerless over alcohol and totally out of control emotionally. I re‑
ally didn't know the amount of baggage I was carrying, and every
attempt to unload it and get help had failed. Three beautiful ladies
in the program took me under their wings and encouraged me,
loved me and talked me into service. I became an Alternate Group
Representative in January 2006 and went to my first Assembly four
months later. With their encouragement I found myself raising my
hand for District Treasurer, Workshop Chair, Breakfast Chair and
District Representative. I loved this program and attended the ma‑
jority of Districts events, many Al‑Anon Information Service events,
Area Conventions, International Conventions and out‑of‑state Con‑
ventions.
During this time, I was attending several Al‑Anon meetings each
week and my life started turning around. I was involved with so
many program events every year. I met many wonderful people
who had been affected by someone's drinking and they accepted
me, loved me, showed much patience, shared their stories, hugged
me and made things fun. If I had gone to just my meeting all those
years, it would have been good, but I would have missed out on all
the hugs, laughter and major benefits of the whole Al‑Anon pro‑
gram.
Since May of 2006, I have attended each Assembly in a ser‑
vice role. There are no real “bragging rights” here, just a deep
appreciation for the Al‑Anon program, which creates an environ‑
ment of healing and gives us the tools to achieve a healthy life.
My despair turned to hope, judgment turned to acceptance, law to
grace, drama to fun, quitting to accomplishment, co‑dependence
to independence, demand to patience, fear to confidence, victim
to “overcomer” and hate to love. The challenges of service have
been character building; they gave me a chance to put my Al‑Anon
program into practice. There were always way more opportunities
and successes personally in service for me. In 2013, several past
Delegates asked me to stand for Alternate Delegate, and in 2016
they asked me to stand for Delegate. This program works; the ser‑
vice component along with a Higher Power adds so much to my
Al‑Anon experience. It's not just a program; it’s a way of life! I have
not been standing still and neither has my recovery.

Julie P., Washington

When I came into the rooms of Al‑Anon, it was because my hus‑
band's detox nurse told me that's where I had to go. I wanted to go
to Mexico instead. I didn't know how I was going to get there being
very pregnant, with no money and a toddler, but I was going!
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Thankfully, I went to Al‑Anon instead of Mexico. I was very young
when I got here, and I was terribly sick. I had no hope for the fu‑
ture, had fired God and was so painfully shy that I couldn't talk
to people. Slowly I began to believe in a Higher Power. Tools like
detachment helped me have a good day even when my husband
didn't. The Steps, slogans and Conference Approved Literature
helped me achieve a small amount of serenity until my husband
found long‑term sobriety.
My husband and I left the program for a period of years and
our marriage fell apart. I came back to the program and this time
around I jumped into service with both feet—and loved it! Some‑
how, I found the time to be a Group Representative, then a District
Representative while going to school full‑time, working and raising
three kids on my own.
One day I took my five‑year‑old to work with me. He got to see
where I worked and was excited that it had a secret door to climb
into the area where I worked behind a counter. I was a bartender
at a local theatre. It was a great part‑time job that my Sponsor got
me while I was going to school. A little while later, my son's kinder‑
garten teacher asked him to draw a picture of what his mother did
for work. He drew a picture of me making pancakes for Al‑Anon!
To this day I have never made pancakes for Al‑Anon, but he knew
what was important to me—service in Al‑Anon.
For me, not standing still means, “What can I do today to be of
service?” I learned in these rooms that those who are happy are
those who have learned to serve. So how can I sum up my life in
Al‑Anon in a few short words? All I can tell you is that you took a
young, broken, angry and painfully shy girl in your arms and loved
her when she couldn't love herself. You gave me the courage to
face my fears, the dignity to learn from my mistakes and the wisdom
of when to speak my truth. You gave me the grace to let the beauty
of my heart shine through. I got that courage, dignity, wisdom and
grace from you. Thank you for walking this journey with me.

Marilyn M., West Virginia

My involvement in service work started very early in my jour‑
ney with this wonderful program. I had been going to meetings for
about two months when someone at a meeting was talking about
an upcoming Fall Assembly; they asked me if I wanted to go. All I
heard was “Road Trip,” so off I went.
During the two‑hour car ride, the members were talking about
another member. They talked about her sense of humor, how she
had helped so many people in the program as a Sponsor, the fun
skits they had done at Assemblies, the love, peace and serenity she
had shared with others and the fact that she was a past Delegate,
whatever that was! I couldn’t wait to meet her.
Then they talked about everyone going to the funeral home to
pay their respects to the family of this wonderful woman. She had
passed away a few days before. I don’t remember much about the
actual Assembly, but I remember going to the funeral home with a
group of people I barely knew to meet a bunch of strangers. The
love and acceptance that I found there was amazing. Everyone
was hugging, laughing and crying. Her family was so grateful for all
Al‑Anon had done for them.
You see, my partner of ten years had recently found sobriety and
recovery in Alcoholics Anonymous. That was what I had always
hoped for, but I was still miserable.
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Those members of Al‑Anon had welcomed and accepted me in a
way most of society hadn’t. They understood just what I was feel‑
ing. They invited me into every part of this amazing program. They
wanted me to see and experience service to others in its purest
form. Their only objective in service was to make sure this program
was available to everyone, everywhere no matter what kind of re‑
lationship they were in.
That was the day that I decided that Al‑Anon was a program I
needed to commit to. Al‑Anon needed me to step up to service, get
a Sponsor, work the Steps, get involved, be welcoming to anyone
who walked through that door for the first time or found their way
back after an absence.
Service has given me so much more than I can ever repay: I am a
better daughter, sister, partner and friend through Al‑Anon’s teachings.
I would like to thank that member, whom I never met but have
benefited from, because of her service and a life lived in Al‑Anon’s
Steps, Traditions and Concepts of Service.

Don B., Wisconsin and the Upper
Peninsula of Michigan

This challenge of sharing for three minutes is a new one for me.
So, let's talk about challenges, in life and in Al‑Anon.
In my life there were many challenges—growing up in a home
where alcohol was the contributing factor in all that was done.
Work, play, where we lived, everything was dominated by my dad's
drinking. I remember many loud arguments about who was with
whom in the tavern the night before. One time I tried to get in the
middle and was pushed out of the way. That's the day I found my
Higher Power. My parents divorced, and we moved in with my
grandparents on my uncle's dairy farm. These were good years
till my mom died of cancer. My brother and I went to live with our
dad and stepmother. She was a good woman, but my dad's drinking
was his priority. Again, I was in this craziness of living with an ac‑
tive alcoholic. I could tell he was proud of me with my drinking and
smoking at 16 years old—following in his footsteps.
Growing up in a home where nothing was ever good enough, I
became a perfectionist. In my adult life I worked for a home builder
and quickly became the foreman, perfecting my skill as a carpenter.
I joined the Army Reserve and went to Drill Sergeant School and
became a leader of men. With the barking of one word, 120 men
would snap to attention.
I married and had expectations of a wonderful life and family.
Things quickly unraveled, however. My wife was an alcoholic. We
divorced, and the alcoholism led indirectly to her death.
I found Al‑Anon in 1984. Al‑Anon saved my life and gave me life.
I was blessed to have great Al‑Anon friends who were willing to
help someone who didn't feel deserving. I was encouraged to work
the program and supported along the way. After many years of
struggling with the program, my life started to get better and bet‑
ter. I wasn't sure I was ready, but an opportunity came up when I
asked, "What is a GR?" I was told, "You are!" My service journey had
started. I continued to move forward with each new challenge. The
excitement of helping others and personal growth kept me wanting
more. I stand here as the outgoing Delegate for Wisconsin and the
Upper Peninsula of Michigan. I feel a great sense of pride in what
I have accomplished and the life that I now live. I feel the love and
caring of the fellowship. I'm not sure where I will go from here but I
do know this: In Al‑Anon, there is no standing still!
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INTERNATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
Gabriela O., Mexico | Ann W., Denmark

Gabriela O., Mexico

My name is Gabriela, and I am a member of Al‑Anon Family
Groups. It is a great honor to be here, and it makes me so happy
to participate for the first time in this Conference. It is a dream that
has come true.
As the wife of an alcoholic, I lived in constant drama by trying
to get sobriety in my home; it did not come until some years later. I
isolated my family because of the shame this situation implied. My
first son was the focus of all my frustration. I demanded that he be
a perfect student, and I made him behave like an adult although he
was still a child.
My children had a mother at home, but at the same time their
mom was absent. I spent many years living this way; it gave me
feelings of guilt and sadness until I heard Al‑Anon’s message. Sur‑
prisingly I found joyful, smiling, peaceful people within a secure,
harmonious and reliable atmosphere. I found out that every session
in Al‑Anon stimulates and renews the people who attend regularly.
My children grew up and new experiences came along. As par‑
ents in recovery, it was hard for us to admit that a young member
in our family had a drinking problem, and another process began.
There was fear, guilt and so much pain. The experience caused us to
practice detachment and make realistic and objective decisions. My
daughter left home at the age of 17. After a month we heard news
from her. Her illness was progressing. I confirmed that every member
of the family that lives with an alcoholic is affected. We as parents
and my children as well. So we attended our meetings to avoid going
crazy. In the group we found understanding, strength and courage to
keep going. I asked God so many times, why my daughter? Why us?
The answer came along later on, and it was: Why not?
I remember those first prayers to God, asking Him for help. He
guided my steps to an Al‑Anon meeting and got me into service,
where I have learned a lot. I have not left service since I started
this spiritual path.
Today I am part of the Board of Trustees in the General Service
Office (GSO) in Mexico. That has made me conscious of the big re‑
sponsibility of this service. I am glad to let you know that our fellow‑
ship in Mexico has grown. We now have 3,049 Al‑Anon groups and
486 Alateen in 38 Zones. Therefore, contributions have increased.
We have 16 employees, including the Manager. Currently, our asso‑
ciation is listed in the Service Tax Administration with a tax‑exempt
status for the distribution of our literature. The directory of groups
online has improved.
We are creating and updating support materials for service.
This year we started with the implementation of the National Proj‑
ect, “Healthy Groups,” which consists of Trustees visiting a Zone
of each one of the Panels, taking with them a specific agenda. A
symposium aimed at professionals was held in March. It was or‑
ganized by the GSO's Public Outreach Committee. This Committee
also organized the first edition of the magazine “Facing Alcohol‑
ism Together,” which is directed at professionals. It was organized
by the GSO´s Public Outreach Committee. Inquiries addressed to
the Policy Committee decreased considerably; that´s a sign that
groups are learning how to resolve conflicts. We are continuing
with the project “Al‑Anon Is Spoken Here,” which helps us counter
external influences on our groups.
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We keep fostering Task Forces. In July we will hold a Regional
Seminar of Service in the State of Chihuahua. Each year in Sep‑
tember we hold the “National Week: Get To Know Al‑Anon and Ala‑
teen," where intensive Public Outreach work is done. In October we
will hold the 28th Simultaneous National Congress, whose goal is to
celebrate the anniversary of the GSO and at the same time promote
the unity of Al‑Anon through a simultaneous meeting across the
entire country, strengthening our love and gratitude.
Thank God for letting me be at this WSC, for letting me meet you
all. And thank you to you all for listening to me.

Ann W., Denmark

My name is Ann, and I’m a grateful member of the worldwide
fellowship of Al‑Anon. I bring you greetings of love and fellowship
from Al‑Anon members in Denmark.
I attended my first Al‑Anon meeting in August 2010. The start of
that year had presented me with a failed relationship that had been
extremely emotionally abusive. For the first time in my life, I knew I
needed help; I had become aware of the constant emotional pain I
was living in. A.A. and Al‑Anon members at our church shared their
friendship and stories with me during that year, and I am forever
grateful to them for doing Twelfth Step work with me, inviting me
to Al‑Anon meetings and taking me to those meetings when I was
ready.
The home I grew up in did not have alcohol present. This fact
confused me at first, coming to Al‑Anon. However, from the first
meeting I attended, I knew I had come to the right place for help.
Somehow, my heart understood everything that was shared by the
other members! I did not have the words myself, but I recognized
every single situation put into words by these members. I had been
asking the God of my understanding to provide me with a toolbox—
to give me hope. In that first meeting I felt Him saying to me: “This
is the toolbox. Find someone to show you how to use these tools.”
And so, I found my first Sponsor and started working the Steps.
Later, I learned that my father was the child of an alcoholic. My
paternal grandfather died of the disease, completely estranged
from his family after abandoning them years before. My paternal
grandmother was addicted to prescription medication. I remember
seeing her kitchen cabinets filled to the brim with “medical sup‑
plies,” as she would call it. My father and his siblings called her
“the hypochondriac” behind her back. It was not meant affection‑
ately.
Growing up, our home had a constant atmosphere of suppressed
anger, striving, very strict rules and the threat of severe punishment
from my father when he was not blindly obeyed. There was a lot
of emotional abuse in our home. Both my parents were workahol‑
ics and pursuing their individual careers was their first priority. My
father’s behavior was always a source of great confusion to me. He
never touched alcohol and I remember his look of disgust watching
neighbors having a single beer. But some years ago I found out,
with the help of A.A. friends, that my father’s behavior was that of
a dry drunk.
Al‑Anon has taught me I always have choices and that I am never
stuck in a situation. I found friends and a family amongst members.
I sense my Higher Power still stretching me each day; our relation‑
ship has deepened in ways I never knew existed. I am never alone
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and I know that when I feel fear, He is right beside me, supporting
me. I love that there is always more to learn; there is always a rea‑
son to walk in.
My first Sponsor very quickly encouraged me to do service work
in my home group. Today, I see what an impact in my recovery that
made. I continue to do the same with the women I sponsor.
In 2015 I was elected as an International Delegate. I sort of stum‑
bled into this position of doing national service work. Today I know
it was my Higher Power giving me a loving push in combination
with my fellow International Delegate, who saw potential in me. I
have become convinced of the importance of service and of putting
the common welfare first. For me, it is the way into the fellowship
and further recovery. I experience the connectedness and peace
of being part of the unity. I learn to use Al‑Anon tools and principles
in all areas of my life.
Al‑Anon Denmark has 43 meetings nationally. In the capital of
Copenhagen there is one English‑speaking meeting and one Ice‑
landic‑speaking meeting as well. In the Faroe Islands there are two
meetings, and in Greenland, four meetings. Sadly, we have only one
Alateen meeting at the moment.
We do not have a physical GSO or paid Staff members. All ser‑
vice is provided by Volunteers/members, from answering the phone
helpline to sending literature. Denmark is a small country and so
we do not have Districts or Areas in our Structure. We have eight
working committees plus one ad hoc committee working to rede‑
sign our website in 2018.
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The Danish Service Structure meets twice every year at service
meetings; one of these, called the Service Conference, includes
all Group Representatives. This annual meeting is the final deci‑
sion‑making body for the Danish Al‑Anon Structure.
In order to make administrative decisions more quickly, in 2010
we created an equivalent to a General Service Board, called
Hovedservicerådet or HSR, which consists of at least one Repre‑
sentative of each of our working and ad hoc committees plus the
International Delegates. The HSR meets at least four times a year.
We are working to encourage and attract more Al‑Anon mem‑
bers to service, as well as to attract new members and inform the
public of Al‑Anon in Denmark. Our coming re‑designed website is
a big part of this effort.
There’s no telling where service work will lead you! I am grate‑
ful for being here with you. And I am grateful to Al‑Anon Denmark
for sending me, for having enthusiastic confidence in me. Many of
them told me that they were excited to hear my experiences from
this trip; I cannot wait to share everything I have learned with them.
Thank you for your love and friendship.
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OPENING DINNER SPEAKER
Marsha W., Director of Programs

When I decided to walk through the doors of Al‑Anon in 1988, I
had no idea that my decision would mark the beginning of the life
changes I needed to become the person I had always imagined
myself as. I wanted to feel genuine joy, make my own choices and
understand how to cope with everyday problems in my life without
feeling like I was always in a crisis. Much of my life before Al‑Anon
was spent trying to find the right words, right thoughts, right per‑
son, place or the thing that I believed would magically help me un‑
derstand what to do! I always thought that all the answers I was
looking for would come from any place other than me.
I was born with childhood asthma and I was treated like I would
break at any given moment in time. I was constantly being told,
"Don’t run," "Don’t jump too much," "Button up your coat and put on a
hat; you don’t want to bring on an asthma attack." So naturally I fol‑
lowed directions and I learned to take on the fears of those around
me. Because of the constant attention, I was very spoiled and I
believed and acted like I was the only granddaughter and niece
on both sides of my family. However, I did have approximately 17
cousins because both of my parents came from very large families.
During the earlier years of my life, I remember feeling very secure
because my parents were so protective of me. I also felt isolated a
lot during that time, so I learned how to amuse myself with books
and TV. I escaped through books, which fed my vivid imagination.
When I watched TV, I would fantasize that my life was the same as
the characters’ in the shows I watched. For instance, I created an
older brother and sister for myself like the character, Cathy, had in
the TV program "Father Knows Best"! So, when my little sister came
along, I remember staring at her in my mom’s arms while they were
both in my parent’s bed and not feeling anything but threatened! In
my seven‑year‑old mind everyone seemed to make so much over
her and I felt left out—on the outside looking in. This feeling stayed
with me for a very long time.
My father was the baby in a family of nine. His mother had a
stroke after having him. He told me that he felt responsible for her
stroke from the time he could remember. He shared with me a story
from when he was nine or ten years old. Because his dad was al‑
ways working and his siblings were older, if he was outside playing
he would stop and go home to see if his mom needed to go to the
bathroom, because she was wheelchair‑bound after her stroke.
She died when he was 13. My father’s oldest brother, who was de‑
scribed as the golden child of the family, also died of the disease of
alcoholism during his formative years. So, in my opinion these two
incidences in my father’s life taught him how to take very good care
of us. However, these significant losses for him also caused him to
be emotionally unavailable at times; his fears drove his suffocating
over‑protectiveness towards us.
My mother came from a family of seven and she was next to the
baby. Her parents divorced because of my grandfather’s alcohol‑
ism when she was around two years old. She never had a good
relationship with her father when she was coming up. She has
shared that she was angry with him and blamed him because her
mother had to work so hard to keep a roof over their heads.
My parents have known each other since they were kids. My
mom shared with me that she admired my father because he was
so responsible in taking care of his mother. I’m sure it was one of
the reasons she married him. She credits my father with teaching
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her the value of family. My mother was a stay‑at‑home mom and
decided to go to nursing school shortly after my sister was born.
This decision caused much tension in our household; my father did
not want her to work. She seemed determined even though it went
against his wishes. Her decision caused a battle of wills. So, al‑
though we were always financially secure and there was no physi‑
cal abuse, emotionally I never knew from one day to the next what
to expect at home; one parent was always verbally attacking the
other and the other would always react. I grew up listening to those
arguments, experiencing feelings of anxiety and fear and listening
for the outcome. I never felt like I had anyone I could share these
feelings with; the only people I wanted to talk to about my feel‑
ings were my parents, but they were unavailable. I think I made the
decision that they could not handle my feelings about their argu‑
ments, so I buried them.
In my mind, my teen years were horrible, but outwardly I’m sure
I presented differently. My feelings of isolation, of not feeling a part
of, seemed to blossom even more. Now I also added not feeling
pretty or smart enough. I began to select friends based on their
popularity and intellect. Somehow I thought I could hide out in a
group that had what I thought I lacked. I fell short in my own eyes,
comparing myself to everyone. I did discover early on that I had
one talent that got a lot of attention—I could make people laugh!
So that was my role. I became the comedian in the group. I also
learned to use this skill when the opportunities arose at home. I dis‑
covered that when I told jokes or acted silly, I seemed to have some
measure of control—I could make my parents laugh. Sometimes it
worked, and though many times it did not, I began to take this on as
my caretaking role for them.
Fantasy in many ways became more realistic than real life. I once
told a cousin that a boy she knew was my boyfriend. I shared with
her details about our relationship and she totally believed me, until
one day she asked him about something I mentioned to her and he
told her he did not even know me! She was so angry with me be‑
cause she was embarrassed. Instead of being upset because I was
caught in a lie, I continued holding on to this fantasy. My fantasies
felt more comfortable than living in the real world.
When I graduated from high school, I did not think that I was
good enough to go to college. I had dreamed, however, of moving
away from home. I made the decision to go to a career college,
which was really an all‑girls prep school. I was living in Washing‑
ton, DC in 1969 and there was a lot of excitement during that time in
the city! There were protests and demonstrations going on almost
every day! I was living in an apartment with three other girls. Our
school dorm was an apartment complex with a security guard. It
was one of the reasons why my parents agreed to let me go to this
school. We had one bedroom that had two sets of bunk beds, a din‑
ing/living room, a kitchen and one bathroom. At the time I continued
putting on a façade with others that I was more mature than my 18
years. I’m sure that they saw right through me but, in my mind, I
was street savvy and wise. Then late one night I woke up because
I heard a scuffle in the alley outside of our bedroom window. I was
the one that got hysterical and started crying and my roommates
had to calm me down! Initially I wanted to call my parents and go
home after this incident, but my roommates convinced me not to
do that. I think it was the first time that I had ever revealed my true
feelings to someone.
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While at this school I met a young man who later became my boy‑
friend at one of our dances. He attended a nearby university, ran
track, was very straight‑laced and respectful. He had aspirations of
becoming a doctor. I could not seem to really care for him. I found
him too serious and boring! After I broke up with him, I met another
young man who was cute, didn’t know what he wanted to be and
was not that interested in me. I found him exciting and mysterious
and I fantasized every day about him! I would discover after doing
many inventories in Al‑Anon, that this was the type of personality I
was most attracted to. If they were emotionally unavailable to me
and had an addictive personality, I was drawn to them like a magnet.
After completing my studies at this school, I decided that I want‑
ed to apply to a four‑year college. I returned home and lived with
my parents and worked. During that year, I found I truly hated living
back at home. I had lived with three other people and during our
time together, we never seemed to experience the tensions I felt
in my parent’s household. While living away I had learned how to
communicate better with people that were initially strangers and I
felt safer around each of them to be myself.
My mom was working full‑time as a nurse by then. She and my
father seemed to be fighting even more and my sister, who was
around 12 years old, had begun getting into trouble. She was in‑
volved in fights with classmates a lot. She did not appear to be living
in a fantasy world; she was angry. Where I tried to keep my parents
in check with humor, she seemed to do everything in her power to
keep things upset. I would try to talk to her, but she wouldn’t hear
me because I was older. She flexed her independence early on.
When she was old enough to get a job at 14½ and a driver’s permit
at 15, she did. She had gone to our priest and asked him to talk to
our parents when she was 13 years old because she believed she
was old enough to date and she wanted to change the rules! I, on
the other hand, followed the rules. I did not have my first date until
I was 16, got my first job at 19, and did not get my driver’s license
until I was 21. So, although I was back home, I was looking forward
to leaving as soon as possible.
I began putting in applications and was fortunate enough to re‑
ceive (early on) an acceptance to a school that I really wanted to at‑
tend. I wanted to attend this school because one of my roommates
from my previous school also applied. Although we were never
roommates at this school, we remained friends for all four years.
My freshman year was very positive, and for the first time I felt
like I made the best decision for me. There was pressure to declare
a major, but I was not sure what I wanted to do, so I selected some‑
thing that I thought would not be that challenging. When I shared
what I selected with my sociology professor, he tried to challenge
me by saying I came to school to major in a hobby! I was horrified
at his remark but deep down I knew he was right. I had decided on
this major because I knew I would be successful.
During the first semester of my sophomore year, I decided to
pledge a sorority; I made this decision based on how I thought the
group presented themselves around campus. This was a popular
sorority; I selected them because I still believed I had to align my‑
self with the right group. When I was accepted on the fall line, I
was happy and content with all my choices for the moment…Until
the second semester of my sophomore year when I met him, the
boy that would later become my husband. With him, my life would
become an emotional roller coaster again and I would be caught up
in a whirlwind that I would later understand was alcoholism.
He was from the same city where we attended school. He was so
cute, smart, a football player who had received a full scholarship.
When we met he was trying to decide whether he was going to
Summary 2018

keep the scholarship because he was unhappy that he was not al‑
lowed to play the position he preferred—quarterback. During high
school he had been an All‑American star quarterback. He made
the decision to give up the scholarship and get a job to continue
school. I admired this decision. I thought it showed him to be a re‑
sponsible person. I chose to overlook the fact that there were tell‑
tale signs early on that indicated he abused drugs and alcohol. He
once told me he enjoyed getting high so much that if he could look
at something to get high, he would try it! Many years later I realized
that this should have been my sign to exit this relationship, but I
thought he was exciting and was willing to live on the edge and try
something that I would not or could not ever do. I drank with him
and I realized early on my drinking was a little different than his. I
was never comfortable being drunk, especially with him because I
didn’t like the feeling of not being in control.
Although we had fun in the beginning, I got sicker and sicker in
the relationship. I was always feeling insecure when he was not
around. I found myself becoming more obsessed with him and his
behavior. Once I ended up in our school infirmary because one
night, I was laying in my bed and my bed felt like it was spinning; I
had not had anything to drink and I could not figure out what was
wrong. They kept me overnight for observation but could not find
anything. They suggested that maybe it was stress related because
of classes, but I really knew it was because of our relationship.
However, I was not willing to break up with him because I just knew
that I was good for him. After about a year and a half together, he
broke it off with me. I was devastated. I believed that he did not give
our relationship the opportunity to grow. And when he showed up
in my life ten years later, I married him because I was not finished.
During the time we were broken up, we had no contact. He had
married, had a child, divorced and gotten a law degree. I had gone
back to my parent’s home after graduation, gotten a job, been in
two bad relationships—both with alcoholics, and was trying to fig‑
ure out what to do with the rest of my life. The story goes: he called,
I answered, and we were married within seven months.
Within two months of our marriage, I knew that that decision was
the biggest mistake of my life. I was finding liquor bottles in draw‑
ers. Sometimes when we kissed in the morning I thought I tasted
liquor. I had developed headaches and was ashamed to let anyone
know how miserable and unhappy I was. I didn’t want to tell my
parents; I knew my father would tell me to come back home and
at this point in my life that was not the path I wanted to take. I did
not want to tell any of my friends because I was ashamed; it was
important for me to keep up appearances—after all I was a new‑
lywed! When I walked through the doors of Al‑Anon almost eight
months later, I was confused, depressed and mentally beaten down
by this disease.
My first meeting was at a treatment center. I chose this location
because I did not want anyone that I knew to see me. (Now I was
living five hours away from where I grew up so there was a slim
chance that I would run in to anyone.) When I entered the room, I
saw a huge round table with chairs. I found a space and one of the
women came up behind me, hugged my shoulders and kissed me
on my cheek. She said, "Welcome to Al‑Anon," and I began to cry.
I know those were tears of relief because I felt someone cared.
I don’t remember much about what was said that night, but I do
remember I felt peace while I was there. At some point I heard
someone share that they had been coming to Al‑Anon for over 20
years and I remember thinking with horror that she must be a slow
learner. So my solution was to buy all the books on the table before
I left; I was determined to read each one of them to find the an‑
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swers to our problem, and quick. Even though I heard that night, "In
Al‑Anon we learn to keep the focus on ourselves," I did not believe
that was true for me. He was the one with the problem. My plans
were to come no more than a year, which I thought would give me
enough time to learn all I needed to—and it will be 30 years this
August since I made the decision to Keep Coming Back!
Although I chose to stay in Al‑Anon, I did not initially consider
that decision as a positive one: My marriage came to an end and
I was devastated for a long time. I expected Al‑Anon to save my
marriage. It didn’t. But when it was evident the marriage was over, I
knew instinctively that if I didn’t remain in the program, I was bound
to continue the same behaviors that had me in emotional turmoil
most of my life. My Sponsor encouraged me into service when she
said, "Don’t just be around the program; get in the program." For
those words and her support, I am forever grateful!
Service, for me, was my lifesaver. In service I learned how to
listen, to communicate and to respect opinions that were different
from mine and I also found a God of my understanding. I learned
to trust my Sponsor and the people in my home group. When I re‑
turned from the District meetings they wanted to hear what I had to
say. They listened attentively and showed me the love and fellow‑
ship that I had not ever experienced outside of the meeting rooms.
I can honestly say in Al‑Anon I grew up. I learned to be myself and
you accepted me, warts and all! As I recovered in the program, I
realized service was my way to give back after having received so
much. Little did I know that my willingness to serve would give me
the opportunity to work at the World Service Office and attend 21
World Service Conferences.
When I attended my first World Service Conference in 1997, I re‑
ported to the Conference in my role as the Associate Director—In‑
ternational that correspondence received from Russian members
(at that time) indicated that because of the "Adopt a Russian Group"
project, they were learning so much about the program. I could
have never imagined I would have had this opportunity in 1990, as I
sat in the District meeting; we listened to the thank‑you letter read
to us by our District Representative from members in a group in
Russia, thanking us for literature that we had sent to them under
this same program. Wow!
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In 2002 our Conference theme was "Al‑Anon’s Image in a Chang‑
ing World: Anonymity—Not Invisibility." I participated in a work‑
shop where we discussed whether anonymity and invisibility were
synonymous, and we discussed ways to help Al‑Anon become
more visible to those who needed it without breaking Al‑Anon’s
Tradition of anonymity.
At our 2007 World Service Conference, the Alateen Traditions
became Conference approved. At this Conference, there were re‑
quests to give the Alateen Traditions the same status as the Ala‑
teen Legacies. Having been an Alateen Sponsor at one time, I was
thrilled to be present when this was approved.
And then at the 2010 Conference I had the opportunity to witness
the changing of the names of four Areas (Alabama, New Mexico,
Manitoba, and Wisconsin). Each had requested a name change so
the groups and/or Districts of adjoining Areas that had been ac‑
cepted into their Assembly would feel recognized as a part of the
Area that they served. The Areas requested that the Conference
approve these name changes. As a result, the Conference ap‑
proved the four Areas, which became Alabama/Northwest Florida,
New Mexico/El Paso, Manitoba/Northwest Ontario, Wisconsin and
the Upper Peninsula of Michigan.
For many, many years my decision to walk through the door of
that long‑ago Al‑Anon meeting has taken me places I would never
have imagined—the Assemblies, Conventions, World Service Con‑
ferences, Regional Service Seminars, TEAM Events and the oppor‑
tunity to travel and work with members in international communi‑
ties!
When I received this invitation to share with you, I felt grateful
and humbled at the same time. Those old feelings of fear and isola‑
tion came back, like they sometimes do initially when I’m asked to
step outside my comfort zone. Then I focused on our theme this
year, "Al‑Anon—There is no standing still!" And I am forever grate‑
ful that because of the experience, strength, hope, and love I’ve
received in this fellowship, I can’t stand still. And neither can you!
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My name is Rachelle C., Panel 56 Delegate for Minnesota North
Area. I am a very grateful member of the worldwide fellowship of
Al‑Anon Family Groups. The word “gratitude” does not seem big
enough to describe the gift that each of us in this room has been
given. Here, as we stand on the shoulders of those who have gone
before us in the service of our fellowship, I am deeply humbled by
the opportunity to share my spiritual journey with you.
I was raised in a safe, loving and nurturing home, the fifth child
of nine. My parents were not alcoholics, but they had experienced
the effects of alcoholism in previous generations. Although alcohol
was not present, the family disease was alive and well in our home.
But we did not recognize it. We did not talk about it, and we had no
tools to soften its impact.
I left home the day after high school, joined the Navy and married
a nice sailor at the age of 23. He had a few rough edges—drank
a bit too much—but I was sure I could make him into the perfect
partner. We fit together like pieces of a puzzle. He needed me and
I knew he would never leave me; I was the fixer and he was my
project.
In our first years of marriage, I began to notice things in my hus‑
band that I was “disappointed with,” things that put a chink in my
plan for how life was supposed to be. I began a subtle campaign
to change him into the husband I thought he should be—the father
my children deserved. I had all the answers if he would just follow
my lead. I tried to “model” the right behavior. Watch me, this is how
you get into college (as I filled out both our applications). Watch
me, this is how you get a job, keep a job, don’t do drugs, don’t raise
your voice, don’t drink when you know you always get drunk, etc.,
etc., etc...
I’ll share with you one small vignette that happened ten years into
our marriage that I think captures the state of our relationship, and
the hold alcoholism had on both of us. My husband was traveling
to and from California for his job and we were living in upstate New
York. I was in a car accident on my way to pick up our two‑year‑old
from daycare. I was eight‑and‑a‑half months pregnant. The car
was totaled. I broke my arm and several ribs and was very lucky
the baby wasn’t seriously injured. I rode in the ambulance alone
to the hospital and called a friend to come and be with me. They
released me from the hospital about eight hours later and I had my
friend drive me directly from the hospital to the airport so I could
be standing at the gate when he got off the plane. Pregnant with
my broken arm in a sling, I knew I looked very traumatized—clearly
a damsel in distress. This time will be different, I thought. This will
get his attention. I know he loves me, I know he is a good man and
I know he wants this baby.
But alcoholism had a different idea, and it had a grip on my hus‑
band that I could not compete with. He came off the plane that night
after having cocktails all the way from California to New York. He
did not see a damsel in distress. He saw an obstacle to what he
needed. He was mad because I did not have a rental car and he
was annoyed that my friend was with me. I don’t remember him
even asking if I was alright. Once again, I was hurt, confused and
embarrassed. I felt like I must be doing something wrong.
And life continued. We relocated to California once the baby was
born. I felt isolated and vulnerable. For the first time in our mar‑
riage, I was not working and I was dependent on his job and in‑
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come. I was spiritually blank. I believed in God, it just did not cross
my mind that God could help me with the problems my husband
was causing. I was angry and resentful. I thought, he’s a selfish
jerk who lacks willpower; he just doesn’t care. I was sure he was
the problem.
An incident happened at work and my husband was sent to treat‑
ment by his employer. During treatment they asked each of us what
we needed from the other. I can’t remember what I asked for, but I
remember clearly what he said. He said it was too much pressure
on him to carry all the responsibility for supporting our family. He
asked me to go back to work. I remember thinking, “I knew I should
have never given up control.”
And then, the miracle started to happen for me. A counselor told
me I needed to go to Al‑Anon and I did. My education in the disease
of alcoholism, the impact on the family and the idea that I could be‑
gin to get better even if my husband did not sank in very gradually.
I held on to Al‑Anon the way a drowning person clings to the
side of a life raft. I used the tools of detachment, boundaries and
powerlessness. I felt a great weight lifted when I truly accepted the
idea that I could not “fix” my husband. Over the next 12 years he
relapsed four times. We had periods of sobriety and calm, followed
by crises, relapse and tremendous feelings of shame and foolish‑
ness on my part because I did not leave him. Once again I bought
into the promises of “this time will be different.” I was hanging on,
but I was not in recovery. I showed up for meetings, but I did not get
a Sponsor and I never really worked the Steps.
I took back control and jumped into my career. I told myself I had
to support my family, I had to take care of everything. I became
numb and moved through the motions of life on automatic. I used
all my emotional energy out in the world trying to make it look like
things were okay. When I returned to my family I could not muster
any feelings. I was exhausted physically, mentally and emotionally.
I was finally ready to surrender. With the courage and grace of my
Higher Power, I got a restraining order. It’s the hardest thing I have
ever done. I believed at that time that if I did not take care of my
husband, he would die. My best hope was that he ended up in a
homeless shelter and someone there would care for him. For the
first time in our 22‑year marriage, I accepted the fact that my hus‑
band was powerless over this disease. Even though I had been in
Al‑Anon for years, deep down I never accepted his powerlessness.
I thought if I was an alcoholic I would go to treatment, I would take
action, I would fix this. This time, I saw clearly that he had been
powerless to make those choices.
Yet, I had choices. I chose to take care of myself and my children
and put my husband in God’s care. I sat on the grass at a roadside
park the day the sheriff was at our house removing my husband. For
the first time I could remember, I prayed for the strength to follow
through and not jump in one more time to save him. I asked God to
help him because I could not and I asked God to help me be strong
for my children.
I had finally accepted Step One. I was powerless. My husband
was killing himself in our home and I was providing the resources
to allow this to happen. My children were being held hostage in the
grips of alcoholism and I did have the power to help them escape.
And then, the miracle happened. My husband found sobriety and
recovery in the rooms of Alcoholics Anonymous (A.A.). I finally got
out of the way and he did not die. He lived, he thrived and he began
to become a different person without me.
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My husband, my problem, was out of the picture, taking care of
himself and I had lost my mission in life—“to get my husband under
control.” I was drifting and realized I had hit my bottom. I needed
something more than my alcoholic out of my house and a weekly
Al‑Anon meeting. I needed recovery, too.
I began to listen to Al‑Anon speakers, found a new meeting, got
a Sponsor, worked the Steps and began my own recovery journey. I
let go of my ego, my need to control, the idea that I always had to be
right and I always had to be perfect. I was open to accepting that a
Power greater than me was at work and I was hopeful that I could
become a different kind of person. A person who was happy, grate‑
ful. A person able to enjoy life, accept love and give love to others.
A person who was not numb and frightened, angry and resentful.
Because of the recovery we found in A.A. and Al‑Anon, my hus‑
band and I were able to come back together as a family. Our life
was not perfect; our children both struggled with drug and alcohol
use during their teen years, and I had to accept that even though
I was in Al‑Anon, we had raised two adult children impacted by
alcoholism.
My husband always said that Al‑Anon saved his life because
it gave me the courage to take away the safety net that had kept
him from hitting his bottom. I say A.A. gave me my life because I
watched my husband who I had totally given up on, start to recover
and become a different person, work the Steps, believe in a Higher
Power and live life spiritually awake. I wanted what he had.
For the next 17 years we lived by the same rule book. The spiri‑
tual principles and Legacies of our programs and the guidance of
a Higher Power became the foundation for our lives. We kept up
a happy cadence of meetings, Sponsors, Sponsees, Steps, Tradi‑
tions, service, fellowship, work and family. Our children married and
brought spouses and grandchildren into our lives. We were living in
a pocket of deep gratitude and contentment. We knew how lucky
we were. Daily we enjoyed the gifts of the people and experiences
God brought to our lives. We were “on the road to happy destiny.”
Then, one afternoon in May 2016, just a few weeks after I re‑
turned from my first World Service Conference, my husband suf‑
fered a massive heart attack and died. He was 61 years old. He was
teaching me to tile a backsplash in a house we were renovating
together. He went home to shower and get ready to go to an A.A.
meeting and then he was gone.
Grief for me was like a tsunami that knocked me right over. I went
into a fog that protected me from really understanding and feel‑
ing the immensity of what had just happened. I was numb again,
but it was a comforting numbness. I learned to look at that fog as
a gift from my Higher Power, helping me to deal with just what I
could, just a little at a time. I clung to the protective bubble of shock,
trauma, and grief.
For the first time in my life, I was unable to lead, to control, to
decide, to function. I had a very limited capacity to pay attention
to anyone or anything, and I instinctively knew that whatever emo‑
tional strength I had needed to be reserved for my children, who
were also reeling from the loss of their father.
Yet, in the midst of this great sorrow and grief, I understood for
the first time what it meant to be lifted in love, what it meant to be
carried in the hearts of so many people. I was able to totally sur‑
render to my Higher Power with the assurance that I was power‑
less and that my plan for life was not needed. I was surely not in
control; I had struggled my entire life to feel worthy, to feel that
others would love me unconditionally, and here in this moment of
unimaginable grief, I knew with absolute certainty that I was loved.
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That I was alive, that my husband was no longer here in his body,
but was still here with me in his spirit. I was not alone.
My mom died six months later. The two people in my life that I
looked to for guidance, acceptance, companionship and support
were gone just like that. I totally let go in a way I never had before.
Even in recovery, I liked to keep my public image “buttoned up.” I
didn’t like being needy or looking needy. I was the helper, not the
one who needed help. After losing both my husband and my mother,
I just could not get too “buttoned up” anymore. I had to let others
help me pick up the pieces I dropped and learn it was okay to be
vulnerable. I could cry and then catch my breath and then go on
until the next wave hit me. I understood and accepted that deep
sorrow only comes from deep love.
It’s now been almost two years since my husband passed. On my
good days, I watch my life from the vantage point of my soul sitting
with my Higher Power. Like watching a movie, I am involved, I am
interested, I need to do the foot work, but I don’t have to worry.
I don’t have to figure out the right plan, the perfect plan. I don’t
have to make anything happen. My life is truly in my Higher Power’s
hands. Today, I assume the people I love may not have the capacity
to change and I focus on what choices I have, to take care of my‑
self and leave them in the hands of their own Higher Power.
Today I have a different kind of contentment. It is tinged with
sadness, yet I am still grateful and excited and happy most days. I
know I am loved and that fills me with a sense of purpose. I am sur‑
rounded by family and friends. I have the joy of spending time with
my grandchildren and passing on to them the gifts I have received.
I have the capacity to be of service to others and the guidance of
the program of recovery so freely given to me in Al‑Anon. There
is important work to be done. There is no standing still if we want
Al‑Anon to be here for those that come after us. I am filled with hu‑
mility, gratitude and wonder that I can have a small part in sharing
our message of help and hope to ease the suffering of the world.
One person at a time.

Eloy M., Panel 56, Colorado

My name is Eloy M. I am sponsored, my Sponsor is sponsored,
and I sponsor others. I have been attending Al‑Anon meetings for
12 years, nine months and 26 days.
My beautiful bride is here tonight. As you can see, I married up!
We were married June 11, 1995. I remember that day. It had been
a rainy spring. It had been drizzling every afternoon for the past
couple of weeks. The morning of our wedding, you know what I
did? I went out to breakfast by myself. I had a nice leisurely break‑
fast, and looked forward to what the day was going to bring. I knew
where I was supposed to stand and what I was supposed to say.
Between my bride, her mom and her daughter, there was very little
for me to do. I knew nothing was going to stop me from marrying
her that day. I was 43 years old and still single—I’d never married.
But all my life I looked forward to being married, having a home and
a family. My bride was a package deal. She had two teenage chil‑
dren. Even the weather wasn’t going to stop me from marrying her.
The afternoon cleared up. The sun broke through by the time wed‑
ding guests were arriving. The music that played as she walked
down the aisle announced my bride’s arrival into my life.
Ten years later, almost to the day, on Monday, June 20, 2005, I
had just gotten home from work. I grabbed something off the stove
for supper and I sat down by myself to watch the news. My wife
and I had been drifting apart the past several months and I knew it.
I hadn’t done anything to address it. Then she came over to where
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I was watching the news and said, “It’s over. I want a divorce...
There’s no talking; pack a bag and leave.”
Let me back up a little; I grew up in northern New Mexico as did
my parents, grandparents, great grandparents. I don’t know what
challenges my dad faced as a boy, as a young man. I knew Dad
had his challenges with alcohol. Dad joined the Marines at the start
of WWII. He participated in the invasion on the Guadalcanal and
Guam. A piece of shrapnel pierced his leg in the conflict in Guam;
that ended the war for him. He married my mom in 1947 and they
started their family. I am the middle son of their three boys. Some
mornings, when I was very young, my mom would tell us, “You boys
be your best today. Your Dad had a rough night.” When we asked
what she meant, she described the nightmares Dad had. Mom de‑
scribed to us how Dad would be sitting up in bed—sweating, eyes
wide open—hollering and fighting that war again, all while he slept.
Today, I wonder if it threw Dad into his depression. In his drunken‑
ness, there were bumps, bruises and blood along the way. He was
rough on us. My mom and my oldest brother caught the worst of it.
Dad was also a binge drinker. He would binge drink to forget
that war. That war made him see things he never thought he would
see, do things he never thought he would do and become someone
he never thought he would become. There would be nights Mom
and Dad fought in the kitchen after my brothers and I were in bed.
With quilts pulled over me tight, I could hear the fighting; I could
hear my father hitting my mother. I would hope it didn’t spill into
my room. After Dad passed out or went out for more alcohol, Mom
would grab the three of us and take us to her mom’s—our grand‑
mother’s—across town. I kept secrets. I lied to my friends about
why we were staying with Grandma. I never learned how to resolve
conflict. My selfish fears, guilt and resentments were intact and my
best-kept secrets. It is important for me to include that when Dad
was sober he was great! He worked as a firefighter in New Mexico.
I knew he was awarded medals from his time in the Marines. Dad
was my hero and I loved him. When I was in fourth grade, as the
end‑of‑school bell rang, there was a fire truck lined up with the
buses. There was my dad waving at me and my brothers to join him
at the fire truck. The world stopped spinning for a handful of sec‑
onds. My brothers and I ran to him while all the other school kids
watched us get on the back of that fire truck with our dad. That fire
truck pulled out and drove us home in front of all our friends. There
were fishing and camping trips, picnics and a lot of fun times. Our
community knew my dad as a hard worker and helpful whenever
anyone asked for help. He was generous, he was our protector and
provider—when he was sober.
When I married, I thought I understood what it meant to be a hus‑
band. I think I mostly made promises with no foundation to be the
best husband I could. I didn’t have anyone to keep me accountable.
I didn’t know how to bring a loving and fatherly example to my wife’s
children, my stepchildren. I had been attending Al‑Anon for the last
two years before we met. I came to Al‑Anon to help the people at
the meetings. I attended a Friday night meeting for my three‑minute
share. I had a Sponsor and we were working through the Steps and
I had volunteered to be the literature person for the meeting. I took
that literature position because it seemed to be a low‑level commit‑
ment. I didn’t think I needed to take it so seriously—nothing wrong
with serving as literature person for a meeting. My reasons for tak‑
ing that position and my attitude were wrong. I worked my program
about as thin and shallow as I could. I came to talk about my hurts
and compare them to others and called that Al‑Anon. I think my
wife saw a man who was working on himself, and she found that
attractive. One year later, after we were married I thought, “Mis‑
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sion accomplished; I’m married.” I quit attending Al‑Anon. You
know what happens when you quit working a program—you show
up again. All my selfishness, my fears, resentments and my criti‑
cal spirit resurfaced. I was better acquainted with guilt and shame
than I was with God.
So there I was ten years later. She had asked for a divorce. I knew
I had lost my connection with God and the hope that comes with
our program. That Monday night I left our home knowing I had to
get back to Al‑Anon. I remembered my old Friday night meeting and
wondered if it was still there. The work week was a mess for me. I
gave a coworker a thumbnail sketch and asked him to help me get
through my current projects. When Friday came, I went back to that
church looking for my old Friday night meeting, looking for a con‑
nection to God and looking for hope. I came broken and grieving.
They welcomed me and listened to me and held me as I wept. At
the end of the meeting we hugged. That night, I found out that there
are about 15 Al‑Anon meetings in my city. I went to every meeting
I could find and attended as often as I could. I prayed like I never
prayed before. I prayed honestly and humbly, with a new spirit.
That first weekend away from my wife and my home was mis‑
erable. I was powerless and my life was unmanageable. I didn’t
know what to do. I helped my host family with their yard chores.
That’s what I would be doing if I was in my home. My host family
invited me to attend a new Saturday evening service. I’m not sure
if I asked if I could go with them or begged to. I was looking for
hope and a connection to a Power greater than myself. So, later
that afternoon, I was at a new church I had never been to before.
The pastor introduced a guest speaker for the evening. At the end
of his message he talked about a loving God and how love over‑
comes fear. At the very end, he said, “If fear has showed up in your
life, I want to pray for you. If a relationship is unraveling, right there
where you’re sitting just raise a hand and I’ll pray for you.” It was a
big church, about 650 people were there. The lights were dim. We
were sitting about three‑quarters of the way back from the podium.
I was weeping that uncontrollable weeping where you can’t stop. I
stood up and raised my hand because I wanted to be sure he saw
me. He prayed a heartfelt prayer and then dismissed us. God did
not make a hard deal with me when I humbly sought Him. The lights
were coming up and I didn’t want anyone to see me. I was sure I
would know someone and I didn’t want to tell them my wife and I
were separated and heading for a divorce. I sat down and a hand
came over my shoulder from the person behind me. I heard him ask,
“Eloy, what’s wrong?” It was my old Sponsor; I hadn’t seen him the
last nine years.
I found a Sponsor or he found me. Not sure how that works. We
started working the Steps right away. I started sensing a change in
me. My desperation and grief made me willing to go to any lengths
to recover my life from the loss and sadness I was living in. I was
hearing for the first time at meetings that no matter what, God was
enough and I would be okay. I was still hoping for reconciliation.
My Sponsor guided me through the Steps and taking a fearless and
moral inventory of myself. This was the first time I honestly admit‑
ted to God, myself and my Sponsor my judgmental selfishness, my
critical and sarcastic spirit, my fears and resentments and the rest
of it. I continued to sense a new spirit about me that included hope.
I was also feeling closer to God. Before this, I used to “pray,” telling
God what to do, when to do it and how it should look. I think I used
to sponsor God. I came to realize God doesn’t need a Sponsor, or a
business partner or anyone to direct Him. I was ready to have God
remove my defects of character.
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The court assigned a date in October for me to pick up my be‑
longings at the house and move out. We would be signing papers
in November to finalize the divorce. I showed up at the house on
that October day with five friends and a big truck. I asked them to
get everything in the truck in a couple of hours if possible. My wife
was there. She was pleasant and treated this like business. She
was never mean or had an attitude. After an hour and a half, I could
see we were going to make that two‑hour mark and be out of there.
I went to find her to let her know. I found her in her sewing room
with her face in her hands, crying softly to herself saying, “This isn’t
right!” Down on my knees, I told her how much I loved her. I was
willing to go to any lengths to reconcile and recover our marriage.
If she said, “Stop!” I could go back. We could be together and ev‑
erything would be fine. I wouldn’t have to meet my court order to
leave the house with my belongings. But she didn’t say stop. We
finished loading and drove to my apartment.
I am not sure if she called me or I called her that following week.
Our visit on the phone was like that first phone call to someone you
hope leads to another call. It was clumsy, but friendly. We started
calling each other regularly and our calls continued to be clumsy
but friendly. In early November on a Saturday, she invited me to the
house. It was just like walking up to a door for the first time for a first
date. There were long bouts of silence. We agreed to drive to Rocky
Mountain National Park, about 45 miles away. We drove to Sprague
Lake. There were about eight inches of snow on the ground and it
was still snowing lightly. We had the lake to ourselves. We walked
in the cold to the back side of the lake. There is a postcard‑picture
view of the lake and mountains from there. As we stood there, I
offered her a heartfelt apology for my shortcomings and made my
amends. She apologized for hers and we fell into each other’s arms.
It was a warm walk back to the truck and we enjoyed a new first
date meal in Estes Park. When we got back to town, I dropped her
off at the house and I went back to my apartment. We called each
other every day. I had a two‑week project coming up in another
part of the state in early December. We continued to visit over the
phone every day. When my project wrapped up in mid‑December
and I was on my way home, I called her. She invited me to stop by
the house for a meal before I went to my apartment. When I got
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there, she surprised me by having all my belongings moved back in
while I had been out of town. That day to sign off on finalizing our
divorce never came.
I vowed to myself I would never step away from a program that
holds me accountable. Erosion sets in if I am not working my pro‑
gram.
About a year after this, the words “service and principles” were
starting to register in my mind. I didn’t really know what they meant.
There was an opening for a Group Representative for the Tuesday
night meeting. When we had an election, I stood and became Group
Representative not knowing or understanding the role or duties.
When I met our District Representative, she helped me connect the
dots. She spoke about how service helped her discover new princi‑
ples like having a voice, but not the only voice, to participate but not
dominate, to be honest, gracious and humble and so on. I wanted
the authentic transformation she spoke about and not just relief for
the moment. Service became an integral part of my program. We
say, “We work a program.” I heard one of our past Delegates say,
“The reward is in the work.” I understand what she meant.
Sometimes in my mind’s eye, I picture myself with only one hand.
I see two tool boxes. One has all my old tools—resentment, fear,
guilt and shame. The second has my new tools. A loving God, Spon‑
sor, meetings, literature, principles...I can only pick up one tool at a
time. I get to decide moment by moment which toolbox I will draw
from. When I pick up resentment, I let go of serenity and when I
pick up courage, I let go of fear. Every day at every moment, I can
only pick up one tool at a time.
Step Eleven talks about seeking only God’s will for my life. I am
pretty sure God's will for me today is to put down my resentments,
judgments, hesitations, guilt and shame, and pick up love, hope,
acceptance, courage and wisdom.
Miracles happen in Al‑Anon. We may not get the miracle we
want, but rather the one we need. God doesn’t move the mountains
I want moved. He moves the ones He chooses to move. I get to
choose which tool I will pick up.
Thank you for letting me carry the message today.

SHARING OURSELVES

World Service Conference

CLOSING SESSION
Debbie G. • Trustee, Chairperson of the Board | Judy K. • Trustee, Conference Chairperson

The 2018 World Service Conference theme, “Al‑Anon—There is
no standing still!” provided a goal for the week. On the last day of
the Conference, the Chairperson of the Board shared the following
thoughts and observations on the Conference theme:
“Throughout this week, we openly discussed the challenges
and possibilities for tomorrow, inviting all Conference members
to participate in being part of the solution. We openly discussed
our challenges. We found new ways to identify the roadblocks that
are keeping us from moving forward, while ensuring all members
see themselves and are viewed by others as equal members of our
worldwide fellowship. We visited our initial home and viewed first‑
hand the groundwork Lois and Anne laid for our fellowship, along
with the vision of both Lois and Bill for our future.
“‘Life is all about change. It is about our willing‑
ness to be open to this change—to use these
opportunities for growth and to fall back on the
Steps, Traditions, and Concepts of Service to
keep the program in check.’
Page 385, Many Voices, One Journey (B‑31)
“This week we applied our spiritual principles as a format for
change rather than stagnation. We did not stand still.
“On behalf of the Board, and—I believe I can speak for the Staff
and our Executive Committee—I wish you, our Delegates, great
success in the coming months as you enthusiastically share the
message from this year’s Conference. We look forward to reading
your postings on AFG Connects. Blessings for your journey home—
may the God of your understanding be with you. We look forward
to seeing you in Baltimore and on the Spirit of the Inner Harbor for
the WSC Homecoming!”
The Conference Chairperson commented, “As this is our last
Conference session (excluding our Closing Dinner), it’s time to
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briefly consider whether or not we have accomplished our Confer‑
ence Goals.
“We came here this week to ensure that Al‑Anon world services
will continually remain available to the Al‑Anon membership. We
as a Conference needed to participate in the spirit of unity and
goodwill in order to accomplish this task. I have seen much evi‑
dence of that this week, as we talked with each other and reasoned
things out.
Throughout our daily interactions, the Conference tone definitely
felt very spiritual, with many core principles in action—among them
leadership, cooperation and participation, leading to harmony.
“This Conference did indeed provide guidance to the Board of
Trustees and to the World Service Office by discussing and provid‑
ing insights into the current Regional Trustee Process, brainstorm‑
ing about translation at the WSO, conceptually approving a new
piece of CAL, and carefully considering our Twelve Traditions when
discussing the Chosen Agenda Items and how they might affect
Al‑Anon and its future.
“It is my hope that everyone leaves our Conference with a deep‑
er understanding of our purpose here and the relationships within
our Conference Structure. As each of you returns home to your
respective Areas, your task ahead is to articulate the 2018 Confer‑
ence discussions and decisions. Your presence here is just the be‑
ginning of making the group conscience available and effective for
all Al‑Anon. Based on the personal enthusiasm and commitment
demonstrated each day, I am confident that you will share with
your members what has happened here. Thank you, Conference
members, for your daily contributions which made this Conference
so productive and so successful.
“There is no standing still!”
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STEPPING STONES VISIT
Judy K. • Conference Chairperson

Conference members usually rank their visit to Stepping Stones,
the home of Lois W. (our Cofounder) and her husband, Bill W.,
as one of their peak World Service Conference experiences. For
many members, visiting Stepping Stones is much more than just a
sentimental journey; it is like a “spiritual homecoming.” Our 2018
WSC theme, “Al‑Anon—There is no standing still!” reminds us
that Lois started our organization with the hope that others would
continue to carry it out. Thus, Stepping Stones is an invaluable link
from Al‑Anon’s past to our present and future. Chapter 13 in Lois
Remembers (B‑7) contains Lois’s personal reflections about life at
Stepping Stones and Al‑Anon’s formative years.
The Conference Chairperson “set the stage” for the Conference
visit to Stepping Stones with the following historical background
and “preview” of what Conference members would see:
“Stepping Stones is Lois and Bill’s cozy Dutch Colonial, three‑bed‑
room home that was built in 1920 as a summer cottage. It sits in the
middle of rolling, wooded country, with its barn‑like gambrel roof
and cinderblock studio. The air is sweet with blooming forsythia; it
almost smells as if bread is baking inside, but no one has lived here
since Lois died at age 97 in 1988.
“The six buildings on the eight‑acre Stepping Stones homestead
are intact and unified. Among the highlights:
ww A large living room dominated by a stone fireplace and
wall‑length French doors.

Conference members shared:
• Possibly feeling a closeness to Lois and some of her energy,
and gaining an idea of what her life was like.
• Having a deeply spiritual experience, feeling a sense of
adventure in what Lois wrote and touched.
• Feeling spirituality and a warm hug.
• Feeling humbleness and gratitude.
• Being humbled once I see where it started and where Lois
lived, and feeling her presence.
• This is my biggest dream and I have no expectations.
• I’m expecting to feel like I am at home—the way I felt at my
first Al‑Anon meeting.
• I have had many opportunities to go throughout the
years and didn’t. I’m afraid of going, afraid it will feel like
nothing. My recovery side tells me all will be okay, and that
everything is in God’s will.

ww A collection of antiques, glassware, china, photographs,
printed materials and Lois and Bill’s musical instruments,
including Bill’s cello and Lois's piano.
ww A winding staircase leading to the second‑floor library,
which has been preserved as Lois left it when she died in
1988. Lois’s desk is in the home's upstairs library.
“The house is as Lois left it: wall lengths of books stacked five
shelves high, scores of personal collections, a gallery of photos
and framed proclamations by dignitaries ranging from Pope Paul VI
to President Eisenhower.
“Outside:
ww The garden and its surroundings include antique roses
and fruit trees. Bushes and trees grace the hillside.
ww The two‑car garage is now a Welcome Center, which has
an orientation display, restrooms, and a gift shop. Much of
the archival material previously stored in a small hallway
is now on display, and the Center is a place to more
appropriately welcome visitors.
ww The annual Lois's Picnic will be held on the grounds the
first Saturday in June as it has been for the past 66 years.
“Stepping Stones is an important site for Al‑Anon and is desig‑
nated as a State and National Historic Landmark.”
Conference members then received a questionnaire that asked
the following:
Visiting someone’s home affords a personal glimpse into their
life. What do you anticipate about your visit to the home of Lois
W.? Any expectations?

• Lois’s nightstand: I want to pay closer attention to the books
on her nightstand.
• It is so small; I expect to be overwhelmed by its simplicity.
• What was it like to live 40 to 80 years ago and how did Bill
and Lois spend their “down time”?
Why do you think time and funds are set aside for Confer‑
ence members to visit Stepping Stones, the home of our
Cofounder, Lois W.?
• So we can see the hard work she did to build the program
from scratch with the help of Bill.
• When I was a Delegate I went. I never understood our
history until I walked the grounds. I felt closer to Lois.
• To give everyone an anchor and a touchstone to history. It
is hard for people today to understand. It was a simple time
where people talked to each other.
• So we can look back into history and find out where we
come from. Also, so we can feel Lois’s energy.
• To remind me that all she wanted was time and friends.
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Following the visit, time was set aside for members to reflect and
share their experiences. The Chairperson asked:
What was your initial impression of Stepping Stones as you
toured the house and grounds? Were there any surprises?
Conference members shared the following:
• Looking out our bus windows at the hillside was so peaceful.
• I thought of Lois and Bill as my grandparents. All the
beautiful pictures of them. I don’t remember having pictures
in my home. As a photographer I am particular, and their
photos were exceptional.
• I waited to stand at Lois’s desk at the end of the tour. I stood
and listened and she talked to me. She said, “You are in the
right place.”
• Upstairs the gentleman said Lois set all these things out as
she wanted us to see them. She labeled everything. The time
she spent putting things out for us to see so many years later
was surprising. She thought enough of us to display for us
what went on in her house.
• There was a sense of simplicity. She treasured all the
heirlooms. They were labeled and laid out with such care. I
could imagine Lois standing in the kitchen, cooking for Bill.
• After moving 51 times in two years, I was awed at such a
beautiful home.
• I saw things that made me think of my home and my
grandma’s home—bedspread, knickknacks. It is a modest
house, like my grandparents’. Things were so real. On the
table in the kitchen there was a piece of paper where Lois
was giving Bill “what for” and it reminded me of something I
would have said.

• In Lois Remembers there were many voices. I am feeling
gratitude today. In spite of huge obstacles, Al‑Anon survived.
The lesson is that we can face every obstacle and there is
always a solution. What struck me as I walked through the
grounds was how much this woman loved life.
• I always enjoy looking at people’s bookshelves. I connect
with people and their experiences through their books. I
saw Travels with Charlie by John Steinbeck. He traveled the
country with his dog. Then I saw the pictures of camping
gear Lois and Bill had. I recall a story of a reporter who
interviewed Lois. He asked her what it was like to ride in a
sidecar and she said she had no idea, you will have to ask
Bill. I took it that Lois did not want Bill to drive!
• I was struck by the photos and books and how she viewed
all people the same way. Pictures of presidents were no
more prominent than pictures of a wrestler. The books were
diverse, from Ghandi to Stonewall Jackson—anything of
interest. They were curious intellectually. I also appreciated
the pictures of them over Lois’s dressing table, like the one
of them standing in the hall, kissing each other.
• I have a greater understanding of Lois and Bill now. I
visualize them around the table, having a meeting with
multitudes of people. That vision and caring for the
fellowship. What is the value of my program? What would I
be willing to give to this program that saved my life?
• Lois’s preparations for us and other visitors struck me.
It is important to look in the rear‑view window but more
important not to dwell there. It’s important to keep moving
forward. Windows are about vision. We got a glimpse of
history, but looking forward is what Lois would have wanted.

• The little chair next to the door—I didn’t know I would
be moved by a chair. I pictured Lois sitting there, doing
needlework. Visiting Stepping Stones, I came to believe that in
our homes, like theirs, recovery can happen. Because of the
Al‑Anon program, I am here experiencing this with all of you.

• Land, simplicity, quietness. All the noise, craziness and
chaos of living in an alcoholic home is such a contrast to a
place like that! And the books on the shelves. I was struck
by her having a copy of The Dead Zone by Stephen King, and
by Bill’s “mind map” for the Concepts.

• A feeling of peace and serenity was everywhere and there
were many windows. I see Lois’s love of gardening, birds
and nature. I was fascinated by everything Lois had tagged
meticulously, especially the photos. I felt connected to the
real people Bill and Lois were.

• I contrast what is in frames in my house versus theirs. How
proud they were of the program.

• I felt a Higher Power welcoming me by Bill’s cello and the
Norwegian sheet music, which I helped the tour guide
translate. One was of a lullaby my maternal grandmother
used to sing to me.
• This is a big, comfortable home. Twenty years ago I read
the Al‑Anon book that spoke about Lois’s house. I never
imagined I would get to see the home up close. Now I
understand the love that grew in that house and the magic
of it.
• I got a sense of peace and serenity. I saw the baby grand
piano, which visitors were allowed to sit at and play. So I did.
Just thinking those were the keys Lois played! I saw pictures
of Lois sitting at that piano with Bill behind her. I can imagine
a sing‑along at that piano. Lois left all of that for us.
• I felt the humility and humbleness of Bill and Lois. And that
needlepoint. I was overwhelmed with the love they had for
each other.
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2018 WORLD SERVICE CONFERENCE MOTIONS
Motion #1—Carried

(92 yes, 0 no, 0 abstentions, 0 void)
That the following persons be seated at the 2018 World Service
Conference:
With voice, but no vote:
Niketa Bailey
Director of Finance and Operations, Non‑Al‑Anon Member

Motion #3—Carried

(91 yes, 0 no, 0 abstentions, 0 void)
To approve the 2017 Annual Report.

Motion #4—Carried

(91 yes, 0 no, 0 abstentions, 0 void)
To approve the 2017 Audited Financial Report.

Scot Powers
Associate Director—Digital Strategy, Non‑Al‑Anon Member
Ann W.
International Representative—Denmark, Al‑Anon Member
Gabriela O.
International Representative—Mexico, Al‑Anon Member
With voice limited to Executive Committee for Real Property
Management (ECRPM) business, but no vote:
Jeffrey K.
Chairperson, ECRPM, Al‑Anon Member

Motion #5—Carried

(88 yes, 0 no, 0 abstentions, 3 void)
To approve the 2018 Finance Committee Report.

Motion #6—Carried

(71 yes, 17 no, 2 abstentions, 2 void)
That the 2018 World Service Conference give conceptual ap‑
proval to develop a bookmark based on the August 2016 Forum ar‑
ticle titled “Just for Tonight” using inclusive language.

Motion #2—Carried

(90 yes, 0 no, 0 abstentions, 1 void)
To end the three‑year trial authorizing the use of electronic de‑
vices for note‑taking starting at the 2015 World Service Conference
and adopting the use of electronic devices at this and future World
Service Conferences.
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ADMINISTRATION DEPARTMENT
OVERALL ADMINISTRATION

The Board of Trustees (BOT) of Al‑Anon Family Group Headquar‑
ters, Inc. (AFG, Inc.) meets quarterly and is responsible for carrying
out the mandates of the World Service Conference (WSC), estab‑
lishing business policies of the World Service Office (WSO), esti‑
mating revenue, administering services to the membership, pub‑
lishing and distributing Conference Approved Literature (CAL), and
approving the Annual Reports submitted by the Executive Director
(ED) and Conference WSO Staff.
The Executive Committee meets monthly and is empowered to
act on behalf of the Trustees between Board meetings. It has legal
authority bestowed by the Board of Trustees to have oversight of
day‑to‑day affairs of the WSO, and receives monthly service up‑
dates from the Directors and the Executive Director.
AFG, Inc. is a not‑for‑profit organization, listed under Section
501(c)(3) of the United States (US) Internal Revenue Code, and has
been incorporated in New York State since 1954. Al‑Anon Family
Group Headquarters (Canada) Inc. was incorporated in February
1999 under the Family Group Headquarters (Canada) Inc., which
was incorporated in February 1999 under the Canadian Corpora‑
tions Act and has since continued under the Canada Not‑for‑profit
Corporations Act. It is a registered charity under paragraph 194(1)
of the Income Tax Act of Canada.
The Executive Director is responsible for overall supervision
of the WSO Staff (currently about 50 full‑time employees) and for
administration of the organization’s policies. A newly formed Staff
Leadership Team collaborates on office‑wide projects, provides di‑
rect input to budget for the departments, and serve as resources
for each other and the Executive Director.
AFG, Inc. is committed to equal employment opportunity and is
in compliance with applicable federal, state, and local fair employ‑
ment laws and guidelines. AFG, Inc. does not discriminate on the ba‑
sis of race, color, sex (including pregnancy), age, disability, religion,
national origin, marital status, sexual orientation, genetic informa‑
tion, status as a veteran or any other characteristic to the extent
protected by applicable federal, state or local law. Every effort is
made to maintain a work atmosphere that is free from harassment.

BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Debbie G., Chairperson

The Trustees, along with members of the Executive Committee,
direct business operations of the World Service Office, observing
the By‑Laws of Al‑Anon Family Group Headquarters, Inc. The Board
acts as the chief service arm of the World Service Conference as
it guards the legal rights of the Al‑Anon fellowship and controls the
finances. The Board serves as guardian of our Twelve Traditions,
our Twelve Concepts of Service, and the “Al‑Anon World Service
Conference Charter.”
To aid in members’ better understanding the actions and duties of
the Board of Trustees, it is important to know that Trustees, Execu‑
tive Committee members, and employed Staff have a fiduciary duty
to the organization of AFG, Inc., including duties of Care, Loyalty,
Obedience and Foresight. In short, this means they are required to
act reasonably, prudently, and in the best interests of the organiza‑
tion, to avoid negligence and fraud, to avoid conflicts of interest
and to look continuously into the future.
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Duty of Care
• Exercise ordinary and reasonable care in performance of duties
• Exhibit honesty and good faith
• Make decisions based on information not opinion
• Act in the best interest of the fellowship
• Listen to experts, if needed
• Be knowledgeable about fellowship
• Show up and ask questions
Duty of Loyalty
• Undivided commitment to the fellowship
• Faithfulness
• Obligation to be accountable
• Interest of AFG as a whole, not as Region or group
• Supportive of any group conscience decision, despite
personal opinions
Duty of Obedience (adherence to)
• Laws and regulations
• Financial responsibilities
• Legal issues
• Articles of Incorporation
• By‑Laws
Duty of Foresight
• Strategic legitimacy
• Board stewardship
• Readiness to learn
The Board approved Interim Actions of the Executive
Committee:
• To approve At‑Large members for the Literature Committee,
Audit Committee, Public Outreach (PO) Committee and
Forum Editorial Advisory Committee (FEAC)
• To accept revised guidelines for the Finance Committee,
Policy Committee, Strategic Plan Oversight (SPO) Work
Group, Audit Committee, International Coordination
Committee (ICC), Literature Committee, Forum Editorial
Advisory Committee, Nominating Committee, Conference
Committee on Trustees, Conference Leadership Team (CLT),
Executive Committee, Public Outreach Committee and
Compensation Committee
• To accept updates and revisions to the WSO Employee Manual
• To approve the cost of Staff travel for the representation
of the World Service Office at the Annual Alcoholics
Anonymous (A.A.) General Service Office (GSO) Conference
opening dinner
• To approve [a researcher] limited access to Archival
material as agreed in advance in adherence to the “Policy
for Researchers Using AFG, Inc. Archives”
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• To produce The Forum magazine in full color on a one‑year
trial basis
• To offer a commemorative edition of One Day at a Time in
Al‑Anon (B‑6) with a ribbon bookmark in English, French and
Spanish for sale starting at the 2018 Al‑Anon International
Convention, with a bookplate to be offered only at the
Convention, at a sale price of $15.00 per book
• To print “50th Anniversary” on the cover of limited‑run
version of One Day at a Time in Al‑Anon (B‑6) copy to
be available at the 2018 Al‑Anon/Alateen International
Convention and until supplies run out
The Board, in its legal and financial capacity, took the
following actions:
• To approve the 2016 Annual Report
• To approve the 2016 Auditor’s Report
• To accept the recommendations of the Audit Committee to
accept the Dixon Hughes Goodman audit firm and letter of
engagement for audit services for the financial year ending
December 31, 2017
• To approve the 2017 World Service Conference Motions
• To approve the banking resolution for the Al‑Anon Family
Groups Headquarters, Inc.
• To elect four Trustee at Large (TAL) nominees, elect one
Regional Trustee (RT) nominee, elect the At‑Large member
of the Executive Committee for Real Property Management
(ECRPM) as well as Board Officers, Executive Committee
At‑Large members, and the Chairpersons of the Executive
Committee and ECRPM
• To approve the Committee Chairperson appointments for
2017‑2018

ARTICLE V ~ POWERS AND DUTIES OF THE TRUSTEES
a. To appoint an Executive Director and a Director of Business
Services Finance for the World Service Office; and
ARTICLE XII ~ COMMITTEES
2. EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE FOR REAL PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT. The Board of Trustees shall appoint at
each annual meeting the necessary members to complete
an Executive Committee for Real Property Management
consisting of five persons. The Executive Committee for Real
Property Management shall include the Business Manager
(Director of Business Services) (Director of Finance), the
Chairperson of the Finance Committee, and three Al‑Anon
members who are not trustees. The Executive Committee for
Real Property Management shall meet at such time as the
Board of Trustees may direct but at least twice per year. The
Board of Trustees delegates to the Executive Committee for
Real Property Management the oversight and the management
of the real property owned by the AI‑Anon Family Group
Headquarters, Inc. in accordance with Motion 6 of the 2011
World Service Conference. For the purposes outlined in
Motion 6, the Executive Director and the Chairperson of the
Board of Trustees are not ex‑officio members of this Executive
Committee and may not attend its meetings unless invited to
do so. The nomination of the three Al‑Anon members, who are
not trustees, for the Executive Committee for Real Property
Management will be conducted by the Nominating Committee
in consultation with the Conference Committee on Trustees.
After said nominees receive traditional approval by the
Conference, the Board will elect them.
• To appoint a new Executive Director

• To approve the revised 2017 Budget

• To end the Alateen Work Group trial period ending in
October 2017 and disband the Alateen Advisory Committee
as described in Concept Eleven.

• To approve the 2017 Budget Report descriptive text as
presented as a handout to the 2017 WSC

• To accept the revised position description of Executive
Director and addendum as amended

• To hold the 2018 World Service Conference in the greater
New York City area

• To establish the Registration Fees for the 2018 International
Convention be set as follows:

• To approve that the Equalized Expense amount for the 2018
World Service Conference be $1,612 US. The full cost for a
Delegate to attend the 2018 World Service Conference is
$2,443 US
• To approve that the Equalized Expense for the 2018 IAGSM to be
held in Virginia Beach, Virginia be $2,113 US per Delegate and
the full cost for a Delegate to attend the meeting be $2,348 US
• To rescind the 2015 WSC approved Motion #9 regarding the
adoption of a definition of Family Recovery
• To approve the Executive Director Search Committee
Composition and Solicitation as amended
• To limit the employment term of the Executive Director to ten
years
• To accept the revised Travel Reimbursement Policy
• To discontinue the mailing of a complimentary copy of The
Forum to the English‑speaking groups permanently
• To amend the By‑Laws of Al‑Anon Family Groups, Inc. (striketh‑
rough indicates deletion; bold and underlined indicates new text):
Summary 2018

Before December 31, 2017:

$130.00 USD

Before May 31, 2018:		

$165.00 USD

After May 31, 2018:		

$195.00 USD

• To end the trial of the Trustee Liaison positions and make
permanent the Board Liaison to the Forum Editorial Advisory
Committee, Public Outreach and Literature Committees
• To offer a complimentary 2018 International Convention
registration to any non‑assigned WSO Staff member who
wishes to attend the Convention
• That the 2023 International Convention be held in
Albuquerque, New Mexico, in July 2023
• To suspend printing the hardcover How Al‑Anon Works for
Families & Friends of Alcoholics (B‑22) in all three languages,
for a trial period of three years, with an annual review
• To accept the Investment Philosophy as presented
• To approve the annual meeting with Dixon Hughes Goodman
LLP on February 24, 2018, to be held virtually via conference call
and with video technology as a one‑year trial. An assessment
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by the Audit Committee, Director of Finance and Dixon Hughes
Goodman LLP will be completed by September 2018. The Audit
Committee report to the Board in October 2018 to include a
recommendation concerning the meeting format for 2019
The Board, in its oversight capacity, took the following actions:
• To approve the 2018 World Service Conference theme as follows:
Al‑Anon – There is no standing still!
Al‑Anon – Il n’y a pas de place pour l’immobilisme!
Al‑Anon – ¡No hay razón para detenerse!
• To disband the Transition Team that was created in January
2016, as its goal and mission have been accomplished
• To approve the new Trustee Résumé Form as amended
• To approve the 2018 IAGSM Theme:
Leading by Example: Structures Supporting Structures
• To write a Proclamation of Gratitude to Alcoholics
Anonymous (A.A.) and present it to the General Secretary of
A.A. with a commemorative edition of One Day at a Time in
Al‑Anon during the 2018 Al‑Anon International Convention
• To end the trial of distributing the Board Profile and adopting
the distribution of the Board Profile to the Nominating
Committee, Conference Committee on Trustees and Regional
Committee on Trustees permanently
• To distribute the Board Profile to the Board of Trustees annually

Strategic Planning, Board of Trustees
Terry F., Chairperson, Strategic Plan Oversight Work

Strategic planning for Al‑Anon began in the 1990s. The Strategic
Plan is connected to the Vision and Mission Statements and is the
plan for how the Vision and Mission will be carried out. The Board
of Trustees strives to focus 80 percent of its work on forward think‑
ing and planning for the future.
The current Strategic Plan of the Board of Trustees of AFG, Inc. is:
BOARD VISION STATEMENT
All people affected by someone else’s drinking will find
help and recovery in every community.

2. Increase members’ understanding that Trustees are
Al‑Anon members
3. Increase the personal connection of Trustees with the
fellowship in order to increase Trustee role education;
demystify the role: why BOT meetings are not open, etc.
During 2017, the Board completed the one‑year Trustee Forum
article writing project, begun in October 2016, to address Objective
One of the Board’s Strategic Plan Priority Three Goal. The Board
has solicited evaluative feedback from the fellowship regarding the
Trustees’ Forum articles and will use the feedback as it considers
next steps.
In October 2017, the Board decided to begin a new project under
Objective Three of the Board’s Strategic Plan Priority Three Goal:
proactive Trustee visits to Areas. The Board is in the beginning
stages of working on this project, and a Task Force will further the
work in 2018.
Due to changes in Staff and office restructuring, the Strategic
Plan goals and objectives previously carried out by the Staff under
the Strategic Plan Priorities One and Two as well as the Strategic
Plan timeline remained suspended for 2017.
Staff, the Board and, on certain occasions the At‑Large Execu‑
tive Committee members, held several joint sessions to discuss and
evaluate the Strategic Plan and how best to collaborate in meet‑
ing the Priorities. A Task Force researched other strategic plans
and determined the Board’s Strategic Plan framework was in line
with current general standards for strategic plans. Through these
sessions, the Board decided that working with a strategic planning
consultant would assist in ensuring the Strategic Plan was mov‑
ing in the right direction for Al‑Anon. It is hoped the consultant will
meet with the Board and staff during a Board meeting in 2018.
Evaluation of the entire Strategic Plan is an ongoing responsi‑
bility of the Board. As the world continues to change, the Strate‑
gic Plan must evolve, as must the Board’s thinking to meet these
changes. The conversation continues, the journey continues….

Together Empowering
Al‑Anon Members (TEAM)

BOARD MISSION STATEMENT
Anticipate the future and Al‑Anon’s place in it and
ensure that the necessary resources are available.
STRATEGIC PLAN PRIORITIES
Al‑Anon’s spiritual principles permeate our policies and practices;
we apply emerging technology and communication options:
• To increase the visibility of Al‑Anon so that it is recognized
as the number one resource throughout the world for
helping friends and families of alcoholics.
• To empower the Al‑Anon fellowship to be vibrant, inclusive
and flexible.
• To achieve a viable future for Al‑Anon Family Groups, the
Board will be adaptive and strategic in its use of talents,
skills, and abilities.
Under Strategic Plan Priority Three, the Board had formulated
a goal with objectives in 2015. The goal is:
The AFG, Inc. Board of Trustees will raise the fellowship’s aware‑
ness of the Trustees’ relationship to the Al‑Anon groups and WSC,
while articulating and expressing the “why” of the Board’s work.
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The current objectives are:
1. To empower Trustees to use existing tools to articulate the
“why” of the Board (blogs, skits, webinars)

Nine TEAM Events were held in 2017: Minnesota South (February
3‑5), Florida North (May 5‑6), Saskatchewan (June 3‑4), Montana/
Idaho (June 16‑17), Ohio (July 7), California North (September 9),
California South (September 16), Nevada (October 7), Washington/
Oregon (November 3‑4).

Road Trip! You and Your Board Connect

The 2017 Road Trip! You and Your Board Connect event was
held in Aurora, Colorado on Saturday, October 21, 2017. This was
a very successful event bringing in 106 registrants. The event re‑
ceived very positive feedback from the evaluation forms, the Area
Delegate and the Board and Executive Committee members in at‑
tendance. During the 2017 event, the Board of Trustees selected
Texas East’s Houston area as the site for the 2018 Road Trip! event.
A contract has been signed with the Houston Marriott‑South.
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EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Bev A./Paula B. • Chairpersons

The Executive Committee, which meets monthly, is the adminis‑
trator of the World Service Office (WSO), with legal and financial
authority to act on behalf of the Board of Trustees between quar‑
terly meetings. This committee reports all actions to the full Board
for final approval no later than the next meeting of the Board.
The seven members of the Executive Committee include the
Executive Director, Director of Programs, the Chairpersons of the
Policy and Finance Committees, and three At‑Large Al‑Anon mem‑
bers that are elected by the Board of Trustees. The Chairperson
of the Board attends the meeting with voice to bring the perspec‑
tive of the Board, but no vote. The Chairperson of the Executive
Committee is elected by the Board from among the three At‑Large
members.
The Executive Committee’s on‑going work includes:
• To approve the minutes and actions of the Finance
Committee
• To accept the monthly, unaudited Financial Statement
• To approve special projects for the Board and Staff that
involves day‑to‑day operations
• To receive monthly updates of departmental activities from
the Executive Director, Director of Finance, Director of
Programs, and insights on how the activities are related to
the Strategic Plan
• To review additions, updates and corrections to policies
and procedures for the Employee Policies and Procedures
Manual of AFG, Inc.
• To review and update policies and procedures regarding the
WSO Archives
• To approve Committee Guidelines
• To approve résumés for At‑Large committee members and
certain thought and task force members
• To review presentations and handouts for the World Service
Conference
• To review the annual letter from the WSO’s copyright lawyer
regarding current trends in copyright laws and the internet
• To approve and receive updates on the progress of Project
Approvals and Proposals to Study submitted by the Staff
The following actions were approved by the Executive
Committee and presented to the Board of Trustees:
• To approve the cost of Staff travel for the representation of
the World Service Office at the Annual Alcoholics Anonymous
General Service Office Conference opening dinner
• To approve [a researcher] limited access to Archival
material as agreed in advance in adherence to the “Policy
for Researchers Using AFG, Inc. Archives”
• To produce The Forum magazine in full color on a one‑year
trial basis
• To offer a commemorative edition of One Day at a Time in
Al‑Anon (B‑6) with a ribbon bookmark in English, French and
Spanish for sale starting at the 2018 Al‑Anon International
Convention, with a bookplate to be offered only at the
Convention, at a sale price of $15.00 per book
Summary 2018

• To print “50th Anniversary” on the cover of limited‑run
version of One Day at a Time in Al‑Anon (B‑6) copy to
be available at the 2018 Al‑Anon/Alateen International
Convention and until supplies run out
• To print the pamphlet HOPE & UNDERSTANDING FOR
PARENTS & GRANDPARENTS (working title)

POLICY COMMITTEE

Judy K./John McL. • Chairpersons | Donna E./Bruce F. • Co‑Chairpersons
Claire R./Kerri K. • Secretaries

The Policy Committee is the largest group conscience represent‑
ing Al‑Anon as a whole, with the exception of the World Service
Conference (WSC). The Committee is comprised of members of the
Board of Trustees, WSO Staff who are World Service Conference
members, and At-Large members of the Executive Committee. The
Policy Committee ensures that the “Digest of Al‑Anon and Alateen
Policies” (Policy Digest) contains clear and concise policies based
on Al‑Anon’s Traditions and spiritual principles.
Topics at the quarterly Policy Committee meetings are generated
by members of the fellowship, Delegates, and members of the Com‑
mittee. If the Policy Committee determines that more clarity on a
topic is necessary, the Committee then makes a recommendation
to the Board of Trustees. If the Board approves any recommended
change to the Policy Digest, that change requires approval by no
less than a two‑thirds vote at the WSC.
The 2017 WSC voted to amend the text on pages 95‑99 in the
“Financial Matters” section in the Policy Digest section of the
2014‑2017 Al‑Anon/Alateen Service Manual (P‑24/27). The motion
to accept the amended text was carried.
The 2017 WSC also voted to amend the text on pages 85‑86 and
123‑124 in the “Membership and Group Meetings/Conventions”
section in the Policy Digest section of the 2014‑2017 Al‑Anon/Ala‑
teen Service Manual (P24/27). The motion to accept this amended
text was carried.
At the Open Policy Meeting during the 2017 WSC, the Policy
Committee discussed two topics pertinent to the worldwide fellow‑
ship. The first subject was “Autonomy of Groups as it relates to
Tradition Four and Warranty Four.” A key element of that discussion
was how to effectively communicate the idea that freedom implies
responsibility and that the groups themselves are responsible for
upholding Al‑Anon’s Twelve Traditions.
The second topic was “Electronic Meetings.” This discussion fo‑
cused on how Al‑Anon can extend the spirit of Tradition One to the
thousands of Al‑Anon and Alateen members who practice the pro‑
gram using new and evolving communication methods, e.g. phone
meetings and electronic (online) meetings. In the spirit of Concept
Four, the Committee asked how Al‑Anon can welcome these mem‑
bers into the service structure. The Electronic/Virtual Meetings
discussion, started at the 2017 WSC Open Policy meeting, resulted
in a Thought Force charged with conducting a knowledge‑based
discussion prior to the July 2017 Policy Meeting. The Policy Com‑
mittee heard the results of the discussion and decided to create a
Work Group to explore ways to reach out to electronic meetings
and find ways to allow them to fully participate in the fellowship.
At the October 2017 Policy Committee Meeting, a Policy Digest
Review Thought Force presented the results of their research into
classifying the contents of the Policy Digest as either policies or
procedures. Through their discussions, they identified some of
each. They also evaluated which portions were written with an
emphasis on spiritual principles in the application of policy. In a
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spreadsheet summary of their findings, they marked each section
as: Policy with Spiritual Principles; Policy without Spiritual Prin‑
ciples; Not Written as Policy, but Should Be; and Does Not Belong
in the Policy Digest. The Thought Force was thanked for their work
and disbanded. Several Task Forces will be created to work on vari‑
ous aspects of the Thought Force’s findings.
Since the October Board meeting, two Task Forces have been
created to address the Policy Digest Review Thought Force’s sug‑
gestions. The first is working on the “Membership and Group Meet‑
ings” section of the Policy Digest. The second is working on the
“Alateen” section of the Policy Digest.
As always, members of Al‑Anon are encouraged to submit ques‑
tions or shared experiences to the Policy Committee for more in‑
terpretation according to Al‑Anon’s basic guides, i.e., the Twelve
Traditions and the Twelve Concepts of Service. When doing so,
consider how the issue might affect worldwide Al‑Anon as a whole,
remembering that Al‑Anon policies are simply interpretations ac‑
cording to principles and not rigid rules.

ADMINISTRATION

Mary G. • Executive Director (interim) | Vali F. • Executive Director

Executive Director

The new Executive Director began her term at the World Ser‑
vice Office on September 5th. She was supported with the transi‑
tion into the new role by the Interim Executive Director who stayed
onboard at the WSO throughout September and attended the new
Executive Director’s first Board meeting in October in a supportive
capacity. The Executive Director has maintained many practices
initiated by the Interim Executive Director, including monthly staff
meetings and circulation of the Board Brief to Staff, and has cre‑
ated several new programs, such as a monthly technology focus
and an office‑wide project calendar, in collaboration with the Staff
Leadership Team. Her goal is to streamline WSO operations wher‑
ever possible through technology to enable the Staff to spend more
time on membership and public outreach, fellowship support and
the Strategic Plan Priorities.

Staff Leadership Team

To aid the Executive Director in improving efficiency, considering
priorities, evaluating and addressing Staff needs, and evolving the
WSO structure, a Staff Leadership Team was created consisting
of the Directors of Finance and Programs, all Associate Directors,
the Digital Strategy Manager, and Administrative Coordinator. This
team replaces the Administrative Team formed in 2016. The team
meets bi‑weekly to discuss current project and financial status, to
plan the Staff meeting agenda, and to brainstorm how to address
opportunities for improvement from the Staff survey.

Staff and the Structural Transition
of the WSO

General Counsel

The evolution of the World Service Office to meet the needs of the
membership now and into the future, in alignment with the Board
of Trustees’ Strategic Priorities, continued in 2017 with the changes
and additions to Digital Strategy: a Webmaster position was added,
and the Research Analyst position transformed into the Data Ana‑
lyst role. Both positions were filled in the first quarter of the year.
Two other organizational changes included the re‑alignment of the
Associate Director—Conference and the Archives Coordinator un‑
der Programs instead of Administration.
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In May, the Magazine Coordinator position, which requires
Al‑Anon membership, was filled permanently with the WSO’s first
remote employee. The Magazine Coordinator works in South Caro‑
lina and visits the WSO twice a year during peak periods for The
Forum and Al‑Anon Faces Alcoholism content planning. The addi‑
tion of remote employees has necessitated adjustments in office
processes. Technology has been utilized to bridge the distance;
for instance, monthly Staff meetings have been held using Skype,
which offers video and audio conferencing. Additionally, Skype au‑
tomatically starts when Staff login to enable others to send quick
messages or questions without leaving their office, whether it is in
Virginia Beach, South Carolina or on the road. The Executive Direc‑
tor became the WSO’s second remote employee, as she splits her
time most weeks between working in Virginia Beach and remotely
in Northern Virginia.
Several resignations occurred during the fall, including the Con‑
troller and three clerks/secretaries. The resignations provided both
the Finance and Programs departments the opportunity to evaluate
their structure and needs. The Finance department reorganized to
provide direct reporting of managers and coordinators to the Direc‑
tor of Finance, thus providing her better visibility into day‑to‑day
activities. The Controller position was eliminated in favor of an Ac‑
counting Manager and the new Accounting Manager will start in
early January 2018.
In addition to taking the time to congratulate those leaving to ad‑
vance their careers, Staff took the opportunity to create the first
Staff Leadership Team Task Force, charged with determining key
gaps in administrative capabilities. Translation coordination and
editorial support appeared at the top of the gap list. Given the cali‑
ber of work, mid‑level positions were defined to replace two sec‑
retary positions: a Translation Project Coordinator and an Editorial
Quality Specialist. The vacant positions will be finalized and posted
in January 2018.
Staff benefits were evaluated and revised to align with market
conditions. The Board approved changes were introduced to the
Staff in May with more significant changes going into effect at the
beginning of 2018. At the end of the year, the Staff completed their
new semi‑annual evaluation process which provided the Staff and
supervisors the chance to evaluate and discuss progress toward
goals, ensuring transparency in terms of opportunities for improve‑
ment.
In the fall, in the context of expanding the open and collaborative
office environment, the Staff Leadership Team agreed to eliminate
the need for salaried employees to clock in and out at the start and
end of their day and lunch time. This change was met with enthu‑
siasm and its success lays the groundwork for greater flexibility in
working arrangements which provides an attractive environment
for new and existing employees alike.

To support AFG, Inc. operations, a local General Counsel was
retained on a trial basis to assist the office in matters of employ‑
ment legislation, tax and copyright law. A retainer arrangement
was negotiated for a three‑month trial starting in July 2017. At the
end of September, both parties evaluated the outcome and decided
to continue the arrangement. Al‑Anon had received more than the
paid retainer value in hours and the attorneys agreed the arrange‑
ment was mutually beneficial.
One activity the attorneys undertook was a review of the WSO
Employee Manual to ensure alignment with current legislation.
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These changes along with minor procedural changes, including the
elimination of clocking requirements for salaried employees, were
approved by the Executive Committee and the new Manual went
into effect in December.
Travel & Administration
Due to declining conditions at the current hotel used to house
Finance and Executive Committee and Board members who travel
frequently to Virginia Beach, Staff explored options for new hotel
accommodations. Staff were able to negotiate a good arrangement
for room and board at the Holiday Inn & Suites Virginia Beach–
North Beach starting in 2018.
In presenting their annual proposal, the WSO’s insurance agent
proposed the addition of cyber risk insurance, which they were
able to add without an increase in cost due to a change in provid‑
ers. Given the increase in cybercrimes such as email ransoms, the
WSO chose to add this insurance.
Trademarks & Copyrights
Re‑registration of three trademarks (Al‑Anon, Alateen and the
Al‑Anon [triangle] logo) began in 2017 for the 18 countries where
Al‑Anon has provided reprint permission. Costs of protecting these
AFG, Inc. trademarks were estimated at more than $100,000, which
required funds from the Reserve Fund. After Finance Committee dis‑
cussion and agreement, work began to protect the AFG, Inc. name.
The trademark attorney worked with foreign counsel to re‑register
trademarks in countries where they have been registered to na‑
tional structures. Trademarks re‑registration was completed in four
countries in 2017:
• Iceland, New Zealand, Colombia and Turkey
Many of the trademark efforts begun in 2017 will come to fruition
in 2018. Trademarks are generally created for ten years so budget‑
ing in 2027 and 2028 will need to consider renewals.
As the year ended, the WSO discovered several websites sus‑
pected of violating copyright. One site appears to be renting an
Al‑Anon eBook. General Counsel was engaged on the topic of
copyright infringement and Staff learned that electronic book copy‑
right law allows a purchaser to loan an electronic book, providing
it is loaned to only one person at a time, in alignment with printed
material copyright law. Investigation into the discovered sites will
continue in 2018.
Electronic Meetings
Staff has been communicating with an electronic meeting plat‑
form operator regarding another potential trademark concern. The
issue was referred to the Executive Director in December. The site
states the Al‑Anon and Alateen meetings it hosts have been regis‑
tered with the WSO; however, the WSO has not agreed to register
these meetings. The Executive Director wrote to the operator to ask
the statement regarding registration be removed and advised him
the site’s approach to hosting meetings appears to violate Tradition
Seven; conversations are ongoing.
The Staff and Executive Director met in November to evaluate
the procedure for registering electronic meetings. Through that
discussion, Staff were able to clarify that meetings using multiple
formats, for example Skype meetings which can occur using video,
audio and chat simultaneously, are consistent with the Al‑Anon
Policy Digest and can be registered.
Challenges arose regarding several electronic meeting formats
as can be expected when using emerging technologies.
Summary 2018

• Canadian members seeking to attend US hosted phone
meetings discovered they were being charged supplemental
fees by Canadian phone providers or could not attend the
meetings at all. Canadian members were encouraged to
start phone meetings using Canadian phone providers.
• Members setup Facebook Al‑Anon meetings using the
“closed” rather than “secret” group type, some due to lack
of knowledge and others believing they were performing
a public outreach service. Al‑Anon meetings using social
media need to protect the anonymity of Al‑Anon members
who participate in these meetings which, for Facebook
requires the “secret” setting. Staff continues to talk to
these groups in the hopes of reasoning things out with one
another.
Staff will update electronic meeting guidelines in 2018 to reflect
what has been learned.
Facebook and emerging platforms such as WhatsApp are vital
channels for reaching younger people who may be experiencing
the challenges of a loved one’s drinking. The Associate Director—
Public Outreach Media and Group Records, Associate Director—
Groups, and the Executive Director are participating in the Policy
Committee’s Task Force on Electronic/Virtual Meetings as part of
the overall strategy to enable use of these technologies to host
meetings to occur in a manner in alignment with Al‑Anon principles.
Working with the Areas
2017 marked the beginning of a new era in collaboration between
Areas and the WSO, with the WSO participating in two live video
sessions with Area Assemblies. The Interim Executive Director
participated in a video conferencing session with California North
Al‑Anon members as part of a “skit” between Annie S., Lois W.
and the ED. Later in the year, the Director of Programs, Associate
Director—Groups, Alateen Assistant and the Executive Director
participated in a shared responsibility presentation and discussion
with the California South Assembly regarding challenges facing
their Alateen groups. Participants at the California South Assembly
cheered at the end of the discussion and expressed appreciation
for the opportunity to have the WSO “in the room” for the conver‑
sation.
The Director of Finance and Executive Director participated
via phone with the Delegates and Trustees from Canada to dis‑
cuss challenges Canadian members experience trying to donate
through PayPal to WSO and receive tax receipts. PayPal does not
provide enough information to support creation of a tax receipt;
however, the conversation led to several good suggestions to sim‑
plify Canadian member contributions to the WSO. Staff is working
to implement some suggestions; while others are already available,
for example, providing Canadian members the Canadian P.O. Box
address so they do not need to buy special stamps to mail a dona‑
tion cheque (check).
The WSO, like the rest of North America, were very concerned
about families and Al‑Anon friends when natural disasters like
hurricanes struck Puerto Rico, Florida and Texas and fires rav‑
aged California and Montana. Members reached out to the WSO
to understand how to help, which provided an opportunity for Staff
to define the WSO role as it relates to local disasters. True to its
heritage, in these situations the WSO will act as a clearinghouse
by reaching out to the Areas to gather local contacts and providing
those contacts to members who wish to help.
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Universal Understanding of Recovery (UUR)

Staff were asked by a member to provide a timeline for delivery
of service material that included the definition of family recovery
created by the Universal Understanding of Recovery Work Group
and approved by the WSC in 2015. Staff recognized that since the
time the UUR Work Group had proposed the definition, a standard
definition had been created and Al‑Anon’s late introduction of an
alternative might cause a public controversy. The topic was raised
to the Board of Trustees and in July 2017, the Board rescinded the
April 2015 motion on the basis that it did not meet the standards
of the current professional climate, was outside the purpose of
Al‑Anon, and could put the organization in the midst of public con‑
troversy.

Strategic Planning

To provide greater visibility to the Executive Committee and
Board of Trustees regarding the actions taken by Staff in advancing
the Board of Trustees’ Strategic Plan Priorities monthly, Staff intro‑

duced “Insights” sections into the monthly Directors’ Report which
connect key activities or projects with a specific priority on the
Board’s plan. These insights help the Executive Committee achieve
their oversight responsibilities and provides a great method for the
Executive Director and Staff Leadership Team to reaffirm Staff are
focused on the Board’s Strategic Priorities.

2018 International Convention

Working in an environment of mutual trust, the International Con‑
vention Planning Committee brainstormed many creative ideas for
enhancing the experience for members attending the 2018 Interna‑
tional Convention in Baltimore. Some of the ideas include expand‑
ing meeting formats beyond traditional speaker and panel meet‑
ings to include book studies, writing workshops and interactive
workshops; and offering an Al‑Anon‑unique archival display for all
who attend the Pioneer Luncheon. Other ideas will be revealed as
the planning continues. The Staff are thrilled by the opportunity to
share fun, fellowship and recovery in July!

PROGRAMS
Marsha W. • Director of Programs

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTIONS
2018 International Convention

2023 International Convention

Baltimore, Maryland, July 6‑8, 2018
Vali F. • Chairperson | Marsha W. • Coordinator | Suzanne M. • Co‑Coordinator

Albuquerque, New Mexico, June 30 – July 2, 2023
Vali F. • Chairperson | Suzanne M. • Coordinator | Kerri K. • Co‑Coordinator

“Celebrating One Day at a Time” Al‑Anon’s International Conven‑
tion 2018 is the theme for this upcoming event.
The registration fee was set at $130 if received by December 31,
2017; $165, if received between January 1 and May 31, 2018; and
$195 from June 1st through onsite registration. The price to attend
the Pioneer Luncheon, a ticketed event, was set at $65. The Plan‑
ning Committee signed a contract with the registration company
that managed the registration process for the 2008 and 2013 Inter‑
national Conventions.
Al‑Anon.org/international enables members to register online or
download an information packet to register by mail for the conven‑
tion and housing. To encourage attendance, ads and articles were
included in the electronic publication In the Loop and The Forum
magazine. All information and registration materials for the Con‑
vention are available in Spanish and French.
The Conference Reunion Luncheon is an event at which atten‑
dance has been declining. For the 2018 Conference Reunion, the
Planning Committee considered ways to make the event more at‑
tractive and to offer more time for reconnection. The Reunion will
be a cruise aboard Baltimore’s Inner Harbor Spirit Cruise Ship.

Thirteen members of the 2023 Convention Site Committee lis‑
tened to 13 bid presentations following the 2017 World Service
Conference.
The Convention Site Committee was comprised of Al‑Anon volun‑
teers and WSO Staff. The volunteers included six Delegates (who
were not presenting a bid) selected by lot, two members of the
Board of Trustees selected by lot, and the Chairperson of the Board
of Trustees. The Staff members included the Director of Finance, the
Director of Programs, the 2023 International Convention Coordinator
(Associate Director—Conference), and the 2023 International Con‑
vention Co‑Coordinator (Associate Director—International).
Following the bid presentations, the Convention Site Committee
went into Executive Session to determine its top three cities based
on the information that was included in the bid when it was submitted
and the bid presentation, including the question and answer session.
The Event/Project Manager worked with the three conven‑
tion and visitors’ bureau representatives to set up the one week,
three‑city International Convention Site Selection trip.
In August, a six‑member Site Selection Committee comprised of
the 2023 Coordinator, Co‑Coordinator, Executive Director, Director
of Programs, Director of Finance, and a Trustee selected by lot—
visited the top three cities. After the site visits, the Committee went
into Executive Session to discuss the merits of each city. During the
Executive Session, the Event/Project Manager joined the meeting
briefly via conference call to add her insights into the conversation.
Following the discussion, the Committee unanimously voted to rec‑
ommend Albuquerque, New Mexico.
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In September, the Chairperson of the Board (COB), the Event/
Project Manager, and the 2023 Coordinator visited Albuquerque to
tour the Convention Center and the five main hotels and to ask any
additional questions to provide the COB with the information nec‑
essary to recommend the city to the Board for approval in October.
Following the Board’s approval, the location of the 2023 Internation‑
al Convention was announced to the fellowship in the COB’s Letter.
The 2023 International Convention Planning Committee began
meeting to discuss the city of Albuquerque’s offer and the numerous
hotels (including rates and commitments) in the proposed housing
block to start working out the details regarding signing contacts.
New for the 2023 International Convention are shuttle buses!
Al‑Anon will be providing shuttle buses on peak days to the attend‑
ees that are staying in hotels that are not within walking distance of
the convention center. This allows AFG, Inc. to offer a good range of
hotels in different parts of the city and attract a wider variety of mem‑
bers to attend based on their personal preferences and finances.

CONFERENCE

Suzanne M. • Associate Director—Conference

The Associate Director—Conference facilitated the AFG Con‑
nects communities for Past and Current WSC Members, current
WSC Members, Area Chairs and District Representatives (DRs).
Panel 57 Delegates, Area Chairs and District Representatives were
welcomed and received access to their respective communities on
AFG Connects, the online system the WSO uses to communicate
with trusted servants. Some themes across these active communi‑
ties include:
• Area Chairs have been discussing: the number of Group
Representatives (GRs) attending Assemblies versus the
number of groups in the Area; and Area boundaries and
service.
• District Representatives have been discussing: District
meeting formats; as well as Sponsorship and Service
Sponsorship workshops.
• Delegates have been discussing: the various Area methods
in place for GRs to bring forth a motion during an Assembly;
and whether Areas require a member to be present during
an Election Assembly to stand for an Area position.

2017 Conference

Twenty‑five Conference members participated in the conference
call for new Conference members in mid‑January. A recap of the
call was emailed the following week.
New Delegates were paired with their Delegate Mentors.
Sixty‑four Delegates returned their Opportunities to Serve forms
and were assigned to be a member of a Committee or a Task Force,
or to attend a workshop. One Delegate opted out. Most Delegates
were assigned to their first or second choice; a few Delegates
were assigned to their third choice.
Sixty‑two Chosen Agenda Items (CAIs) were submitted by the
deadline. Two were related to the Prayer for Today discussion; five
had to do with Policy discussions, and one had to do with the out‑
come of the Task Force: Spirituality in Group Money Discussions.
Therefore, 54 CAIs were sent to the CAI Task Force to combine like
topics. The Task Force was comprised of the Conference Chairper‑
son and two Delegates. Following its work, the Task Force com‑
bined like items that resulted in 54 CAIs being combined into 19
CAIs that were presented to Conference members for voting.
Summary 2018

The Sharing Area Highlights meeting, an out‑of‑Conference ses‑
sion that takes place the day before Conference convenes and is
organized and chaired by Delegates, met in small groups to share
and discuss several topics, which were meant to initiate discus‑
sion, which then reported discussion highlights to the whole group.
The response to the second year of this new format continued to
be positive.
Ninety‑two voting members attended the 57th WSC in Virginia
Beach, Virginia, April 24‑28, 2017. Alternate Delegates represented
the Areas of Ontario North and South Dakota; a few days prior to
the Conference convening, the WSO learned that the Idaho Area
would not be represented. Mexico, New Zealand and the UK &
Eire each sent a General Service Office (GSO) Representative to
attend the Conference. The GSO in Mexico also sent a translator
to assist its Representative. Conference evaluations indicated that
the Conference was very successful.
Conference members toured the World Service Office during
Conference week. Members of the Board of Trustees and Execu‑
tive Committee facilitated the tours.
All Conference presentations were posted to AFG Connects. The
representatives from Mexico, New Zealand and the UK & Eire were
given access to the WSC Members community on AFG Connects
for one month.
The 2017 World Service Conference Summary (P‑46) was posted
to the website in July. The hard copy was available for purchase
in August.

2018 Conference

Staff reached a fully executed contract for the 2018 WSC, which
will be held at the Renaissance Westchester Hotel in West Har‑
rison, New York, April 16‑20, 2018. The following sessions will take
place on Monday, April 16th: The New Member Orientation Ses‑
sion, Committees/Task Forces, Sharing Area Highlights, and the
Opening Dinner. The Conference will begin Tuesday, April 17th,
all Conference members will visit Stepping Stones the morning of
Wednesday, April 18th and the Closing Dinner will be held Friday,
April 20th.
A fully‑executed contract was reached to record the 2018 WSC.
A contract with a former Staff member to write the 2018 Confer‑
ence Summary was also finalized.
Delegates were invited to mentor a Panel 58 Delegate.
New Conference members were invited to participate in the con‑
ference call for new Conference members.

2019 and 2020 Conferences

Following two site visits and numerous discussions, Staff exe‑
cuted contracts with a Virginia Beach hotel for the 2019 and 2020
Conferences.

Conference Leadership Team

Tina B./Judy K. • Chairpersons | Rosie M./Teri M. • Co‑Chairpersons
Suzanne M. • Associate Director—Conference

In initial planning for the 2018 WSC, the Conference Leadership
Team (CLT) unanimously agreed on (and the Board approved) the
2018 Conference theme, “Al‑Anon—There is no standing still!”
The CLT created a Task Force of Delegates for increased Del‑
egate participation in the WSC Agenda. These Delegates were
charged with creating presentations to present the Board’s Goals
for the Conference, the Conference Voting Procedures, the Confer‑
ence Theme, and Conference Etiquette.
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The CLT also created a Task Force for Translation Options at the
WSC. This Task Force will explore the benefits and challenges of
possibly providing translation to those Conference members whose
first language is not English.
Following the CLT’s review of the Conference Procedures Book‑
let, members of the CLT reorganized the content, included addi‑
tional terms and clarified voting procedures. The Board of Trustees
approved the revision.
The Chosen Agenda Item (CAI) invitation letter was posted to
AFG Connects. For the 2018 Conference, the Conference Leader‑
ship Team invited incoming Delegates as well as outgoing Dele‑
gates to submit items. Also eligible to submit topics are members
of the Board of Trustees, members of the Executive Committee, and
members of the WSO Conference Staff.
The CAIs will be fact‑checked by a Task Force that includes two
Delegates and the Associate Director—Conference; two other Del‑
egates and the Conference Chairperson will combine the submis‑
sions into similar topics for voting.

GROUP SERVICES

Sue P. • Associate Director—Group Services

2017 has been a busy and fruitful year in Group Services. Here
are the highlights:
Correspondences
There continue to be common themes that are expressed by the
members as issues of concern: crosstalk, group insurance, group
bank accounts, problems with family members other than alcohol
and service participation by Al‑Anon members who are also mem‑
bers of Alcoholics Anonymous. In response, members are encour‑
aged to use the Service Manual and to discuss these matters in a
principle‑based manner by applying the Traditions and Concepts.
When appropriate, Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) documents
are created and made available to members; in 2017, the group
banking issues FAQ was updated to reflect current trends. With the
shift from Group e‑News to In the Loop, Group Services became
able to share current information along with “how to” articles that
tie into the themes extracted from phone calls and emails received.
The Inmate Correspondence Service now has its own email ad‑
dress: ics@al‑anon.org. Inmates are now able to use this service,
if offered by their correctional facilities, to write to their Al‑Anon
contacts and the Al‑Anon contact can readily respond. It has re‑
duced the wait time between correspondences which appears to
be beneficial to all.

Alateen

2017 was a monumental year for Alateen as it celebrated its 60th
anniversary. The year started with a call for “Happy Anniversary”
cards to be sent to the WSO. As the year progressed, the WSO
made collages of the pictures on displays that were included in the
Alateen Talk newsletter. The WSO Staff was deeply touched by the
many cards, posters and pictures that were sent from the various
Alateen anniversary events and conferences. A historical timeline
was displayed at the April WSC marking the footprints through the
years of Alateen. A special logo appeared on all issues of The Fo‑
rum beginning in March.
Alateen WSO was launched on Instagram in February and on
Twitter in March.
Historical information commemorating Alateen history was post‑
ed in the Alateen Coordinator community on AFG Connects in col‑
laboration with Archives. Articles appeared in The Forum, Group
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eNews and In the Loop. Some Staff members modified their email
signatures to include the 60th anniversary logo. The entire Staff
took part in the celebration.
Group Services also received requests to share information re‑
garding the 60th anniversary with the Stepping Stones Foundation
and National Association of Children of Alcoholics (NACoA) for
their respective newsletters.
The WSO requested Areas forward updated Safety and Behav‑
ioral Requirements to the WSO. Areas were reminded to refer to
the 2003 Alateen Motion when making updates to ensure their
Safety and Behavioral Requirements remain in compliance with
the Alateen Policy.
To solidify the position of Alateen as part of Al‑Anon, the online
meeting search for Alateen meetings was modified to clearly state
that where no Alateen meetings exist, teens are welcome to attend
Al‑Anon meetings. In addition, the option to register and participate
in Alateen Chat meetings with a link to the registration page was
made prominent in the online meeting search feature.
The six Alateen Chat meetings are attended regularly. The in‑
structions were modified to simplify the registration process and
clarify the times to call into the chat meeting. As a result of the
Annual Alateen Recertification process, the Alateen Chat meet‑
ing Group Sponsors and Current Mailing Address (CMA) contacts
were updated to reflect rotation of service. A separate listing is
maintained for the Alateen Chat meetings.
The conference calls with incoming Area Alateen Coordinators
were successful with an 81% participation rate, as were the follow
up calls in preparation for Al‑Anon Members Involved in Alateen Ser‑
vice (AMIAS) recertification. The 2003 Motion was reviewed with the
Coordinators and the various service tools available were shared.

Spanish Members

Group Services Staff had an opportunity to participate in a
live television broadcast which aired on April 1, 2017 announc‑
ing Al‑Anon Family Groups on a local community access Span‑
ish‑speaking program that has connections to major outlets in
the Spanish‑speaking TV community. The name of the program is
“11 por las 11” which translated means, “11 at 11.” The seven‑
to eight‑minute segment (episode #313) provided Group Services
Staff, while protecting their anonymity, an opportunity to explain
what Al‑Anon is to the Spanish‑speaking community, how Al‑Anon
can help families of alcoholics, where to find and how to connect
with Al‑Anon. The episode can be found online using Google or an‑
other search engine.
For the fifth consecutive year, an Al‑Anon/Alateen table was
present at Nuestra Feria. This is an event organized by the Hampton
Roads Hispanic Chamber of Commerce (HRHCC) which provides
outreach to the Hispanic community in the region. In collabora‑
tion with the Virginia Beach Outreach Committee, over 100 Al‑Anon
Faces Alcoholism 2017 magazines in Spanish and approximately 75
in English were distributed as well as local meeting lists.

Al‑Anon Information Services

The annual update was mailed to 201 Al‑Anon Information Ser‑
vices (AISs) and 94 Literature Distribution Centers (LDCs). All infor‑
mation was listed on al‑anon.org under “Worldwide Al‑Anon Con‑
tacts.” As the website was updated, new URLs were established.
The links were posted on AFG Connects for the AISs and LDCs to
update their meeting search links to the new site.
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Electronic Meetings

Group Services Staff held two conference calls with 32 represen‑
tative members of the phone meetings in March. Topics of discus‑
sion included the “Dilution of the Al‑Anon Program—the Effects
of Using Outside Terminology in Al‑Anon Meetings,” “Welcoming
Newcomers Who Are Affected by Addictions Other Than Alcohol.”
Members shared their concerns on the topics and were referred to
use several tools such as discussions on Traditions One and Three,
the policy regarding use of “Labels” and the “Three Obstacles to
Success.”
Canadian and international phone meeting participants notified
the WSO about difficulties they were experiencing calling into the
phone meetings that originate in the United States. The members
were encouraged to explore hosting phone meetings in their coun‑
tries to avoid disruption of the help and hope offered by phone
meetings.
Group Services Staff is participating in the Electronic/Virtual
Meeting Thought Force to provide information and establish crite‑
ria for electronic meeting registration on the many platforms that
are now available to Al‑Anon members. The Thought Force is also
discussing how to incorporate the meetings and the various plat‑
forms into the service structure.
Miscellaneous
Group Services Staff members collaborated with Public Outreach
and Digital Strategy to update content that is currently appearing
on the al‑anon.org website. All social media posts and graphics
are reviewed with the intent to attract the newcomer to Al‑Anon
and Alateen. Snippets that appear on Teen Corner are reviewed
and updated at regular intervals with new and fresh articles for the
public view. The ability to provide basic information to profession‑
als including downloadable material has been an effective tool that
has streamlined work flow.
2018‑2021 Al‑Anon/Alateen Service Manual (P‑24/27)
The updated Service Manual was posted online in a digital for‑
mat on December 8, 2017 in English. An announcement was posted
In the Loop on the same day. The digital version offers direct links
from the Tables of Contents to the topic, the ability to print, set
bookmarks, search by word/phrase/chapter, document notes and
increase readability using zoom. As a result, there is no Index in
the online digital version. At the end of the year, a downloadable
PDF version was available with plans to provide a downloadable
flipbook version in the future when technology permits.
The “Groups at Work” section was completely revised and reor‑
ganized to reflect language in keeping with Al‑Anon spiritual prin‑
ciples. Revisions to the “Digest of Al‑Anon and Alateen Policies”
and the “Concepts of Service” that were approved by the World
Service Conference since 2014 are incorporated, along with the
completely revised “World Service Handbook.”

GROUP RECORDS

Pat Q. • Associate Director— Public Outreach Media & Group Records

The WSO Group Records Department placed 46 groups in “Re‑
ported not Meeting” status since the beginning of the year. This
new status allows the WSO to stop directing people to groups that
may not be meeting. The flagged meetings are temporarily removed
from the WSO toll‑free information meeting line and the Public Out‑
reach website meeting search results until the status of the meet‑
ing can be verified.

Summary 2018

Forty‑three percent (20 meetings) of the reported meetings were
actually holding meetings. These meetings did not have signage
within the building to direct people to the meeting room, did not pro‑
vide location instructions with their group registration or update, or
they had moved to another location. Twenty‑six percent (12 meet‑
ings) were no longer meeting; the groups had disbanded and failed
to notify the Area or the World Service Office (WSO). At the end of
the year, the remaining meetings were awaiting verification by the
Area Group Records Coordinators and District Representatives.
An Al‑Anon member from the Peguis Native American Reserva‑
tion in the Manitoba/Northwest Ontario Area registered a second
videoconferencing meeting using Telehealth technology. It allows
individuals who live in remote areas to go to a Health Centre, nurs‑
ing station, or hospital and attend an Al‑Anon meeting via confer‑
ence video. The bi‑monthly meeting is an addition to a face‑to‑face
meeting held at the same location.

Group Records Conference Calls
and Training Sessions

The new Area Group Records Coordinator and Area Alateen
Process Person (AAPP) web conference calls were held on Janu‑
ary 28th. The incoming Panel 58 Coordinators and AAPPs were
introduced to their new roles using PowerPoint presentations.
Eighty‑six percent of the Area Group Records Coordinators (19 Ar‑
eas) and 77 percent of the AAPPs (17 Areas) participated on the
call. The remaining Areas were not represented as their Coordi‑
nators are currently serving a second term. All participants suc‑
cessfully accessed the videoconferencing platform to view the
PowerPoint presentations and some used the chat feature to ask
questions.
The Group Records Department held two WSO Online Group
Records web conference training sessions for new Area Group
Records Coordinators and Area Alateen Process Persons (AAPPs)
on February 7 and 9, 2017. Two different time options were offered
to accommodate the participants. An average of five Area Group
Records Coordinators and AAPPs attended each training session.
The smaller groups allowed participants to ask in‑depth questions
and Staff to go over specific scenarios.
Four regional Area Group Records Coordinator conference calls
were held in October. The calls focused on the connection between
public outreach and group records and identified broken commu‑
nication links. WSO Staff asked Coordinators to inform members
of the main reason for keeping their group records up to date—so
WSO can help newcomers find their meeting. Sixty percent of the
Areas (40 Areas) participated on the calls. A follow‑up survey on
AFG Connects will gather feedback from the Area Group Records
Coordinators.

Group Records Updates
WSO Online Group Records Application Upgrade
Group Records released the WSO Online Group Records 4.7 ver‑
sion on August 30th. This latest upgrade contained fixes and im‑
provements based directly on Area Group Records Coordinators’
and Area Alateen Process Persons’ feedback. Highlights include
the reactivation of past Al‑Anon Members Involved in Alateen Ser‑
vice on the certification tab, and the optimization of the city search
field. The application now treats city abbreviations, apostrophes
and hyphens between words as spelled out (e.g. Ft Worth, O’Fallon,
Saint‑Félicien).
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2017 Al‑Anon Annual Update Sheet
The WSO Group Records Department appreciates the fellow‑
ship’s efforts to keep their group information up‑to‑date. Starting
in September 2017, the Al‑Anon Annual Update mailing included a
flyer to encourage groups to verify and update information to help
newcomers find their meetings. The flyer highlights the importance
of including location instructions and having a Group Phone Con‑
tact for the public.
Group Records Forms
The WSO developed web forms to address complaints from mem‑
bers who were unable to save the completed Al‑Anon Registration/
Group Records Change Form (GR‑1). Separate online forms were
created for new Al‑Anon group registrations and Al‑Anon group
changes to allow members to complete their entry online. Their up‑
dates are then emailed to their Area Group Records Secretary, for
verification and data entry, with a cc email to the WSO, streamlin‑
ing the flow of group registrations and changes. Area Group Re‑
cords Coordinators received notification of the new process the
first week of November, in anticipation of the new forms becoming
available in December. Printable PDF versions of the New Al‑Anon
Group Registration and Al‑Anon Group Records Change forms will
remain available until no longer needed. The WSO plans to en‑
hance functionality of the forms in future phases.
The total number of Al‑Anon & Alateen groups worldwide in
2017 is 24,395:
US/PR/BDA Al‑Anon 12,683
US/PR/BDA Alateen 831
Canada Al‑Anon 1,185

INTERNATIONAL

Kerri K. • Associate Director—International

Translation
The following items were translated into French and Spanish
in 2017:
Magazines
• Al‑Anon Faces Alcoholism 2018 magazine, order forms and
marketing tools
• Le lien – a French‑language publication compiled from
Forum articles (six issues)

Canada Alateen 50

• en Acción – a Spanish‑language publication compiled from
Forum articles (six issues)

International Al‑Anon 9,000

Presentations
• Al‑Anon Faces Alcoholism presentation for Quebec Areas

International Alateen 646
The total number of electronic (social media, digital and
phone) meetings increased a net 8% in 2017 to 170:
• Social media 0

Guidelines
• Cooperation Between Al‑Anon and A.A. (G‑3)

• Digital 55

Pamphlets/Service Tools
• Al‑Anon: Then and Now (AR‑2)

• Phone 115

Alateen Annual Recertification for
Al‑Anon Members Involved in
Alateen Service (AMIAS)

WSO Online Meeting Search

Three Al‑Anon Information Services (AISs) contacted the Group
Records Department about outdated meeting information listed
on the WSO website. These challenges often occur when group
changes are reported to only one service structure and the other
levels are not informed, for example when a group reports changes
to an AIS but not to the Area or WSO. The Staff expect the new
online Group Records forms to increase alignment as groups are
enabled to enter group updates directly into the WSO database and
to have those changes flow out to the Areas.
The Group Records Department conducted an inventory of Area,
Al‑Anon Information Service (AIS) and District websites. The pur‑
pose of the inventory was to provide WSO Staff with valuable in‑
formation to enhance the WSO meeting locator, and in turn to bet‑
ter meet the needs of the service arms. Improvements to the WSO
meeting locator feature will encourage Areas, AISs and Districts to
link their websites to the WSO meeting locator so all Al‑Anon web‑
sites can provide the same up‑to‑date meeting information.

• Al‑Anon, You and the Alcoholic (P‑2)
• How Can I Help My Children? (P‑9)
• Al‑Anon’s Cofounders (P‑87)
• Paths to Recovery Workbook (P‑93)

Sixty‑three Areas completed their 2017 Online Alateen Annual
Recertification by the July 1st deadline. The WSO contacted the
remaining four Areas to offer one‑on‑one assistance. The affected
Areas worked diligently the following days to ensure that their 2017
AMIAS recertification was finalized. The delays did not impact any
Alateen groups, since the pending AMIAS were not affiliated with
any groups.
• 4,354 AMIAS were certified in 2017.

• Getting Started (S‑15R)
Web‑based or Digital Media
• Twitter user profiles
• Instagram user profiles
• Group Records change and registration web forms,
instructions and email confirmations
• Group Records annual update instructions
• Alateen 60th anniversary tagline
• Alateen Talk excerpts published online
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• Le Messager and En Contacto – French and Spanish online
newsletters published at least bi‑weekly
• Website content for release 1.0 (Home, Newcomers,
Al‑Anon Meetings, Contributions, and Calendar menus)
• 2018 International Convention website registration
information, theme, flyer, program, housing information and
special event registration information
Other Items
• Appeal letter (quarterly)
• Chairperson of the Board letter (quarterly)
• News from the World Service Conference bulletin
• World Service Conference motions
• 2018 World Service Conference theme for use on posters,
letterhead and other materials

Uganda
In July, the WSO had its first contact with a group in Uganda
when a new group registration form arrived from a member of the
Kampala Group in Kampala, Uganda. This is the first Al‑Anon group
to register in this country.
Europe
Denmark
The GSO has almost completed their translation of Hope for
Today (B‑27). It should be available in early 2018.
Denmark requested the raw graphics files for the “Road Sign”
bookmark. They adapted it for local use in public outreach.

• Group eNews (monthly through August)
• How Al‑Anon Works (B‑22) revision (French only)
• Triennial membership survey
• “Digest of Al‑Anon and Alateen Policies” (P‑25 of the
Al‑Anon/Alateen Service Manual)
• “World Service Handbook” (P‑26 of the Al‑Anon/Alateen
Service Manual)

Al‑Anon/Alateen Internationally

The Associate Director—International is responsible for answer‑
ing correspondence with members and structures outside of the
World Service Conference Structure. The position is the primary
point of contact for news and information coming in from interna‑
tional structures and is the channel for information that flows from
the WSO to support the structures. Specific areas of support include
literature (overseeing the process of translation and reprint) and pol‑
icy (providing guidance and materials). More general topics include
logos, contributions, literature, group problems, technical questions
about websites, and other subjects. Where appropriate, these cat‑
egories are used to help classify the information presented below.
Africa
Kenya
Staff received questions from a member in the US about how to
provide support to Al‑Anon members in Kenya. Some information
was shared with the member in the US and those in Kenya. The
members in Kenya were also encouraged to get in touch with the
General Service Office (GSO) in South Africa since the GSO there
does a lot of public outreach across the continent and they are able
to distribute literature more efficiently than the WSO could.
South Africa
In April, the GSO notified the WSO of a change in staff—Mariette
le R. is the new office administrator, having taken over from Phillipa
B. The GSO is building a new website which they hope to launch by
the end of 2017. The Board of Trustees elected two new Delegates
to the International Al‑Anon General Services Meeting (IAGSM).
Literature Support: In the last year, the GSO has been able to
print Al‑Anon’s three daily readers and the soft cover version of
How Al‑Anon Works (B‑22). They requested permission to reprint
Blueprint for Progress (P‑91) and Reaching for Personal Free‑
dom (P‑92). They also asked for and were sent the PDF version of
Summary 2018

Al‑Anon Faces Alcoholism for reprint purposes. On behalf of their
members, the GSO submitted three articles to the Associate Direc‑
tor—International for consideration in The Forum. These were di‑
rected to appropriate Staff in the Literature department. One of the
articles was selected for publication in November.
Policy Support: South Africa’s Literature Committee wrote se‑
eking suggestions and clarification of policies regarding autonomy
of local service arms when printing public outreach pieces and ser‑
vice tools. A Board of Trustees member wrote for information about
WSO’s bequest policy and how it functions together with other po‑
licies at the local level that may be more or less restrictive.

Finland
Finland established a new office location and a part‑time paid
employee this year. The previous office was too remote, and the
structure worked to find an affordable, centrally‑located office. They
elected a new IAGSM Delegate at their March service meeting.
France
France elected a second IAGSM Delegate. In previous years,
they have only had one.
Germany
Germany hosted the European Zonal Meeting August 18‑20, 2017
and their Board of Trustees elected a new Delegate to the IAGSM.
Greece
A new group was registered in Greece and the WSO had their
first contact in a long time with this structure.
Literature Support: The Associate Director—International was
put in touch with a member of the translation committee in the Greek
service structure. She explained that the committee has been re‑
cently re‑formed with Al‑Anon members. In the past, non‑members
produced translations that were technically accurate, but lacked
the “Al‑Anon voice.” Now that there are more members who are
bilingual English, they are enthusiastic about taking on this service
role. The contact listed several pieces they would like to translate.
Staff provided her with the correct form and instructions. This
seems to be a very cooperative and positive beginning to renewing
relations with Greece.
The new contact continued to write with questions about group
problems such as women attending men’s meetings and members
voting at multiple groups.
Hungary
Literature Support: The Al‑Anon Information Service (AIS) office
in Hungary was very active this year. They are working to complete
translations of The Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions (B‑8), How
Al‑Anon Works (B‑22), and Living with Sobriety (P‑49).
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The AIS submitted five public outreach posters for review and
feedback. It was provided, and they were also referred to the page
on the website that provides several graphic design templates that
can be modified for local use. This is the first request to review
public outreach materials for this structure.
Iceland
Literature Support: The Associate Director—International
worked with the Publications Department to provide the correct
graphics to the GSO’s publisher in Iceland. They are getting ready
to print Paths to Recovery (B‑24) for the first time.
Policy Support: A member from Iceland wrote to the WSO with
questions and concerns about the summertime closure of the GSO
in Reykjavik. The member wanted to know what was “normal.”
Information was provided to the member to explain that there is
a great deal of variety in the business hours of GSOs around the
world and that some do have seasonal closures, but all are respon‑
sible for providing services to their members in accordance with
the memberships’ needs and the GSO’s financial abilities.
Italy
Literature Support: The GSO in Italy translated and prepared to
print A Guide for the Family of the Alcoholic (P‑7), Youth and the
Alcoholic Parent (P‑21), Facts About Alateen (P‑41), and Service
Sponsorship: Working Smarter Not Harder (P‑88).
Staff provided the Public Outreach Committee for the GSO with
the WSO’s TV PSAs. They reviewed them and are considering using
them after re‑recording in Italian.
Luxembourg
The Associate Director—International was contacted by an
English‑speaking Al‑Anon member in Luxembourg for the first time
back in March. There was a second conversation in November.
The member called to request information about other meetings
in her area. Because Luxembourg has no structure of any kind,
the WSO is the only place to find this information. Discussion
focused on strategies for public outreach and cooperating with
professionals and Alcoholics Anonymous (A.A.) as ways to increase
attendance at the meeting. There was also a discussion of group
finances, Tradition Seven, and the idea of being self‑supporting in
Luxembourg, where the government provides free meeting space
to non‑profit groups.
The Netherlands
The Netherlands completed a translation of Hope for Today (B‑27).
Norway
The WSO was contacted by a member in Norway who operates
the website for the GSO. This is the first contact the WSO has had
with a service volunteer in over a year. Through this member, the
WSO was provided updated contact information for Al‑Anon mem‑
bers serving the GSO in Norway. Following this, Staff made its first
contact with the new office manager and learned that the GSO re‑
cently relocated their office and plans to buy some literature from
the WSO in the coming months.
Policy Support: Norway wrote to the WSO to ask for permission to
translate Forum articles to print in their newsletter. (Every issue of The
Forum contains several articles that include a statement saying the
articles can be reprinted in local service arms publications provided
the required copyright credit is used.) Norway asked if this waiver
included permission to translate and then reprint. After confirming the
policy, Norway was informed that permission to translate is included.
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Staff was also contacted by the newly‑elected Alateen Coor‑
dinator for Norway. Norway does not yet have Alateen but is in‑
terested in getting meetings started. A response was coordinated
with Group Services Staff. Most recently, the WSO has been asked
to provide guidance about using social media for Al‑Anon and Ala‑
teen public outreach.
Poland
The GSO in Poland requested permission to translate and print 11
books and pamphlets this year. They are also translating and print‑
ing articles from The Forum in their local newsletter.
Policy Support: The GSO wrote to ask permission to distribute
Courage to Change—One Day at a Time in Al‑Anon II (B‑16) in elec‑
tronic format. This process is not currently supported by the policy
for permission to translate and print but will be referred for addi‑
tional review at the WSO. They also wrote to ask permission to sell
Polish literature outside the geographic borders of Poland. This is
also not currently supported by policy.
Russia
The Russian Service Board, an AIS, is getting ready to print How
Al‑Anon Works (B‑22) for the first time. The Literature Committee
worked on the translation for five years. They had copies ready in
time for their Service Meeting in November. They continue their
work on developing a website and public outreach materials at the
national and Area levels. They determined St. Petersburg would be
the site for their 2018 anniversary celebration and that this would
be held in conjunction with their very first TEAM event.
Policy Support: The Service Board is thinking of forming a Pol‑
icy Committee and was provided a copy of the Policy Committee
Guideline and referred to the Digest of Al‑Anon and Alateen Poli‑
cies for additional research.
The Russian Service Board has written to the WSO to ask about
public outreach website creation, translation updates, what to do
to transition out‑going service members, TEAM events, participa‑
tion in the European Zonal Meeting, and a variety of other topics.
Literature Support: The AIS is conducting an inventory of all
“translate and print” paperwork and revising some of their previ‑
ous translations. They asked the WSO to support this process. As
part of that support, they were provided with guidance on when
and when not to re‑submit paperwork for revised translations. At
year‑end, they requested copies of permission forms for 16 titles to
be able to update their records.
Slovakia
The WSO International Coordination Committee recommended
to its Board of Trustees that reprint permission be granted to the
AIS office in Slovakia and this was approved at the January Board
meeting.
Slovenia
The GSO in Slovenia requested permission to translate and print
Courage to Change (B‑16) and A Guide for the Family of the Alco‑
holic (P‑7). In August, they sent two copies of the newly printed
translation of Courage to Change (B‑16). This is the first time Slove‑
nia has translated and printed a book.
Spain
The GSO in Spain requested permission to translate and print
How Al‑Anon Works (B‑32).
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UK & Eire
The General Secretary for the GSO in UK & Eire attended the 2017
World Service Conference (WSC). (See the World Service Confer‑
ence Summary for more information.) The GSO requested permis‑
sion to reprint How Al‑Anon Works (B‑32) and sent two copies of
the completed work in November.
Staff spoke with the UK & Eire GSO after being contacted by a
member of a group that had fallen away from the structure and did
not know how to get reconnected. The member asked a variety of
questions about group issues and policy. Staff were able to help
bridge the gap between her group and the GSO.
Asia
India
Literature Support: The GSO in India requested permission to
reprint Opening Our Hearts, Transforming Our Losses (B‑29), Ala‑
teen’s 4th Step Inventory (P‑64) and Blueprint for Progress (Revised)
(P‑91). A Board member also wrote to the WSO to request permis‑
sion to create a special edition 50th anniversary cover for the One
Day at a Time in Al‑Anon (B‑6) book. Since this is not permitted,
the Board was provided with an alternative. They were also noti‑
fied that the WSO is offering an anniversary edition. India, and other
structures with reprint permission, can request reprint permission.
Staff in the International section answered questions about
public outreach and fundraising that came from members in In‑
dia through the WSO’s Facebook page. The GSO asked questions
about incorporation and taxes and were referred to local experts to
provide advice on those issues.
Iran
The Group Records Department received updated group reg‑
istration forms for 56 groups in Iran. These included Al‑Anon and
Alateen groups.
Mongolia
An A.A. member in Massachusetts contacted the WSO to find out
about Al‑Anon meetings in Mongolia. He sponsors an A.A. member
there who says there are spouses in need of Al‑Anon meetings. He
was provided with appropriate contact information to share with
the A.A. members with whom he is in touch.
South Korea
The GSO in South Korea wrote with questions and to request
registration information for the 2018 International Convention.
They plan to send several representatives. If so, this will be the
first opportunity for the Associate Director—International to have
face‑to‑face contact with members of this structure.
Policy Support: A member of the Board in South Korea wrote to
ask questions about the permissibility of A.A. literature in Al‑Anon
meetings. They were provided an answer consistent with Al‑Anon’s
policy.
Turkey
Policy Support: A member in Turkey wrote to ask whether teens
can attend Al‑Anon meetings if there are no Alateen meetings
available. Staff consulted with the Group Services Assistant for
Alateen because the language in the Service Manual says only that
Alateens are welcome to attend Al‑Anon meetings when there are
no AMIAS available for the Alateen meeting. It does not specifi‑
cally say teens can attend if there are no Alateen meetings. Staff
response to the member in Turkey focused on Tradition Three and
the limits of anonymity in meetings when minors are present.
Summary 2018

Australia/New Zealand
Australia
Australia sent copies of two new pieces of literature they printed
– the Al‑Anon Is/Is Not bookmark (M‑44) and a supplemental recov‑
ery piece they developed for doing a Step Ten daily inventory. Two
different Areas in the structure have adapted the WSO’s public out‑
reach tools for local use, per the information available on the WSO
website. The General Secretary of the GSO helped to oversee the
incorporation of one of the Areas in the structure. Lastly, Australia’s
Board of Trustees elected two new IAGSM Delegates.
Literature Support: The GSO in Australia requested permission to
reprint the bookmark Sponsorship—Working Together to Recover
(M‑78).
Policy Support: The General Secretary asked questions about
the WSO’s policy on “Limited Permission to Sell Literature.” The
policy was designed to be used between fully formed and evolving
structures, but the question is whether it can be broadened for use
between two fully formed structures, one of which does not gener‑
ally find it cost effective to reprint. Research is ongoing.
Staff answered a series of questions for the GSO in Australia
about planning and facilitating TEAM events. After discussion over
several service meetings, the structure has decided to try these.
The first one will take place in 2018. Staff also recently reviewed
four draft television PSAs and worked with the Publications De‑
partment to supply the correct logo graphics for these.
New Zealand
The General Secretary in the New Zealand GSO attended the
2017 WSC (see the World Service Conference Summary for more
information). This structure is also in the early stages of trying
TEAM events. The Board of Trustees elected two new IAGSM Del‑
egates.
Literature Support: The GSO in New Zealand generally buys lit‑
erature from the WSO instead of reprinting. In the past, sales of the
soft cover How Al‑Anon Works (B‑22) were prohibited outside of
the WSC Structure (because the soft cover was considered an out‑
reach tool). With the suspension of the hard cover version, interna‑
tional structures are now permitted to sell the soft cover version,
an option the New Zealand GSO is interested in pursuing.
The Americas
Belize
The registration process for establishing the first AIS office in
Belize was completed. A welcome letter was sent, and changes
were made to add Belize to the “Find an International Meeting”
page on the Public Outreach website.
Cayman Islands
Staff has had several conversations and email contacts with
members in Cayman Islands as they researched several possible
avenues to strengthen their structure. (Cayman Islands currently
does not have a national structure.) Staff provided them with ap‑
plicable guidelines and answered questions about the Knowl‑
edge‑Based Decision‑Making (KBDM) process and the respon‑
sibilities associated with various service arms, e.g., Areas, AIS
offices, Districts, and GSOs. After thorough discussion over a pe‑
riod of months, the members came to a decision and dissolved their
KBDM. At present, they are focusing on public outreach as a way
to attract new members and strengthen their structure from within.
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Costa Rica
Policy Support: Costa Rica has reason to believe that inappro‑
priate online sharings of excerpts of literature are affecting their
literature sales. They wrote to the WSO with questions about what
to do. GSOs that have been granted reprint (or translate and print)
permission are responsible for enforcing copyright provisions with‑
in their structures. The GSO was encouraged to develop a policy,
if they didn’t already have one, so that members would know what
kinds of things would and would not be appropriate to share online.

Region were present, including Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala
(host structure), Honduras, México, Nicaragua, and Panamá. All
delegations and the WSO representatives participated. Delegates
from each structure made presentations that included the history
of Al‑Anon in the structure; weaknesses and achievements since
the last meeting; upcoming/proposed projects; and an overview of
the structure, i.e. number and type of national committees, number
and type of local service arms, and number and format of groups,
including whether the number is increasing or decreasing.

El Salvador
El Salvador was successful in its bid to host the next Central
American Zonal Meeting. It will take place in 2019.

European Zonal Meeting
The European Zonal Meeting was held August 18‑20, 2017 in Es‑
sen, Germany. Marsha W., Director of Programs, and Debbie G.,
Chairperson of the Board, attended. There was active participation
by General Service Offices as well as representatives of evolving
structures. The European Zonal Meeting is a mature meeting and
the discussion reflects that. Questions tend to be less about pro‑
cesses, such as reprint permission or public outreach, and more
about roles and responsibilities, such as the role of some of the
Board’s sub‑committees.

México
The GSO in México requested permission to reprint Conflict Res‑
olution Using Our Twelve Traditions (S‑72), Talk to Each Other—
Resolving Conflicts Within Al‑Anon (S‑73), and Paths to Recovery
Workbook (P‑93). Representatives of this structure attended the
WSC (see World Service Conference Summary), the Central Ameri‑
can Zonal Meeting, and the Ibero‑American Zonal Meeting. Méxi‑
co was successful in its bid to host the next Ibero‑American Zonal
Meeting. It will take place in 2019.
Brazil
The GSO requested permission to translate and print Many Voic‑
es, One Journey (B‑31). They sent a courtesy copy of their General
Service Conference Summary and copies of a new pamphlet they
developed for public outreach. The translated title is The Alcoholic
Drinks and the Family Gets Dizzy.
The General Secretary wrote to ask a question about newcomer
packets. No one in the structure had seen one before one of their
Trustees brought one home after a visit to the US. She was pro‑
vided information about the different newcomer packets the WSO
offers and how to go about getting permission to translate and print
something similar.
Ecuador
The GSO in Ecuador received permission to print 15 titles this
year. This is, by far, the most this structure has ever printed. Their
structure is on much more stable financial footing since they began
reprinting their own literature rather than purchasing from other
structures as they had in the past. Ecuador hosted the Ibero‑Amer‑
ican Zonal Meeting in October.
Uruguay
Literature Support: After a long time without contact, the As‑
sociate Director—International was introduced to a member of
Uruguay’s structure at the Ibero‑American Zonal Meeting. She fol‑
lowed up with reprint requests for a combination of five books and
pamphlets.

Zonal Meetings

A Zonal Meeting is an informational meeting held every two
years for countries with General Service Offices or evolving ser‑
vice structures.
Central American Zonal Meeting
The Central American Zonal Meeting was held May 18‑20, 2017
in Guatemala City, Guatemala. Kerri K., Associate Director—Inter‑
national, and Judy K., Trustee, attended. The theme of the meet‑
ing was “Many Voices, One Journey.” Seven structures from the
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Ibero‑American Zonal Meeting
The Ibero‑American Zonal Meeting was held October 14‑15, 2017
in Quito, Ecuador. Kerri K., Associate Director—International, and
Joan S., Trustee, attended. The theme of the meeting was “Togeth‑
er we are More.” Seven structures from the Region were present
including Argentina, Brazil, Ecuador, México, Paraguay, Perú, and
Uruguay. Delegates presented on the Concepts of Service and how
they are applied in each respective structure’s service activities.
Discussion at this meeting echoed some of that heard at the Cen‑
tral American meeting in that many structures are facing problems
with members inappropriately using social media. This results in
breaches of anonymity in some cases and potential copyright in‑
fringement in others. Many smaller structures are also still trying
to figure out how to take advantage of the possibility of purchasing
literature from larger structures in the Region.

INTERNATIONAL COORDINATION
COMMITTEE

Marilyn M./Karen W.‑P. • Chairpersons | Karen W.‑P./Rosie M. • Co‑Chairpersons
Kerri K. • Associate Director—International

The International Coordination Committee (ICC) met three times
in 2017. Its primary purpose is to support international growth and
perpetuate worldwide unity of Al‑Anon and Alateen groups. The
ICC coordinates the biennial International Al‑Anon General Ser‑
vices Meeting (IAGSM). It also considers first‑time requests for
permission to reprint Conference Approved Literature outside of
the WSC Structure.
At the January meeting, members reviewed a request to grant
reprint permission to Slovakia. The decision to allow it was recom‑
mended to the Board of Trustees and later approved. The ICC also
initiated planning for the 2018 IAGSM to be held in Virginia Beach,
VA. The theme will be “Leading by Example: Structures Supporting
Structures.”
Throughout the year, the ICC has continued to plan the agenda
for the IAGSM, including identifying general session topics and
presenters, identifying workshop topics, locating a facility to host
the event, revising the orientation based on attendee and ICC feed‑
back, and making improvements to evaluations based on attendee
and ICC feedback.
At present, there are 36 General Service Offices, each of which
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can send two Delegates to participate in the IAGSM. The IAGSM is
a closed meeting, only attended by IAGSM Delegates and members
of the ICC, and it is jointly funded by the WSO and the structures
that attend through an equalized expense funding mechanism, sim‑
ilar to that used for the WSC. The 2016 IAGSM Summary is available
online.
The Associate Director—International also provides the ICC with
reports of Zonal Meetings, other international travel assignments,
and international activity.

LITERATURE SERVICES

Tom C. • Associate Director—Literature

Literature
NEW DAILY READER (working title)
The WSO has received over 1,258 sharings from the fellowship
so far for this book which is adequate to plan for hiring a freelance
writer/editor Al‑Anon member in 2018 to begin reviewing the ma‑
terial. Requests to Literature Coordinators and notices in WSO
publications continued throughout the year, including an “Inside
Al‑Anon Family Groups” article highlighting the difference between
a story for The Forum and a daily reader sharing.

ordinators to continue enhancing communication and cooperation
regarding their role.

Magazines
Magazine Coordinator
In July, Mark S. joined the WSO Staff and began training in
the new position of Magazine Coordinator. His work includes
responsibility for selecting and editing The Forum and Al‑Anon
Faces Alcoholism, as well as serving as Staff Liaison to the Forum
Editorial Advisory Committee and the Forum Coordinators.
Forum Coordinators
With the introduction of the new Magazine Coordinator, regular
updates were posted throughout the year on the Forum Coordina‑
tor community of AFG Connects. Plans were put in place to revamp
the Forum Sales Report, which will be posted monthly beginning in
2018, and to improve communication and cooperation among the
Coordinators through a trial Forum Coordinator conference call.
“Serving from the Heart” in The Forum
The yearlong series of articles written by members of the Board
of Trustees concluded in September, which was followed by a sur‑
vey in October to understand whether the articles helped the fel‑
lowship understand that Trustees are “simply members.”

INTIMACY IN ALCOHOLIC RELATIONSHIPS (working title)
The WSO hired a freelance writer/editor who is an Al‑Anon
member to write introductory text and select from among the 1,307
sharings received for this book. The Literature Committee reviewed
and unanimously approved the manuscript, which then underwent
policy review as well as final review by the Executive Director. The
book is expected to be ready for introduction at the Al‑Anon Inter‑
national Convention in July 2018.

Revised Forum Writing Guideline (F‑1)
Staff revised the document in keeping with direction of the
Forum Editorial Advisory Committee. Once designed, the Guideline
was posted to Forum Coordinators on AFG Connects as well as on
the WSO website. In addition, it was included as an insert in the
November issue of The Forum, where an “Inside Al‑Anon Family
Groups” article encouraged members to submit sharings for The
Forum.

PARENTS & GRANDPARENTS OF YOUNG PROBLEM DRINKERS
(working title)
The WSO hired a freelance writer/editor Al‑Anon member to
compile the PARENTS & GRANDPARENTS OF YOUNG PROBLEM
DRINKERS (working title) pamphlet from the 255 sharings submit‑
ted. After the draft received unanimous approval by the Literature
Committee, it was reviewed by members of the Policy Committee
and the Executive Director. The Titling Committee recommended
the title, Hope & Understanding for Parents & Grandparents, which
the policy reviewers approved. The pamphlet has been designed
and is now undergoing translation into French and Spanish to en‑
able introduction at the 2018 World Service Conference as planned.

New Look for The Forum
Throughout its 60‑year‑plus history, The Forum has continued
to grow and change. Beginning in September, the magazine intro‑
duced a new design for a fresher look, as designers experimented
with different elements. As comments from the readership arrived,
adjustments were implemented so that a happy medium could be
reached between modern visuals and easy‑to‑read stories.
The Finance and Executive Committees approved the decision
to undertake a one‑year trial of printing The Forum in full color to
enable color pictures to be printed in color and to support the use
of colors to improve readability. Using full‑color helps make The
Forum attractive to new and existing members who have many
magazine choices and are accustomed to the vibrancy of the digi‑
tal world.

Paths to Recovery Workbook (P‑93) and Paths to Recovery Set
(K‑31)
Announcements for the new Paths to Recovery Workbook (P‑93)
and Paths to Recovery Set (K‑31) were posted on AFG Connects, on
AFG Announcements, and in the January issues of The Forum and
Group eNews. Complimentary copies of the workbook were given
to all Conference members, Literature Coordinators, and the five
At‑Large members of the Literature Committee.
THE FORUM BOOK (working title)
Members have submitted over 748 titles and publication dates
of past Forum articles they consider the best of recent years. The
WSO welcomes additional suggestions.
Literature Coordinators
Regular literature updates were posted throughout the year on
the Literature Coordinator community of AFG Connects. In October,
two hour‑long conference calls were held with Area Literature Co‑
Summary 2018

Service Materials and Reports
CAL Quotations
Once again, 20 quotations from a variety of Conference Approved
Literature appeared in the Announcements community of AFG Con‑
nects. Areas and other service arms are invited to use these in their
2017 fundraising calendars without having to obtain written permis‑
sion.
World Service Conference Report
The “News from the WSC” article giving a brief overview of the
2017 Conference was posted on the Members website in June, with
a link included in the June and July issues of the Group e‑News and
a full‑page ad in The Forum.
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Literature Committee

Linda B./Stuart H. • Chairpersons
Tom C. • Staff Liaison, Associate Director—Literature
Leona W./Bruce F. • Trustee Liaison to the Board

The Committee currently consists of ten Delegate members, five
At‑Large members (including the Chairperson), the WSO Staff Liai‑
son, and the WSO Trustee Liaison to the Board. It continues to meet
quarterly by conference call, with intermediate correspondence
occurring using emails and the AFG Connects discussion boards.
The most exciting aspect of the Committee’s work this year
was review and approval of near‑final drafts for the PARENTS &
GRANDPARENTS OF YOUNG PROBLEM DRINKERS (working title)
pamphlet and the INTIMACY IN ALCOHOLIC RELATIONSHIPS
(working title) book. The Committee unanimously approved both
manuscripts, which now continue in the approval process to be‑
come Conference Approved Literature.
The Committee received 22 suggestions from the fellowship for
new literature or revisions to existing literature. It held lively discus‑
sions on several of these ideas and decided to continue discuss‑
ing a suggestion for a piece on Al‑Anon’s spiritual principles. It will
begin by answering the Knowledge‑Based Decision‑Making ques‑
tions on this topic. The Committee also agreed to recommend revi‑
sion of the Suggested Alateen Preamble to the Policy Committee.
The Committee also continued discussions from last year of two
other suggestions, after completing the Knowledge‑Based Deci‑
sion‑Making questions for both items. Following further study, the
Committee agreed to ask the 2018 Conference to discuss a “Just
for Tonight” bookmark, based on an article in the August 2016 is‑
sue of The Forum, but remained undecided regarding a newcomer
pamphlet about spirituality in Al‑Anon.
The Committee also continued to discuss the development of the
NEW DAILY READER (working title), and what the Committee mem‑
bers saw as goals for the book.

Forum Editorial Advisory Committee

Brian R. • Chairperson
Mark S. • Staff Liaison, Magazine Coordinator
Tom C./Claire R.N • Staff Liaisons (interim), Associate Directors
Annette T./Joyce B. • Trustee Liaison to the Board

The Forum Editorial Advisory Committee (FEAC) currently con‑
sists of five At‑Large members (including the Chairperson), the
Magazine Coordinator (who serves as the Staff Liaison), and the
Trustee Liaison to the Board. This year, two Associate Directors
also served as Interim Staff Liaisons until the Magazine Coordina‑
tor position was filled. FEAC continues to meet quarterly by confer‑
ence call, with intermediate correspondence held through emails
and the AFG Connects discussion boards.
Based on the Committee’s recommendation, in January the “In‑
stant Meeting” department of The Forum began including a set of
questions focused on the Step of the month. The Committee agreed
that the questions gave additional food for thought to members
who use the articles for meeting discussions. This addition was
well received.
Each FEAC member receives 50 unedited sharings per month. A
manuscript review guideline is provided to offer direction to the re‑
viewers in completing their assignment. The guideline was revised
this summer to include more insight into the importance of each
reviewer’s comments provide in the editing of sharings. Reviewer
comments help Staff know where edits are needed and assure that
every possible sharing can be used. Even sharings given too low
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a grade to publish are searched for any small nugget of wisdom,
especially for the “One ‘Quote’ at a Time” department.
The Committee reviewed a draft of recommended changes to
The Forum Writing Guideline (F‑1) and made additional sugges‑
tions, including placing more emphasis on the need for sharings
about the Steps, Traditions and Concepts of Service.
In October the Committee began discussion of THE FORUM
BOOK (working title), a project given conceptual approval by the
Conference in 2015. FEAC has yet to recommend a particular format
or length of the book. Because most of the FEAC members were
not yet on the Committee when the motion carried, they asked
Staff to post the Conference discussion from the 2015 Conference
Summary on AFG Connects prior to the next discussion.
Overall, the Committee has been very pleased with the direction
in which the magazine has been heading over the year.

PUBLIC OUTREACH

Pat Q. • Associate Director Public Outreach—Media & Group Records
Claire R. • Associate Director Public Outreach—Professionals

Media

Throughout 2017, Al‑Anon volunteers and WSO Staff provided
extensive content to support the new al‑anon.org website in Eng‑
lish, Spanish and French. The new website automatically fits the
dimensions of smart‑phones, tablets, laptops and computers. They
also evaluated content from the password‑protected Members’
website since No password is required to gain entry to the new
website and the contents are completely searchable.
Public Outreach messages including social media, public service
announcements (PSAs) on television, radio and movie theaters,
service arm websites, podcasts, billboards, posters and news re‑
leases can easily attract visitors to the al‑anon.org website. The
meeting locator feature on the website attracts newcomers, pro‑
fessionals and visitors to local meetings throughout the US and
Canada. The availability of meeting information increases the need
for members to report all changes in meeting days, times and loca‑
tions promptly. All service arm websites need accurate information
to help people find local meetings. After newcomers find their first
few meetings, they will receive local meeting lists, but first they
need up‑to‑date meeting information online.
Public Outreach Coordinators and volunteers throughout the
fellowship continue to conduct a variety of local public outreach
campaigns to attract families and friends of alcoholics. As outlined
in the “Public Outreach” section of the Al‑Anon/Alateen Service
Manual, members submit graphic designs for WSO review. Staff
verify contact information on submitted materials to help assure
newcomers a successful experience when they reach out for help.
Campaigns are encouraged to include local and national con‑
tact information, so families and friends of alcoholics can reach
Al‑Anon and Alateen, whether they are residents or visitors travel‑
ing through the area. National contact information also helps resi‑
dents find help for loved ones who live outside the immediate area.
As a convenience, the WSO provides a variety of graphic designs
for local adaptation and use and members are welcome to submit
their original designs for WSO review.
Public service announcements (PSAs) for TV and radio are avail‑
able free of charge. If members submit to the WSO the name of the
station, the name and phone number of the station representative
who expressed an interest in broadcasting the PSA, Staff will ar‑
range for an electronic delivery in the format that the station re‑
quires. The easiest way to preview PSAs for station managers and
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members is to go to al‑anon.org, scroll down the page to “Media
Kit,” and select “Public Service Announcements.”
The Al‑Anon Declaration invites all Al‑Anon and Alateen
members to practice Step Twelve. “Let It Begin with Me. When
anyone, anywhere, reaches out for help, let the hand of Al‑Anon
and Alateen always be there, and — Let It Begin with Me.”

Professionals
Al‑Anon Faces Alcoholism (AFA)
Members purchased and distributed a total of 357,225 copies
of English, Spanish and French AFA 2017 magazine issues. This
amount was 30,200 copies less than the record‑breaking 387,425
copies for the 2015 issue. However, the 2017 campaign showed an
increase of 3,150 copies, which is a 3.5 percent, above the AFA 2016
campaign. Although this was a minor increase, the AFA magazine
project continues to be the largest fellowship‑wide public outreach
activity in the service structure since the WSO began publishing
the magazine in 2006.
Staff work with professionals and visits to conferences and
events in 2017 identified a significant shift in media publicity, pro‑
fessional, government, and nonprofit organizational activities and
budgets toward the opioid, heroin, fentanyl crises in the US and
Canada. Al‑Anon remains one of the few organizations continuing
to draw the attention of relatives of alcoholics, the public, profes‑
sionals, and the media to the importance of family recovery from
the effects of alcoholism and the availability of Al‑Anon as a re‑
source. This trend inspired Staff efforts to expand distribution of
and to improve AFA attractiveness and influence.
To encourage member participation in this vital outreach proj‑
ect, additional AFA 2017 marketing tools were created for Area
Public Outreach Coordinators, District Representatives (DRs), and
Al‑Anon Information Services. These include an English, Spanish
and French presentation for Area and local service arm meetings.
The AFA 2018 presentation was updated to include a slide explain‑
ing the difference between AFA, an outreach tool to families of
alcoholics and anyone unfamiliar with the Al‑Anon program, and
The Forum, a magazine designed for members already attending
Al‑Anon and applying the program to their lives.
Area recaps of the number of copies and orders placed for the
2016 and 2017 campaigns were also provided to Area Public Out‑
reach Coordinators who confirmed their usefulness. In June, spe‑
cial vanity website URLs were created so downloads of AFA order
forms and placement of orders could be tracked.
The AFA 2018 cover was redesigned to shift the focus to the
Al‑Anon purpose and to identify the magazine as a “free take home
copy.” This modification responded to members’ requests for a
change in the cover format to place less emphasis on the year of
the publication.
The 2018 magazine articles have been compiled, including two
stories from Canadian members, increasing Canadian representa‑
tion in the magazine which is distributed in both the United States
and Canada, and three articles from US professionals who present‑
ed the diversity of relationships which can lead someone to Al‑Anon.
In addition to announcements for trusted servants on AFG Con‑
nects, WSO print and online publications are utilized to remind
the fellowship of the two deadlines to order the AFA magazine.
The Le lien and Al‑Anon y Alateen en acción newsletters, and the
En Contacto and Le Messager announcements continue to play
an important role in providing AFA information to Spanish‑ and
French‑speaking members.
Summary 2018

2018 Membership Survey
The WSO’s new Data Analyst prepared questionnaires, articles
and ads and tear‑off tab flyers for the WSO’s triennial English,
Spanish and French survey of Al‑Anon members, which provided
a cost savings to the fellowship. To ensure credibility, an outside
vendor will be used to verify the findings.
The 2018 study is Al‑Anon’s 12th Conference Approved survey
conducted since 1984. Survey findings are used for the WSO’s com‑
munication with professionals who seek data that quantifies the
effectiveness of the Al‑Anon program and improvements in mem‑
bers physical, emotional, and spiritual well‑being. For the first time,
separate rather than combined reports are planned to present the
US (including PR and Bermuda) and Canada results so that the in‑
formation is specific and appropriate. The online survey will be
open to members in January and February 2018.
Participants are being asked to report their ages when they at‑
tended their first meeting. The desired outcome is to provide more
accurate information about the ages and age ranges, i.e. 20s, 30s,
and 40s, of newcomers and members rather than the mean age 59.8
years old reported in the 2015 study.
Cooperation with the US Center for Substance Abuse Treatment
(CSAT), National Recovery Month planning meetings
The WSO continued its role as resource and representative of
Al‑Anon/Alateen as a mutual support group program for families
and friends of alcoholics during the 16th consecutive year for Na‑
tional Recovery Month. Attendance and participation in the plan‑
ning meetings in Rockville, MD and conference calls provided the
WSO an opportunity to communicate with more than 100 organiza‑
tions. AFG, Inc.'s presence along with other family support group
programs has helped Recovery Month to broaden its outreach to
the needs of family members and children in the recovery process.
The annual theme of 2017 Recovery Month was “Join the Voices for
Recovery: Strengthen Families and Communities.” Family recovery
was also referenced in CSAT’s public service announcements for
TV and radio.
The UT Area Public Outreach Coordinator was successful in ar‑
ranging for Salt Lake City Al‑Anon members to set up and staff an
Al‑Anon information table at the National Recovery Day Kickoff
event on September 9, 2017. The WSO provided bilingual exhibit
banners, English and Spanish Al‑Anon Faces Alcoholism maga‑
zines and outreach bookmarks (M‑76 and SM‑76) to support local
members with this national event. More than 4,000 attendees were
estimated to have attended the event.
Recovery Day Canada
The sixth annual Recovery Day Canada event was held during
the month of September. Canadians in recovery from alcoholism
and other addictions and their families celebrate the positive role
that recovery plays in their lives, workplaces and communities.
Twenty‑three cities across Canada hosted events such as break‑
fasts, lunches, picnics, concerts, 5K runs or walks, and forums with
speakers sharing their recovery stories.
Canadian Public Outreach Coordinators were provided with in‑
formation about Recovery Day Canada events taking place in cities
in their Areas. They were asked to provide follow‑up by sharing the
information with local service arms, who in turn could contact the
sponsors of the events to inquire if Al‑Anon could have a presence
at them.
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Writing Guide for Incarcerated Al‑Anon Members
Advancing a recommendation by the Public Outreach Committee
at the 2016 WSC, the Writing Guide was finalized and posted in the
Public Outreach section of the WSO website. Members serving as
the contacts of the 53 correctional facilities groups were provided
with copies of the Guide and asked to help the WSO to obtain shar‑
ings. Twenty‑three sharings from incarcerated Al‑Anon members
(16 males and 7 females) have been received to date.
The Staff will use the sharings to develop public outreach tools
for incarcerated members, such as flyers with information on how
to obtain Al‑Anon meeting information when sentences are com‑
pleted or on how to attract more newcomers to existing Al‑Anon
correctional facility meetings.
A Public Outreach Committee Task Force was formed, consisting
of two Delegate Committee members familiar with Al‑Anon meet‑
ings at correctional facilities, and was charged with creating an
online tool for Al‑Anon members or families of alcoholics in transi‑
tion from the correctional facility to society. The tool will be devel‑
oped in a manner that meets correctional facility regulations.

Communication and Cooperation
with Professionals
Professional inquiries
Most professional inquiries were received from the digital post‑
card in the “Resources for Professionals” section of the WSO web‑
site. Professionals identify their field, e.g. mental health, addiction,
clergy, healthcare or education, and are sent an automated reply
targeting their field of interest and a welcome newsletter to replace
postal mailings of literature. The WSO received no postal mailings
from professionals in 2017.
When professionals call or email the WSO, they usually ask to
have their supply of AFA magazines replenished and to understand
how to obtain meeting information. Although the WSO sends an in‑
terim supply of AFA magazines, Area Public Outreach Coordinators
are asked to follow‑up with local members to address requests for
ongoing supplies and replenishment of AFA magazines, literature,
and print meeting schedules.
Feedback from professionals about the WSO website meeting
search feature was positive because they can print or download
a meeting schedule for a specific city, county, or zip/postal code to
give to a client or patient.
Al‑Anon presentation at Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
Seminar, Irving, TX
A California North Al‑Anon member provided a presentation to
emphasize the importance of family recovery from alcoholism to
Employee Assistance Program (EAP) professionals from 45 US air‑
line companies and to inform the FAA that mandated treatment for
alcoholic airline employees should also include EAP support for
family members.
National Association of Children of Alcoholics (NACoA),
Kensington, CT
Staff provided NACoA with Al‑Anon Faces Alcoholism 2017 maga‑
zines and other Al‑Anon service material, which were included in the
organization’s two Clergy Training Seminars involving spiritual lead‑
ers from a variety of denominations. The NACoA Executive Director
inquired if Al‑Anon literature covered the topic of suicide and Staff
provided a list of Al‑Anon and Alateen books that include the topic.
NACoA continues to follow the WSO’s social media posts on
Facebook. This organization was also provided notice of Alateen’s
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60th anniversary and invited to follow and retweet posts from the
new Alateen Twitter account.
Research requests, student doctoral dissertations and master’s
theses
Researchers requested three Al‑Anon members residing in three
US cities to serve as research subjects. Members were interviewed
to provide follow‑up and corroboration of the findings of the 2013
Intensive Referral to Al‑Anon: Benefits to Concerned Others and
Their Drinkers study. This study and its current follow‑up are being
conducted by the Center for Health Care Evaluation, Department of
Veterans Affairs Health Care System and Stanford University Medi‑
cal Center, Palo Alto, CA.
Staff review of a doctoral student’s dissertation proposal (part
one of the WSO “Collaboration with Researchers” procedure) did
not fulfill the purpose (“Al‑Anon cooperates with researchers who
are studying the effects of alcoholism as a family disease”). Sub‑
sequently, staff contacted an Area Delegate to assist with locat‑
ing 12‑25 members to respond to questions for a dissertation about
Al‑Anon Sponsorship. The doctoral candidate informed the WSO
the interviews helped her to complete her dissertation and she re‑
ceived her doctoral (PhD) degree.
First Native American Al‑Anon Conference, Albuquerque, NM,
May 5‑7, 2017
More than 180 members attended this first conference. The WSO
provided the newly revised Al‑Anon’s Path to Recovery (S‑67) pam‑
phlets for distribution to newcomers and professionals attending
the conference and participated in preliminary conference calls
held by the New Mexico/El Paso Area to organize the event. Staff
posted event information on the WSO event calendar and wrote
a Group eNews article announcing the conference was open to
all Al‑Anon and Alateen members regardless of their ethnicity. The
conference agenda included Native American Al‑Anon, Alateen,
and A.A. speakers, recovery workshops and a workshop focused
on how to form an Al‑Anon group.

Staff Travel
National Conference on Alcoholism and Drug Dependence
(NCADD) Conference of Affiliates, Alexandria, VA
About 55 representatives, e.g. Presidents, Vice‑Presidents and
Board Chairmen, from local NCADD affiliates attended the con‑
ference. Local Al‑Anon members staffed the exhibit table, which
supported the Associate Director—Professionals’ one‑to‑one net‑
working with attendees such as the President of the National As‑
sociation of Recovery Schools in the US; a New York North High
School Assistant Principal, who supervises seven Student Assis‑
tance Program counselors; and the President and Vice‑President
of the NCADD Maryland affiliate which has a family program.
Staff shared Membership Survey results regarding Al‑Anon
members receiving treatment for depression, anxiety, and
Post‑Traumatic Stress Disorder Syndrome with two attendees who
specialize in developmental science research. Other requests for
local Al‑Anon literature and information from attendees were re‑
ferred to Area Public Outreach for additional follow‑up.
Mental Health for All Conference, Toronto, ON
Staff, attending as a “person with lived experience,” participated
in the conference sponsored by the Canadian Mental Health As‑
sociation (CMHA) and Canadian Centre on Substance Use and Ad‑
diction (CCSA) for the second consecutive year. The conference
combines substance use and mental health for addicted individuals
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and their family members as a behavioral health issue, which is the
same approach being utilized in the US.
Attendance at the conference provided Staff with the opportu‑
nity to explain to Canadian professionals from national and pro‑
vincial nonprofit, government and First Nations/Indigenous people
organizations that Al‑Anon is a registered charitable organization
in Canada and that groups meet across the country. There was also
the opportunity for one‑to‑one conversations with professionals
who coordinate Recovery Day Canada events.
Copies of AFA magazines were provided to numerous workshop
presenters, professional attendees and exhibitors.
Issues of Substance Use Conference, Calgary, AB
WSO Staff attended this biennial conference hosted by CCSA
for the first time. The conference agenda was set up to provide an
equal focus on alcohol and drugs. Although Canada has a similar
opioid, heroin, and fentanyl crisis/epidemic as the US, it was noted
that Canada’s “drug of choice” is alcohol and that more than 75
percent of the Canadian adult population consumes alcohol.
Besides plenary sessions featuring the Minister of Health, the Ex‑
ecutive Directors of the CCSA and CMHC (Canadian Mental Health
Commission), Staff attended workshops of panelists highlighting
“best practices” of three professionals in various provinces or ter‑
ritories. Special focuses for alcohol were on teenagers, college
students, indigenous people, and senior citizens. There was also
a workshop about alcohol and sexual abuse on college campuses.
In addition to networking with professionals from across Canada,
Staff spoke with parents who had recently formed support groups
for parents of children who died from alcohol and/or drug addic‑
tion. Their support groups help them with grief as well as advo‑
cacy for improved public understanding of addiction as an illness.
AFA magazines were provided to them; Al‑Anon purpose and local
meeting information from al‑anon.org was presented via mobile
device.
CCSA staff were glad to know about Al‑Anon plans for a separate
Canadian and US Al‑Anon Membership Survey Report results.

Public Outreach Committee

Maria N. • Chairperson
Pat Q. • Staff Liaison, Associate Director Public Outreach—
Media & Group Records
Norm W. • Trustee Liaison to the Board

The Public Outreach Committee includes Delegates from all
three current panels and up to five At‑Large members, including
the At‑Large Member Chairperson, a Trustee Liaison to the Board,
the Associate Director Public Outreach—Professionals, and the
Associate Director Public Outreach—Media & Group Records,
who acts as WSO Staff Liaison. The Committee meets three times
per year via conference call and as needed.

Summary 2018

During 2017, the WSO Public Outreach Committee formed a
Thought Force to explore attracting people from a variety of cultur‑
al backgrounds into the program. The Committee also formed two
Task Forces. One Task Force met to recommend ways of providing
public outreach messages to post on WSO social media. A Task
Force also formed regarding the development of literature to assist
incarcerated Al‑Anon members who are re‑entering society. The
Committee reviewed scripts for new TV and radio public service
announcements and approved posting signage for groups to add
the day, time and room number that would help newcomers find
their Al‑Anon and Alateen meeting.

ARCHIVES

Joe T. • Archives Coordinator

Archives began to preserve “other than paper‑printed content,”
such as items posted on Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn, YouTube,
Twitter, and other platforms. Website and social media content
along with plans for a virtual archive with secure, cloud‑based
storage are in the early stages of development. Archives intro‑
duced two new retention procedures that are intended to preserve
a few archival units until guidelines are established. Emerging
technology continues to challenge the Staff with ongoing concerns
regarding storage and retrieval solutions.
The WSO Mail/Copy Clerk and Archives Coordinator began
a joint scanning project in the last quarter. New settings on high
speed scanners were introduced for preservation purposes. Digi‑
tal images of The Forum were captured, and ongoing scanning of
documentation and photos is currently scheduled for completion
the last quarter of 2018. All digitized work is maintained inside the
archives. Staff verified the disaster recovery plan to retrieve and
to hold the archives offsite in case of a flood or any other type of
emergency was active.
Due to light exposure, over 100 photos throughout the World Ser‑
vice Office were beginning to deteriorate. Funds were provided to
contract with a professional photographer and all photos were pre‑
served through digitalization.
With the Areas concerned about preservation, the Archives Co‑
ordinators discussed options to scan and retain digital holdings. A
variety of techniques, operating systems, hardware, software, and
storage options were researched. After the comments were re‑
corded and suggestions were reviewed, the Coordinators discov‑
ered that the scope of a one size fits all guideline would be too nar‑
row and the project ended. Members continue to exchange ideas
on the AFG Connects and use the platform as a clearinghouse.
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FINANCE DEPARTMENT
Niketa Bailey • Director of Finance (Non‑member)

In 2017, the Finance department worked on various projects dur‑
ing the year to help streamline operations and increase efficiencies
throughout the Organization.
• Updated meeting phone line system to allow callers to hear
three meetings when calling the toll‑free line.
• Revised supply chain and inventory ordering procedures
which reduced cash flow and increased available space in
the warehouse.
• Designed and implemented a disaster recovery plan to
ensure continued operations in the event of a natural
disaster.

• Review the Audit Report and Management Letter.
• Review Investment Philosophy.
• Review the 990.
• Review Finance Committee Goals and Objectives.
• Review the Investments in the Reserve Fund.
• Meet with the Investment Managers twice a year.

• Implemented Square card reader to accept credit cards
at World Service Conference and the 2018 International
Convention.
• Implemented a travel website that facilitates the booking
of flights and hotels for Volunteers and Staff members. The
platform allows for parameters that adhere to the WSO
travel policy.

Finance Committee

Jennie McC. • Chairperson
Niketa Bailey • Director of Finance (Non‑member)

The Finance Committee meets monthly and reports to the Execu‑
tive Committee immediately following the Finance meeting. During
the Conference, the Finance Committee reports directly to the Board.
Responsibilities of the Finance Committee include monitoring
expenses, cash flow, aligning the budget of estimated income and
expenses, and recommending that the Board of Trustees set aside
funds in reserve when appropriate. The Committee’s oversight en‑
sures that AFG, Inc. remain solvent.
The Committee reviews the financial feasibility of proposed proj‑
ects not already included in the budget, taking into consideration
the goals and desired outcomes, cost‑effectiveness, timing, and
the relationship to the Strategic Plan. Additionally, it sets prices for
new or existing literature. The Committee reports those actions to
the Executive Committee.
Other routine functions include:
• Approve the letters for the quarterly Appeal to Members.
• Review handouts on previous year’s contributions received
from the US and Canada for distribution at the World Service
Conference.
• Recommend to the Board of Trustees the Equalized Expense
amount to send a Delegate to the World Service Conference.
• Review, revise when appropriate, and submit
recommendations for the Investment Strategy Goals to the
Board of Trustees for approval.
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• Review each department’s budget with the Director of
that service in preparing the Preliminary 2018 Budget for
presentation to the Board of Trustees in January.

Other non‑routine actions included:
• Reviewed and modified the Travel Reimbursement Policy for
Board members and staff.
• Approved the pricing and financial feasibility of the
pamphlet HOPE & UNDERSTANDING FOR PARENTS &
GRANDPARENTS (working title).
• Worked on the Finance Committee presentation for the
2018 World Service Conference and discussed various
ways to make it more meaningful and helpful to Conference
members.
• Reviewed and analyzed packing and shipping charges to
ensure the fairness and validity.
• Recommended to the Board of Trustees to design and
produce a foil‑stamped embossed cover commemorative
edition (with a ribbon and bookplate) of One Day at a Time in
Al‑Anon (B‑6) in celebration of its 50th Anniversary for sale
at the 2018 Al‑Anon Convention.
• Recommended to the Board of Trustees to suspend printing the
hard cover of How Al‑Anon Works (B‑22) in all three languages
for a trial period of three years with an annual review.
• Offered Courage to Change (eB‑16) eBook through third
party vendors in English, Spanish, and French in one part
and set the price at $9.99.
• Offered the books Many Voices, One Journey (B‑31),
Discovering Choices (B‑30), and Al‑Anon Family Groups—
Classic Edition (B‑5) at a reduced price of $5.99 for a limited
time to help spread the message of Al‑Anon.
• Recommended to the Board of Trustees extending the
opportunity for another investment adviser to invest a
portion of AFG Inc.’s funds in equities.
• Approved pricing of Al‑Anon Faces Alcoholism for 2019.
• Suspended printing of the Seventh Tradition Pamphlet
temporarily while it is being revised.
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DIGITAL STRATEGY DEPARTMENT
Scot Powers • Digital Strategy Manager (Non‑member)

In 2016, the Board decided to create a Digital Strategy team re‑
sponsible for digital platforms. The team began with the hiring of
the Digital Strategy Manager (DSM) in September 2016.
The DSM evaluated the projects and resources available and made
the following recommendations to the Interim Executive Director:
• Grow the social media presence for public outreach by
dedicating a full‑time position to social media.
• Repurpose the Marketing Information Analyst position to
be more technical to allow Staff to better measure and
understand the impact of WSO digital efforts. The new role
was given the title of Data Analyst.
• Add a position of Webmaster to build and maintain the
Al‑Anon website and other digital properties.
Effective January 2017, the Communications Secretary was pro‑
moted to fill the position of Social Media Specialist. The position is
responsible for creating content, posting it to the various social me‑
dia platforms. Additionally, the position is responsible for respond‑
ing to direct requests for information.

Social Media

The Digital Strategy Team is responsible for managing the on‑
line platforms, a critical component of the Al‑Anon public outreach
strategy in an age when many people are going online to conduct
their own research and to find solutions to their problems. By main‑
taining a consistent presence on social media, in search engines
and through the Al‑Anon website, the WSO is generating aware‑
ness for those who have not heard of Al‑Anon Family Groups.
The WSO social media footprint has grown over the past year,
through the addition of Instagram and a presence in the Spanish
and French social media scene. Members and non‑members alike
are very active in carrying Al‑Anon’s message of help and hope by
sharing posts and tweets. Facebook, Twitter and Instagram have
over 386 million users in US and Canada, which makes these and
other social media platforms important large‑scale vehicles for
carrying the Al‑Anon message. In 2017, over 14 million users (4.6%
of the potential audience) were reached in 125 countries, 6 conti‑
nents, speaking 98 different languages.
One newcomer commented on AFG, Inc. social media, “It’s time
for me to go to a meeting. I cannot stand the lies and constant ex‑
cuses. I need healthy boundaries.” Comments are hidden to protect
anonymity.
Another member commented, “These messages give hope to our
community; pass it along... thanks.”
Expanding awareness and carrying the message will require
continued collaboration in 2018 across Areas, Districts and mem‑
bers through the sharing of posts, pictures and memes created by
the WSO.

Data Analysis

Historically, the WSO has used a third‑party vendor to create and
execute the triennial Membership Survey. This year, the addition
of the new Data Analyst role enabled the project to be brought in‑
house giving the WSO more control over the process and providing
a cost‑savings.
Summary 2018

Website Conversion

By mid‑March, the Digital Strategy team was fully staffed. The
biggest project for the first half of the year was the redesign of the
Public Outreach (PO) website. Prior to the launch of the new PO
website, it was agreed the PO and Members’ websites would be
combined into a single WSO website: al‑anon.org. The project is
being completed in several phases:
• Phase one – build a new PO website with the ability to easily
expand to increase content – This phase was completed on
July 31, 2017.
• Phase two – transfer existing Members’ website content to
the new site – This phase was completed at the end of 2017.
• Phase three – build more content based on the needs of
newcomers and members alike – This phase will begin in
2018 and be ongoing.
In April, a mobile app was tested by Delegates at the World Ser‑
vice Conference. The response was very positive, and new fea‑
tures will be considered for the 2018 Conference as well as for the
2018 International Convention.
In August, a new page on the website was introduced called “News
from your WSO,” which is a collection of articles sent to the groups
via Group eNews. These articles are available for anyone to read.

Website Visits –
2,946,238

2017 Stats

Social Followers –
74,392 (+31%)

Toll‑Free Calls –
34,451

In the Loop

In September, the WSO took another step towards embracing
technology by launching a redesigned email newsletter titled In the
Loop for English‑speaking members. Additionally, for the Spanish‑
and French‑speaking members En Contacto and Le Messager, re‑
spectively, were launched. The emails were designed to be quickly
reviewed and to link to relevant pages on the WSO website includ‑
ing articles on “News from your WSO.” In the Loop replaced Group
eNews and AFG Announcements creating a single email program
to keep all members and groups informed of the latest information
from the WSO. Current Mailing Address (CMAs) contacts, both new
and those who previously received Group eNews, were automati‑
cally enrolled to receive In the Loop. All members are eligible to
sign up directly at al‑anon.org/emailme to receive In the Loop.

Group Records Online Forms

The Digital Strategy team along with the Communication Specialist
completed Phase Two of the website project which includes new on‑
line forms for submitting changes to Group Records. While members
submit changes via the WSO website, they are being routed to the ap‑
propriate Area Group Records Coordinator to u date group records.

Meeting Search 2.0

The Digital Strategy Manager along with the Software Engineer
and WSO Group Records Coordinator have been working on a new
meeting search feature for the website which will resolve many of
the limitations that exist with the current meeting search feature. It
is planned for go live in early 2018.
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As of: May 31st, 2018

The World Service Office has aligned our organizational structure to reflect current talents and membership
needs. The WSO organizational structure is expected to continue to evolve as we seek opportunities to
support the fellowship and ensure Al-Anon Family Groups is available for anyone, anywhere. The changes
are not intended to suggest the need for Areas to change their Assembly structure.

Summary 2018
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